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In this thesis we develop the theory for two separate computer pro­
grams capable of modelling the plane strain consolidation of a soil 
layer under a variety of types of surface loading. We consider 
loading from flexible footings, rigid footings, built-up embankments 
and a plane frame structure on individual footings.
The first program uses a simplified form of finite element analysis 
for the frame structure, and a method of discretizing the surface 
loading into a series of line-loads. A stress distribution theory 
applicable to a soil layer on a smooth rigid base is then combined 
with classical elasticity theory and a finite difference solution 
of the two-dimensional Terzaghi consolidation equation.
The second program uses a unified finite element analysis modelling 
both structure and soil, and incoporating the Biot theory of con­
solidation. A process of smoothing the immediate nodal excess pore- 
pressures is developed, which allows standard types of finite element 
to be used in the soil model.
In addition, it is shown how a set of data of void ratio against 
pressure from a compression test may be analysed (using smoothing 
splines) with a desk top computer to yield an estimate of the pre­
consolidation pressure of a soil sample.
Numerical results from both programs are presented and compared for 
a number of loading problems, and it is concluded that the finite 
difference program is considerably more efficient in the solution 
of problems involving homogeneous soils and loading from flexible 
and rigid footings; in contrast, the unified finite element analysis 
has advantages in the solution of more complex problems.
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Notation
Notation in this thesis is defined where it first appears; a list 
of the more commonly employed notation is given here. (Notàtiôn 
specific to finite element theory is marked f.e.)
A, B Skempton pore pressure coefficients
A^ plane strain pore pressure coefficient
a footing half-width
^  vector of forces and pore-pressure reactions (f.e.)
B strain-displacement matrix (f.e.)
^ vector of body forces (f.e.)
compression index
undrained strength
C coefficient of consolidation ■
V
c cohesion (hyperbolic model)
c scaling factor for pore pressures (f.e.)
D stress—strain matrix (f.e.)
D depth of soil layer
E ' Young's modulus
E^ initial tangent modulus (hyperbolic model)
E undrained modulusu
F, f applied forces
G shear modulus
g smoothness parameter in smoothing.spline
h layer thickness
I ; Moment of Inertia
K stiffness matrix (f.e.)
K bulk modulus
pore-water bulk modulus (f.e.) 































parameter controlling rigidity of footing
compressibility '







correcting constant (hyperbolic law) . •
element local coordinate system (f.e.) 
soil compressive strength (hyperbolic model) • 
time
horizontal displacement (f.e.) 
pore pressure
mesh-point pore pressure (finite differences) 
out-of-plane displacement





3D Skempton pore pressure coefficient 












potential energy (f.e.) 
direct stress
major and minor principal stresses 
shear stress 
angle of rotation 
time discretization (f.e.)
In general, a dashed superscript ' indicates the effective stress 
value (although this may be omitted where the meaning is clear).
Throughout this thesis, the 'compression positive' sign convention 
is used.
CHAPTER 1 - INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background; Models of Soil Behaviour
Before euiy physical problem can be solved numerically, a 
mathematical analogue of the problem must be produced. This 
mathematical model will incoporate.'theories describing the 
re le Vein t behaviour of the constituent materials of the problem.
There are many factors hindering the development of a comprehensive 
scientific theory of soil behaviour, which we shall first summarize.
Experimental data can be drawn from two sources; full-scale field 
tests and site records from construction projects, and small-scale 
laboratory tests and models.
In site investigations, the complex and ill-defined geometry cind 
composition of soil is first approximated on the basis of borehole 
logs by a series of homogeneous zones of soil ■with straight-line 
boundaries (usually horizontal). The properties of. each of these 
soil types must then be assessed. This is done by taking soil 
samples for testing in the laboratory. Two questions arise; Will 
the sample have the same properties as the larger soil mass, and 
are those properties affected by the sampling procedure? The 
answer to both questions is generally unfavourable. Rocks, stones 
sand, organic matter and air pockets in the soil mass can make its 
overall behaviour differ from that of a small sample. This is 
particularly true of the permeability, which is greatly increased 
by the presence of small layers of sand of holes caused by rootlets. 
One typical study (Green and Hight (1975)) found laboratory measure­
ments of the coefficient of consolidation to be one to two 
orders of magnitude smaller than those of the soil in the field. 
Disturbance of the soil during sampling, on the other hand, will 
affect its elastic behaviour, affecting the measured values of 
undrained strength and compressibility M^ .
These errors may be reduced to some extent by taking large diameter 
piston samples; an alternative procedure which is proving successful 
is the measurement of soil properties in situ, by field vane 
tests of strength, field piezometer tests of permeability and 
pressuremeter tests.
Assuming accurate measurements of the soil parameters, the next 
step is their incorporation into a theory of soil behaviour, 
that is a constitutive law linking stresses, strains and volume 
change. The simplest law, that of isotropic linear elasticity, 
is a starting point; its main deficiency is its inability to model 
the concept of failure. Failure of.the soil, (where large 
irrecoverable strains occur once the stresses reach a certain 
limit) is clearly of major importance in practical applications, 
and modem theoretical soil mechanics from the original textbook 
of Terzaghi (1943) to the mid-nineteen fifties was primarily 
concerned with bearing capacity and failure criteria. However, 
the confirmation of analytical theories by field testing was 
frequently confused by the significant dependence of soil properties 
on the stress history of the material.
A change in emphasis was initiated at that time by the Cambridge 
research group under Roscoe. Instead of dealing with natural soil 
deposits of complex stress history, they worked with remoulded 
clays and well-graded sands which could be subjected to any desired 
stress or strain path in specially-designed apparatus. The soil 
parameters were carefully determined in true triaxial conditions, 
and large model tests carried out using advanced techniques and 
instrumentation /centrifuge, x-ray photography, electron microscope). 
As a result of their efforts they developed the theory of critical 
state. (Roscoe and Burland (1968), Schofield and Wroth (1968) and 
Roscoe (1970)). In the context of normally and lightly over-con­
solidated clays in plane strain, such as we are concerned with in 
this thesis, a simplified theory is given by Burland (1972) in a 
paper to the 1971 Roscoe Memorial Symposium in Cambridge. Burland's 
model, of a strain-hardening piàstic material with a yield locus 
(rather than a simple yield point) is valuable, in that it requires 
knowlege of only four traditional soil parameters; the undrained 
strength C^ , angle of effective friction 0', compression index 
and over-consolidation ratio n. Burland conducted model footing 
tests using a heavily greased steel-framed glass-sided box, and 
obtained centreline displacements and pore pressures in good agree­
ment with theoretical predictions. In other papers and subsequent 
discussion in session 5 of the symposium, Gibson and Sills (1972)
produced theoretical results for the deformation of a Gibson 
soil (an isotropic linear elastic soil whose modulus increases 
linearly with depth ^ see Gibson (1974)), results very close 
qualitatively to those obtained by Zienkiewicz and Naylor (1972) 
from a finite element model using critical state theory. Similarly, 
Smith (1970) yhows how a simple type, of inhomogeneit^in a linear 
elastic isotropic finite element model: brought the results into 
close agreement with observed behaviour of sand and chalk. There 
is thus a new validation for simpler soil models.
In this thesis the emphasis will be on techniques for the solution 
of a problèm of soil-structure interaction; we shall use elastic 
soil models with allowance for inhomogeneity and simple non- 




Buildings are normally constructed bn one of three types of 
foundation, sketched in Fig,1,2.1$
(a) individual strip or pad footings
(b) raft foundations of finite stiffness
(c) piled foundations
These three types are listed in increasing order of cost and 
bearing capacity. As the foundation is loaded during construction, 
so settlement will occur due to the compression of the underlying 
soil. In the case of saturated clay soils a large proportion of 
this settlement will occur after construction has finished, as the 
pore-water in the soil flows away from the loaded area: the time- 
dependent process of consolidation, \ *
Clearly,the way in which individual parts of the foundation settle 
is dependent upon both the nature of the soil below and that of 
the structure above. The soil eind the structure are linked through 
the foundation, and interact through it. In the case of a framed 
structure on pad footings, a settlement of one footing more than 
its neighbours will induce new stresses into the structure, such 
that load will be removed from that footing and transferred to 
its neighbours. This load redistribution will in turn affect the 
individual footing settlement rates.
Until recently such problems of soil structure interaction have 
been too complex to analyse in routine construction work. The 
structural engineer would analyse a structure on the assumption 
that it stood on a perfectly rigid foundation; this analysis would 
produce the forces and moments applied to the foundation; and the 
civil engineer would predict foundation settlement on this basis, 
ignoring the effect of the structure. Settlement predictions 
obtained in this way will in general overestimate the amount of 
differential settlement occurring between parts of the foundation. 
Differential, rather than absolute, settlement is the primary 
cause of structural damage (see Burland and Wroth (1975)) and tables
of maximum allowable differential settlements have been prepared 
for practising engineers (Skempton and McDonald (1956)). This 
uncoupled approach may lead to the final structure being either 
unnecessarily strong (if it is built to tolerate the predicted 
settlements) or too weak ( if the predicted settlements are not 
used in reanalysis of the design), • ^
Modem styles of building tend to emphasize = the importance of
this interaction, and interest in the problem has grown rapidly
since Meyerhof (1947) first proposed a technique for its approximate
solution. With the advance of computer design and capability,
the number of factors which may be taken into account in a
mathematical model is always increasing. On the other hand, a
recent state of the art report by the Institution of Structural
Engineers (1978) recommended (page 30) that "future analytical
studies should focus on the need to provide relatively simple aids
«
for design rather than the provision of novel but complex mathe­
matical routines".
In the remainder of this section we review the work that has been 
done on the problem of soil-structure interaction, with particular 
reference to the individual footing type of foundation, and in 
§ 1.3 we outline the approach of the present thesis.
Review of Previous Work
Historical reviews of this subject may also be found in Lee (1975) 
and Wood (1972), chapter 8, among others.
Meyerhof (1947) used slope-deflection equations together with a 
Winkler soil model (where the soil is treated as a bed of vertical 
independent linear or non-linear springs, the stiffness being 
determined from field tests), In this way he analysed one storey 
two-dimensional frames on individual footings. In a later paper 
(1953) he showed how a more complicated frame structure could be 
represented by a beam of equivalent stiffness (his method is 
outlined in § 3.4). Other analyses based on a Winkler soil model 
were made by Sved and Kwok (1963), Morris (1966), Lee and Harrison
(1970) and Haddadin (1971), the latter using à finite element 
analysis.
■' I
The Winkler soil model is however only a crude approximation, 
and in Europe research concentrated on the use of a linear 
elastic soil model, dividing the soil continuum into layers and 
evaluating surface settlement w by the summation
over all layers, where;
m^ = compressibility of the layer
Aa^ = change in vertical stress in the layer, found by Boussinesq 
stress formulae (see §2.2)
h = layer thickness
Chamecki (1956) produced a way of estimating final settlements 
of framed structures on footings, as follows;
«
(i) By structural analysis, calculate the footing loads assuming 
no settlement.
(ii) Calculate the footing settlements using equation 1.2.1,
♦
ignoring the influence of the structure.
(îîi) Using load transfer coefficients, find the new footing 
loads caused by these settlements.
(ivj Reevaluate the settlements on the basis of these new loads.
Chamecki then took the averages of the settlements found in (ii) 
and (ivj as an approximation to the true behaviour. This became 
unnecessary when his method was developed into an iterative 
procedure implemented by computer, by Larnach (1970).
Hain and Lee (1974) made a comparison of the linear elastic and 
Winkler approaches applied to a raft problem, concluding that the 
linear elastic model gave more realistic predictions of soil and 
structural behaviour.
The finite element method first appeared in the mid-1950's as 
a technique of structural analysis, but it was not until, about 
ten years later that its potential relevance to soil mechanics 
began to be investigated. In 1965 a study by Cheung and Zienkiewicz 
of a raft foundation treated the soil as a single continuous element.
Purely soil mechanics applications statted with Brown and King 
(1966) who used the finite element method for the analysis of 
built-up and cut-down embankments, A good review of the 
subsequent history of finite elements in soil mechanics is
given by Valliappan (1975),
■
Lamach and Wood have developed, two computer programs, capable 
of analysing' framed emd raft structures respectively in two and 
three dimensions, which combine a finite element model of the 
structure with a non-linear elastic soil model. They improved 
the evaluation of strains and displacements in the soil by 
replacing equation 1.2.1 (which assumes no lateral strain) by the 
formula from three-dimensional elasticity theory:
w (Aa^  - v(Aa^+Aay))h (1.2.2)
where is the Young's modulus of the soil at its current state 
of stress, as given by the hyperbolic stress-strâin model of 
Duncan and Chang (1970) to be described in § 5.3. Their work 
is reported in Larnach and Wood (1972) and Wood and Lamach (1975) , 
and full details are to be found in Wood (1972). *
A major advance in their programs was the inclusion of time- 
dependency; that is, they modelled the consolidation process.
To do this they used the one-dimensional diffusion equation of 
Terzaghi:
3t V 3 2 
z
where u represents excess pore-pressure, and discretized it by 
an explicit finite difference scheme.
Perhaps the most elegant approach to the problem is the creation 
of a unified finite element model embracing soil, structural and 
foundation elements. The advantage of a finite element model 
for the soil, is that complex soil inhomogeneities, geometries 
and boundary conditions may be dealt with routinely. Two- 
dimensional finite element analyses of pile foundations - eg.
Hooper (1973), Naylor and Hooper (1975) - and of raft foundations 
- eg Smith (1970) - have been made recently. Majid and Craig
(1971) amalysed a simple freune structure on sand with asymmetric 
point loads using a three-rdimensional finite element model; 
the full versatility of the finite element^ method has been dem­
onstrated by King and Chandrasekaran (1975) , in a 3-D finite 
element emalysis of a multi-storey multi-bay freuned rafted structure 
on a heterogeneous soil; the seune authors (1977) have repeated  ^
the analysis using the linear elastic soil model described above.
Fuller summaries with results of the more recent works cited will 
be found in the state of the art report by the I SE (1978).
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1.3 The Approach of this Thesis
Limitations of current progress
Researchers in the field of soil-structure interaction are agreed
■ " . . ■ ■ . • : ■ . '
on the urgent need for well-documented case histories against 
which the latest methods of analysis described in the previous 
f section can be tested. Reports of such case studies^ yare starting 
to appear (see appendix D of the report of the ISE (1978)),although 
there do not, as yet, appear to have been any model tests of soil- 
structure interaction problems on simple soils on the lines of 
the Cambridge research. In the meantime the most useful line of 
activity would be in improving and expanding the existing methods 
of solution rather than in the development of new ones. As we 
have seen in §1.2, the currently— used methods cire of two types;
(i) the composite method; finite element model of the structure 
linked to a layered elastic soil model. This Kas been 
expanded to include one-dimensional consolidation by Wood
(1972) .
(ii) the unified method; finite element model of sop.1 and structure, 
We consider the limitations of each in turn:
The composite method (i) has a serious drawback in its use of 
Boussinesq stress distribution theory in the soil model. This 
theory,applicable to an ideal elastic half-space, gives con­
siderable errors for the stresses in a finite soil layer with a 
rigid base. For example, a recent case study found that computed 
settlements using Boussinesq theory were on average 30% less than 
those predicted on the basis of stresses from a finite element 
analysis (Crowser, Schuster and Sack (1975)). Moreover, while the 
Boussinesq theory gives particularly simple formulae (equations 
2.2.9-11) for the stress distribution from a surface line-load> the 
integration of these formulae to cover other forms of plane strain 
loading over finite areas increases the complexity considerably. 
Poulos and Davis (1974) collect the formulae which have been pro­
duced for various simple types of loading; other problems, such 
as the stress distribution from a rigid footing, are not amenable 
to analytic solution.
10
The one-dimensional. Terzaghi consolidation theory used by Wood 
has been shown to be a good approximation to the true two or 
three-dimensional flow situation Vhen the soil layer has a porous 
base and surface, in which case the bulk of the', flow occurs 
vertically. It is not justified, however, to conclude from this 
that the one-dimensional theory can be reasonably appjj.ed to 
problems with an impervious base to the soil layer. The horizontal 
flow would be particularly important in the soil-structure interaction 
situation, where it acts as a link between the actions of the 
different parts of the foundation. It is relevant to mention in this 
context that natural soil deposits have a much higher horizontal 
than vertical permeability.
The unified method (ii) has great power and versatility of 
application. It does,, however, suffer the inherent drawbacks of the 
finite element method, namely the need for substantial amounts of 
computer store and time, the higher mathematical sophistication 
of its theory, and the extra care and time needed in preparation 
of input data.
A theory of consolidation by finite elements (see § 4.3) was 
produced by Sandhu and Wilson (1969), but to the writer's knowledge 
it has so far only been applied in simple two-dimensional elastic 
soil problems with no foundation or structural elements included 
in the model, only special 'composite' soil elements of a particular 
type.
Aims
In this thesis, the writer considers both the composite and the 
unified methods of soil-structure interaction analysis, attempting 
to tackle the limitations of the former while expanding the 
capabilities of the latter so that direct comparisons of the 
performance of the two methods can be made. To this end, the goal 
was set of producing two computer programs (named FDTIM and FINETIM 
for the composite and unified methods respectively), each capable 
of performing plane strain consolidation (ie. time-dependent) 




(b) built-up embemkments '
<c) rigid footings
(d) a single—storey multi-bay frame with asymmetric loading.
The four types of loading are illustrated in Fig. 1.3^ .^ ,' They 
were suggested by the availability of analytic and case study 
solutions against which results could be checked, and by the 
possibilities of small scale experiments being constructed, 
instrumented and performed in the soil mechanics laboratory of the 
School of Architecture and Building Engineering.
A final general aim in the writing of this thesis has been to 
present a clear, readable and coordinated guide through the 
relevant fields, steering a path between the misty highlands of 
mathematical theory and the marshy plains of engineering empiricism.
Summary
The theory of composite method program FDTIM is developed in Chapters 
2 and 3. Chapter 2 presents alternatives to the standard Boussinesq 
theory for modelling shallow soil layers and finite-area loads, 
while Chapter 3 deals with two-dimensional consolidation and the 
structural model*. The way in which these theories are combined 
and implemented in FDTIM is also shown3
Chapter 4 discusses the finite element program FINETIM. Starting 
from a very general program of Naylor (1977), two-dimensional 
consolidation theory is incorporated, with an adaptation which 
allows standard types of soil element to be used. The various 
models of non-linear soil behaviour are discussed in Chapter 5, in 
particular the hyperbolic model of Duncan and Chang as used by 
Wood, Majid and Craig and others. Chapters 6 and 7 give numerical 
results from both programs on each of the four types of loading 
problem listed above, and attempt a comparison between their 
performance. Conclusions are drawn in Chapter 8.
12
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CHAPTER 2; Elasticity Theory and Related Topics
2.1 Introduction
Jn this chapter we develop the elasticity theory associated 
with drained and undrained settlement analyses for a linear 
elastic soil in plane strain with a surface strip load. In 
S 2.2 the stress increment distributions in the soll^for this 
problem are considered, and the classical Boussinesq theory is 
adapted to take account of rigidity of the loaded footing, and 
finite depth of the soil layer.
We then show the way in which this theory may be employed in 
a numerical model, by representing the soil as a finite 
rectangular mesh of points. Finally, we consider the excess 
pore-pressure distribution induced by the applied load, and 
the relevance of the Skempton pore-pressure coefficients in the 
plane strain situation. . •
14
2.2 The distribution of Stresses in the Soil 
The soil at rest
For a soil at rest, ie. with no applied loads acting upon it, 
the effective vertical stress a* at the point <x, y, z) is 
due solely.to the weight of soil lying above that point. For 
a Saturated homogenous soil of submerged density
= Y»2 <2.2.1)
o
The horizontal stress at the given point is taken to be a 
proportion of the vertical stress:
o' = o' = K o' (2.2.2)
*o °
K is termed the coefficient of Lateral Earth Pressure, or the o
coefficient of Earth Pressure at Rest, and lies typically in
the range 0.55±0.10 for normally consolidated soils {Poulos
(1975)), while for overconsolidated soils K increases witho
increasing overconsolidation ratio. For an ideal elastic soil 
it may be deduced from the elasticity equations that for no 
lateral strain:
K = V (2.2.3)
° 1 - V
However in practice is highly dependent on the stress history 
of the soil, and much work has been done on techniques for its 
determination (see Harr (1977), p. 269-70); the most widely 
used empirical relation is:
K = 1 - sin 0' (2.2.4)o
first proposed by Jaky (1944), where 0'iis the effective angle 
of friction for the soil.
Total stresses may be obtained by adding the hydrostatic pore-, 
water pressure to the effective stresses.
The Boussinesq Problem
The simplest meaningful loading situation one can consider is 
that of a point load P acting on the surface of a semi-infinte 
elastic soil mass (fig.2.2.1). This problem was solved by 
Boussinesq (1885) using a stress function which satisfied the
15
compatibility and boundary equations. He derived the following 
formulae (given in rectangulàr coordinates following Jumikis 
U969)): ,
4(J = 3P z3 ■ (2.2.5)
Aa =
X
3P Î 3c£z - 1 - 2v / - ; 1 + (2R + z)x2 's,
2” |jj5 3 R(R + z) (R + 2)2*3
(2.2.6)
At = 3P (2.2.7)
*= 2* *5
At = 3P ( xyz - 1 - 2v / (2R + z)xy\ | (2.2.8)
^  2^ {
)
r5  ^ \ (R + z)2r3 / j
Aa and At by symmetry. «y yz ' .
These formulae have long been the basis for stress and settle­
ment calculations. They may be integrated to give the stress
distributions for line, strip, circular and rectangjilar loads. 
Two of these integrated problems are relevant to this study; 
firstly, an infinite line load of magnitude p/unit length acting 
along the y-axis, reducing the problem to a two-dimensional 
plane strain one (fig.2.2.2). The stress components now 
sinç)lify considerably, notably in becoming independent of 
Poisson's ratio (Poulos and Davis (1974)):
Aa = ^  z^ (2,2.9)z — -^--
Aa = 2p x^z (2.2.10)
. * r%
At = 2p xz^ (2.2.11)xz —^ ---
These may again be integrated between limits in the x-direction , 
to yield a solution for the stresses under the edge of an 
infinite strip load, width a, magnitude p/unit area (fig.2.2.3). 
The stresses at the point (a/2, z) are (Wood (1972)):
IB
Aa^  = 2 /tan l*/z + az \ , (2.2.12)
^ \ a2 + z% /
Aa^ ** £^tan^Vz - az \ ' <2.2.13)
+ z^ /.2
£/l - . _ Z  ^ _ \ 
V a% + z%/
AT^_ = P z% ^ (2.2.14)
Using these formulae and the principle of superposition the 
stresses at any point in the soil can be found.
Analytic solutions for the stress distributions resulting from 
linear variably-loaded areas, and from horizontal loadings, have 
been derived, all of this work being collected and summarized 
by Poulos and Davis (1974).
Where the analytic formula contains, for exanç>le, Bessel 
functions or requires numerical integration, influence tables 
have been produced for selected values of the parameters. These 
tables are ideal for hand-calculations, but are unsuitable for 
use in a computer program. Indeed,even the formulae 2.2.12 
and 2.2.13, which can be implemented on the computer using 
standard functions, proved to be extremely expensive in computer 
time, due to the inverse tangent function which must be evaluated 
twice at each mesh-point.
A more efficient method of finding the stresses at any mesh-point 
in the strip-load problem of fig.2.2.3, is to discretize the strip­
load into a series of line-loads, and to sum the influence of each 
line-load on the mesh-point using equations 2.2.9 - 2.2.11 
repeatedly. If the strip-load p/unit area, width a, is divided 
into N equal substrips, and the load on each substrip lumped 
into an equivalent line-load in the centre of the substrip, we 
will have N line-loads of magnitude pa/unit length, spaced a 
distance ^/N apart. N must be large ^  enough to inake ^/N small, 
compared with the distance between mesh-points.
There is one further advantage in this discretization of the 
load distribution, in that it provides much greater flexibility 
in attempting to model more complex situations. The two main 
complexities which arise in this study ( and in practical
17
applications) are:
a. the loaded area being a relatively rigid footing, and
b. the soil consisting of a finite layer underlain by a rigid 
base, eg. bedrock.
Rigid footing 6n finite soil layer: contact pressure distribution
Both the above factors will affect the stress distribution in the 
soil, primarily by influencing the distribution of contact 
pressure under the footing.
The contact pressure distribution under a relatively rigid 
footing resting on an elastic infinite half-space has been 
analysed by Borowicka (1938, 1939), and some of his results 
are presented in Terzaghi (1943). The pressure distribution 
curves involve factors such as :
\  ^  ^  " ^soil ^footing H ’ (2.2.15)
: - footing '
representing the relative rigidity of a circular footing radius 
R, thickness H with respect to the soil; for the limiting case 
of a perfectly rigid strip footing, however, of width 2a with 
a uniform applied pressure P/unit area as in fig.2.2.4, the 
contact pressure distribution is:
1 -a<x<a (2.2.16)p (x) = 2P
It should be noted that 
*aI p(x)dx = 2Pa (2.2.17)r-.a
ie. the total load on the footing remains constant, but pressure 
has been redistributed away from the centre towards the edges 
of-the footing. Such a pressure distribution is easy to model 
by the method of discretization into line-loads described in the 
previous paragraph, by setting the magnitudecof the line-load 
at x^  equal p(x^)6^ - see fig.2.2.5. However, where the footing 
overlies a shallow compressible soil layer, equation 2.2.16 
exaggerates the redistribution of pressure, and its use in a
18
settlement analysis produces a hogging of the footing, with 
thé footing edges settling more than the centre.
Indeed, It is to be expected that the shallower the soil depth 
with respect to the footing,width, the less effect the footing 
rigidity will have, and the more closely the pressure distribution 
will approach that for a flexiblé footing, viz.
p(x) = P -a<x<a (2.2.18)
Brown (1969 a,b) has made numerical studies of the contact
pressure distribution under a circular raft of radius a and
specified rigidity resting on an elastic isotropic soil layer
of depth D with a rough rigid base. In his analysis he used the
finite-layer stress distribution of Burmister (1956), discretizing
the raft into a number of uniform-pressure annuli. Graphs of
sample results for shallov^  ^ /a = 1^ and deep soil layers are given
»
in fig.2.2.7. The contact pressure curves are for K = 0.1,1,10 
where K is the relative rigidity of the footing.
For the most rigid footing, K = 10, it is seen that as the 
relative depth of the soil layer is decreased, thé contact stress 
curve becomes increasingly flattened away from the edges, 
changing from a shape analagous to the Borowicka curve, fig.2.2.4 
and approaching the imi form-pres sure distribution of a flexible 
footing.
To model efficiently this phenomenon, we require a family of 
curves, distinguished by some continuously varying parameter m, 
of which equations 2.2.16 and 2.2.18 are limiting cases, sid 
for all of which equation 2.2.17 holds.Such a family is given 
by:
P^ (x) = P f(m) (1 “ j X 1“ ] -a<x<a (2.2.19)
where f (m) is such as to make equation 2.2.17 hold. Thus with 
f(2) = 2 and f (m)->-l as m-> «>, equation 2.2.19 simplifies to 2.2.16
TT
when m = 2 and approaches 2.2.18 as mt «>. Since f (m) is 
independent of x, it does not affect the value of m which gives 
the minimum differential settlement across a footing for a given 
relative depth /^a, which we shall denote m^^^ (^/a). Th®
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settlements at x *■ O and x » *5 on a rigid loaded strip-footing 
of half-width a * 1 for various depths and values of m, were 
obtained for v * 0,5 in an interactive computer program on the
MULTICS system based on the elasticity theory described in the
■ ’ D ' ■ -following paragraph. From this, fig.2.2,6 of m ■{ /a) against
/a was plotted for the ramge of relative depths in which we •
f D , '.5 'are likely to be interested, viz., 1, < /a < 5 , using the
finite layer stress distributions developed below. For relative
depths greater than 5 , the contact pressure distribution is not
significantly different from that for a half-space, and for
relative depths less than ^ the method becomes inappliccible
through the importance of edge-effects, etc. It can be seen
that in the range of interest, 2 < m  ^< 6.opt
We now return to the question of finding f(m). From 2.2.17 
and 2.2.19,
■ «
f (m) = ^  (2.2.20)Im
Where
1 = 1  (1 - x“ )“^/“dx (2.2.21)m
I^ can only be evaluated using numerical integration; thus we 
can only obtain an approximation to f(m). A suitable function 
to fit is:
f(m) 1 - q(m)c^(m) (2 .2 .2 2 )
By performing the integration over the range m = 2.0 (0.5) 6.0 
and fitting q(m) by least squares, it was found that :
q(m) = 0.6095220mf - O.0168260m + 0.3456630 (2.2.23)
gave f(m)I I^ = 1.0±0.0003 within this range. (The maximum
error occurring only at the extreme lower end of the range).
Quadrature was performed by dividing the range (0,1) into 10,001
equal strips, using Simpson's Rule on all but the last one,
then dividing this last strip into 1 0 , 0 0 0  substrips, using
Simpson's Rule again, and the mid-point rule for the final
substrip, since (1 - x™) -> as x 1. Graphs of the resulting
curves p (x) for m = 2 and m = 6 appear in fig.2 .2 .7. 
m
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Stress distributions In a finite soil layer
The effect of a rigid base or substratum on the stress distribution 
within the sôil layer is amaore difficult problem. Fortunately 
it has a lesser effect on soil. displacements than the footing  ^
rigidity. There are two limiting cases which have been considered:
a. that of a smooth rigid base,and^
b. where the soil adheres fully to the base (ie, a perfectly 
rough base).
The complete solution for stresses and displacements in a soil
layer on a smooth rigid base, from a line-load at the soil
surface, was given by Filon (1903). He first considered an
elastic beam extending to infinity in the xy-plane, and lying
between z = - D and z = D, with a line-load of intensity P/unit
length in the y-direction applied to the upper surface above
1
the origin - see Fig,2.2.8. We suppose the beam to be supported
on knife-edges sufficiently far away not to effect the stresses
and displacements. By integrating the equations of equilibrium
for the beam, using a stress function composed of trigonometric
and hyperbolic functions, applying the stress boundary conditions
and then expanding terms of the form sin u sinh u in power series
form around the origin, he obtained (p.98) solutions for the
stresses c , a , t at the point (x,z) in the beam in the form:
X z xz
( l ) " ^  1 * § ' « • . ]
•  A É  (§)" ‘ ■ I i ]
n=0 \ /
T = P 
TTD
Where ;
= x^ + z^ , cos 0 = z/r as in Fig.2.2.8 and the coefficients
F^ and are given by the infinite integrals:
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F- ■ r / cosh u , - 3 \ du
^ 0 yslnh 2u - 2u j '
Fp , « f * /  ^ cosh u\ du n > O
^  ^ Jo\slnh 2u - 2u /
( ( sinh u \
«'O ^sinh 2u + 2u/
f f u^^ ^cosh ü \
•'o \sinh 2u + 2u /
*2n “ f sinh u \
•'o \sinh 2u - 2u/
^2n “ f f u sinh u \ du n ^ O (2.2.25)
1
^2n + 1 ~ ^  f u_____ cosh u 1 du n ^ O
G- = r /u sinh u I du n > O
^  .
These series are uniformly and absolutely convergent inside a
circle radius D, centred at the origin. Filon found the
approximate values of the first few coefficients F and G by
n n
quadrature; the writer has performed numerical integration using
Simpson's rule on the MULTICS computer system to obtain the
coefficients up to F , G , and these are given in Fig.212.9.b b
It is now possible to model the effect of a smooth rigid base 
inserted in the beam at'depth D, by superimposing on the above 
stress formulae the stress distribution resulting from an equal 
and opposite line-load P' applied to the lower surface of the 
beam directly beneath P (Fig.2.2.8.). This will, by symmetry, 
cause there to .be no vertical displacements and zero shear 
stresses along the line z = O, which are the correct boundary 
conditions at a smooth rigid base.
Filon plotted a graph of vertical stress a at the base,• z
ie. where z =0, reproduced in Fig.2.2.10 with a graph of the 
stress predicted by Boussinesq theory superimposed, from which 
it is seen that directly under the line-load the stress is about 
1.44 times as great as that given by the Boussinesq theory, while 
away from this point the stress dies out very rapidly, vanishing 
at a distance of about 1.35D from the z axis.
To evaluate these stresses, the stress formulae from the loads 
P and P' may be combined, since the stress at (x, z) from P ' is 
the same, by symmetry, as that at (x, - z) from P. Such a 
combination gives the following formulae for the stresses at 
(x, z) in a soil layer of depth D underlain by a smooth rigid
22
base:
o * 2P / r I cos n0 X
' - m




I n  n + 1 if n is evenX = /n
+ 1 if n is odd
+ 1 if n is evenz = /n
+ 1 if n is odd
(G* + 1 if n is evenT = <n
if n is odd
These combined formulae involve only the even-numbered F
coefficients and the odd-numbered G coefficients. The size of
F and G increases with n at about the same rate as n!, so that n n
if r is close to D the series in equations 2.2.26 will be very 
slowly convergent.
By the method of discretization into iine-loads, the stresses and 
hence displacements for a strip-load on a finite layer may be 
modelled; this is not feasible, however, without a modem 
programmable calculator. By the time these became available, 
advanced mathematical techniques had brought treatment of more 
complex physical problems into range. Timoshenko and Goodier 
(1970), p.57, outline the solution for strip-loading using a 
similar stress function to Filon*s and representing the loading 
by Fourier series. Pickett (1938) treated the line-load problem 
for a rough base using Fourier integrals, and subsequent work 
has dealt almost exclusively with the rough-base situation, which 
is of more practical relevance, though leading to considerably 
more complex formulae. Burmister (1956) presented the complete 
solution in three dimensions for a point-load; his formulae were
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Integrated numerically by Poulos (1967) to give influence tables 
for stresses and displacements under any type of surface loading.
Ueshita and Meyerhof (1968) have obtained influence factors for 
the vertical displacements of the edge of a uniform strip-load 
on a finite soil layer with specified Poisson*s ratio, for the 
cases of a smooth auid of a rough base. These were^used by the 
writer to investigate the error caused by using the Boussinesq 
infinite-depth stress theory to predict displacements on a finite 
layer. The Boussinesq formulae for stress under the edge of a 
strip-load, equations 2.2.12 - 14, may be integrated analytically 
with respect to z, giving by elasticity theory the centreline 
displacement w of a strip load of intensity P, width 2a, ion a 
soil layer of depth D as:
_1
w = ^  1 + V T(1 - 2v) D tan (a/D)+ (1 - v) a In (1 + D^/a^)l
IT E L
, (2.2.28)
Curves of centreline displacement against layer depth for E =
P = 1 were plotted for v = 0.0 and v = 0.5, and appear in
Fig.2.2.11 together with the Ueshita and Meyerhof smooth-base
curves. There is very little difference in the curves for
V = 0.0, but for V = 0.5 the Boussinesq theory considerably
underestimates the correct displacements (by almost 100% for
very shallow layers). This discrepancy in the case v = 0.5
is still large (about 25%) even for very deep layers (^ /a = lO),
indicating that the statement of Terzaghi (1943, p.423) that
"in the upper half of the layer the state of stress is practically
identical with that in an elastic, semi-infinite deposit which
is acted upon by the same load", is valid only for the vertical
stress a .z
The writer has obtained good agreement with the Ueshita and 
Meyerhof curves by discretizing the strip-load Into line-loads, 
and for each line-load using the Filon formulaè 2.2.26 for 
points within the semicircle r < 0.5D, z > O. Outside this 
region, the Boussinesq formula 2.2.9 was used to give the 
vertical stress a , but the horizontal stress a and shear stressz X
were taken to be zero except in a narrow strip near the 
surface, O < Z < 0.05D, where the Boussinesq formulae 2.2.10 - 11
24
were used. The resulting curves are sketched in Fig.2.2.11.
A stress distribution subroutine called FILON using this theory 
has been included in the program FDTIM, and the user may select 
this or the Boussinesq theory subroutine BOUSS in his analysis.
General Comments I .
From the foregoing it may be seen that the classical Boussinesq 
theory is amenable to some empirical corrections which improve 
its ability to model the more important boundary conditions of 
our problem. Nevertheless, the approach becomes slightly ponderous 
in this way, and certain other boundary conditions such as rough 
boundary surfaces are ruled out by the method of calculating the 
displacements, as given in § 2.3.
A great advantage of the finite.element approach, to be 
described in Chapter 4, is that the most general boundary 
conditions and problem geometry can be handled routinely. This 
may be seen in the work of, for example, Milovic et al (1970), 
who have published influence tables for stress distribution and 
surface displacements of a rough rigid loaded strip on a finite 





















Fig. 2.2.3 Strip-load plane strain problem
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Fig. 2.2.4 Contact pressure across rigid footing on half-space
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Fig. 2.2.8 The symmetric line-load
problem
Fig. 2.2.9 Values of F and Gn n
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In this section we summarize the fundamentals of elasticity 
theory, showing how they are used in the program FDTIM.
For a linear elastic isotropic body in three dimensions, direct
stress increments Aa , Aa , Aa^ cause strains c , e_/ , givenX y ^ "
by the elasticity equations:
z x y z
1 Tac - V (Aa + Aa )1 (2.3.1)
Ë I ^ y
1 fAa - v(Aa + Aa )1 (2.3.2)
E  L y ^ ^ J
1 fAa - V(Aa + Aa ) (2.3.3)
Ë  L ^ y x J
e =
^ E
For the case of plane strain, the symmetry in the out-of-plane
y-direction imposes the condition = O. This determines the
stress increment Aa^ induced by the applied increments Aa^ and
Aa : z
Aa = V(Aa + Aa ) (2.3.4)y X  z
The vertical strain e^, which is the quantity of primary interest, 
is then given by:
E = 1 + V 1(1 - v) Aa - vAa (2.3.5)
z L z xJ
Displacements may be found by integrating strains. For a soil 
layer of depth D in plane strain (Fig.2.3.1) the vertical 
displacement at a given point (X, Z) is
w(X, Z) = E (X, z) dz (2.3.6)
J z  =
where E^(x, z) is the vertical strain at the point (x, z).
Discretization
To model this problem, we discretize the soil mass into a mesh 
of points. The infinite extension in the x-direction must be 
approximated by choosing finite limits, say xE^A, s] . Then the 
interval [A, bJ is partitioned into a finite set
|x^ = A, x^/   , x^ = BI and the z-interval [o, d] is
X
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partitioned into = O, Zg, = DJ , as in Fig.2.3.2
z
This gives us a set of mesh-points |(x^, z^ ) | i = 1, ...,
j = 1 , ..., N } .
Stress distribution
J
Stress increments may now be calculated at every mesh-point, 
using the method of approximating the footing load by a series 
of line-loads, as proposed in section 2.2. Suppose the footing 
lies between mesh-lines x = x^ and x = x , and the contact pressure 
distribution is p(x), x^ < x < x , as in Fig.2.3.2. Then we 
divide the footing into S equal intervals, say, of width 
6 = (x^ - x^)/S and approximate the footing load by line-loads 
P^, ...., Pg, where line-load P^ is at z = O, x = x^  + (K - 6 ,
and has magnitude P ^ = p  (x ^ + ( K - ^ ) 6 ). 6 (cf. Fig. 2.2.5).
The stresses at the mesh-point (x^ , ■z,^) are then given from 
equations 2.2.9 - 11 by:
S o
Aa = 2  Pz
^ijk
f  £  ^ik (2.3.8)
^^xz.. " -  \ k ^ ^  (2.3.9)
1] IT -----
*ijk
Where X., = x„ + (k - *5)6 - x.ik X 1
Z. = z . - z 3 3 0
‘ijk = V
On the surface between x „ and x the direct stresses are equal
Z r
to the contact stress,ie.
Aa = Aa =p(x.),Ax = 0  i = £ + l ,     r - 1 and
i^l ^il  ^ *=il
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away from the footing all stress increments are zero. At the 
singular points at the edges of the footing, we may take the 
stress increments to be zero, so that the surface displacements 
predicted will be for the soil surface rather than for the 
footing edge.
Strains and displacements
By the elasticity equation 2.3.5 we can now find the vertical 
strain at each mesh-point (x_, z^ ) :
e = l  + v f ( l -  v)Aa - vAa 1 (2.3.10)
Displacements in the z-direction at any mesh-point are found by 
replacing the integral in equation (2.3.6) by numerical integration 
using the trapezium rule:
w(Xi, z ) = H ^  (e^  + E ) (2% + 1 - Z^ ) (2.3.11)
ifk i,k + 1
k= ]
Principle of effective stress
The Boussinesq theory of section 2.2 provides total stress 
increments (ie. ignoring any induced change in the internal pore­
water pressure of the soil). Use of these increments together 
with the drained values of Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio 
for the soil, E' and v', will yield the drained or long-term 
soil displacements. Alternatively, use of the undrained parameters
E and V will give the undrained, or immediate, settlement. To u u
perform an analysis for some intermediate time, while the process 
of consolidation is occuring, the drained soil parameters E ' 
and v' are used, together with the effective stress increments 
at that time, ie. the stress increments actually applied to the 
soil skeleton. Terzaghi (1923) first related total and effective 
stress in saturated soils by:
a ' = a - u  (2.3.12)
where u is the internal pore-water pressure in the soil.
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Taking increments, we have:
Aa' = Aa - Au (2.3.13)
so that a knowledge of the excess pore-water pressure distribution 
prevailing at any given time, is required in order to define the 
time pattern of effective stress. (Of course, the long-term 
settlement is reached when the excess pore-pressure has completely 
dissipated, so that Au = O and Aa' = Aa).
We must thus investigate firstly the immediate excess pore-pressure
caused by a total stress increase, and secondly (in Chapter 3)
the dissipation of this pressure with time.
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2.4 Undrained Excess Pore-Pressure Distribution
Considering a soil sample in a triaxial apparatus (where the 
non-major principal stresses are equal: = o^), Skempton (1954)
proposed that principal stress increments Aa^ and Aa^ applied 
to the soil cause an undrained pore-pressure increase of:
Au = B pACg + A(Aa^ - Aa^)j (2.4.1)
the parameters A and B being the Skempton pore-pressure 
coefficients. As equation 2.4.1 may in fact be derived from 
equations 2.3.1 - 3, it can readily be shown that for an ideal 
saturated elastic soil and incompressible pore-fluid, B = 1 
and A = 1/3. It is admissable to consider that in all saturated 
soils the value of B remains close to unity; however, because 
of the very significant effects of stress history on the stress 
strain behaviour of soil, the parameter A must be measured 
experimentally (see Fig.2.4.1).
In 1958 Henkel generalised equation 2.4.1 to cover three 
dimensional stress situations,as:
Au = 1/3 ( Ao^ + Aa^ + Ao^) + a ^ (Aa^ - AOg)^ + (Aa^ - Aa^)^ -t
+ (Ao^ - Ao )2 (2.4.2)
with an experimental pore-pressure coefficient a. This 
formulation was later published by Skempton (1960). For the 
triaxial test situation, equation 2.4.2 reduces, using Ao = Aa_
2. Of
to :
Au = (1/3 + a/T ) Aa^ + (2/3 - O.JÏ ) Ao^ (2.4.3)
so that, comparing coefficients with equation 2.4.1,
A = av/S" + 1/3 (2.4.4)
An ideally elastic soil has a = O.
From equation 2 .4 .1 we can establish a relationship between the 
drained and undrained moduli of soil. In triaxial conditions , 
the equation for axial strain, 2.3.3, becomes:
^  ^ Ao^ - 2 vAa^J (2.4.5)
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As mentioned before, the immediate axial strain can be determined 
either using total stress increments and the undrained soil 
parameters E^, v^, or using effective stress increments and the 
soil skeleton parameters E' and v'. Thus,
c = 1  r Aa_ - 2v AaJl = 1 T  Aa, - 2v'Aa''l (2.4.6)
^ 1 u 3j -,L 1 , 3J
and by substituting equations 2.3.13 and 2.4.1 and equating 
coefficients of Aa| and Aa^, we find that = *5 and
E' = (1 - A + 2v'A) E (2.4.7)u
For an ideally elastic soil, A = 1/3 and so E' = 2/3 (1 + v')E^ 
which agrees with the fact that the drained and undrained shear 
moduli are equal (since shear stress is unchanged by pore-pressure)
It is easy to forget in using this theory that the pore-pressure 
constant A, which can be determined in a triaxial test, is valid 
only for triaxial conditions. It can however, be shown that for 
a soil in plane strain equation 2.4.1 also holds, although the 
pore-pressure coefficient A is different from the triaxial case; 
we shall denote it Ap, and establish a linear relationship 
between A and Ap.
For an undrained soil in plane strain,
Aa = V (Aa + Aq) = ^(Aa + Aa ) (2.4.8)
y u X z X z
So as Ax = Ax = O, we may take Aa = Aa„; taking the x,z xy zy y 2
coordinates in the major and minor principal stress directions, 
equation 2.4.2 becomes:
A = ^(Aa, + Aa_) + 3/2 a(Aa - Aa )u 1 3  1 3
= ih + av/372)Aa^ + ih - ^ s/V2 ) Aa^ (2.4.9)
Hence, the plane strain pore-pressure coefficient Ap is related 
to the three-dimensional coefficient a by:
Ap = a \/3/2 + h (2.4.10)
and for an ideally elastic soil with a = O, we have Ap = ^.
3 7
Eliminating a with equation 2.4.4, we find:
Ap = (3/2)A + hil -\/j3) (2.4.11)
In our plane strain soil model, we will therefore establish 
the immediate excess pore-pressure at each mesh-point by finding 
the principal stress increases, using the relation ^
^l\= h{o + o ) ± h 
as) ^ ' ''
a - a ) ^  + 4%"^  (2.4.12)
X z xz
and
Au. . = Aa + Ap(Aa -Aa ) (2.4.13)
^ij ij ij
The pore-pressure coefficient A has been found to vary with the 
over-consolidation ratio, O.C.R., of the soil, as in Fig.2.4.1 
(after Henkel (1950)). The relation between A and the plane 
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Fig. 2.3.1 Loaded soil layer in plane strain
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Fig. 2,4,1 Variation of A with Fig. 2,4.2 Relation between A and A
overconsolidation ratio
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2.5 Conclusions; Extensions and Restrictions
The theory has been developed for a numerical model which is 
capable of analysing displacements of a soil layer in plane 
strain supporting a rigid or flexible footing load. By the 
principle of superposition, the effect of further independent 
footings, loaded simultaneously, could also be model],ed. (The 
extension to linked footings, where the loads depend on the 
relative settlements, is considered in § 3.4).
In physical terms, the elasticity equations 2.3.1 - 3 applied 
to the boundary mesh-points imply all boundaries to be smooth, 
since the effect of friction cannot be modelled, and in allowing 
horizontal displacements at the side boundaries x = A and x = B 
the model is consistent with an infinitely extending soil layer 
rather than one with rigid side walls. In this last respect the 
method has an advantage over the finite element methoji, where the 
side boundaries have to be taken far enough away not to influence 
the footing settlement, to model this more practically useful 
situation.
There is also the possibility of dealing with non-homogeneous soils, 
replacing the constant soil parameters E and v by E(x,z) and 
v(x,z), evaluated separately at each mesh point. Non-linear stress 
strain laws (See Chapter 5) may be incorporated, using an 
incremental or an iterative procedure which require re-solution 
for the strains a number of times.
An incremental method would be needed also if the induced excess 
pore-pressure were taken to be dependent on shearing strains as 
well as direct stress increments, as proposed by Lo (1969). Wood 
(1972) has incorporated this relationship into Skempton's theory 
in § 2.4 by replacing the pore-pressure coefficient A by 
A^ = ^^(0^,0 )^ using a hyperbolic pore-pressure axial strain model.
However, as discussed fully in the Introduction, it is necessary 
to ask in each case if the increase in complexity and computing 
time needed to implement any adjustment to the linear elastic 
theory, is justified by a sufficient improvement in accuracy of 
modelling of a range of practical problems using field and laboratory 
data.
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CHAPTER 3 : Theory of Consolidation, emd the finite difference
program FDTIM
3.1 Introduction
There are two further topics which need to be considered before 
a complete numerical model of the time-settlement behaviour of 
a frame structiyre on a soil layer can be cons true te(^ . These 
are firstly a theory of consolidation, and secondly a method of 
representing the structure. §3.2 develops and discusses the 
Biot and the Terzaghi-Rendulic theories of consolidation, and 
justifies the adoption of the simpler, uncoupled Terzaghi- 
Rendulic theory. In §3.3 we show how the governing equations 
may be approximated numerically using finite differences, and 
we apply the alternating direction implicit method of Peaceman 
cind Rachford (1955) to the problem.
A flexibility matrix to represent the frame structure is 
developed in §3.4, and we conclude in §3.5 by assembling the 
methods described in this cuid the previous chapter to form the 
rectangular-mesh, finite-difference program FDTIM.
3.2 Theory of Consolidation
The differential equation governing the change of pore-water 
pressure in a soil with time was first deduced by Biot (1935), 
For an elastic saturated soil element ccxnposed of incompressible 
soil particles, the rate of pore-water expulsion must equal the
rate of volume decrease, so that assuming the pore-water to be
incompressible and to follow Darcy's law, we have
^x 2ÎE + = - ^^v (3.2.1)
Yw Yw By^  az^  3t
where k^ / ky, k^  are the soil permeabilities in the x, y, z 
directions;
Y^ is the water density;
u = u(x, y, z, t) is the excess pore-pressure at the point 
(x, y, z) at time t
and is the volumetric strain : Ey = + Ey + E^.
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For the case of plane-strain, application of the elasticity 
equations 2.3.1-4 gives
Ev = + Aa^ - 2u} (3.2.2)
and substitution into 3.2.1 yields the differential equation 
in . C, + C, + - (3.2.3)
at 9x2 Vz 2 at
where
C.
''x 2(l-2v) (1 + v)
and
Cv_ = —
2(l-2v) (1 + v)
are the coefficients of consolidation in the x, z directions. 
Similax equations may be deduced for one- and three-dimensional 
problems (see Davis and Poulos (1972)).
Equation 3.2.3 embodies the 'true' or Biot two-dimensional
consolidation theory. It may be simplified into a normal
diffusion ec[uation, however, by the assumption that the
consolidation process does not cause any change in the bulk
total stress , ie there is no redistribution of total
2
stresses as the footing settles. This removes the last term in 
the equation, leaving
e -
giving a 'pseudo' two-dimensional consolidation theory, 
sometimes called the Terzaghi-Rendulic theory.
The main difference in predictions from the two theories is 
that the Biot theory can and does predict the Mandel-Cryer 
effect, which is impossible in a simple diffusion process. The 
Mandel-Cryer effect in its simplest form is that when a sphere 
of saturated soil is subjected to an all-round pressure, with 
free drainage at the surface, the pore-pressure in the centre 
is found to rise above its initial value during consolidation
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before decaying. This effect was deduced from elasticity theory 
and Biot theory by Mande 1 (1953) and Cryer (1963) , but in 
practical experiments it has proved rather more elusive than the 
Biot theory would predict. Davis and Poulos (1972) state that 
the Mandel-Cryer effect has been verified experimentally by 
Gibson, Knight and Taylor (1963) and by De Jong and Verruijt
jVi -
(1965). However, the results published by De Jong and Verruijt 
show the Mandel-Cryer effect only in the theoretical curves of 
pore-pressure against time predicted from Biot theory but not in 
their experimental results, and Gibson et al failed to observe 
any appreciable effect during virgin consolidation. They did 
observe the effect during swelling and reconsolidation cycles, 
and concluded that the Terzaghi-Rendulic theory is more 
applicable to consolidation in natural soil deposits. More 
importantly in the present context, Burland (1967) conducted 
model footing tests and found no appreciable change I n  the 
distribution of total stresses in the soil during consolidation - 
a condition which would validate the Terzaghi-Rendulic theory.
It therefore appears justified to use the Terzaghi-Rendulic 
'pseudo* consolidation equation 3.2.4, which is amenable to a 
numerical method of solution as detailed in the following 
section, rather than the 'true* Biot theory. We shall see later 
that the Biot theory is, however, used in the finite element 
solution of the consolidation problem.
3.3 Finite Difference Solution
The explicit method of solution of equation 3.2.4, is obtained 
by making the approximations
it '
z j,n ■ + ° i + l , (3.3.1)
3x^  (Ax)2
—  - + ''i, j + l , n > ^
9z2 (Az )2
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where the approximate pore-pressure at the mesh point
(Xi, Zj) at time t^; it is inefficient because of the stability 
requirement
Cy Cy \
— * + —  ^> At< *5 (3.3.2)
(Ax)2 (Az)2J
which puts a severe restriction on the maximum size of the 
timestep At, even for large times when the consolidation is 
extremely slow-moving.
This restriction would not apply to the Crank-Nicholson method:
= 2{cvx((x"i,j,n + 4xUi,j,n+l)/(Ax)2 + +
+ 6%0i,j,n+i)/(6z)2j (3.3.3)
but with this method, for the mesh /(x^, yj) |i=l,.. j=l,..,N2j
we would have at least (N^  - 2)(N^  - 2) equations to»solve, 
each equation having five unknowns; this would be extremely 
laborious and expensive for all but the simplest meshes.
Fortunately, there exists a third method of much greater 
efficiency and with unconditional stability. It was proposed 
by Peaceman and Rachford (1955), emd is known as the Alternating 
Direction Implicit (A.D.I.) method. It consists of separating 
the time-step into two equal half-steps. Over the first half- 
step we use a set of equations implicit in one of the directions, 
eg setting At = t^ ^^  ^- t^,
(Ui,j,n+% " Ui,j,n)/At = Cy^(Ui_i^ + ü^+i, j,n+*5^  /
(Ax)2 + Cy^(Uipj_i^n "" + Ui,j+l,n)/(Az)2 (3.3.4)
and over the second half-step we make the method implicit in the
other direction, viz
^^i,j,n+l ” i^, j,n+*5^ “ v^^ ^^ i^-l, j,n+*s "" + U^+l, j,n+*5^ /
(Ax)2 + Cy^(Ui^j_i^n+l “ + Ui,j+l,n+l)/CAz)2 (3.3.5)
This method is stable for all ratios of At/(Ax)2 and At/( A-z) 2 
(see Smith (1965)).
U
Rearranging 3,3.4 and 3.3.5 with the unknowns on the left-hand- 
sides, and writing  ^j for the intermediate set of pore- 
pressures Di,
"^x^i-lfj + + j - ^x^i+l,j “ ^z^i,j-l,n +
(1 ” 2rz)U^,j,n + ^z^i,j+l,n (3.3.6)
jV-
and
“^z^i,j-l,n+l (l*2rz)Ui j n+l “ ^z^i,j+l,n+l
rxVi-l,j + (3.3.7)
where aud r, =
From this it can be seen that to progress from the n'th to the 
(n + 1) * th time step we must solve two sets of tridiagonal 
equations, one set of order Ng - 2 and the other of order - 2.
It has been shown (Peaceman and Rachford (1955)) that for a 
typical problem the work involved in this is about seven times 
less than in the Crank-Nicholson method, and twenty five times 
less than in the explicit method with a stable timestep.
Generali zation
The above theory has assumed constant mesh sizes Ax and Az, and 
a homogeneous soil where Cy^ and Cy^ remain constant throughout. 
It is straightforward to allow for the mesh size to vary, getting 
coarser away from the loaded area, and doing this goes a long 
way to removing the objection raised by Wood (1972) that two- 
dimensional consolidation theory is too expensive to program 
because of the large number of mesh-points needed outside the 
immediate area of interest. The stability of the method is not 
affected.
A more interesting ques^ tion is the generalization to layered 
soils, where we require the form of equations 3.3.6-7 applicable 
to the interface between two horizontal layers of different 
permeabilities and compressibilities. Abbott (1960) attempted 
to solve this by a method using fictitious hydraulic gradients, 
but his solution was later found to be inconsistent by Raymond
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and Chan (1966). Murray (1971) produced a solution by arguing 
from first principles; this is avoided in the following 
solution, proposed by the writer.
Consider the one-dimensional flow problem, with a soil 
interface at mesh-point Zj, as in fig 3.3.1. We introduce 
the soil ccmpressibilijty My, defined as
My = |-(l-2v) (1 + v) (3.3.8)
for plane strain, so that Cy = — —  . Suppose the upper
soil layer (the 'p'-layer) has compressibility and permeability
My and k« , and the lower soil layer (the 'q'-layer) has 
P ^
corresponding parameters My^ and k^^.
There must be a unique value for the rate of flow of pore-water 
across the interface at any time, and this can be expressed in 
two ways by applying Darcy's Law to the 'p' and the 'q' layers:
where (——) denotes evaluated at Zj. approached from the3 z p j 9 z J
'p'-layer
and (■— ) denotes ~  at Zj approached from the *q'-layer.9 z . 9z J
q]
(That these two gradients differ may be seen from the graph in 
fig 3.3.1.)
This fact leads to the continuity of flow equation
. ‘3.3.10)
^ P3 ^ q]
We now apply the one-dimensional form of the consolidation 
equation 3.2.4 to the 'p'-layer at Zj and make a backward 
difference approximation for the second derivative
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where (~) is ~  evaluated at a point P midway between o z p o z
Zj_2 and Zj •
Similarly for the 'q'-layer;
-o k
(iH.)
9t j Yw"Vq dz- qj T^^Vg I oz g qj
(3.3.12)




The left-hand-sides of these equations are equal, by the 
continuity of flow equation 3.3.10. Using this, we may solve
for (|“) , givingdt j
(|^ J = I ^ G F p; (3.3.15)
 ^ Y„(MvpAzj + MvgAzj+i)
But we may approximate the derivatives at P and Q by central 
differences, using the mesh-point values;
2k  f°j±l -  -l] - k, [°3 '
I ®ql . Az. JjSu . «. '*1. "=i+l
'at j -------------
(3.3.16)
•rw<“v Azj + Mv Azj+i)
The right hand side of this equation thus gives a replacement 
for the term Cy at the interface, and it reduces to this
Z  d Z ^
in the case of k„ = k_ and My = My .Zp Zq
4?
For the two-dimensional flow situation, we use this replacement
in the consolidation equation 3,2.4, and for the term Cy ^
* 9x2
we use the normal finite difference representations of equations 
3.3.4-5 with the soil parameters
Mvj = 5 <“vp + “Vq>, kxj = 1 (kj^  + k%^ ) and 
kzj = I'kzp + k z q ) •
Equations 3.3.4-5 were written assuming uniform mesh-sizes Ax 
and Az. It is straightforward to generalize them to the case 
of varying mesh-sizes, and by doing this and applying the 
adaptation for interfaces we obtain the most general form of 
the finite difference scheme, which is that used in the program 
FDTIM. The difference equations 3.3.4-5 become
-RXlVi-l,i + (l + 2R)Vi,j - RX2Vi+i,j = PZlUi,j-l +' ...
... + (1-P “Q)Ui, j + QZ2Üi, j+i (3.3.17)
and
-PZiUi,j_i + (l+P + Q)Ui,j - QZ2Ui,j+i = RXiVi_i,j + ...
... + (1 -2R)Vi,j + RX2Vi+i,j (3.3.18)
where
Axj^  + Axi+i  ^ Ax,- + Axj
2Azj+i 2Azj




Y^.Azj{Mvj_iAzj + Mvj+iAzj+i) 
Yw'^Zj+ltMyj_^Azj + Nyj+^Azj+i}
and
AXi = Xi - Xi_i , etc
and the left-hand-sides of each equation are the updated 
variables for the next half-timestep.
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Boundary Conditions
Soil boundaries fall into two types, permeable and impermeable. 
At a perfectly permeable boundary no excess pore-pressure can 
develop, and so if for example the base mesh-line z = were 
a permeable boundary we would set
Ui,N ^ ^i,N “ O for all time steps (Dirichlet boundary 
condition).
At an impermeable boundary, the flow across the boundary is zero, 
so that for an impermeable base we would use equation 3.3.18 for 
j = Ng in the form
-(PZl+QZ2)Ui Ms-l + (1 +P +e)"i,Nz =
... + (1- 2%)Vi,Nz + <3.3.19)
obtained by setting ^ n -1 ' evaluating Q and
R we use, by symmetry, = My , Az^ , . Az„ , etc.
Ng+1 Ng-1 Ng+1 Ng
Stability and Convergence of the A.D.I. Method
It was stated earlier that the A.D.I. method applied to the 
two-dimensional diffusion equation 3.2.4 is convergent and 
unconditionally stable. This is proved in Forsythe and Wasow 
(1959) using a Fourier series method. Problems of convergence 
have been encountered at soil layer boundaries, however, for 
large timesteps and where the distance from the boundary to the 
next parallel mesh-line is small.
Solution of the matrix equations
The tridiagonal matrix equations resulting from equations
3.3.17-18 were solved by the subroutine TRIDGl written by 
Bloss (19 76), which uses a variant of Gaussian elimination based 






Fig. 3,3.1 Interface in finite difference mesh
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3,4 Modelling the Structure
Using the theory of chapter 2 for finding stress and pore- 
pressure increment distributions, together with the finite 
difference approximation of the consolidation equation described 
in the previous section, we can model the settlement with time 
of a soil horizon under and around a loaded footing.^  By th^ 
principle of superposition, multiple footings independently 
loaded at varying times may also be considered. Our intention, 
however, is to be able also to model the problem of footings 
linked by some framed structure, as illustrated in fig 3,4.1.
Here, the load on each footing is not constant, but depends upon 
the relative settlement of the footing, the structural load being 
continuously redistributed across the footings throughout the 
consolidation process.
Previous work on the soil-structure interaction problem has been 
reviewed in the introduction. Certain standard types of structure 
may be modelled using conventional structural analysis techniques 
(eg Chamecki (1956)), but in recent times the finite element 
method has proved a very powerful tool capable of completely 
analysing a wide range of structures. The only drawback of the 
method is the large amounts of computer store and time needed.
This is particularly important in a consolidation analysis, where 
the stiffness equation must be solved one or more times at each 
times tep. In line with the idea of making FDTIM a small efficient 
program requiring limited storage, a procedure has been developed 
for rapidly forming the flexibility matrix for a more restricted 
class of structure.
Meyerhof (1953) proposed a way of approximating the framed 
structure of fig 3.4.1 by a single beam of equivalent stiffness.
If the length of the frame is L, divided up into a number of bays 
of approximately equal length £, then for each beam-level j the 
effective stiffness of the beam is augmented by the stiffness of 
the columns connecting adjacent beam-1eveIs. The equivalent 
Moment of Inertia of the beam, iC , he gives as
f Kft-Ku .L^l




Kj = = average stiffness of beam at level j
/h^ = average stiffness of lower columns
EIuKy = /hy = average stiffness of upper columns^
hj^ = height of lower columns
hy = height of upper columns.




Meyerhof states that in a typical example this approximation 
predicted de formations correct to within about 5%. He also 
showed how to include the effect of cladding and load-bearing walls
It was subsequently used by Sommer (1965) to analyse a framed
structure resting on a continuous strip footing (a raft). The 
method is of practical relevance since the deformations of primary 
importance to the engineer are the settlements of the footings, 
and specifically the differential settlements between adjacent 
footings. Skempton and McDonald (1956) have prepared tables of 
maximum allowable differential settlement in buildings. Litton 
and Buston (1968), looking purely at the effect on a framed 
structure of specified differential settlements of its footings, 
have shown that the greatest stresses and deformations are 
developed in the structural elements at the base of the building.
We therefore intend to confine our attention to a single-storey 
multi-bay portal, as in fig 3.4.2. As described above, a multi­
storey building Ccin be approximated by such a portal in a 
straightforward manner. We will allow the bays to have different 
lengths, and different stiffnesses along the beam element, thus 
enabling variations in structure or number of storeys across the 
building to be modelled. The columns from each footing are
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assumed to be pin-jointed to the beam; this is acceptable if 
their stiffness has been taken into account already in 
calculating the equivalent beam stiffness.
Let there be M footings (ie M-1 bays), and let the i*th bay 
have half-length and beam inertia , as in fig 3.4.2.
Dead loads from the superstructure (if any) will be transmitted 
via the columns to the ends of each bay, while loads resting on 
the beam, and the weight of the becun itself, may be approximated 
by loads lumped at the ends and the mid-point of each bay. We 
will therefore consider loads applied in the positions shown in 
fig 3.4.2. The problem to be solved can then be expressed as 
follows :
If the external superimposed loads applied to the beam are 
established and the footings are vertically displaced by 
prescribed amounts, we would wish to then calculate the reactions 
at each footing and the beam displacements in the mid-points of 
each bay.
This forms an essential preliminary to the time-dependent problem, 
where footing displacements are occasioned by soil compression, 
and adjust themselves interactively as the footing reactions 
immediately change.
We start with the equations of equilibrium for a bar, length 2, 
Young's modulus E, inertia I, subjected to forces , Fg and 
moments , Mg at its end-points (fig 3.4.3). Clearly,
F^ = Fg = F, say, and for equilibrium we have the well- 
established solution
T 3
«A = " ^ 2 8 A  + + %(«A-«B)} (3.4-3)
“ b  =  ^ 0 A  26b  +  \ ( 6 ^ - 6 b > }  ( 3 . 4 . 4 )I -'-B 'I
and
F.2 = + Mg (3.4.5)
The derivation of these equations may be found in most structural 
analysis textbooks, for example Home and Merchant (1965) .
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Let us divide our beam into a number of elements and node-points 
(the node-points separating the elements being at the ends and 
mid-points of the bays) • Let element n be that part of the beam 
between node-points n and n+1 (we need not at this stage 
discriminate between node-points at bay ends and mid-points) ,
Eyiy
with a stiffnei^ s —^  euid with forces Fy and mcments
^A,n ' ^  n ^^^"9 upon it as in fig 3.4.4.
Then there are four quantities of interest at each node-point:
(i) the normal displacement
(11) the angle of rotation of the beam
(111) 2n' the shear force downwards : ~ -,*^n n n-1
and (iv) , the moment: .
Since each beam element is to be in equilibrium,' we can apply 




••• + + 12^&n+l (3.4.6)
'-^ n-l n-' n
and
“n = 2K„-lVx + 4{K„.i+K„}e„ + 2K„6„+i + - ...
*n-l
-
At each node, some of these quantities will be known and some, 
unknown, depending whether the node is at a bay end or mid-point. 
Suppose that node n is a bay mid-point; then the applied force 
Qy is prescribed and there is no applied moment; the displacement 
and angle of rotation 6^  and 0^  are unknown. At the bay end­
point nodes n-1 and n+1, which are attached to footings, the 
footing reactions and are the unknown forces, and the
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euigles of rotation and G^+i are also unknown. As we assume
the footings to be pin-jointed to the beam, there is no moment 
created. Thus, at each node we have precisely two knowns euid 
two unknowns. For the four nodes n-2, ... , n+1, as shown in 
fig 3.4.5, we may list the variables as follows:
Cn-2' «n-2' *n-l' «n-1' Qn' «n' W l '  «n+1 . 
unknown: 6^-2' ®n-2' ^-1' ®n-l' ®n' ®n' ®n+l' ®n+l"
As node n is the mid-point of the bay, we know that 
and “ n^* Write these quantities as and on the
assumption that we are dealing with the m' th bay (so that 
2jj—2 — '^TD— 1 / etc) .
Then applying equations 3.4.6-7 to the two nodes n-1 and n, and 
rearranging with the unknowns on the left-hand-side, we obtain 
the matrix equation ^
*^ m^ m ” ImYm (3.4.8)
where
Ym “ (^ n-2 ®n-2 ^-1 ®n-l n^ ®n ^ +1 ®n+l^
Ym “ ( n^-2 ^-2 ^n-1 ^-1 On ^  ^ n+1 ^+1^
and Tjjj and Ljq are 8 x 8 matrices as given in fig 3.4.6. At the 
ends of the beam, ie for m = l and m = M, we obtain the matrices 
Tj, Lj, T^, Lj^  as given in fig 3.4.7, with
ui = (Rj G1 62 ®2 ^3 83)^
Yi = (Ô1 Ml @2 M2 63 Mg)^
Ym “ (^-1 ®N-1 %
Ym “ (%-l ^-1 ^  ^ (3.4.9)
Node N is at the end of the beam, so N = 2M-1.
These equations are assembled to give the global matrix equation 
for the equilibrium of the whole beam, viz
Tu = Lv (3.4.10)
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where
u = (Rj 6i «2 ®2 E3 ®3 ..... ®N-1 ®N-1 ®N^  *
V = (61 Ml Q2 M2 «3 M3 ...... “n-1 ®N “n>’’
and the matrices T, L are assembled from the submatrices {Tj^} , 
{Ljq} as indicated in fig 3.4.8. This matrix equation has order 
4M - 2 where M is the number of footings. Unless the bay lengths 
and stiffnesses vary considerably along the beeim, there has been 
found to be no singularity problems in inverting T by Gaussian 
elimination and using the flexibility matrix T“ L^ to premultiply 
the vector of known variables v at each times tep and obtain the 
unknowns in u. The applied moments are always zero in the 
situation under consideration, although the analysis allows for 
non-zero moments also.
Loads applied directly above the footings may be included right 
at the end, by adding them to the footing reactions found from 
equation 3.4.10 (care being taken to first reverse the sign of 
the reactions, since these act upwards on the beam but downwards 
on the footing).
Subroutine STIFF to form the flexibility matrix T” L^ initially, 
and STRUCT to perform the matrix multiplication at each time step, 
have been written and included in the program FDTIM.
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Fig. 3.4.1 Framed structure on footings
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Fig. 3.4.3 Elastic bar, with forces and moments
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Fig. 3.4.5 Typical bay with loads Q and reactions R
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Fig. 3.4.7 Matrices in equation 3.4.8, for beam ends
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rT  =
X X X X X X
X x-y—  X X X
X X !< X X X
X X X X X X
X X X X 
X X
JLX X
X X X X
L
X X X  
X X X 
X X X 







X X X  
X X X 
X X X
X X X X X 
J< X X X 
X X X  






X X X  X X X X
X X X ^  X y X
X X X  X X
X X X X A X X
X XpX X 
X X
Fig. 3.4,8 Assembly into global matrix
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3.5 Conclusion ; the progrcim FDTIM
We conclude by indicating the way in which the theory of 
chapters 2 and 3 is used in the program FDTIM. A detailed 
program specification is given in Appendix A. A simplified 
flow-diagram of the program is shown in fig 3.5.1.
Following input of the soil and structural data in the subroutine 
INPUT, subroutine STRUCT is called to evaluate the structural 
flexibility matrix T” L^ of §3.4. (For independently loaded 
footings, this is omitted.)
The prescribed loads are then read, either directly as footing 
loads in the case of independent footings, or for linked footings 
as beam loads which are converted to footing loads using the 
structural flexibility matrix by subroutine STRUCT. The loads 
are converted to average footing pressures, and subroutine BOUSS 
or FILON is called, for each footing, to find the distribution 
of total stress increments, using the theory of §2.2., Four 
types of footing loads are allowed for, as shown in fig 3.5.2; 
by a combination of uniform and wedge-shaped loads, structures 
such as motorway embeinkments may also be modelled.
Following this a total stress analysis is carried out, with the 
undrained Young's modulus found from equation 2.4.7, to find the
immediate vertical strains at each mesh-point. Since = 0.5,
these are given by
) (3-5.1)
The strains are integrated to obtain the displacements at each 
mesh-point, using equation 2.3.11.
Thus the footing displacements are found. For the case of linked 
footings, these displacements will cause a redistribution of the 
load, and it is necessary to loop back to the statement calling 
subroutine STRUCT, to evaluate the new footing loads, and to 
perform the whole stress-displacement analysis again. The 
iteration continues until
I "j,n - Wj,n+1 I (3.5.2)
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where wj^^ is the displacement at footing j at the n'th iteration, 
and e is a specified small number. In practice, it is seldom 
necessary to perform more than three or four iterations.
Iteration is of course unnecessary for independent footings.
With the old and new stresses at each mesh-point now known, the 
induced pore-pressure increments can be found using equations 
2.4.12-13.
Timestapping can now begin. Excess pore-pressures at permeable 
boundaries are set to zero before calling subroutine ADIDE, 
which sets up and solves the tridiagonal matrix equations
3.3.17-18 with the appropriate boundary ccxiditions. An effective 
stress analysis now gives strains and displacements. Since the 
total stresses remain constant, the elasticity equation 2.3.10 
reduces to
(l-hv)^l . (3.5.3)
using the drained parameters E, v. Displacements are obtained 
by numerical integration as before, and added to the previous 
displacements. There is now a return to the test 3.5.2, and if 
sufficient change in the footing displacements has occurred over 
the timestep, iteration over the undrained analysis must occur 
again. It has been found necessary to perform at least one 
iteration after each timestep, otherwise footing displacement 
changes negligible in themselves can build up over a number of 
time steps without the necessary load redistribution process 
occurring.
At any time during the consolidation process, new loads may be 
added, so that a sequence of construction can be modelled with 
more accuracy than in the usual method using drained analyses, 
which assumes all excess pore-pressures to have dissipated before 
each new construction stage.
Since the diffusion process is one which decays with time, it is 
useful to increase the size of the timestep as the process 
continues and the changes become smaller and slower. In FDTIM, 
the timestep is multiplied by a specified factor after a set 
number of steps, reverting to the initial timestep when a
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further load is applied.
Numerical results from the use of FDTIM are given in Chapter 6, 
where the performance of the program is compared with that of 







Fig. 3.5.1 Simplified flow-diagram: FDTIM
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Fig. 3.5.2 Footing load types
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CHAPTER 4. - THE FINITE ELEMENT MODEL
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter we present a second approach to the soil structure 
interaction problem, namely by modelling both the soil and the 
structure by means of finite elements. In this way, the 
behaviour of the soil and of the structure are coupled together 
automatically, and there is no need for the approximations and 
iteration developed for the program FDTIM in the previous two 
chapters. In addition there are the well-known advantages of 
generality of shape and boundary conditions which have made the 
finite element method such a powerful tool over a wide range of 
engineering problems.
There is copious literature on the finite element method, from 
practical handbooks such as Fenner (1975) to texts on the 
mathematical theoretic aspects such as Mitchell and Wait (1977), 
as well as wide-ranging reviews like Zienkiewicz (1977), and it 
is.nùt proposed to give more than a brief outline here.
A finite element model of the problem to be analysed is first 
constructed by discretizing it into a series of elements connected 
at a finite number of points known as nodes. Then the equilibrium 
equations governing the material are applied to each element in 
turn to obtain an element stiffness matrix relating the system 
variables. It is assumed that these variables may be approximated 
at any point in the element by means of interpolation using the 
variable values at the node-points, and a set of shape-functions 
N^^ 'l . For example, consider a four-noded quadrilateral element 
as shown in Fig.4.2.1, with nodes at (±1, ±1) in the s - t local 
coordinate system. Then any variable v which ranges continuously 
over the element is approximated by a bilinear function:
4
v(s, t) = ^ 2  v^N^ (s,t) (4.1.1)
i = 1
where v^  is the variable value at node i, and the shape function 
N^  equals 1 at node i and O at all other nodes. For this element, 
the bilinear shape functions are given by:
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(4.1.2)
(s, t) = 1/4 (1 - s) (1 + t)
Ng (s, t) = 1/4 (1 - s) (1 - t)
(s, t) = 1/4 (1 + s) (1 - t)
(s, t) = 1/4 (1 + s) (1 + t)
' A»-
In this way the element nodal values of the known and the unknown 
variables are related in a linear matrix equation involving the 
element stiffness matrix. In mechanics problems, the known 
variables are the external loads applied to the system. The 
unknown variables are generally taken as the displacements of the 
system - this is known as the displacement (or stiffness) method,
and will be used here. The stress (or equilibrium) method takes
stesses as the unknowns, and the mixed method takes both stresses 
and displacements as unknowns. Comparisons between ^he different 
methods may be found in Desai and Abel (1972). The element 
stiffness equation will thus be of the form:
K Ô = f (4.1.3)
e  ~ e  ~ e
where K is the element stiffness matrix, e
is the vector of unknown nodal displacements,
and f is the vector of known external nodal forces.~e
The element stiffness matrices and force vectors are assembled 
into a global stiffness equation, which is then solved to yield 
the unknown nodal displacements.
In § 4.2 the details of this process applied to the plane strain 
linear elastic soil problem are given, and its implémentation 
in the computer program FINEPAK is described. The adaptation of 
this work to model the consolidation of a soil with time is 
dealt with in § 4.3, and the method of including structural 
elements in these models is described in § 4.4.
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4.2 Drained Analysis by Finite Elements; Program FINEPAK
Theory
Perhaps the clearest outlines of the finite element method 
applied to a linear elastic continuum are in the introductory 
chapters of Desai and Christian (1977) and of Hinton and 
Owen (197^ ). The latter work describes in detail a*computer 
program for soil mechanics applications upon which the program 
FINEPAK is based, and similar notation is used in this thesis.
We will outline the derivation of the stiffness matrix for the 
two dimensional plane strain situation.
We may denote the independent stresses at any point in the 
continuum by a stress vector;
T
a = (a a t )
~  X z xz
«
and the corresponding strains by the strain vector: -
& = ‘"x S
The displacements in the x and z directions respectively are u 
and w, held in the displacement vector:
T^ = (u w)
If these stresses and strains are caused by body forces b = (b b )
T - X z
and surface tractions p = (p^  p^ ) applied to the continuum,
the total potential energy of the system tt is given by:
ZS. dV - / /  b dV - f  «,’gdS (4.2.1)
V  V  S
where V denotes the volume and S theloaded surface area. Using 
the shape functions ^ NL^  as described in § 4.1, we may write 
the displacement ^  at any point in terms of the nodal displacement 
vector ^ :
I = N ^  (4.2.2)
Strains are defined in terms of the partial derivatives of dis­
placements, which enables us to form a strain matrix B such 
that:
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G = B 6 (4.2.3)
The forms of these matrices for the case of a four-noded 
quadrilateral element are given in Fig.4.2.1.
The elasticity equations 2.3.1 - 3 give us the elasticity matrix 
D relating stresses to strains:
;
(4.2.3)
In isotropic plane strain,
r
D = E(1 - V)









2 ( 1  - V) J
(4.2.5)
Substituting into equation 4.2.1 to find the potential energy in 
an element e: . ,
■n = h f f  6® B*^ DB 6® dV - f f 6® b dV
V Ve e
-  f  ^  N p ds (4.2.6)
The potential energy function provides us with the required 
functional, which is to be minimised over the whole system with 
respect to the nodal displacements for equilibrium. Now:
ÇJ (b'^ db) av - rj wF b dv -j( p as (4.2.7)
''e ''e
and the total potential energy of the system is simply the sum 
of the element energies, so by setting = O we obtain :è6
K 6 = f (4.2.8)
where K is the global stiffness matrix assembled from the element 
stiffness matrices B^DB dV, is the vector of nodal
® Ve
displacements for the whole system , and f is the equivalent nodal 
force vector assembled from the element force vectors
fe = N^ b dV + y* N*^ p dS.
V Se e
The equilibrium equation 4.2.8 may alternatively be derived
through application of the Principle of Virtual Work (see for
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example Hinton and Owen (1977), p.16). Derivation of the specific 
forms of the D, B and N matrices for different types of element 
and situations other than plane strain, is straightforward.
Program FINEPAK
The author received in February 1978 a copy of the finite elemebt 
program FINEPAK from Dr D. J. Naylor of the Department of Civil 
Engineering, University College of Swansea. This program had 
been developed by Dr. Naylor based on the theory and notation 
contained in Hinton and Owen (1977), and the reader is referred 
to this text for a full explanation of the program structure. 
Practical notes and operating instructions are contained in the 
handbook by Naylor (1977); a brief outline will be given here.
The program consists of a short master program, to be written by 
the user, calling five main subroutines, which in tujsn make use of 
ten specialised 'satellite' subroutines for tasks such as, for 
example, constructing the D and B matrices, or performing Gaussian 
integration'.
The program may be used for plane stress, plane strain, axisymmetric 
or three-dimensional problems, and allows a total of nine different 
types of element to be used, as shown in Fig.4.2.2. Elements of 
different types may be joined together.
The five main subroutines are:
1. INPUT. This reads, and checks for consistency, all data except 
applied forces.
2. STIFF. This evaluates for each element the stiffness matrix 
K^ defined in equation 4.2.8. The elasticity and strain 
matrices D and B are found, and their product b'^ DB formed, for 
the Gauss points of the element. The weighted sum of the 
Gauss point values forms the element stiffness matrix ESTIF 
which is written to file. (One-point or two-point Gaussian 
integration may be used; all work in this thesis has used the 
two-point integration rule).
3. LOAD. This reads in the applied forces, which may be normal 
or tangential surface loads, body forces, nodal loads
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or specified displacements. Equivalent nodal forces are 
found, and assembled in the global force vector ASLOD, while
specified displacements are assembled in SPDIS.
4. FRONT. This solves the global stiffness matrix equation
4.2.8. The frontal method of solution, as originated by 
Irons (1970), is used. Essentially, this is a form of Gaussian 
elimination for large symmetric systems, where the stiffness 
matrix has to be assembled from a number of smaller submatrices.
It is thus particularly suited to the finite element method.
The important point is that the variables are eliminated at the 
same time as the equations are assembled, so that it is not 
necessary to hold the global stiffness matrix in store. An 
excellent description of the method is given in Chapter 8 of 
Hinton and Owen (1977). A characteristic of FINEPAK which 
becomes of great importance in the time-dependent form is
its capacity to deal with variable degrees of freedom per node. 
There is also a facility for re-solutions of the same stiffness 
matrix with different right hand sides, without having to 
re-assemble the stiffnesses. ,
5. OUTPUT. Nodal forces (including reactions at nodes with 
specified displacements) and displacements are output. Stresses 
and strains .at element Gauss points may also be output if 
required (this is useful for non-linear stress-strain laws, see 
Chapter 5).
Implementation
FINEPAK, which was written for use on the ICL 1904S computer at 
Swansea, was implemented by the author to run on the ICL System 4 
and 2980 machines of the South West Universitites Computer Network, 
using Double Precision arithmetic. Identical output for a set-of 
test data supplied by Dr Naylor was obtained.
The master program was adapted from that provided with the
FINEPAK program, to allow a number of loads to be applied successively.
Each load can be applied in a specified number of equal increments.
A facility for performing analyses of undrained, immediate settle­
ments was added. The theory for this is given in Naylor (1974):
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all that is necessary is to replace the D matrix of equation
4.2.5 by given by:
D = D + K u a
f 1 1 o'!
1 1  O 
0 0 0
(4.2.9)
is the apparent bulk modulus of compressibility 06..the pore 
fluid, which is added to the direct stress components of D, and 
is given by:
1 n , 1 - n
K “ K Ka f s
(4.2.10)
where is the pore water bulk modulus
and
K is the bulk modulus of the soil skeleton s
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Fig. 4.2.1 Element matrices
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Fig. 4.2.2 FINEPAK element types
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4.3 Modelling consolidation by finite elements; program FINETIM
To determine the displacements at any time when excess pore- 
pressures p are present (we shall follow for the remainder of 
this chapter the general practice of using p instead of u to 
denote pore-pressure in finite element theory. This is to avoid 
confusion with displacement in the x-direct^on ), we have to 
perform an effective stress analysis using the drained soil
Tparameters E and v. The effective stress vector a' = (o' o' t ' )
X z xz
at any point with pore-pressure p is related to the total stress 
vector o by:
,0' = o - (p p o)"^  (4.3.1)
The pore-pressure p may be expressed in terms of the nodal 
pore-pressure vector p^ by use of the shape functions fN^ji = l,..,nj
(4.3.2)= MNp
where M and N = Ni
Replacing jo by in equation 4.2.1 and following through the 
theory of § 4.2, using equations 4.3.1 and 4.3.2, we obtain:
K6 - l '^p = f (4.3.3)
instead of equation 4.2.8. The stiffness matrix K is defined
as in equation 4.2.8, and the matrix L is given by assembling
T Tthe element matrices L = J  J N M B dV.
Ve
If the pore- pressures are known, they may be transferred onto 
the right hand side and the matrix equation solved for the 
displacements. This suggests a method of solution of the con­
solidation problem by performing an undrained analysis as in 
§ 4.2, deriving the corresponding undrained nodal excess pore- 
pressures by:
p = - K /n M^B N 6 ^ (4.3.4)fs, f
(see Desai and Christian (1977), p.133) and then calculating 
the nodal pore-pressures after a timestep At by a finite
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difference approximation of the equation of flow, viz.
= ^x 3^p + ^z 3^p (4.3.5)
^  ^  3x2 ^
By alternating between finite difference timestepping for the 
new pore-pressures, and finite element solutions for the new 
displacements, the process of consolidation may be modelled. ^
This procedure was developed and used in plane strain problems 
by Christian and Boehmer (1970) and Christian et al (1972).
However, a more elegant method proposed by Sandhu and Wilson 
(1969) involves deriving a second matrix equation from the 
equation of flow, and coupling this and the equilibrium equation
4.3.3 together, solving at each timestep for the displacements 
and pore-pressures as unknowns simultaneously. This method has 
since been used with success in a variety of problems, and is 
the procedure adopted in the program FINETIM. ,
By substituting equations 4.2.2 - 5 and 4.3.2 into"the equation 
of flow, 4.3.5, and including a term to allow for the compressiblity 
of the pore-water, one obtains:
- H p - L ô '  - Sp' = r (4.3.6)
Where L is as defined in equation 4.3.3, and the H and S matrices are
assembled from element matrices H , S where:e e
f f  /k 3N. 3N. ^ k 3N. 3N.\
= J|J I -X -JL _JL + _JL _ _ ll
i-j ^ \Y„ 3x Y„ /
S = n n  N N dV 
' Kf V
k^ , k^ are the soil element permeabilities,
n is the porosity,
is the pore water bulk modulus,
r^ has zero entries except on permeable boundaries (see below),
the dashed superscript ' denotes differentiation with respect to 
time.
Equations 4.3.3 and 4.3.6 may be combined to give:
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(4.3.7)
We shall denote the two composite matrices by X and Y respectively, 
the vector of unknowns by v and the right hand side vector by a, 
so that equation 4,3,7 may be written;
Xv + Yv' = a (4,3,8)nu>
Time-discretization
In order to produce a numerical solution to equation 4.3,8, we 
must make a finite difference approximation for the derivatives.
The simplest way is to use a forward difference approximation;
V  Cf[v - V ] /At (4.3.9)n + 1 n
where v is the vector of unknowns at time t , and At = t _ -t .n n n + 1 n'
and then to evaluate the other vectors at some intermediate time:
V =8%^ + (1 - 8)V^ +  ^ .
a + (1 - 6)a^ ^  ^ O 4 Q 4’ 1 (4.3.10)
Substituting into 4.3.8 and rearranging. 
At
[(1 - 0)X + 1_ Yl 1 = 8a^ + a  - 8)3^ + 1
 J
Fex -  1 y1 V
L At J (4.3.11)
When a , a ... and v are known, this becomes a global matrix n n + 1 n
equation for the new unknowns v ^ with stiffness matrix:
(1 - e)x + i_ Y = /(i -8)k
\ " ''B - 1_ s , (4.3.12)
It is clear that this stiffness matrix is not symmetric, so that 
the frontal solution technique as implemented in subroutine FRONT 
of FINEPAK is inapplicable. Symmetry may be restored, however by 
first dividing equation 4.3,3 (the top row of the composite 
equation 4.3,7) by (1 -0), and by multiplying equation 4.3.6 by 
At. The revised form of equation 4.3.11 then becomes:
[x + Y] + 1 / * n + 1 \ [ ë x - Y ] v  (4.3.13)
\ SAtr^ + (1 - 8) Atr^y *
where : ^
X = I ^  \ and 8 = 8/K .1 \
\0 -(1 - 8) At H/ 1 - 8
and Y is unchanged. Now X + Y is a symmetric matrix.
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Initial conditions
The immediate displacements and pore-pressures, resulting from
the sudden application of a force vector q at time t , is found-w o
by letting . 0 = *3 and At O, with 6 = p =0:~o ~o ~
(4.3.14)I
References
It is hoped that the above exposition provides a clear, practical 
outline of consolidation theory by finite elements, comparable 
to that for drained analyses given in Hinton and Owen (1977) and 
followed in § 4.2. Derivations of the governing equations from 
variational principles may be found in Small et al (1975), and in 
Chapter 12 of Desai and Christian (1977) as well as in the original 
paper by Sandhu and Wilson (1959). The coupling of the equations 
and the time-discretization is discussed in lectures 1 and 8 of 
Naylor (1978), and in Chapter 3 of Desai and Christian (1977).
The latter account, by Zienkiewicz, is the clearest to date, 
though suffering from a number of typographical errors. Cross- 
referencing between accounts is also hindered by the differences 
in sign convention used for stresses and for pore-pressures.
Choice of 6 and At
With O < 0  ^  ^the timestepping scheme is unconditionally stable 
for all values of At. For 0 > *5, the scheme becomes conditionally 
stable, and Booker and Small (1975) have shown that if further 
the timestep is strictly increasing then the scheme is unstable 
for all At. The CHo.ntc-Nickolson. scheme, with 0 = ,^ has proved 
satisfactory in practice, though Zienkiewicz (1977), Chapter 21, 
reports that this may become inaccurate for large At, and 
recommends the Galerkin scheme 0 = 1/3.
A different problem arises for very small values of At. Due to 
the discrepancy in order of magnitude between the elements of 
submatrix K (which involve the Young’s Modulus E as a factor) and 
those of the submatrix (1 - 0)At H (involving the relative 
permeabilities as factors) in the composite stiffness matrix in
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equation 4.3.13, there may be numerical problems due to loss of 
significant figures in the equation solution process. Note that 
the pore-water is very nearly incompressible, so the elements of 
matrix S will also be close to zero. Ghaboussi and Wilson (1973) 
have established that the minimum value of At to avoid this
problem is: .
/ > -
At_._ = E(1 - v) Tw (4.3.15)
(l^v) (1^ 2v)
for a uniform mesh, and an isotropic soil of permeability k, 
where n is the number of digits held in the computer.
This problem will be worsened in a soil-structure interaction
problem such as the present one, where there will be structural
elements with a Young's Modulus several orders of magnitude 
greater than that for the soil.
This source of error may be eliminated by use of a scaling factor 
c applied to the pore—pressures p. The iterative scheme we have 
developed (equation 4.3.13) is:
(-L -a - 9)At. H -s) 1 ^ J
- /ÏÏK -8L^ . ) /ô\
\L S - e.At.H/ \pj (4.3.16)
* 1Let p = — p. Substituting into 4.3.16, and multiplying the 
lower set of equations by c to keep the stiffness matrix 
symmetric, we have:
( * T °2 2 ) (~*) = ^ ®~n “n + 1 ]
\-cL -c S-c^(l - 0)AtH/ Vp /  ^ _ \ c0Atr + c(l - 0)Atr  ^./' ' n + 1 '^ n -n + 1
/0K -C0L^ \ /£\
\cL c^S - c^0AtH / \p 7  (4.3.17)
The minimum value of At for the new stiffness matrix now becomes, 
by Ghaboussi and Wilson's analysis.
At*. = - At . (4.3.18)
min ^2 min
For a typical soil-structure interaction problem using kilograms/
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metres/seconds as units, the elements of K will be of the
order of 10^  (for structural elements), and those of H will be
-6 6 of the order of 10 (for clay soil elements); a choice of c «10
would therefore be appropriate, to raise all the elements of the
stiffness matrix to the same order of magnitude. A facility for
specifying c has been included in the program FINETIM, and the
effect is seen by outputting in subroutinejFRONT the^sizes of
the largest and smallest pivots occurring in the matrix equation
solution process.
Choice of elements
In their original paper, Sandhu and Wilson (1969) proposed a 
composite triangular element, as shown in Fig.4.3.1(a). There 
are displacement degrees of freedom at all six nodes, but 
pore-pressure degrees of freedom at only the three corner nodes.
The reason for this, is that with a quadratic variation of displace­
ments over the element, the stresses and strains obtained by 
differentiating the displacements would vary linearly, and so the 
pore-pressure, which is also a stress, should vary linearly too. 
Ghaboussi and Wilson used a four-noded rectangular element, but 
introduced a 'fictitious* fifth node for the displacement inter­
polations, the degrees of freedom for which were later eliminated 
from the stiffness matrix, to satisfy the above argument. Later 
workers have used the composite quadrilateral isoparametric element 
in Fig.4.3.1(b), with eight nodes, of which four had pore-pressure 
degrees of freedom.
Yokoo et al (1971) experimented with the standard types of finite 
element, where all the unknowns had the same shape functions used 
on all the nodes. The effect of this is to produce an oscillatory 
distribution in space, of pore-pressures, when solving equation 
4.3.14 for the initial undrained conditions. Mathematically, 
this appears to result from the ill-conditioned nature of the 
initial stiffness matrix in equation 4.3.14, where for an 
incompressible pore-fluid the submatrix S becomes the zero matrix. 
Once the timestepping process is started, however, the consolidation 
equation is solved satisfactorily, and the initial oscillations die 
away. Sandhu et al (1977) report that use of composite elements.
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while avoiding this oscillatory problem, gives displacements 
which are somewhat less accurate during the early stages of con­
solidation (see lecture 8 of Naylor (1978)).
Use of composite elements provides an extra complication to the 
theory and programming, as two different sets of shape functions 
- one for the displacements and one for the pore-prassures - 
have to be used in assembling each element stiffness matrix.
In the following section a method of smoothing the initial pore- 
pressure oscillations is proposed, which then enables the stand­
ard types of finite elements to be used and combined.
Smoothing of initial pore-pressures
A very similar oscillatory problem occurs in time-independent 
finite element analyses of materials with low compressibility 
(as is the case in undrained conditions), when the stresses at 
element nodes are required. In the displacement method, nodal 
stresses may be evaluated for each element once the displacements 
have been found, by use of equations 4.2.3 - 4. For nearly 
incompressible materials, it is found that different answers for 
the stresses at a node may be obtained from the different elements 
to which the node belongs. Further, the distribution of stresses 
over linear elements has a saw-tooth oscillation, and over 
quadratic elements a cupped oscillation. The phenomenon is discussed 
and illustrated in Naylor (1974), from which Fig.4.3.2(a) is 
taken. Hinton and Campbell (1974) suggest that for parabolic 
elements a bilinear smoothing process applied to each element 
can find the correct stresses; to eliminate nodal discontinuities, 
these element s m o o t h i n g s  are assembled into a global smoothing 
process. Both these papers point out that the stresses at the 
Gauss points of the elements (found from the nodal stresses and 
shape functions) are in close agreement with the correct values. 
This suggests a smoothing process as illustrated in one dimension 
in Fig.4.3.2(b).For two-point Gaussian integration over the 
interval [-1,1] , the Gauss-points are located at ± 1//3 (the 
theory of Gaussian integration is described in, for example, 
Phillips and Taylor (1973), p.138 ff). The nodal values p^ , p^ , 
p^ at X  = -1,0,1 respectively may be smoothed to by
S O
fitting a quadratic through the three points, then a straight 
line through the points on the curve at x =±l//3. One can show 
that:
p^ = 2/3 p^ + 2/3 p^ - 1/3 p^
Pg = 1/6 p^ + 2/3 pg + 1/6 P3 (4.3.19)
P3 = - 1/3 p^ + 2/3 P3 + 2/3 P3
For the two-dimensional case, the situation is more complicated. 
Consider a nine-noded quadrilateral element as shown in Fig.4.3.3.. 
There are four Gauss-points, at (± 1//3, ± 1//3) , labelled I,
II, III, IV. Let the unsmoothed nodal values be p^,...,Pg. Then 
we can fit a unique biquadratic through these points, viz.
p = l/4x(x - l)y(y + l)p^ - %x(x - 1) (y -1) (y + D P 2 + l/4x(x - 1)
y (y - D P 3 -  ^(x - 1) (x + l)y(y - l)p^ + l/4x(x + l)y»(y - l)pg
- %x(x + 1) (y + 1) (y - DPg + l/4x(x + l)y(y + l)p^ (4.3.20)
-  ^(x - 1) (x + l)y(y+ DPg + (x - 1) (x + 1) (y - 1) (y + DPg
Evaluating this at the Gauss-points we obtain:
^  = M^p (4.3.21)
Twhere ^  = (p^  p^^ Is the vector of Gauss-point values,
TP = (p^  Pg P3 ... Pg) is the vector of unsmoothed nodal values, 
and the matrix is shown in Fig.4.3.4.
Through g we fit a unique bilinear surface of the form: 
p = a^ + a^x + a^y + a^xy. (4.3.22)
The coefficients a^ , .., a^ will be given by:
g = M3a (4.3.23)
Twhere ^  = (a^  a^  a^  a^ ) and M^  is as in Fig.4.3.4. Evaluating 
this surface at the nodes gives the smoothed values p^ , p^,..., Pg:
p = ML a (4.3.24)
where p" = (p p  p )"*'and M is given in Fig.4.3.4. Combining
1 z 9 J '
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equations 4.3.21, 4.3.23 and 4.3.24 we have the smoothing process: 
£ = M3 ^M^ p = Mp (4.3.25)
where M is given in Fig.4.3.4
We have to eliminate the central node 9 to have a formula 
applicable to the eight-noded quadrilateral element.*'ln order for 
the formula to reduce to the one-dimensional formula (equations 
4.3.19) when the pore-pressure (which is always positive) is 
constant along one of the coordinate axes, we take:
P g  =  Max (4.3.26)
For completeness, we may apply the principle, of a smoothing 
function of lesser degree than that of the element shape functions, 
to other quadrilateral elements. In the case of a four-noded 
quadrilateral, with bilinear shape functions, 2 x 2  Gaussian 
integration is exact, and we can simply average the nOdal pore- 
pressures:
P 3^ = P2 = P 3 = P4 = 1/4 (P^  + P2 + P 3 + P4 ) ' (4.3.27)
The intermediate case of a six noded quadrilateral,with midside 
nodes at. nodes 2 and 5, we may treat as a one-dimensional case in 
the quadratic - integration direction, while averaging in the 
linear - interpolation, viz.
Pj^ = *?5 = 1/3 (p^  + Pg) + 1/3 (P2 + Pg) - 1/6 (P3 + P4)
p*2 = "Pg = 1/12 (p^  + Pg) + 1/3 (P2 + Pg) + 1/12 (P3 + P4) (4.3.28)
?3 = P4 = - 1/6(p^  + Pg) + 1/3(P2 + Pg) + 1/3(P3 + P4)
Applying the smoothing process to each element in turn, we obtain 
for any node N a series of smoothed pore-pressures , one
from each element e containing node N. For a unique smoothed 
value at node N, we average these, giving weightings according to 
the size of the elements:
%  =CZPN,eO/2^*e (4.3.29)
e ' e
where A is the area of element e. e
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The smoothing process has been programmed as a subroutine named 
SMOOTH which may be called after the initial displacements and 
pore-pressures have been found. It is important that once the 
pore-pressures have been smoothed, displacements compatible with 
these pore-pressures should be used in subsequent timestepping, 
otherwise instability arises. This is done by adding the 
smoothed pore-pressure values to the set of specified displacements 
and re-solving the stiffness equation for the initial conditions, 
to obtain new displacements.
Numerical examples of this process are given in Chapter 6, where 
it is shown that good agreement may be obtained with exact solutions.
Analogy with the method of collocation.
The 2 x 2  Gauss points exhibit similar optimal properties in the 
numerical solution of ordinary and partial differential equations 
by the method of collocation. In this method, we express the 
solution to the equation
L u(t) = f(t) (4.3.30)
in a given region, where L is a differential operator, as a 
linear combination of chosen basis functions, say:
Ü (t) = a 0 (t) + a 0 (t) + ----- + a 0 (t) (4.3.31)n 1 1 . 2 2  n n
This solution is substituted into the governing differential 
equation 4.3.30 at a finite number of selected points t^ , t^, ..,t
in the region, producing a set of linear equations:
a L0(t.) + a L0 (t.) + —  + a L0 (t. ) = f(t.) i =1 ,.., n 1 1 2 2 i n n i  1
n
(4.3.32)
which are solved for the coefficients a,, .., a ,1 n
The method is discussed in Prenter (1975), where it is shown 
(p.304) that for a second order boundary value problem, 
collocation at two-point Gaussian knots using a basis of 
piecewise cubic Hermite polynomials gives an algorithm with error
4
of order h (where h is the mesh size), compared with errors of 
2order h or better by collocation using cubic splines and their 
knots.
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For partial differential equations the same improvement in 
accuracy results from using the 2 x 2  Gauss-points of a 
rectangular mesh, and expressing the function by piecewise bicubic 
Hermite polynomials - see Prenter and Russell (1975) .
Such a procedure could be applied to the present problem, pro­
ducing a smooth pore-pressure distribution with continuous first 
derivative everywhere. To obtain this continuity of slope at 
element boundaries, however, the method becomes implicit and 
involves forming, assembling and solving a global smoothing matrix 
equation. We only require the nodal values, and the explicit 
process described above has been found to produce sufficiently 
smooth pore-pressure values (see results in § 6.2) at a fraction 
of the cost.
Program FINETIM
Two features of the program FINEPAK were of particular importance 
in adapting it to a time-dependent form: one was the wide range 
of element types which could be used and joined together (see 
Fig.4.2.2), whereby in compiling each element stiffness matrix in 
subroutine STIFF a check is made on the element type and the 
appropriate set of shape functions ^N^^used; the other is the 
facility for specifying the number of degrees of freedom indepen­
dently at each node. Composite elements as in Fig.4.3.1 can be 
input by specifying two degrees of freedom at midside nodes, and 
three at corner nodes, the third degree of freedom being used for 
pore-pressures. In subrouting STIFF, having compiled the element 
load-displacement stiffness matrix K, a check is made on the element 
type as regards the pore+pressure degree of freedom, and if this 
is different from the displacement degrees of freedom element type 
(as in the case for composite elements) new shape functions and 
derivative functions are selected before compiling the H, L and 
S submatrices from the definitions given above. The element matrices 
X and Y as defined in equations 4.3.7 - 8 are assembled from the 
submatrices K, H, L and S.
It would be impractical to use the element stiffness matrices in 
the form shown so far, with all the nodal displacement degrees 
of freedom coming together, followed by the nodal pore-pressure
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degrees of freedom; these matrices would have a very large band­
width which would make the frontal solution very inefficient. We 
require the pore-pressure degree of freedom (if any) at node N to 
come immediately after the displacement degrees of freedom at that 
node, in the vector of unknowns. Thus, the columns of the X and
Y matrices must be rearranged to effect this, and by also rearranging 
the rows in the same way the symmetry of the stiffness matrix when 
finally assembled can be retained. For each element, the X and
Y matrices are written to a scratch file in subroutine STIFF.
The time-stepping scheme we shall use is given in equation 4.3.13; 
the element stiffness matrices are given by X + Y. To convert X 
(read from the scratch file) to X in subroutine FRONT prior to 
solution, the elements of X corresponding to the submatrix H must 
be multiplied by (1 — 8)At. The reason for doing this in FRONT, 
rather than immediately upon compiling X in STIFF, is that it is 
convenient to increase, the size of At after every five steps or 
so in a typical consolidation problem, and in this way this can be 
done without the necessity of re-calling STIFF to form X again.
The right hand side of equation 4.3.13 can then be assembled, and 
the frontal solution proceeds unchanged.
Pore-pressure boundary conditions are very easy to handle. At 
permeable boundaries, the excess pore-pressure is zero, and is 
specified as a fixed degree of freedom in INPUT. There is a 
resulting non-zero reaction which appears in r. The natural 
boundary conditions of the finite element formulation correspond 
to an impermeable boundary, so that for nodes on impermeable 
boundaries no special consideration is necessary.
Provision is made for 0 and the initial time-step to be specified, 
as well as the factor by which the time-step At may be increased 
after a set number of steps (see program specification in Appendix B). 
Several loads may be specified, togther with their times of 
application, and after each time-step the program checks if it is 
necessary to return to subroutine LOAD.
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Fig. 4.3.1 Composite soil elements
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4.4 Modelling the Structure
A major advantage of the finite element method applied to soil 
structure interaction problems, is the versatility of the method 
in representing structures within the global finite element 
assembly of soil and structural elements. We shall here detail 
the representation of a simple single-storey two-bayLframe on 
footings; extension to more elaborate forms of structure and 
superstructure is straightforward, and can be found in standard 
texts such as Zienkiewicz (1977),
For a beam pin-jointed to three isolated footings, a simple finite 
element representation is shown in Fig.4.4.1. The joints between 
the bar and the triangles will act as pin-joints; should a rigid 
joint be required, the triangles may be replaced by rectangles 
having a finite area of contact with the bar. All but one of the 
triangle pairs might be replaced by two-noded bar elements given 
an arbitarily large Young’s modulus to ensure their -rigidity.
In a typical plane strain experiment, while the footings will 
extend in the out-of-plane direction to the same extent as the 
soil mass, the frame sturcture itself will have a much smaller 
out-of-plane thickness, and even have different thicknesses in 
different parts. This may be allowed for by adjusting the Young's 
modulus of each structural element so that the stiffness of the 
element is the same. For instance, suppose the beam in Fig.4.4.1 
had an out-of-plane thickness b in the actual experiment we are 
modelling, a Young's modulus E and a depth h in the z-direction, 
while the soil and footings had an out-of-plane thickness B, as 
in Fig.4.4.2. Then the stiffness of the beam is given by:





For a beam of the same stiffness K and depth h, but with out-of­
plane thickness B equal to that of the rest of the experiment, we 
must take an adjusted Young's modulus E*, where :
E* =/b\ E (4.4.2)(I)
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It is this adjusted Young's modulus E* which we use in the finite 
element program.
In program FINETIM, àn inconsistency arises for nodes on the 
boundary between footing and soil elements; these may have pore- 
pressure degrees pf freedom which should not appear in the element 
stiffness matrix formulation for the footing elements- The matter 
is resolved by keeping track of the type of each element; soil or 
structural. In dealing with structural elements, any third degree 
of freedom at a node is ignored,and the bookkeeping adjusted 
accordingly,in subroutines STIFF and FRONT.
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Fig. 4.4.1 Simple f.e. model of frame structure
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Fig. 4.4.2 Out-of-plane view of experiment
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4.5 Conclusions
Although all the theory described in this Chapter has been for 
the case of two-dimensional plane strain problems, the extension 
to the other types of problem is straightforward. The main change 
is in the formation of the D matrix (equation 4.2,5). For three- 
dimensi/bnal problems, the stress vector^ has six elements,
T
a =(6 a a T x x )X y z xy xz yz
and the vector of pore-pressures in equation 4.3.1 must be extended 
correspondingly. The program FINEPAK had been written to deal 
with plane strain, plane stress, axisymmetric and three-dimensional 
problems, and in the implementation of it and the adaption into 
the time-dependent form FINETIM, care has been taken to keep this 
generality. The only exception is the pore-pressure smoothing 
subroutine SMOOTH, which has not been written in a three-dimensional 
form. ■
In Chapter 6, the performance of the program FINETIM is judged 
against exact solutions and against that of the finite difference 
program FDTIM for some test problems. First, however, we will show 
in Chapter 5 how the two programs may be generalised to model soils 
which do not obey a linear elastic stress-strain law.
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CHAPTER 5 : Non-linear elastic soil behaviour
5.1 Introduction
We have so far assumed that the stresses emd strains in a given 
soil sample are related through the elasticity equations 
2,3,1-3 by two sinple constants : the Young's modulus E and the ; 
Poisson's ratio v of the sample. It has long been recognized 
that actual soil behaviour only approaches this linear elastic 
ideal at low stress levels and for small strains. In practice, 
stresses in a soil mass are frequently increased to the point 
where its structure is altered and large irrecoverable strains 
occur.
The form that a simple stress-strain relationship actually 
takes, is highly dependent on the stress history of the soil.
This will typically include unloading as well as loa^ng, which 
produces hysteresis loops in a load/compress ion grgph (fig 5.1.1) . 
The types of stress-strain curve produced by such a stress 
history are sketched in fig 5.1.2.
The primary characteristic of stress history to affect foundation 
problems is the preconsolidation pressure. This is the maximum 
past stress the soil has experienced; should the soil be loaded 
past this point, a comparatively abrupt change in Young's 
modulus will occur, and any settlement predictions using a single 
value of E will be in error.
It is beyond the scope of this thesis to cover these practical 
problems in detail, but some aspects of the mathematical 
modelling involved will be considered. In §5.2 we mention 
graphical methods of estimating the preconsolidation pressure 
of a soil sample from an experimental set of pressure versus 
void ratio data, and propose a numerical method of performing 
this using smoothing splines. Models of non-linear stress- 
strain behaviour and their implementation in the programs 
FDTIM and FINTIM are discussed in §5.3, and §5.4 briefly looks 
at plasticity theories, which model soil behaviour in the region 
of the yield-point. For an excellent clear introduction to the 
various constitutive laws which have been developed, the reader 
is referred to chapter 2 of Desai and Christian (1977) .
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5.2 Estimation of preconsolidation pressure
From a one-dimensional compression test on a soil sample in an 
oedometer, we derive a set of data-points {(ej, pf), ... ,
(e^ , pp } of void ratio e and applied effective stress p^ .
The geotechnical background and experimental procedure are 
given in soil mechanic^ textbooks, eg Lambe and WhiÇnan (1969) 
p296. When the data are plotted on a semi logarithmic graph, an 
approximately straight-line relationship occurs, with an abrupt 
change of slope at the preconsolidation pressure p^ of the 
sample. Fig 5.2.1 shows the reconstructed (straight-line) 
consolidation lines, and the data-points and resulting experimental 
curve, for a typical compression test including an unload-reload 
cycle. The experimental curve is usually referred to as an 
'e-log p curve'. The slopes of the reconstructed reload and 
virgin consolidation lines are called the compression indices 
Ccj^ and Ccg respectively. The original in situ -compression 
state of the sample is denoted by the point (eo, po) • The 
laboratory test curve differs from the reconstructed lines, due 
mainly to disturbance of the sample during the sampling and 
testing procedure.
The earliest and most widely-used method for estimating the 
value of Pç from such a curve was proposed by Casagrande (1936) , 
and is illustrated in fig 5.2.2. The procedure is to:
(a) estimate the point of maximum curvature T on the curve ;
(b) draw from T a horizontal line h and a tangent t to the curve;
(c) construct the line c which bisects the angle between h and t;
(d) project back from the final, straight-line portion of the 
curve the tangent I; the intersection of this with c gives the 
value of p^ .
Although less dependent upon the user's judgement than later 
methods by Burmister and Schmertmann, presented in Leonards 
(1962), Casagrande's method does require an initial, subjective 
estimation of the point of maximum curvature T. It must be 
remembered, however, that the resulting value of p^ is only an 
estimation, with a fair degree of error caused by sample 
disturbance as mentioned above. It is therefore reasonable to
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ask if the derivation of might not be performed numerically 
from the data-points, avoiding the need for graphing of the 
e-log p curve by hand. A procedure for doing this has been 
developed by the writer, and programmed, tested and used on a 
Hewlett-Packard 9825 desktop computing system. Full details 
and a program specification are given in Reed (1980), but the 
theory involved will be outlined here.
The major problem in such a procedure is the representation of 
the e-log p curve itself. Let
X£ = log^pj i = 1, ... , k (5.2.1)
Yi =
to convert our variables to the normal (x, y) coordinate system.
If we consider only the portion of the curve defined by
increasing pressure values, ie without unloading, we have a
«
smooth monotonically-decreasing curve asymptotic to -straight 
lines at either end of the interval {xj, x%}. A most suitable 
model for this is the natural cubic spline
k
s(x) = ao + a^x + J Cj^ (x-Xj^ )^  (5.2.2)
i=l
where the subscript + denotes the operation
t -
lo if t^O
s(x) is a piecewise cubic polynomial function, with continuity 
of the first and second derivatives everywhere, while the third 
derivative may be discontinuous at {xq, X2, ... $ these
values are called knots. Clearly, if x < x^  the spline is simply
a linear function, while imposition of the conditions
k k
I CjL = I CiXi = O (5.2.3)
i=l i=l
ensures that the function is again linear for x > x^. By using
equations 5.2.3, together with the conditions
s(x^ ) = Yi i = 1, ... , k (5.2.4)
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the coefficients ag, aj, c%, C2, ••• / may be determined to 
give a unique natural cubic spline passing exactly through the 
points (xj, Yi) f ••• t • Since our da ta-points are
from a laboratory test, however, they are subject to errors 
and the spline passing exactly through these points will 
generally be unnecessarily 'bunpy* ; we would prefer a smooth 
curve passing close to the points, which is what the experimenter 
instinctively draws when graphing the curve by hand. Fortunately, 
a method of obtaining smoothing splines with this property has 
been proposed by Schoenberg (1964) ; the theory is described in 
Greville (1969). The degree of smoothness is determined by a
positive constant g specified by the user; for a given g there
is a unique natural cubic spline s(x) which minimizes the 
quantity
k %k
D = \ {s(Xj^ ) - y^}^ + g/ {s"^(x)}^dx  ^  ^ (5.2.5)
i=l ' ■
If g = O we obtain the spline passing exactly through 
(xi, yi) , ... , (xj^, y%), as before; a large value of g 
emphasises the smoothness of the curve at the expense of 
fidelity to the data-points, and as g->-«> s(x) tends (in the 
case of cubic splines) to the least-squares best stiraight line 
through tJie points. If the spline s(x) is written in the form
of equation 5.2.2, then the coefficients are determined by
equations 5.2.3 together with the conditions
s(Xj^ ) + 6gCj^  ” Yi i = 1, ... , k (5.2.6)
replacing equations 5.2.4.
The coefficients are thus found by solving the matrix equation 
of order k + 2
Ac = b (5.2.7)
Twhere c = (ag sl\ cj C2 .... Cj^)
b = (yi y 2 ----yj^ o o)^
and the matrix A is given in fig 5.2.3. Theoretically, use of 
equation 5.2.2 to define s (x) may lead to the matrix A being
9 G
ill-conditioned; for the case of cubic splines with not more 
than twelve knots, as in a compression test, this has not been 
found to present any problems, and a simple Gaussian elimination 
solution of equation 5.2.7 is sufficient. The data-points may 
be individually weighted by a straightforward generalization of 
the theory, but this has not been found necessary.
Fig 5.2.4 shows smoothing splines for a given set of data-points; 
in use of the program on laboratory test results a value of 
g = 0.001 has been found consistently to give satisfactory curves.
The resulting spline curves look smooth enough to the naked eye, 
but as the second derivative of s(x) is a piecewise linear 
function, with sudden changes in gradient at the knots, the 
point of maximum curvature always occurs in practice at a data- 
point. The writer has corrected for this in the program by 
including an empirical coefficient h in the definition of 
curvature t(x) , viz:
and use of h = 8, and a search algorithm to maximise t(x) in the 
interval {xj, Xj^ }, produces a point of maximum curvature in 
general accord with visual opinion.
The Casagrande construction may now be programmed straight­
forwardly. Should the initial point (e^ , p^ ) and an unload 
point also be known, we may use Schmertmann*s (1955) assertion 
that a tangent from the laboratory test curve intersects with 
the reconstructed virgin compression line at 0.42eQ to determine 
the reconstructed consolidation lines and hence estimate the 
compression indices Ccj^  and Ccg"
The writer has made use of a graph-plotter peripheral to the 
HP9825 to produce graphical output illustrating the spline 
function and the constructions made. Samples of this output 
for actual laboratory test data are shown in fig 5.2.5. The 
program takes not more than twenty seconds for each data-set, 
and has proved very useful in analysing a large batch of tests in 
connection with a statistical investigation of soil properties, 
in lightly over-consolidated Somerset Alluvium.
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5.3 Non-linear elastic models
The simplest alteration that can be made to the linear elastic 
law in order to better represent the true stress-strain 
behaviour of soils, is the bilinear law. This uses an initial 
Young's Modulus until the deviator stress 0% - og exceeds a 
critical value, when a smaller 'yielded' modulus Ey JLs used.; 
(Here and in all that follows, effective stresses and stress 
parameters are assumed.) Fig 5.3.1 shows that this is 
equivalent to modelling the true stress-strain curve by a pair 
of straight lines. The choice of Ej^ , Ey and the yield-point is 
fairly arbitrary, however, as fig 5.3.1 shows. By going one 
step further we may construct a multilinear model (fig 5.3.2), 
using a number of straight-line curves. This is particularly 
useful if we are determining the constitutive law from a set 
of results (e^ , 0%), ... , (êj^, Cj^) from a triaxial test on a 
soil sample. Also of use in this situation is the model 
originated by Desai (1971) using a cubic spline to construct 
a smooth curve through the data-points. For any given stress, 
we differentiate the spline function to obtain the tangent 
modulus E|- at that point. It is generally accepted, however, 
that laboratory tests to determine the modulus of a soil sample 
will seriously underestimate the in situ value. This again is 
a problem of disturbance and possibly sample size.
In the absence of a detailed stress-strain curve, the models 
described so far employ a number of coefficients which have no 
physical meaning. The user is much happier with a model which 
can take as input familiar, measurable physical quantities such 
as the cohesion c and angle of friction <() for the soil. Two 
such models will now be outlined; the hyperbolic model and the 
K-G model.
Hyperbolic model
The hyperbolic model was developed by Duncan and Chang (1970) 
from Kondner's (1963) finding that a plot of deviator stress 
a = CJj - 03 against axial strain e in a triaxial compression test 
is very nearly a hyperbola of the form
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where a and b are constants, which may be related to engineering 
properties as follows.
For very small e,
o %  r (5.3.2)b
so that 1/b is the initial slope of the curve, ie the initial 
Young's modulus E^ . For large strains,
o %  ^ (5.3.3)
so that a = 1/a is the asymptote to the curve. In practice the 
stress-strain curve will deviate from the hyperbolic model at 
large strains, reaching its (ultimate) compressive strength s 
and yielding before it has approached the asymptote;* it is 
therefore usual to include a corrective constant Rf,'where 
0.7<Rf<0.9, so that we write
s = Rf . 1/a (5.3.4)
The meanings of 1/a and 1/b are shown graphically in fig 5.3.3. 
Substituting for a and b in equation 5.3.1, and differentiating 
to find the tangent modulus Ef as a function of a.
= I f  = (ETSF)2 = ^(l-ao)2 = Ei(l-^) (5.3.5)
The compressive strength s of a particular soil depends upon the 
all-round stress 03 acting; for a soil with a Mohr-Coulomb 
failure criterion (see §5.4) this relationship can be expressed
s = + 2c cos* (5 . 3 .6)
1 - sin#
Substituting into equation 5.3.5 yields the following formula 
for tangent modulus Ef = Ef (0%, 03):
f Rf(Ci - Qg)(1 - sin#)I^
Ef = eJi -  1------- \  (5.3.7)
I 2CgSin# + 2c cos# J
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There is an empirical formula for Ef in terms of 03 (see Desai 
and Christian (1977), p84), but as this introduces new unknown 
coefficients without physical meaning, we will not include it 
here. Wood (1972) has extended the model to the three- 
dimensional case, using the von Mises failure criterion.
'*■ A"
K-G model
The models so far described have not involved any mention of 
the Poisson*s ratio v of the soil; this has been assumed to 
remain constant throughout compression. Such an assumption is 
hardly warranted, and the following model, described in Naylor 
(1978), lecture 4 from which the following outline is derived, 
avoids this.
Instead of taking Young's modulus and Poisson*s ratio as the 
primary stress-dependent soil properties, we consider the bulk 




Suppose that K and G depend linearly upon the stress state in 
the form
K = + a^Oq
(5.3.9)
G = Gl + agOg + bgOg
where 0 3  = 2 ( 0 1 + 0 3 )  and Oj = o% - 0 3 ,  denoting the spherical and 
deviatoric stress invariants respectively. There are five 
unknown coefficients. Application of the Mohr-Coulomb failure 
criterion allows two of these to be eliminated, through the 
relations
b„ = -0.5 a„ cosec#
 ^  ^ (5.3.10)
G% = ag c cot#




1 + e 
C,c
where is the compression index appropriate to the current 
stress state (ie dependent upon whether virgin consolidation or 
reloading is taking place - see §5.2). The remaining constant 
ag is found from a measurement of undrained shear strength 
and initial shear modulus Gf. Although a better model of the 
physical changes occurring in the soil during compression, the 
K-G model requires a greater knowledge of soil behaviour in 
laboratory tests than does the hyperbolic model; it has a 
further disadvantage in terms of iinplementation in a finite 




Inclusion of a non-linear elastic constitutive law in the finite 
difference program FDTIM is very simple; at each stage when 
vertical strains being evaluated at the mesh-points, a
subroutine is called for each mesh-point to determine the current 
tangent modulus Ef, a function of the principal stresses aj and 
03 (found from Ox and by equation 2.4.12) then acting. In 
the case of the K-G model, both Ef and v must be determined; 





^ 2 ( 3K + G)
In a finite element analysis, the nodal stresses must be 
determined after the stiffness matrix equation has been solved 
for the displacements, by
a = DBÔ (5.3.13)
the D and B matrices being as defined in §4.2. In FINEPAK this 
is done in subroutine OUTPUT. Because of the large stress
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change, one must either apply the load in a number of increments, 
chcinging the modulus after each increment (the incremental 
method), or iterate using in each resolution the value of E 
determined from the previous one until compatible displacements 
and E-values are found (the iterative method) . Ideally, both 
methods should be combined, iterating to convergence for each 
increment. Such procedures take time and money, of course; 
Hagmann (1971) has investigated the relative efficiency of the 
two approaches, and concluded that most benefit was obtained 
from increasing the number of load increments. In the case of 
a time-dependent analysis, this application of the load in 
increments occurs automatically with the times tapping, through 
the mechanism of the dissipation of excess pore-water pressure.
Since each element D matrix is a function of Young's modulus,
as defined in equation 4.2.5, it would appear to be necessary
«
to recalculate the element stiffness matrices by calling 
subroutine STIFF for each resolution, in the time-dependent 
case at each timestep. However, since E only appears as a 
factor multiplying each element of the matrix, it is possible 
to avoid this by calling STIFF initially using a value of E = 1, 
storing the element stiffness matrices on temporary file, and 
then at each resolution multiplying the element stiffness 
matrices by the current E value during assembly in FRONT. This 
strategy has been employed in FINTIM, and extended also to the 
factor of (1-0) At multiplying submatrix H - see §4.3. This 
time-saving scheme cannot be employed with the K-G model, since 
V as well as E is altered at each resolution.
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Fig. 5.3.1 Examples of bilinear models
Fig. 5.3.2 Multilinear model Fig. 5.3.3 Hyperbolic model
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5.4 Failure Criteria
Tlie Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion for a cohesive soil Is 
Illustrated in fig 5.4.1. If the minor effective principal 
stress 03 Is held constant, and aj Increased, failure occurs 
when the Mohr’s circle of stress reaches the failure line, as 
shown, le when
sin = (— “^5— )^/(ccot<t» + — “^5— ^  (5.4.1)
which may be rearranged to the form given In equation 5.3.6, 
with Qj -03 at failure denoted by the compressive strength s.
The Mohr-Coulomb criterion Is Independent of the Intermediate 
effective principal stress C2 r and this creates sharp 'comers* 
when the criterion Is sketched In three-dimensional stress 
space. This drawback does not occur with the extended von Mises 
criterion, which for a coheslonless soil Is «
(01 -02)^ + (02-03)2 + (03- 01) 2 = 2a2jZllf2_+fi|. (5.4.2)
Work by a number of researchers over the past twenty years, 
summarized In Wood (1972) , pl5. Indicates that while the Mohr- 
Coulomb criterion is the most suitable for sands, the extended 
von Mises criterion Is more appropriate as a model of the behaviour
of clays. In general, a normally consolidated clay has c = O, and
the value of the cohesion Increases with Increasing over- 
consolldatlon ratio.
All the models so far described are essentially valid only when 
the soil Is not close to failure, and they all assume a direct 
relationship between stress and strain. There Is no consideration 
of the stress path followed by the soil In reaching Its current 
stress state. These defects (for stress history may In practice 
have a considerable Influence on soil properties) are avoided In 
models Incorporating plasticity and viscosity. Consideration of 
these models lies outside the scope of this thesis, but some 
basic definitions will be made here for completeness since this Is 
a field of considerable current Interest. For further details the 
reader Is referred to Desai and Christian (1977), chapters 2 and 3, 
and Naylor (1978), lecture 3.
In an elasto-plastic model a failure criterion such as the ones 
described above is incorporated in a yield function F(g, e) . The 
yield surface is defined by
F(g, e) = O (5.4.3)
and when the soil reaches the yield surface plastic (ie 
irreversible) strains occur. The differential incrdments of 
strain in the coordinate directions are usually taken to be 
proportional to the outward normals to the yield surface at the 
point of contact; this condition defines the associated flow 
rule. Inclusion of strains in the definition of F enables 
strain-hardening behaviour to be modelled.
In the elasto-plastic model the yield surface cannot be exceeded; 
in visco-plasticity this may happen, and in this situation creep 
strains develop. Creep strains are frequently observed in 
practice, and so visco-plasticity has become very poj^ ular as a 
realistic soil model. The time-dependent nature of creep strain 
means that a visco-plastic or visco-elastic model is especially 
suited to a consolidation analysis, and Booker and Small (1977) 
have developed the finite element technique for this.
We have assumed that when the soil is inside the yield surface 
it behaves purely elastically. It is usually the case, however, 
that if any load is applied to a soil and later removed the soil 
does not completely return to its previous volume, ie plastic 
strains will develop even well inside the failure envelope. This 
has led to the development of so-called 'capped' yield models, 
where the failure envelope is closed with a cap which expands 
outward with the stress path to model strain hardening. Such a 
model may be designed to incorporate the critical state concepts 
developed by Roscoe and his colleagues and explained in Schofield 
and Wroth (1968) ; this is detailed in Zienkiewicz and Naylor
(1972) and in lecture 5 of Naylor (1978).
Fig. 5.4.1 Mohr - Coulomb failure criterion
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5.5 Conclusion : choice of model
Various non-llnear soil models have been discussed. For the 
problem In hand, where we are primarily Interested In modelling 
the soil-structure Interaction effects, use of an elasto-plastic 
or vlsco-plastlc constitutive law Is not warranted at this stage 
of research. The most attractive direct stress-strain laws are 
the hyperbolic and the K-G models, and one must weigh the
computational advantage of the hyperbolic law against the
physically more realistic K-G model. As the K-G model requires 
examination of a trlaxlal compression test curve for Its 
parameters, while the hyperbolic model requires only the values 
of c and <t>. It Is considered that on balance the hyperbolic law 
is more suited to the present, mainly theoretical investigation.
A problem not so far mentioned directly, but which is more 
important in the present situation than In ordinary consolidation. 
Is that of load reversal. During consolidation the structural 
load Is continuously redistributed across the footings, so that 
the soil under a particular footing may experience a 
succession of partial unloads and reloads during the consolidation 
process.
A very simple and neat way of adapting the hyperbolic law to
allow plastic strains to develop during this process. Is to
stipulate that when an unload occurs (le when the deviater 
stress oj - 03 decreases) the Young's modulus used will be not 
the tangent modulus E^. but the Initial modulus E^. The effect 
of this on the stress-strain curve Is shown In fig 5.5.1.
This adapted hyperbolic law has been Included In the programs 
FDTIM and FINETIM.
ll(f
Fig. 5,5.1 Simplest description of unload modulus
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CHAPTER 6 Results (i); flexible and rigid footings
6.1 Introduction
We here illustrate the methods which have been developed in 
the preceding chapters by using the programs FDTIM and FINETIM 
to model single-footing plane strain problems. The consolidation 
settlement of a flexible footing on a homogeneous, isotropic 
linear elastic soil in plane strain may be solved analytically. 
Results for a soil of infinite depth are given in Schiffman,
Chen and Jordan (1969), and for a finite soil layer on a smooth 
impervious base by Gibson, Schiffman and Pu (1970) . Booker
(1973) solved the problem analytically for a rough impervious 
base, and obtained good results from a finite element analysis, 
rather poorer results from a finite difference program using 
Burmister's (1956) stress distribution formulae. In §6.2 we 
compare the predictions of both FINETIM and FDTIM to^  analytic 
solutions for both infinite-depth and smooth-base problems.
For the case of a rigid footing, no analytic solutions exist
and an attempt was made to obtain time-settlement curves from 
a model footing test, to compare with numerical solutions. The
results are presented in §6.3.
Not shown here are checks which were made on the time-dependent 
finite element program FINETIM, to ensure that for large times 
the predicted soil deformations approached those of the drained 
analysis of Naylor's program FINEPAK.
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6.2 Flexible footings
Our programs FINETIM and FDTIM are designed to model plane 
strain consolidation of a soil layer. An analytic solution for 
the surface settlement with time for this problem, with a 
uniform strip-load and a smooth impervious bas^, has been 
published by Gibson, Schiffman and Pu (1970). In tl^ eir paper 
they published graphs prepared from this solution of centreline 
settlement in the case of a soil layer of depth equal to the 
strip-load half-width. These were used by Hwang, Morgenstern 
and Murray (1971) as a check on the accuracy of their finite 
element program (which employed a logarithmic timestepping 
scheme), and the writer has followed this example. Hwang et al 
obtained exceptionally good agreement with Gibson's curves, but 
they did not give any details of the finite element mesh used, 
etc, in their paper.
Finite Element Program FINETIM
The writer's finite element mesh is shown in fig 6.2.1. It 
comprises forty eight-noded composite quadrilateral' elements 
(see fig 4.3.1(b)), with a total of 149 nodes. As the analytic 
solution is for a soil layer extending infinitely in the 
x-dimension, the columns of elements at either end of the mesh 
were lengthened until the end-conditions no longer affected the 
centreline displacements; this was found to occur when the ends 
were ten times the strip-load half-width away from the centreline.
Times tepping was arranged with an initial time step of 2, and 
was increased by a factor of 10 after every five steps; this 
achieved roughly evenly-spaced points on a logarithmic plot of 
the time factor. Results were obtained and compared with 
Gibson's curves for the cases v=0.0 and v =0.2; these are 
presented in fig 6.2.2. The vertical axis is of the dimensionless 
settlement factor
6 = —  (6.2.1) ap
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where w *= centreline displacement
a = strip-load half-width 
p = strip-load intensity
and G = = shear modulus of the soil.
The horizontal axis is a logarithmic plot of the adjusted time 
factor
T = 2G^ §2 t (6.2.2)
'w
where k = soil permeability
= water density 
D = layer depth
and t = elapsed time.
There is reasonable agreement between the analytic and finite 
element solutions. The largest errors occur in the Initial 
settlements, as was reported by Sandhu et al (1977) - see §4.3.
A small oscillation in the results is noticeable at the largest 
timestep. The early stages of consolidation were also modelled 
for the case v = 0.0 using the same mesh, but normal eight-noded 
quadrilateral elements and employing the Gauss-point smoothing 
subroutine SMOOTH to remove the initial oscillations of pore- 
pressure. The theory of this process is described in §4.3.
Figure 6.2.3 shows the initial nodal pore-pressures down the 
centreline before and after smoothing, as well as the initial 
pore-pressures given by the composite elements. While the 
initial unsmoothed pore-pressures are widely scattered, the 
smoothing process produces a very reasonable pore-pressure curve 
The composite element pore-pressures are greater than the 
smoothed ones (by as much as 80%), and show some sign of an 
oscillation themselves. The initial centreline displacement 
factor 6 is 0.259 for the quadratic-elements-with-smoothing 
model, as against 0.249 for the composite-element model and 
about 0.257 for the exact solution.
As far as the writer is aware, there are as yet no detailed 
solutions published for the excess pore-pressure distribution
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in a finite soil layer during plane strain consolidation.
The case of an infinite half-space of soil under a unit strip- 
load of half-width a, however, has been systematically analysed 
by Schiffman, Chen and Jordan (1969). They were particularly 
interested in the different predictions of the 'true* Biot 
consolidation theory and the 'pseudo' Terzaghi-Rendulic theory 
(see §3.2) . Hwang et al used the Biot theory pore-pressure 
curves from this paper as a check on their finite element 
program, and reported achieving good agreement by representing 
the half-space by a soil body of width 12a and depth 9a. The 
writer has followed this example, and constructed a model with 
the mesh shown in fig 6.2.4, having 56 elements and 199 nodes.
Schiffman et al published graphs of the distribution of pore- 
pressure at a time after loading corresponding to an adjusted 
time factor t of 0.1. The distribution of pore-pressure with 
depth down the centreline is shown in fig 6.2.5, and along the 
horizontal plane x = 0.5a in fig 6.2.6. Curves from both the 
Biot and the Ter zaghi-Rendulic theories were given by Schiffman 
et al; the latter results were subsequently criticized by 
Viggiani, Davis and Poulos (1970) as being based upon an 
incorrect definition of the coefficient of consolidation in 
plane strain, and so only the Biot theory curves have been 
reproduced here. We also show the nodal pore-pressures 
resulting from using a) composite elements, and b) quadratic 
elements with smoothing.
The smoothed pore-pressures appear to give a more accurate 
approximation to the theoretical curves generally, except very 
close to the centre of the loaded area, where the pore-pressure 
is underestimated. It is to be expected that the smoothing 
process is least effective in this region where the pore- 
pressure distribution varies most rapidly and there are 
prescribed values of pore-pressure on the permeable boundary.
A finer mesh would improve the accuracy of the results.
The approximate times tciken in running the program for the two 
models on an ICL 2980 virtual-store computer are as follows. 
Using composite elements in the mesh (ie a total of 478 nodal
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variables)the subroutines INPUT, STIFF, LOAD, FRONT and 
OUTPUT for the initial settlements took 35 seconds, auid each 
subsequent time increment took 10 secs.
Using normal quadratic elements (ie with 597 nodal variables)
solution for the initial unsmoothed settlements and pore-
pressures took 41 secs, the /smoothing process and resolution
took 15 secs, and each subsequent timestep took 13 secs.
Compared to using composite elements, the use of quadratic-
elements-with-smoothing on the same mesh therefore needs about
20% more computer time. This is caused by the extra degree of
freedom at mid-side nodes, plus a time equivalent to slightly
more than that for one timestep for the smoothing procedure
itself. Against this extra cost, it should be remembered that
to obtain the same amount of nodal pore-pressure data with
composite elements would require a finer mesh having four times
«
as many elements.
The efficiency of the program compares well with Hwang et al's 
reported run-times for their finite element program on an 
IBM 360-67 computer, of approximately 120 secs for the initial 
solution and 20 secs per subsequent timestep on a problem with 
420 nodal variables.
Finite Difference program FDTIM
The finite layer consolidation problem solved by Gibson, 
Schiffman and Pu (1970) and described above, was also used by 
the writer to test the accuracy of the finite difference 
program FDTIM. The dimensions of the model are the same as in 
fig 6.2.1, and a mesh of 25 columns and 11 rows was used.
The program was run using both the in fini te-depth stress 
evaluation subroutine BOUSS, and the finite-layer stress
subroutine FILON (see §2.2), and the resulting graphs of
centreline settlement with time are compared with Gibson et al's
theoretical curves in fig 6.2.7. The Boussinesq stress formulae
prove to be invalid in this problem, while use of the finite- 
layer stresses gives accurate predictions of settlement for 
most of the consolidation process, although final drained
t ie
settlements are underestimated by slightly less than 4%,
With a total of 275 meshpoints, program FDTIM took 44 seconds 
to run on the I CL 2980, ed)out a quarter of the time needed 
(192 seconds) for solution of the same problem with the finite 
element program FINETIM using the mesh in fig 6.2.1 (149 nodes). 
In each case 25 timesteps were taken. ;
The writer has also analysed using FDTIM, the problem of 
Schiffman et al, of the excess pore-pressure distribution in 
a half-space during plane-strain consolidation. Results from 
the finite element program have already been compared with the 
Biot solution in figs 6.2.5-6. A mesh of 25 columns and 17 
rows was used to cover the same region as in the finite element 
analysis (see fig 6.2.4), and the same times tapping scheme was 
employed. The stress distribution was found using the Boussinesq 
infinite-depth formulae as contained in subroutine Bpuss.
Figs 6.2.8-9 show graphs of the excess pore-pressure distribution 
down the centreline and at a depth of 0.5a, at a time equal to 
a time factor t of 0.1, and in both cases there is an equally 
good correspondence with the theoretical solution as was obtained 
by the finite element analysis. The pore-pressures down the 
centreline are slightly less than those predicted by Biot theory, 
causing slightly greater centreline immediate settlement (0.83 
from FDTIM, as against 0.79 and 0.81 from FINETIM using composite 
and quadratic elements respectively) . The program took 15 secs 
to perform the initial undrained analysis, and then 2h secs for 
each timestep. Compared to the finite element model with 
composite elements, this is half the time needed for the initial 
solution, and a quarter of the time needed for each timestep.
The times taken by the program FDTIM for this problem could be 
further halved by making use of the symmetry of the problem to 
model only one half of it, placing an impermeable boundary 
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An alternative method of testing the validity of numerical 
results Is to perform an Instrumented test on a soil of known 
properties. This has not been attempted (or, at least, not 
reported) as frequently as comparisons with analytic solutions, 
although Davis and Poulos successfully verified theft theoretical 
predictions for settlement rates of a flexible footing, by means 
of a very careful series of model footing tests In a speclally- 
bullt pressurized brass tank. (The apparatus Is described In 
Davis and Poulos (1968) and the results analysed In Davis and 
Poulos (1972). Burland (1972) has reported similar tests.)
With rather more modest modelling and testing facilities 
available, a series of plane strain rigid footing tests was 
nevertheless conducted In the School of Architecture and Building 
Engineering. The apparatus Is shown In fig 6.3.1 as*set up for 
the final three-footing Interaction test. The box was made of 
25mm plywood, with a removable front panel of transparent 
Makrolon. The footings were of 9mm steel, and the beam 
connecting them of 3mm steel. Loads were applied by deadweight 
hangers at the points Indicated. Porous plates were placed on 
the soil base and surface. Footing displacements were measured 
by linear variable differential transducers, connected via an 
amplifier to pen-recorders. Full details of the tests are given 
In the project report, Vahabl (1978) .
The soil used was a remoulded Devollte clay, which was tested 
using a trlaxlal apparatus, to determine Its permeability.
Young's modulus and Poisson*s ratio. Vahabl obtained the 
following values of the soil parameters for the moisture content 
of 36% at which the test were conducted;
Cu = 12.0KN/m^ Eu = 180.0KN/m^ My = 0.0714mZ/MN
v" = 0.498 E' = 179 . 8K N / m ^  k = 0.14xlo-?m/sec.
The three-footing situation will be considered In Chapter 7.
Here, we will discuss an earlier test with only one footing, 
loaded Instantaneously with a lOKg weight (equivalent to a load 
of 17.09KN/m^ over the footing) . Vahabl conducted this test
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twice, obtaining the time-settlement curves shown in 
fig 6.3.4. For the amount of consolidation settlement 
occurring, the above value of Poisson*s ratio is clearly 
inaccurate, and in the analyses which follow a value of 
v^=0.4 was arbitrarily taken.
The only theoretical complication compared to the problems of 
the previous section, is the rigidity of the footing. We can 
therefore use this problem to illustrate the stress distribution 
theory elaborated in §2.2 and incorporated in the finite 
difference program FDTIM. Since the problem is symmetric 
about the centre-line, only half the problem was modelled, 
using a mesh of 20 columns and 16 rows.
In §2.2 we described two adaptations to the standard Boussinesq 
stress distribution theory:
(i) the non-uniform contact pressure distribution across a 
rigid footing, given by a formula (equation 2.2.19) involving 
a parameter m, 2<m<«, chosen according to the relative depth 
of the soil layer (see fig 2.2.6);
(ii) the influence on the stress distribution in the soil of 
the rigid base underlying it, which using the theory of Filon 
(1903) in §2.2 gives rise to the stress distribution subroutine 
FILON.
To separate the effects of these two adaptations, we first show 
in fig 6.3.2 the profiles of immediate settlements obtained 
using FDTIM with the infinite-depth Boussinesq stress-distribution 
formulae 2.2.9-11. The program was run for the case of a 
flexible footing (uniform contact pressure across the footing), 
giving curve (i) in fig 6.3.2, and then using Borowicka's 
formula 2.2.16 for the contact pressure across a rigid footing 
on a half-space. This formula is equivalent to setting m = 2 
in equation 2.2.19, and the resulting settlement profile is 
shown in curve (ii). We see that the Borowicka formula results 
in a much more even settlement across the footing, though a 
slight hogging occurs, with the footing edge settling about 
7% more than the centre. This may be compensated for by 
adjusting the parameter m. Since the footing half-width is 19mm
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and the soil depth is 75mm, we may consult fig 2.2.6 for 
“opt with v=0.5 at a relative depth of 4, amd obtain 
m^p^= 2.12. Use of this value gives the settlement profile 
shown in curve (iii) in fig 6.3.2, with the hogging reduced to 
a little more than 1%. Further trial-and-error adjustment of 
m could be made to eliminate the hogging altogether. It is 
interesting to note that the traditional approximation for a 
rigid footing settlement as the average of the centre and edge 
settlements for a flexible footing, would in this case 
underestimate the correct value by only 3-4%.
With the use of the parameter m demonstrated, we introduce the
finite layer stress distribution theory as embodied in the
subroutine FILON. In this case there is no need to increase
the parameter m above 2.0 - see fig 2.2.6 - and we show the
immediate settlement profiles for both flexible and rigid
«
footings in fig 6.3.3. As conpared to the Boussinesq-theory 
results presented above, the centreline settlements are 
increased by about 50% for both flexible and rigid footings.
We now turn to the time-dependent deformation of the model, and 
compare it with the footing settlements as observed by Vahabi. 
For this purpose we use the FILON stress subroutine with m = 2.0, 
and obtain the time-settlement graph in fig 6.3.4. For 
comparison, a finite element analysis of the problem was also 
made using the program FINETIM and the three-footing model 
described in Chapter 7, with a very low Young's modulus given 
to the bar linking the footings so as to avoid any interaction 
between them. It is seen that while the time-settlement 
predictions from FDTIM and FINETIM are in tolerable agreement, 
they are 100-200% in excess of the observed settlements.
Many reasons may be proposed to account for this discrepancy.
The more important may be summarized as follows:
(i) Young's modulus values obtained from laboratory tests 
are frequently found to underestimate in situ values by up to 
one order of magnitude;
(ii) the sides of the experiment box were not completely rigid, 
but bulged outwards during the initial consolidation of the soil.
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destroying the plane-strain condition for the subsequent 
tests;
(iii) heavy steel plates were applied as bedding weights to 
the soil surface during the tests, to prevent heaving away from 
the footing;
(ivj the small scale of the test causes edge effects to be 
significant.
Each of these reasons could cause the observed settlements to 
be smaller than those predicted. In the absence of sizeable 
errors caused by experimental defects, such as (ii) and (iii) 
above, it would be valid to adjust the values of E and v used 
in the programs until agreement with observed results was 
reached; such a method of determination of in situ soil 
parameters by back-analysis from tests is often used. However, 
it is felt that the probable experimental errors are too large 
to warrant this here.  ^ ^
One or two encouraging points do emerge from the results in 
fig 6.3.4. There is good agreement between the finite element 
and finite difference results throughout the consolidation 
process, indicating the validity of the rigid-footing theory 
used in FDTIM. Also, the predicted rates of consolidation 
correspond to those observed, indicating that the measured soil 
permeability is accurate. To test the importance in this 
problem of using a two-dimensional consolidation model, rather 
than the simple one-dimensional consolidation theory, the 
programs were also run with the horizontal permeability set 
to zero. Very similar settlement rates were obtained, 
suggesting that nearly all the flow of pore-water occurs 
vertically.
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6.4.1 It has been shown in §6.2 that for two sangle plane strain 
consolidation problems involving flexible footings the computer 
programs FINETIM and FDTIM give results in good agreement with 
analytic solutions. In particular, the finite difference 
program FDTIM with the FILON stress distribution si^routine 
developed in §2.2 performs equally as well as the finite 
element program with a saving of around 400% on computer run­
time. In FINETIM, the pore-pressure smoothing process developed 
in §4.3 appears to give a small increase in accuracy of initial 
displacements and pore-pressures, provides nearly twice as many 
nodal pore-pressure values and allows a mesh of standard 
quadratic isoparametric elements to be used, all this at the 
cost of about 20% more computer run-time compared to the 
composite-element mesh. In one-dimensional analyses, finite difference 
analyses take about half as long as finite element ones (Desai (1975)).
6.4.2 If we accept that the experimental results for the rigid footing 
problem of §6.3 are invalid for the reasons given and that the 
finite element solution has the same accuracy as in the problems 
of §6.2, then the finite difference program FDTIM again performs 
satisfactorily. In particular, the method of modelling rigid 
footings, as developed in §2.2, gives sufficiently realistic 
footing settlement profiles and accurate centreline settlements.
6.4.3 The Boussinesq theory for stress distribution through a half- 
space is found to be invalid for finite soil layers, giving an 
error in surface settlements of around 50% for a footing on a 
soil layer of relative depth (depth to footing half-width) of 4.
Several recent finite difference programs, for example Wood 
(1972) and Murray (1974), use infinite-depth stress distribution 
theories, and the results presented here would suggest that this 
can cause significant underestimation of settlements even for 
relatively deep layers. At the other extreme, Davis and Poulos'
(1972) program uses the cumbersome formulae of Pickett (1938) 
requiring numerical integration, etc. It has been found that the 
FILŒ finite-layer subroutine used here has a very modest extra 
cost over the Boussinesq theory (an extra 2h seconds for 275 mesh­
points) while providing much more accurate settlement predictions.
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CHAPTER 7 Results (11) : embankments and frame problems
7.1 Introduction
Having considered in chapter 6 the performance of the 
programs FDTIM and FINETIM on homogeneous-soil single-footing 
problems, we here turn to more complex situations. Jin §*^ .2 
we model the consolidation of a trial embankment which was 
constructed on compressible alluvium. The main complexity 
here is the layered nature of the soil, with abrupt changes 
in the soil parameters down a vertical cross-section of the 
soil layer.
Then in §7.3 we use the computer programs to model the 
settlement of three footings linked by a steel beam loaded at 
the mid-points of the two bays. In contrast to the previous 
chapter, it is found that the introduction of these , 
complexities severely reduces the efficiency of the finite 
difference program FDTIM, so that a finite element analysis 
becomes the best method of solution.
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7.2 Embankments
The input data used to study the embankment type of loading 
were derived from a full-scale trial embankment constructed in 
1965 on compressible alluvium at Avonmouth as part of the site 
investigations for the M5 motorway. Details of the construction 
and of the measurements of settlement and pore-presi^ure obtained 
subsequently are contained in a Road Research Laboratory report 
by Murray (1971). From this report fig 7.2.1 (a) and (b) are 
taken, showing a plan of the site and a section through the soil 
under the embankment. The soil stratification may be simplified 
to a four-layer system overlying Keuper marl bedrock, with the 
soil parameters given in fig 7.2.2. Ihe values of compressibility 
were determined from laboratory consolidation tests, and are 
usually assumed to be correct to within ±20%. The Young's 
modulus values have been deduced from these, assuming a drained 
Poisson's ratio of 0.28 as typical for normally consolidated 
clays. Coefficients of permeability were measured in two ways :
(i) laboratory tests on undisturbed samples, which should in 
theory give the vertical permeability kg:
(ii) in situ permeability tests carried out following the 
method proposed by Gibson (1963). These give a 
measurement of the all-round permeability km = /kxk^.
From these measurements of kg and km we may deduce the horizontal 
permeability k% Values of km, kg and ky for each soil layer 
appear in fig 7.2.3, and it is seen that the horizontal 
permeability exceeds the vertical permeability quite considerably, 
the ratio Q between the two ranging from 42 in the top layer to 
224 in the bottom. In a later trial embankment analysis 
Murray and Symons (1974) used a finite difference consolidation 
program to obtain time-settlement curves for the three cases
(i) laboratory test result for both vertical and horizontal 
permeability
(ii) laboratory and in situ test results to deduce k^ and k^ 
as above
(iii) in situ test result for both vertical and horizontal 
permeability.
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He found that (i) gave the slowest, and (iii) the most rapid 
consolidation, and that (iii) corresponded very well to the 
observed settlement rate. This would indicate that the 
laboratory determination of permeability is inaccurate, and 
that in reality the soil permeability in each direction is 
close to the value obtained from field tests. Unless otherwise 
stated, case (iii) has been used in the numerical models below.
From piezometer readings taken before construction started,
Murray concluded there was a porous drainage layer at the soil
base, and in his finite difference analysis he took a value of
1.0 for the Skempton pore-pressure coefficient A.
We shall briefly consider the effects of these and other conditions 
on the centreline settlement with time, for the simplest case of 
a linear elastic soil model and instantaneous application of the 
embankment load at t = 0. «
In creating a mesh for the analysis of the problem by the finite
difference program FDTIM, severe stability problems were 
encountered with all but the coarsest mesh in the zrdimension, 
even with the minimum possible timestep of At = 1. Fig 7.2.4
shows the initial centreline pore-pressure profile, and that
after the first timestep, for the meshes :
(a) Az = 0.25 throughout mesh
(b) Az = 0.5 throughout mesh
(c) Az = 0.5 up to z = 5.0, 1.0 up to z = 9.0, 1.5 up to z = 12.0.
Only the last mesh gives a reasonable result. The errors in the 
other results seem to occur mainly around the internal boundaries 
between soil layers, and approaching the base. (This problem 
was mentioned in §3.3.) We present below time-settlement curves 
obtained using mesh (c) , although because of the coarseness of 
the mesh the results are not accurate. (The immediate centreline 
settlement from mesh (c) was 15% less than that predicted by the 
finer mesh (a), for example.) They may, however, be used to 
observe the qualitative effect of varying boundary conditions 
or parameters.
A finite element mesh of 96 conposite rectangular elements was 
used to model the problem with FINETIM, as shown in fig 7.2.5.
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Variation of pore-pressure coefficient A
From fig 7.2.6 it is seen that there is a significant 
difference in the immediate settlements as predicted by the 
finite element model (130mm) and the finite difference model 
(230mm) using the ideal elastic value of /^3 for Skempton*s 
pore-pressure coefficient A. This difference can nqt be 
explained by the coarseness of the finite difference mesh, 
since the immediate settlement from the finer mesh (a) above 
was even greater (270mm). As consolidation progresses, however, 
both solutions approach similar drained settlements of 375-400mm, 
If the value of A is increased to 1.0 (as is appropriate for a 
normally consolidated clay - see fig 2.4.1) the undrained excess 
pore-pressures are increased and the resulting time-settlement 
curve is much closer to the finite element solution. Such a 
difference was not noticed in the problems of chapter 6; the 
writer would suggest that the extreme relative shallowness of 
the soil layer in this case emphasizes the effect on the pore- 
pressures of the redistribution of stresses in the soil when 
settlement occurs. This effect is taken into account in the 
Biot consolidation theory used in the finite element program, 
but not in the Terzaghi diffus ion-type theo^ (see §3.2) . The 
effect may be introduced into the latter theory by increasing 
A above the theoretically correct value of /^3. We have 
therefore used A = 1.0 in the results presented below.
Rough/smooth base
The curves in fig 7.2.6 were obtained on the assumption of a 
smooth inpermeable base. For the finite difference model the 
finite-layer FILON stress subroutine was used. Fig 7.2.7 shows 
the effect of modelling a perfectly rough base in the finite " 
element case, and also of using the infini te-depth Boussinesq 
stress formulae in the finite difference case. The correct 
stress distribution should take into account both the rigidity 
and the roughness of the base, although in effect the 
Boussinesq theory ignores both. Fig 7.2.7 shows that the two 
complicating factors largely cancel each other out for shallow
soil layers, with the Boussinesq-theory FDTIM curve being 
very close to that for the rough-base FINETIM solution in the 
early stages of consolidation. This would perhaps explain the 
success of programs using Boussinesq theory in predicting short­
term settlements for large-scale practical problems.
;
Peirmeability conditions
The influence of the base permeability on centreline consolidation 
is seen in fig 7.2.8 using both FDTIM and FINETIM. In both - 
cases, an impervious base slows down the consolidation process.
The peirme able-base FINETIM curve takes just over a year to 
achieve 90% consolidation, which corresponds well with the 
recorded settlement curve. Against this, one might point out 
that as the embankment is not a true plane strain problem 
(see fig 7.2.1), the recorded centreline settlement could be 
expected to be more rapid than predicted. To test yüie importance 
of horizontal permeability, the permeable-base FINETIM model 
was rerun with a horizontal permeability of zero; this made less 
than difference to the settlements, showing that virtually
all the water flow was in the vertical direction.
So far, we have used the all-round permeability kj^  in both 
directions; we may ask how the behaviour changes if we use the 
cross-anisotropic permeabilities k^ and k^ = Qkg deduced from 
laboratory and field tests as explained above. The results of 
running the models using these permeabilities are shown in 
fig 7.2.9. For both FINETIM and FDTIM, the base condition 
(permeable or impermeable) makes virtually no difference to 
the centreline consolidation. Using FDTIM the consolidation is 
considerably slower than those for isotropic permeability using 
the field value kg,; this was also observed in a later two- 
dimensional finite difference analysis by Murray (1974) who 
concluded that the laboratory value of kg was indeed inaccurate. 
Using FINETIM, however, there is little difference between the 
cross-anisotropy result and that for isotropic permeability 
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Fig. 7.2.9 Effect of permeability ratios
Comparison with recorded settlements
The predicted settlements quoted above are 50-100% lower than 
those recorded. Analyses were performed using the hyperbolic 
stress-straln model for the soil, with the values of cohesion 
and angle of friction quoted In fig 7.2,2; the loading was 
performed In five Increments. Both programs require^ extremely 
small time steps, and It was discovered that the soil elements 
at the base of the layer failed before the full load had been 
reached. The hyperbolic stress-straln law Is not a realistic 
model of soil behaviour at stresses approaching failure. 
Reasonable results were obtained using FINETIM with 
arbitrarily Increased values of soil cohesion, however.
7.3 Two-bay frame
We stated earlier that a series of rigid footing tests was 
carried out In the School of Architecture and Building 
Engineering; this Included a soil-structure Interaction test 
using three footings linked by a steel beam (a sketch of the 
experiment appears In fig 6.3.1). Unfortunately, because of 
the experimental defects mentioned In §6.3 the results are not 
considered sufficiently meaningful to warrant comparison with 
numerical predictions. We will therefore use the experimental 
layout as a basis on which to study the effect of varying certain 
parameters, using the programs FDTIM and FINETIM.
The general form of the problem Is shown In fig 7.3.1. The 
soil modulus and all-round permeability are the values determined 
for the experimental clay (see §6.3), but the Polsson's ratio 
has been set to zero to maximize the degree of consolidation 
settlement. We shall use the linear elastic soil model, and 
take the Skempton pore-pressure coefficient A as Vs In FDTIm T 
The out-of-plane thickness of the experiment Is 151mm, and 
loads of ?! and ?£ kg are applied to the beam at the points 
Indicated, causing settlements of the footings A, B and C 
(reading from left to right In fig 7.3.1).
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The effects on the footing settlements of
(a) variation of beam stiffness,
(b) variation of boundary conditions,
(c) variation of permeabilities,
as predicted by FDTIM and FINETIM, will be presented below.
The finite element mesh used for all analyses is shown in 
fig 7.3.2. It has 616 nodes and 186 elements; this size 
approaches the maximum normally possible on the I CL 2980 machine 
being used. (The limit is imposed by the amount of space
required for the three scratch files used in the frontal,
solution - see appendix B for details.) A mesh of 11 rows and 
65 columns was used with FDTIM, the meshpoints largely coinciding 
with the soil nodes in the finite element mesh. In FDTIM we use
the facility for modelling rigid footings (see §2.2), with the
parameter m = 2.0. Horizontal dimensions of the model are as in 
the experiment. The soil depth in the experiment waé 75mm; 
this is used in the analyses below, except where in section (c) 
the soil depth is trebled.
(a) Variation of beam stiffness
In this section we have taken all soil boundaries to be permeable, 
the soil depth to be 75mm, and the stress distribution in FDTIM 
to be given by the finite-layer FILON subroutine. The soil 
permeabilities k% and kg are equal to the all-round permeability 
km. We consider the loads
Pi = 14kg P2 = 2kg
to be instantaneously applied to the beam. Fig 7.3.3 shows the 
consolidation settlements of the three footings, as predicted by 
FINETIM, for the experimental beam stiffness (El = 0.017KN/m^), 
and for a beam with one fifth of that stiffness. Also shown are 
the settlements if no interaction effect is considered; this is 
done by making the beam stiffness very small and applying loads 
A^' directly to the footings, where
= V32(13Pi - 3P2>
%  = ll/lGtPi+P;) (7.3.1)
He = V b2(13P2 - 3Pi) .
foO
These equations are derived by a structural analysis 
assuming no differential settlement between the footings.
As would be expected, an increase in the beam stiffness reduces 
the differential settlements between footings. The same holds 
when using FDTIM, as shown in fig 7.3.4, but here there are two 
serious drawbacks, both caused by the iterative proj^dure used 
to harmonize footing settlements with footing loads at each 
timestep (see §3.5). Firstly, it can be seen in fig 7.3.4 
that compared to the case where there is no interaction, all 
the footings settle more rapidly; physically, this should only 
occur with footings A and C. Secondly, the stiffer the beam the 
more iterations are required to determine compatible footing 
settlements and loads. Each iteration requires a re-evaluation 
of the stress distribution, which takes a large part of the 
program run-time. Even for the very low stiffnesses used in 
fig 7.3.4 (Vs and V 25 of the experimental stiffness) which 
required 2-5 iterations at each timestep, the run-times using 
FDTIM were three times as long (900 seCs against 300 secs) as a 
comparable finite element analysis. As the beam stiffness is 
further increased, the number of iterations needed rises 
sharply. For the experimental beam stiffness, initial convergence 
(to an error of 0.005mm) had not been reached after 29 iterations 
and 1000 secs of run-time.
(b) Variation of boundary conditions
A study of the effect of base conditions on the footing 
settlements was made using FINETIM. The model was the same as 
in the previous section, but with a beam stiffness El of
0.0033KN/m^, and with the instantaneous loading
Pi = 10kg P2 = 5kg.
Fig 7.3.5 shows the footing settlement curves for the cases 
(i) smooth impermeable base
(ii) rough impermeable base
(iii) smooth permeable base
(iv) no interaction; smooth impermeable base.
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Compared to case (i) , the rough base in case (il) reduced 
the immediate settlements of footings A and B by 20%, although 
footing C settled slightly more. A permeable base accelerated 
consolidation.
(c) Variation of permeabilities
The model of section (b) above (with a smooth impermeable base) 
was also used to observe the effect of a change in the ratio Q 
of horizontal to vertical permeability (see §7.2) . To do this, 
the vertical permeability was divided by 5 and the horizontal 
permeability multiplied by 5, thus making Q = 25 while keeping 
constant the all-round permeability. The resulting settlements 
are compared with those for the isotropic case in fig 7.3.6.
All the settlement rates are reduced, indicating that the 
primary direction of pore-water flow is vertical; hoyever, 
while footing C (which bears the least load) has its settlement 
reduced by 30% at time t = 2100 secs, the middle footing B has 
a settlement reduction of only 3%. Settlement of footing A is 
reduced by 8%. This discrepancy must be due to the pore-water 
under footing B, which has the largest immediate pressure rise, 
flowing primarily horizontally toward the lower-pressure area 
under footing C and retarding the dissipation of pore-pressure 
there.
The same effect, this time with an actual rise of footing C 
during consolidation was observed using both FDTIM and FINETIM 
on a deep soil layer model. For this model, the layer depth 
was trebled to 225mm (this is easily effected by use of a depth 
scaling factor ZSCAL written into the programs) , with a smooth 
permeable base but impermeable footings. The in fini te-depth 
Boussinesq stress distribution theory was used in FDTIM. A very 
flexible beam (El = 0.0017KN/m^, one hundredth of the 
experimental stiffness) was loaded with
Pi = 14kg ?2 = 2kg
and settlement curves were obtained for the permeability ratios 
Q = kx/kg = 1, 25 and 0.04 (while keeping the all-round 
permeability constant). The results from FDTIM and FINETIM are
shown in figs 7.3.7 and 7.3.8 respectively. Both sets of 
results show similar qualitative behaviour of the footings. 
From it we conclude that for impermeable footings on deep 
soil layers, the flow of pore-water under the footings 
immediately after loading is primarily horizontal, but that 
after this initial dispersal the consolidation proceeds mainly 
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Fig. 7.3.8 Effect of permeability ratio.- FINETIM
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7.4 Conclusions
It has been seen in §7,2 that the introduction of internal
soil layering greatly reduces the efficiency of the finite
difference method. This explains the long run-times needed
by the two-dimensional consolidation program of Murray (1974) -
of the order of 2000 ^cs. These times are needed ^ en with a
coarse mesh, since his program is dimensioned for a maximum of
30 horizontal rows. Further, the stress distribution given by
Boussinesq theory has been found to be inaccurate in the
embankment problem due to the shallowness of the soil layer
and the roughness of the base. The finite element analysis •
still took considerably longer than that using FDTIM (260 secs
against 55 secs), but if a reliable prediction is required for
an expensive construction project the extra cost would be
worthwhile. If a cheap approximate solution is acceptable, a
*
one-dimensional consolidation solution using finite differences 
would be considerably simpler than FDTIM and would give 
virtually identical results. Murray (1972) describes such a 
program for embankment problems. ‘
We have found in §7.3 that the horizontal flow of pore-water 
may have a significant effect on the settlement of a framed 
structure. For such a problem the unified finite element method 
becomes the most efficient as well as the most realistic model 
of the problem. It allows great generality in the type of 
structure modelled, and automatically includes the effect of 
moments applied to the soil surface by the foundation. The 
run-time is largely independent of the structural stiffness 
and the boundary conditions, and it has a clear extension to 
true three-dimensional consolidation.
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CHAPTER 8 - Conclusions ctnd Recommendations for Future Work
In this thesis we have developed numerical techniques for predicting 
the two-dimensional consolidation settlement of a soil layer under 
a variety of surface loadings. Two separate methods of solution have 
been investigated. The first method combines the theory of stress 
distribution described in Chapter 2 with a numerical solution of 
the Terzaghi consolidation equation by finite differences, leading 
in Chapter 3 to the computer program FDTIM. The second approach 
uses finite elements, and is covered in Chapter 4.
The theoretical developments contained in this thesis may be 
summarized as follows:
1. The adaptation in § 2.2 of the finiteMayer stress distribution 
theory of Filon (1903) into a computer subroutine providing a 
cheap alternative to the Boussinesq theory commonly used, and 
giving a considerably more accurate representation of the stresses 
in a relatively shallow or medium-depth soil layer on a smooth 
base (see § 6.2).
2. The evaluation of the stress distribution from a loaded area by 
a method of discretization into line-loads. This method allows 
any sort of contact stress profile across the loaded area to be 
used, and this versatility has been taken advantage of in modelling 
rigid loaded footings. The original contact stress profile for
a rigid footing on a half-space by Borowicka (1939) has been 
adapted to model the case of a finite soil layer. This is expressed 
in equation 2.2.19, which incorporates a parameter m dependent 
on relative layer depth.
A reduction in layer depth will reduce the differential settlement 
occurring between the centre and edge of a flexible loaded footing, 
as will the introduction of a degree of rigidity in that footing. 
This suggests that the above adaptation might also be used to 
model a footing of finite stiffness, ie. a raft foundation. In 
this case, the parameter m would be chosen according to the raft 
stiffness as well as the relative layer depth; it could be related 
to these factors by comparison with the theoretical contact stress 
profiles of Brown (1969 a and b).
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3. A simple form of finite element analysis of a beam on individual 
footings (see §3.4), which derives a matrix relating applied 
loads and footing displacements to footing reactions and beam 
deformations. Combined with the equivalent stiffness theory of 
Meyerhof (1953) it can provide a fast simplified analysis of a 
framed structure.
4. The incorporation (in § 4.3 - 4) of the theory of consolidation 
by finite elements ( Sandhu and Wilson (1969) ) into a general 
finite element program, in such a way that structural as well 
as soil elements may be used in the mesh.
5. The further generalization (in § 4.3) of this theory by the 
introduction of a smoothing process which allows normal types of 
element to be used in a mesh, instead of only the special 
’composite' soil elements so far employed for consolidation 
analyses. ' ^
6. The application (in § 5.2) of the mathematical theory of smoothing 
splines to the analysis of compression test data, to estimate
preconsolidation pressure.
Results from the use of the two computer programs in a number of 
loading problems are given and compared in Chapters 6 and 7. In 
Chapter 6 we see that the finite difference program FDTIM can accurately 
predict the consolidation settlements of flexible and rigid footings 
on homogeneous linear elastic soil layers, requiring only about a 
quarter of the run-time for a coinparable finite element analysis.
On the other hand, we find in § 7.2 that the introduction of complexities 
such as soil layering and a non-linear soil model.greatly increases 
the cost of the finite difference method of solution. An even greater 
cost increase in FDTIM is caused by the introduction of a frame 
structure linking the footings, as in § 7.3,and,the run-time becomes 
more than three times that for a finite element analysis using FINETIM. 
Because of this and other limitations of FDTIM in the frame problem 
(discussed in § 7.4), the writer concludes that the most efficient 
and satisfactory approach to two-dimensional consolidation problems
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involving layered soils, non-linear elastic soils or soi1-structure 
interaction effects is a unified finite element analysis; the program 
FINETIM is a very general program of this type. Its disadvantages 
are in the amounts of input data and computer storage required. By 
far the largest part of the input data describes the mesh geometry 
- that is, the node numbers around each element and the coordinates 
of each node. If a rectangular mesh of eight noded quadrilateral 
elements is to be used for the soil, such data could be generated by 
a short separate computer program taking as input the x - and 
z - coordinates of the mesh columns and rows respectively. Numbering 
of the nodes and elements could start from the bottom left-hand side 
of the mesh and proceed horizontally, so that any structural elements 
and nodes above the soil surface could be added by the user at the 
end of the computer-generated data, followed by the remainder of the 
input data. Storage space may be reduced by using a coarse mesh 
having fewer elements, but using the quadràtic-elements-with-smoothing 
process developed in § 4.3; this gives the same detail regarding 
nodal pore-pressures as a composite element mesh with four times the 
number of elements.
The extension of the anlysis to three-dimensional problems is of 
great importance in practical applications. In this thesis we have 
considered plane strain problems only. As was pointed out in §4.5, 
however, the finite element program FINEPAK on which FINETIM is based 
is designed to cope with axisymmetric and three-dimensional problems 
also, and in the'adaptations made by the writer this generality has 
been maintained (the only exception being the two-dimensional pore- 
pressure smoothing subroutine). There is now a need for a systematic 
examination of the performance of FINETIM on three-dimensional frame 
and raft problems to be made, comparing it with Wood's (1972) program 
(which uses Boussinesq stress distribution theory and a finite differ­
ence solution of the one-dimensional consolidation equation) and if’ 
possible with results from model tests and site records. It would 
be very expensive in terms of computer time to extend a finite differ­
ence program to handle three-dimensional flow, and it is therefore 
important to establish under what circumstances the horizontal flow 
of pore-water can significantly affect settlements.
There are a number of refinements which could be incorporated in the
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programs. The stiffness of the structural elements could be increased 
with time to represent the construction process, addition of cladding 
etc. This could be achieved in FINETIM without reompiling the 
element stiffness matrices, in the same way as the hyperbolic stress— 
strain model has been implemented (see § 5.3). Wood (1972) has con­
cluded that this factor has only a small effect on the deformations.
We have described the pore-pressure boundary conditions fÈr a perfectly 
porous and a completely impermeable boundary; in reality the porosity 
condition would lie somewhere between these extremes. Such a partially 
porous condition is given by:
= 0u O < 0 < » (8.1)
where 9u.is the derivative of pore-pressure normal to the boundary.
9n
The condition has recently been used in an analytic study by 
Deresiewicz (1979); it could be included routinely in a finite 
difference scheme, but would need special provisions.in a finite 
element program.
A more important theoretical refinement of FINETIM would be the 
provision for loss of contact and relative horizontal slipping between 
structure and soil. This would require the use of special one-dim­
ensional interface elements (see, for example Desai and Christian 
(1977), Chapter 4). A means of taking advantage of the symmetry of 
a problem by modelling only half of it in FINETIM would improve 
efficiency (simple use of the natural boundary conditions for pore- 
pressures down the centreline has been.ifound to give incorrect results 
there).
Finally,the writer would recommend the incorporation into FINETIM of 
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APPENDIX A - Program specification; FDTIM
The program FDTIM is written in FORTRAN IV using double precision 
arithmetic. It models the plane strain consôlidation of a soil layer 
under various types of surface loading. The theory and structure of 
the program are detailed in Chapters 2 and 3 of this thesis. We here 
summarize the roles of the various subroutines (in th^ order in which 
they are called in the main program), and give instructions for data 
input.
Main Program
The main program is dimensioned for a mesh with a maximum of 70 vertical 
columns(including end ones)and 40 horizontal rows (including surface 
and base). Up to 9 loading times and 9 loaded footings are allowed.
If these dimensions are to be changed, the DATA statement (giving these 
sizes as MX, MZ, MLOAD and MFOOT respectively) must be adjusted, as 
well as the initial DIMENSION statement. No changes need ^ e made to the 
subroutines. . -
Subroutine INPUT





1 1215,110,DIO.3 NX, NZ, NFOOT, NLOAD, NDTMX , LAYER, INTER,
ISTRE,ISUPN,NDTIM,NTMAG,NTFAC, NTEND, 
ZSCAL.
1 815 (ICOLPT(I), I = 1,8)
as reqd 8D10.3 (XLOC(I),I = 1,NX)
NFOOT 415 11(1) ,IM(I) ,12(1) ,ITYPE(I) for 1=1., 
NFOOT
NZ^ 4010.3,15 ZLOC(J),PERMX(J),PERMZ(J),PR(J), 
IFACE(J) for J = 1, NZ
NZ^ I5,5X,3D10.3 LMTYP(J),YMINIT(J),CC(J),PHI(J) 
for J = 1, NZ







NZ^ 2D10.3 SXINIT(J),SZINIT(J) for J=1,NZ
1 511 (NBDRY(I), I =1,5)
NLOAD5
8D10.3 (QEXT (NSET, ILOAD) ,NSET=1,'8)\ ,
J IL O A D —1 f
\as reqd 11,14,815 LCARD ,LDTIM(ILOAD),(ILDPT j 
(NSET),NSET=1,8) J
as reqd^ 8D10.3 (El(IBAY),IBAY=1,NF00T-1)
Notes
1. For the input of arrays PERMX, PERMZ, PR, LMTYP, YMINIT, CC and
PHI, which hold soil properties at the depths of the NZ mesh rows,
«
the following default convention applies:
for J = 2, ..., NZ - 1, if the space for eg. CC(J) is left blank,
its value defaults to that for the row directly above, ie. CC(J - 1).
For the soil properties at boundaries between different soil 
layers (indicated by IFACE), the program automatically averages 
the values from the rows immediately above and below.
2. Cards for SXINIT and SZINIT should be omitted if there are no
initial stresses (shown by ISTRE ^ O)
3. Cards for El should be omitted if there is no beam element connecting
the footings (hereafter referred to as a non-interaction program
and indicated by INTER = O).
4. LCARD = 1 to denote the last card of a particular type.
The meanings of the input variables are now given:
Input data: Simple Variables
Name Description Default
NX No, of columns in mesh none




NFOOT No of loaded footings 1 .
NLOAD No of load times 1
NDTMX ^ Max. size of time step 99999
LAYER
^ = O for infinite-depth Boussinesq 
> stresses
\^ = 1 for finite-depth Filon stresses
0
INTER
^ = 0 for independent footings (non- 
\ interaction problem)
( = 1 for footings linked by beam
0
ISTRE
/= 0 if initial stress state of the 
\ soil is prescribed
\^ = 1 if ho initial stress state given
/ = O for full output at all mesh pointy
0
ISUPN
I =-l for output only at columns listqd. 
1 in ICOLPT
V =-2 for output only at surface, for 
columns listed in ICOLPT
0
NDTIM initial timestep 2
NTMAG No of steps after which NDTIM is 
increased
5
NTFAC Factor by which NDTIM is increased 10
NTEND Time at which timestepping ends none
ZSCAL Multiplying factor applied to depths 
as input for ZLOC. (May be used to 
analyse the same problem for various 
depths of soil layer)
1.0
AP
BP J Skempton's triaxial pore-pressure coefficients
/O.O
1 1.0
WDENS Water density 9.81
GRAVY Gravity force 0.00981
WIDTH Out-of-plane thickness 1.0
DRMAX Acceptable error in footing dis­
placements to stop iteration (used 
in interaction problems only)
10-4
RFACT Adjusting factor R^ in hyperbolic 
stress-strain law
0.8
EPS Parameter m is contact stress 
distribution for rigid footings
2.0
Input data; arrays
Name & Max, 
Dimensions
Description
ICOLPT(8) Columns at which output is required (used if 
ISUPN < O)






X-coord of I'th column in mesh
No of mesh column below left hand edge of I'th 
footing
No of mesh column below inid-point of I'th footing
No of mesh column below right hand edge of I'th 
footing.
Loading type at I'th footing (=1,2;3,4/see Fig.Al)












z-coord (=depth) of J'th row in mesh
Horizontal permeability at J'th row in mesh
Vertical permeability at J'th row in mesh
Poisson's ratio at J'th row in mesh
1 if J'th row is a boundary between different 
soil layers; O otherwise.
Soil type at J'th row (2=lin.elastic,3=hyperbolic 
model, 4=bilinear)
Initial Young's modulus at J'th row in mesh
For hyperbolic model,denotes cohesion c' at J'th 
row for 'bilinear' model, denotes factor c:
E _ = cE. , at J'th rowunload load
For hyperbolic model, denotes angle of friction ' 
0' at J'th row.
Initial effective stress a' at J'th row
X
Initial effective stress at J'th row
CONT'D
CONT'D








/Boundary conditions. Code: 0=permeable, 
l=impermeable,
NBDRY (1) for base 
^NBDRY((2) for left hand end of mesh 
I NBDRY (3) for right hand end of mesh 
1 NBDRY (4) for surface beneath footings 
\nbdRY (5) for surface away from footings
QEXT(NSET,I) = size of load applied at I'th 
load time to load point given by ILDPT(NSET)
LDTIM(I) = time of I'th loading
El (I) = stiffness El of beam at I'th bay.
Timestepping Scheme
This has been made very flexible, as the most efficient scheme is 
highly problem-dependent. The initial timestep NDTIM is increased 
by a factor of NTFAC after every NTMAG steps, provided it does not 
become larger than an upper limit NDTMX. Each time a new set of loads 
is applied, the timestep reverts to the initial value NDTIM. The program 
run finishes when the end-time NTEND is reached. The timestepping 
scheme operates in integer arithmetic, so that the smallest possible 
value of NDTIM is 1. Should a smaller timestep be needed, the same 
effect is achieved by reducing the permeabilities.
Loading Scheme
The times at which loads are to be applied are held in LDTIM. At each 
load time, loads may be applied at any load point. Load points are 
defined as follows;
- for non-interaction problems, there are NFOOT load points, one at 
each footing.
- for interaction problems, with a portal structure of NFOOT-1 bays 
linking the footings, the load points are on the connecting beam at the 
ends and mid points of each bay (a total of 2*NF00T-1 load points)
The load points are numbered consecutively from left to right for the 
purposes of input using ILDPT.
Note that only point loads, not pressures, are used. The program 
converts from point load to average pressure on a footing using GRAVY 
and WIDTH.
Symmetrical Problems
È'or a non-interaction problem with symmetry about the centreline, only 
half of the problem need be modelled. The centreline must be placed at the 
left hand side of the mesh, ie. down the first column, which should be an 
impermeable boundary. When 11(1) = 1, the program assumes each loaded 
footing to have a mirror image equivalent on the other side of the 
centreline. Note that if the first footing is rigid, we set IM(1) = 1  
also.
Subroutine STIFF
Variables in Variables out
NFOOT, El, IM,XLOC GRHS . *
Used in interaction problems only. Forms the beam flexibility matrix 
GRHS used in subroutine STRUCT to convert beam loads to footing loads. 
Theory given in § 3.4. »
Subroutine STRUCT
Variables in Variables out
QEXT, DISPF, ILOAD, NFOOT, GRHS Q, ROTN, DISPL
Used in interaction problems only. Takes the external beam loads 
specified in QEXT for loading ILOAD and the current footing displacements 
DISPF, and using the flexibility matrix GRHS deteirmines the footing 
loads Q and the beam load point rotations ROTN and displacements DISPL. 
Theory in § 3.4,
Subroutine FILON
Variables in Variables out
DSX, DSZ, DTXZ, XL, XR, DPRESS, DSX, DSZ, DTXZ
NX, NZ, XLOC, XLOC, ITYP, EPS,
IL, IR
Adds to the mesh point total stress increment arrays DSX, DSZ, DTXZ the 
increments resulting from an average pressure DPRESS on a footing of type
ITYP lying between columns IL and IR with x-coords XL and XR. Uses 
the finite-layer Filon stress distribution theory, see § 2.2.
Subroutine BOUSS
Same variables and action as FILON, but uses the infinite-depth 
Boussinesq stress distribution theory (see § 2.2),
Subroutine PRINC
Variables in Variables out
CX, CZ, CT SI, S3
Converts cartesian coordinate stresses a , a , t to principal stresses
X  Z  X 2  ^
Subroutine OUTPUT
Outputs structural displacements DISPL and rotations ROTN (interaction 
problems only), footing displacements DISPF, and mesh point excess stresses 
SX, SZ, TXZ, displacements DISPZ and excess pore pressures U. Also 
outputs time NTIME, number of iterations NITER (interaction problems 
only), and number of steps taken since last loading NSTEP.' Output may 
be limited using ISUPN and ICOLPT, as described under INPUT.
Subroutine ADIDE
Variables ip, ' Variables out
NX, NZ, NDTIM, XLOC, ZLOC, PERMX, U
PERMZ, YM, PR, WDENS, U, NBDRY, NFOOT,
II, 12, IFACE.
Advances mesh point excess pore pressure distribution U by one timestep, 
using the ADI finite difference method (see §3.3). There is a satellite 
subroutine TRIDG to solve the tridiaqonal matrix equations involved.
Subroutine YMHYP
Variables in Variables out
J, YMl, RFACT, PHI, CC, Si, S3, DS YMl
Converts the initial Young's modulus YMl to that appropriate to the 
current stress state (with principal stresses Si, S3 acting) as determined 
by the hyperbolic stress^strain model of § 5.3. If the vertical strain 
is expansive (shown by DS<0) then YMl is unchanged. Used when LMTYP(J) = 3
Subroutine YMLIN 
Variables in 
Jf YMl, CC, DS
Same role as YMHYP, but using a 'bilinear' load/unload model. If ai^
unload is occurring; (shown by DS<0), then YMl is changed,to YM1*CC(J), 
Used when LMTYP(J) = 4,
Variables out 
YMl
(, It-JL-CL ^ oot Ù
I T Y P F  =  O
IW
-^ ootcrv.^














D i : ; : u S i u N  i i i c a d ( 1 7 ) , u ( 9 ) » i  • ( 9 ) .  ♦ i z  ( 9 ) » d i s r  M ? )  » d i s p l c i  7 ) »
i:r:JLD(Vxu[xT(i7,9),:;DDnY(:),Ei(9),unH:(34,34),RQTn(i7),
ZD I op 70, 40) ,57(40,70) , Sx (40,70 ) ,Txz( 40,70 ) ,D'5z( 40,70 ) , 
3DS::(4U,70) , DTXZ(40,7C) ,STl%\:l. (70,40) ,U(7C,4C) , V'(7^0,4ü) , 
4UuLD(7u,40) , Yi;(70'40) f XLOC (7C) , ZLOC (40) ' Y!:i;HT(4C) '
5CC(40) 'PHI (4 c) , LI(TYP (40) .  P P ( 4  ^  ) .  L D T I P ( 9 ) .  P E Pîi X ( 4  0 ) » P E R! ÎZ ( 40 ) » 
Oo(7u) f U (70) , C (70) , D ( 70 , X ( 70) , Oil ( 70) z GT2 ( 70 # ST.3 ( 70) » 
7oSTir(34/34)»VLIIG(34)»VRHS(34)»ITYPt(9)zICCLPT(S)
<3.SXlijlT(40) . S Z I I j l T ( 4 0 )  » I F A C l ( 4 0 )  » U o L D ( 9 )
C
c
C..,EIX DIMcnSIÜUS. - llUSj tally with Did. STATEMENT ADüV'e
DATA MX/70/, MZ/40/, MLUaD/9/, îiFUOT/9/
JILDPT = 2*MfOQT - 1 
MSIZC = 2*!IlDPT
O ..READ oND write HEADING 
I HEAD(1) = o3 
WRITE (u,59/)
1 READ (5,500) LCaRD,(I HEAD(I),I = Z.17)
500 ruRMnT (II,1oA4)
WRITE (v,5''ü) ( I HEADCI ), 1=2,17)
IF (LCARD.CO,0) GO TO 1 
WRITE (u,599)
5^7 I‘uRM.,t (1H9,//' program F D T 11 ^ ’ / /1 X ,-r ( 1 H* ) , /1 X , 1 H* , 0^  X , 1 )
590 |UR;;nT(1x,1,|*,Zx,1uA:+,17x,1|i*)
5^9 FORMAT ( 1 X, 1H*,"3x, 111^ ,/I X,G5(lH^))
C
DO 3 J = 1 , M Z  
s x i :;;t (j ) p  o . o d o  
sz::;i T(J ) = o . o d o
uU 3 i = i , M X  
uI.)LD ( I , J ) ~ O.OdO 
V(I,J) = ObJI'O 9
ir"i
0(1.J) = O.ODÜ 
SX(J.I) = O.ÜdO 
SZ(vM) = O.ÜDO 




1 .îlDTlM.NTMAü.fJTFAC.NTEÎlD. LAY[R. INTER. I SU PN . H  . I M . I 2 . X LO C , 2 Lo C .
2 Ylil N I T, PP. CC. PII n  PERMX, PERliZ.AP, DP, WDENS. GRAVY. WIDTH. DRMAX. 
3i.FACTr EP5. NBDRY. LDt IM. U EXT. LMjYP. El . SX I N I T » 32 I N I T .
4ITYPE.ICULPt .IFACE)
E
C...FIND PLANu-STHm IN PüRE-PRESSURt CuEFFt APS 
NLDPT = NFUüT
IF (INTER.Ne.ü) NLDPT = 2*NFuüT - 1 
D3 = DSURT(3.0Dü )
,.P3 = ( 1 . - 1  ,/D3 + AP*D3)/2.
IF (intuR.e ü.i) Call st iff(m x ,m f o u t.ms i2e .nfout.e i»im»
1 ALoC.GRi.S.GbTiF)
C...INITIALIZE VECTORS AND MATRICES 
NX1 = NX - 1 
NZ1 = NZ - 1 
N’PTIM = 0
(iT 111u — 0
i L ü M D = 0 •
N’TINIT = NDTIM 
C.,.USu ISYMMpI Tu DENOTE MüD[L SYMilETRIC ABuUt L.N.S'.
1 S I i 111 =  0
1r (; 1(1).Ej, 1 ) ISYMM = 1
i> ü 5 J — è . I ' »
YMJ = YMINIt (J)
DO 5 1=1.NX 
DISPZ(I,J) = G.ÜDÛ 
DSZ(J.I) = O.ÜDO 
SSXCv'.I) = O.ODO
DTXZ(J.I) = Ü.ÜDÜ 
STRAIN(I.J) = O.ODO 
Y;11 = YMJ




DU 6 1=1,NFjüT 
0 U L D(I) = O.ODO 
0(1) = u.ODo 
V DISPF(I) = u.ODO 
DU 7 1=1,NLDPT 
SISPL(I) = O.ODO 




C...nDD NEXT SET UF LUADS 
10 ILOAD = I LUAD + 1 
NITER = 0 
NSTLP = 0 
NDTIM = NTIl.IT 
uU 13 1=1.NLDPT 
NI = ULXTd, ILüAD)
IF (QI.EU.O.ODO) Gü TU 13
MiP
W R I T E  ( u . ô O j )  I L O A D , Q I . I  , 
o O O  roRllnTClll , ’ L U A l ) ' , I 3 , *  OF ’ , D i 0 . 3 , '  A T  L U A D - R T '  , 13)
1: C O N T I N U E
C
C . . .  F I N D  F O O T I N G  L O A D S
14  IF ( I N T E R . C u . 1 ) G O  T O  16  
wO  1 0  1 = 1 , N L D P T
1 0  0 ( 1 )  = O E X T C I , I  L O A D )  
ou  T u  1 9
11, C A L L  S t R U C t ( O l X t ,Q , D I S P F ,  I L O A D , M F Q ü t » M L D P T » N F Q C T ,
1 : : L ü A D r G | ; i l 5 , f l 5 l Z E , R ü T N » D l s P L ,  V L H S ,  V r HS)
c
IF ( N T I i ) E . E U .  L D t IM( I L O A D )  . A N D . N I T E R . E O . O )
1 W R I T E  ( u , 6 0 1 )  ( Q ( J ) , J , J = 1 , N F O O T )  
uO I F O R M , i T ( l H  i ' G l V c S  R E A C T  I O N S :' , 5 X ,5 ( F7 . 3 » ' A T  F t N G  ’ , I 2 » 5 X ) )  
r- DO  21 1 = 1 , N F O O T  
C... C O N V E R T  Load in kg to pressure in K N / M Z  a f i n d  stress i n c s  
II = 1 1 ( 1 )
IR = 1 2 ( 1 )
;.L = X L U C ( I L )
,:R = x l u C ( i r )
I T Y P  = ITYPe (I) 
mREA = W I D T l l * ( X R - X L )
D P R E S S  = ( 0 ( 1 )  - O G L D ( I ) ) * o R A V Y / A R E A  
IF ( L A Y E R . L Ù . Ü )  G O  T O  12
C A L L  F i L U N ( D S E , D S x , D T x Z , x L , x R , D P R F . S S , N 7 , N x , x L o C , z L 0 C ,
1 liA, IIZ , I T Y P ,  E P S ,  I L, IR) 
u O  T u  2 0
12 continue
Call dooss ( dsz , dsx , d t x 7 , x l , xr , dpress » nz , nx , xegc ,^ z loc ,
1 U N , O Z , I T Y P , E P S , 1 L, IR)
2 0  IF ( i S Y M M . E u . O )  G O  T O  21
C . . . F Ü R  s y m m e t r i c  p r o b l e m s , A D D S T R [ S S E S  F R y M  M I R P.o R -I  M a  G e L O A D  
/.I = X L O C d )
IL1 = 2 - IR 
IR1 = 2 " IL 
,.R1 = 2 . * X 1  - X L  
XL1 = 2 . * X 1  - X R
IF ( I T Y P . E U . 1 . O R . I T Y P . E U . 2) I T Y P  = 3 - I T Y P  
IF ( L A Y E R . E u . 0) G O  T O  11
C A L L  F I L O N ( D S Z , D S X , D T X Z , XL1 , X R I , D P R E S S , N Z ,N X , X L O C , Z L O C ,
1 M N , M Z , I T Y P , E P S , I L 1 . I R 1 )
G O  T O  21
11 C O N T I N U E
c a l l  B U U S S ( D S Z , D S X , D T X Z , X L 1 , X R I , D P R E S S , N Z , N X , X L O C , Z L O C ,
1 M.X, M Z ,  I T Y P ,  E P S ,  I LI , IR1 )
21 c o n t i n u e
N I T E R  = N I T E R  + 1
C - f i n d  U N D R a I N E D  P O R E - P R E S S U R E  I N C R E A S E S  N E W  S T R E S S E S  
D O  15 1 = 1 , NX 
DO  15 J = 1 , N Z
CX = S X (J , I ) + SX i n i t ( J )
CZ = S Z ( J , I ) + S Z I N I T ( J )
CT = T X Z ( J , l )
C A L L  P R I N C ( C X , C Z , C T , S i  O L D , $ 3 U L D )
SX (J , I ) = S x ( J , I )  + D S X  ( J , I ) i i
S Z ( J ,  I) = S Z ( J ,  I) + D S Z (J , I)
T X Z ( J , I) = T X Z ( J  , I ) + D T X Z ( J  , I )
CX = S X ( J , I )  + S X I N I T ( J )
uZ = 3Z  ( J , I ) + SZTi; IT ( J )
CT = T X Z (J ,I )
C A L L  P R I N C  ( CX, C Z , C T , 3 1 U L U # S 3 N l W)
DS1 = 31 N E W  - 3 1 U L D  
D S :  = 3 3 N E W  - 3 3 U L D  
DU = B P * ( D 3 3  + A P S * ( D S 1 - D 3 3 ) )
U ( I , J ) = U ( i , J )  + DU 
15 C O N T I N U E
L..NUW FIND IMMEDIATE STI:AIN3 
C O  71 J = 1 , N Z  /
PRJ = PN(J)
L . . , r i : , D  FnCTuR To  CüNVeNx  d r a i n e d  TÜ U N D R A I N E D  M j C U L I  
COE F F = 1 . - AP*(1.-:.*PRJ)
IF ( D A D 3 ( C U E  F F ) . L T . 1 . O D - 6 )  o U  T U  4 0 0
Do 71 1 = 1 , NX
Y M I J  = Y M ( 1 , J ) / C C E F F
33 = U.75*(33Z(J,I) - D S X ( J , I))
71 STRAIIKI ,J) = 3TRAI.j(I,J) + DS/YMIJ
C . . . Fi ,,D 5 I 3 P L A C EI : E N T 3 AND ZeRo 3 T R A I N # D 3 Z , g y C .
C ij 2 5 1=1 , N X 
3 D I 3 P = 0 . 0 D 0 
i /U 2 5 J 2 = 1 , iy 1 
J = NZ -  JR
i. = ZLUC ( J + 1 ) - ZLOC ( J )
3DISP = DDISP + v.5*N* (STRnIN ( I , J ) + S T R A I N C I , J 1 ) )
Cl 3 PZ ( I, vl) = DlSPZ(i,J) + DC ISP 
25  C O N T I N U E
I' 0 U 1=1 , N X 
30 3 J J = 1 , N :
S T R A I N ( I , J )  = O.ODO 
CSZ C J , I ) = Ü. ODO 
3 3X ( J , I ) = i ' . ODC 
3 T „ Z ( J , I )  = U. OoO 
3 0  c o n t i n u e  
2 V  C U m T I N U E
C . . . I F  R e l a t i v e  S e t t l e m e n t  t o o  d i g , i t e r a t e  a g a i n
30  2 6  I F U Q T = 1 , N F U U T  
I M F T  = i M ( I r u U T )
O O L D ( I F O U T )  = Q ( I F U U T )
C F U L 3 ( I P O U T )  = D I S P F ( I F O O T )
2 v  D I S P F d F U U T )  = D I S P Z d M P T ,  1 )
C- .. FO i;  U N L l N x E D  f U O T I N q G, N O  I T E R A T I O N  N E C E S S A R Y
IF ( I N T E R . E u . 0) G O  T O  24
c . . . a l w a y s  I t e r a t e  a t  l e a s t  o n c e
IF ( N I T E R . E u . 0) G O  T O  14  
D R E E  = O . O D O  
CO 2 7  1 = 1 , N r u u T
Cl FF = D A n S ( D I S P F ( I )  - D F O L D ( D )
IF (DIFF.GT.DREL) OREL = DiFF 
2 7  C o n t i n u e
IF ( D R E L . G T . D R M A X )  G O  T O  14  
2 n  c o n t i n u e  
C . . . Z E K O  O u LD
30  23 1 = 1 , N F O O T  
2 3 u O L D ( I )  = O . O D O
CnLL Q U y P U T  C NX.NZ,s X ,SZ,DISPZ,U,DISPF,M F o O T *  N T I M e  » NIT E R '
1 MX, MZ, N F O O T ,  N S T E P ,  R O T N ,  M L D P T ,  I N T L  lî, D I S P  L . Cl, I S U P N  , T X Z  , I C u L P T  ) I d  
C . . . R E T U R N  IF F U R y N E R  L O A D  T U  BE A D D E D  
IF ( I L U m D . E u . N L u A D )  g o  T O  2 U
il (.dlIlu.L^ . LDTIMC I LUAD + I ) ) GO TU 1 0 
2w CUNTINUc
C
C...PUT üLD U INTü UuLD, /,PPLYiUG üuRY CunDn 
ir (NITER.Gt .O) Gü TJ 36 
yU 3 5 J — 1 ,1,7 
Su 35 1—1,NX 
UüLc(I,v') = U(I,J) 
u0 TU 37 
CüNTINUL
IF cnodi:Y(2) ,Ec;.o)



















\' ( 1 , J ) = U ( 1 , J )
L U L C C I i J )  “ U ( 1 , J )  
y ü T u v 3  
y U V 2 J = 1 f H <L 
M n L, y ( 1 f J ) = M ( 1 | J )
U (1 , J ) = U , V D 0
IF C ii HD 2 Y( 3)  . E U .  J)
Cl) 5 u  J=2,:,z1 
\ J) = u c n z . j)
U u L D d I X ,  J )  = J )
GU  T U  5'/'
El) 52 J = 1,Nz 
U U L D  (NX, J ) = ll(NX, J )
U ( N „ , J )  = O . Ü D O  
C O N T I N U ^
IF (NDyi:Y (1 ) . E U .  G) O U  T U  65
L' U U*-» 1=1 ,1<A
v(i,,;Z) = U(i,;;z)
M U L D ( I , u Z )  = u ( I , NZ)
V.0 T U  u 7  
y ü u V., I = 1 , I » A 
M u L D  ( I , 1:2) = U(I,|JZ) 
l:(I,NZ) = O . G D O  
I F u ü T  = 1 
NlîC = N u D R Y  (5)
IF ( 1 1 ( 1 ) . E u . 1 ) N B C  = N ü d R Y (4) 
y ü 7 Ü 1=1 , N X
IF ( I , E U . 1 1 ( I F U 0 T ) + 1 ) N B C  = N B D R Y ( 4 )
IF ( I . N 2 . I 2 ( I F ü ü T ) )  u O  T U  6 3  
IF ( I . E U . N X )  G O  T O  o G  
N B C  = N B R R Y (5)
IF ( I F u ü T . L t . N F u ü T)
C O N T I N U E
IF ( N B C . E U . u )  G ü  T u  
V ( I , 1 )  = U ( I ,1)
U(JEB(I,1) = 0(1,1) 
uU  T U  70
U 0 L D ( I , 1 )  = U ( I ,1) 
u ( I , 1 ) = 0 » 0 y 0
c o n t i n u e
DU  75 1 = 2 , N X1  
DU 75 0 = 2 , NZ 1  
U U L D ( I , J )  — U ( I , J )
N I T E R  = 0
;UU L E T  P J R E - N A T E R  D I F F U B t  U V e R U N E  T I M e S T E F
IF ( M O D  ( N S T l R , N T M A G )  . e Q . O . o N'D. N S T E P . C t .O. A N D .  N D T I M .  L T . N D t M X )  1  j  
I h BTII: = N D T l O N T F A C
IFüOT = IlüuT + 1 
u9
NTI'IE = N T I M E  N D T I M  
N S T L P  = M S T t P  + 1
y''LL ^ u I D E C m M A ^ ,  ÎO», N 2 # '<07 I[’» X l ^ C  » 2 L 0 C » p E p O X ,  P E ^  j| 2 , YM , P R , W D E N S ,  
16, V,  ,;Ud .; Y, M( UU T,  11 , I 2 , M x ,  M^, N F O ü T ,  A , B ,  c, D , x ,  ST1 , S T 2 ,  S T 3 ,  I F A C E )
C
C . . . r i i ; D  s t r a i n s  a n d  D I S P L A C E M E N T S  
S O  4 0  J = 1 , N 2  
Y MJ  = Y M I N I t ( J )
PRJ = P R (J )
5 0  4 J 1 — 1 , N A
S M  = U ( l , J )  — U U L D ( I , J )  ) *•
SS = ( 1 , + P R j )  * ( 2 . * P R J - 1 , )  * DO  
L a = S;:CJ, I) + S X I N I T  (J)
C2 = S 2 C J  , I) + S Z I N I T ( J )
LT = T X 2  ( J , I )
C o l L p k i n c C c x , C Z , C T , s i ,S 3)
51 = SI - U ( I , J )
S3 = S3 - M ( I , J )
VNl = Y.iJ
i f  ( L M T Y P ( J )  - 0 0 . 3 )  CALL Y Mli Y P C MZ , J , YMl  , R F a C T , PH I , C C , S1 , S3 , D s ) 
i f  ( l M T Y P ( J ) . L Ü . 4 )  C m L L  Y M l I N ( M Z , J , Y M 1 , C C , D S )
V 1 ! ( I , J ) = Y Î11 
4.) S T R A I N  ( i , J )  = D S / Y M C  I , J )
Du  SS 1 = 1 , N X
y P I S P  = 0 . 0 0 0  •
pH  5 5 J I' = 1, ,<21 
u = , i Z — J R
;; -  2 L u C  ( J + 1 ) -  Z L u c  ( J )
LI'ISP = D D I S P  + C . 5 * H *  ( S t RAI N ( I , J ) + S T R A I N  ( I , J + 1 ) )
. l S P 2 ( l , J )  = U i S P 2 C l , J )  + 0 u I s  P 
55 C O N T I N U E
II ( N T I M E , L [ . N T E N D )  Ü Ü  T O  29  
S T O P
4 0 0  W R I T E  ( u , 7 G u )  J
7 0 0  ruRM,,,T(i N o,  ' E R R u R :  C n N N o T  e v a l u a t e  U m O R a i n e D M u D. IN L e V c L ’
1 , 1 5 / 1 X, ’ P U R e - P R E S S U R E  C ü e F F T .  a M U S T  B [  C H A N G E D , ' )




C . . . S N u R ü U T I N E S
C
C
S U u i l j U T l N E  b u U S S  ( D S Z ,  D S X ,  D T X Z ,  XI , X 2 , 0 ,  N Z,  NX, X L O C ,  Z L U C ,
1 M X , M 2 , I T Y P E . E P S , 1 1 , 1 2 )  
i m p l i c i t  R E a L * 3 ( A - N , U - 2 )  .
d i m e n s i o n  D $ 2  ( M Z ,  M X )  , D S X  ( M 2  , M X )  , D T X Z  ( | 1 2  , M X )  , X L O C  ( M X )  , Z L U Ç  ( M , Z )
n  = 3 . 1 4 1 5 9
N E P S  =  1 -  "  1 . / (  ( 0 . o 0 9 5 2 2 * e P S - 0 . 0 1 6 6 £ 2 u ) * e P S ‘» ' 0 . 3 4 5 6 6 3 )
D E P T H  = Z L U C ( N Z )  - z L U C ( I )
XM = (XI + >;Z)/2.
D = X M  - X1
IF ( I T Y P E , N t . 3) G O  T Ü  3 
C .  . . M i ; : - P u : N T  P u R  R I S i D  F o u T I N G  in s Y M M .  p r o b l e m  M a Y  D i F F e R  
IF ( X l . E U . X L U C ( l ) )  X M  = XI 
IF ( X 2 . E U . X l u C ( 1 )) XM  = a2 
u = DM,M:1 ( X W - X M ,  X M - X 1  )
3 CuNTINUE a jt
,M.A.,E N small COMPARED WITH MeSiI SIZE 
IP = 12 - II + 2
Dll = (%2-Xl ) /DFLÜATC^ID) 
u:; = U+Dl l  
Du lu J V = 2 » N 2 
2 = 2LüC(JV) - ZLÜC(1)
Du 1 V 1 V = 1 , nX 
GIGX = Ü.OD'J 
DIü2 = J.ODu 
D I vjT = d .o d u  
XLUCD = X1 + D l l / 2 ,
D cUNTlNUu
X = XLüCU - XLUC(IV) 
i,B = (x;i - XLUCD)/D 
uB = un
ir (ITYPL.EU.D UD = 
ir (ITYPE.Eu.2) üB =
*F (ITYPC'Eu -3) uU =
.,2 = (X*X + Z*2)**2 
2R2 = 2/F.2 
DSI uX = X*X*2f:2 
DDI02 = 2 + 2*2[:2 
y DUT = X*2*2R2 
CUEFF = 2.*üB/Pl
d u ;: = DiGX + d d i c x * c ü e f f
DU2 = DIG2 + DDIGZ^CUEFF 
DIuT = DUT + DDlGT*CüCFr 
:;l ü c d  = XLucr, + d :;
IF CXLuCB.LT.X2) Gü TO 3 
D D /: ( J V , i V ) = D D X ( J V # I V ) +
yDZCJV,IV) = DDZCJVrIV) t 





Ü B * X L / ( (1 -DABS(BD)**LPo )**C1./lPS))
3ICX 





UTRLGDES un Bl lN Fn CC
DU 2 ü  IV=1, NX 
X = X L ü C ( l V )
IF C X . Ü T . X 2 )  R E T U R N  
IF C X . L T . X 1 ) GO T O  2 0  
UD = Q
DB = (Xil-X)/B 
COEFF = 1.vDO 
.ONLY NnLF THE CONTACT DTRESD AT THE FOOTING EDGED 
IF (IV.EU.n.UR.IV.EQ.I2) COEFF = 0.3 
IF (ITYPE.Ne.3) GÜ TO 15 
.ABJUDT X TO AVOID INFINITE DtReSSeS AT RUlD FTG EDG[S 
IF (CüEFF.Eü .1.ODD) GO TO 14 
IF (DB.GT.G.ODO) X = (X+XLuC(l V + 1 ) ) / 2 .
IF (DB.L T . O . U D O )  X = ( X L 0 C ( I V - 1 ) + X ) / 2 .
DB = (XIÎ-X)/:i 
14 UU = Ob^üEPs/((1.-b^BS(DB)**LPS)*+(1./Lp5))
13 C O N T I N U E
IF ( I T Y P L . L ü . 1 )  ÙB  = Q B * ( 1 . - B U )
IF ( I T Y P E . E ü . 2 )  Q B  = Q B * ( 1 . + D B )
D5::(1 , IV) = D5X(1,IV) + CÜEFF*03 







u U u X u t l T i U E  mDID|:(M(1aX, ;;x, î;z» X L ü C , Z L U C ,  PERI-IX, P E R M Z ,  YM, PR,
1 ;.DLii3 aj, V M i b D R Y  ,11FU0T| 1 1 , I Z » M X  » flZ , |J F O O T  . A » D . C , D i X , S T1  » S T 2  » S T 3  »
J i F A C C )
i M P u l C l T  R [ A L * 0 ( A - U , 0 - X )
u i : i : ; ; s i u N  x l o c  C n x ) , z l u c  ( n z ) , p e r m x  ( i i z ) , P E R t i z ( M Z )  # y m Cm x # r i z ) , p r ( m z ) #
1 U C : X , M Z )  , V ( | | X , M Z )  ,S T1  ( M M a X) , S T 2 ( M M A X ) , S T 3 ( M M A X ) ,  A (f Xl A X)  i b ( M M a X) ,
2 c  ( : : ; i , , x ) , D ( M ! : a x )  , x c m m a X )  » i / ü u k y  ( 5 )  r ( m f o o t ^  » 12 < i ; f o o t )  ' i F A C E ( M z )
c
c . . . . m D V a M C e O  P O R E - P R E S S U R E  D I S T R I B U T I O N  U ( N X , N Z )  BY O N E  T I N e S T E P
C . . . . UY M . P . i .  SuLii U F  2 0  D I F F U S I O N  [OfJ.
C
hXI - NX-1
S' » 'N /% Lm
= Nz-1
I I » ' .  „
{ I ».  4 . — H  * -  L.
cTI.iE = 0 F L u M T ( i l u T I i i ) / 2 .
N U U  ) = 0
C
C   F I R S T  u U U n T l U i ;
I:
N N C 1  = N N O N Y d  )
N B : 2  = ..SDR y (2)
I.BC: = N S D i ; y ( 3 )
ILi:i1 = 2 - N C C 2
: Li::2 = :;xi + :;d c 3 ' ,
S U l S J ~ 2 fi.Zl
DZ 1 - 2 L Ü C  C J ) - Z L u C (J - 1 )
022 = 2LUC(j+1) - ZLJC(j)
C...0 UL0;: FUR L[V[L J Dcll.’G INTERFACE BETWEEN SOIL LAYERS 
;*21 = P 2 R I ! 2 ( J )
P Z 2  = P 21
IF (I F.iCh ( J ).EU,v) GO TO 3 
021 - pEiOlZ ( J-1 )
P 2 2  ^ P E R M Z ( J + 1 )
3 C O N T I N U E
CP = 2 . * D T I M E * P Z 1 / ( W D E N S * D Z 1 )
CN = 2 . * D T I M E * P Z 2 / ( W D E N S * 0 2 2 )
^1 ;; 2 . * D Z 2 / ( D Z 1 + D Z 2 )
22=2.-21
CT  = 2 . * ( 1 . + p p ( j ) ) * ( 1 . - 2 . * p R ( j ) )
I V E C  = 0
L O  S I = I L l M i , I L I U 2  
I V u C  = I V E C  + 1 
C J M 1  = C T / Y ; i C l #  J - 1 )
CJ = C T / Y M ( I , J )
CJ P 1  = : T / Y M ( I , J + 1 )
T = C J M 1 + 0 2 1  + C J P 1 * D Z 2  
[■ = C P / T  
U = C U / T
O ( I V L C )  = P * Z 1 * U ( I , J - 1 )  + ( 1 . - P - Q ) * U ( I , J )  + Q * Z 2 + U ( I , J + 1 )
IF C I . E 0 . 1 )  0X1 = X L U C ( 2 )  - X L O C d )
IF ( I . N E . 1 )  0X1 = X L o C ( l )  : X L U C ( I - I )
IF ( I . E U . N X )  0 X 2  = X L U C ( n X) - X L ü C ( î ; X l )
IF ( I . N L . N X )  0 X 2  = X L 0 C ( I + 1 )  - X L U c ( I )
,d = 2 . * D x 2 / ( 0 x 1 + D x 2 )
X 2 = 2. - X 1
K = P E R M X ( J ) * D T I M E / ( U 0 E N S * C J * 0 X 1 * 0 X 2 )  1 g
m ( I V E C )  = - N * X 1  
I, ( I V E C )  = 1. + 2 . * R
C d V E C )  = -|<*X2 
0 C U N T I I U J E
L   31 PL U O R Y  C O N D I T I O N S
ir ( u U C C . E U . I )  C ( 1 )  = C ( 1) + A d )
IF ( N B C 3 . E U . ' ! )  A d V E C )  = A ( I V e C) + c C i V E C )
C A L L  T R I D G ( A , U , C , D , X , I V E C , N Ü G Ü , S T 1 , S T 2 , S T 3 )  
l'/LC = 0
D U 3 I = I L I M 1 , I L I M 2  
I V L C  = I V E C  + 1 
V ( I , J ) = x ( i v c c )
10 C U N T I t i N E  f
U . . . S U L V L  m L U u Ü :m )R I2. IIIP. Ü D R I E S  
C . . , F I R S T  m L ü N C  ü.tSL
I F C i n c i  . E U . U )  G ü  T U  4 4  
S 2 = Z L u C ( N Z )  - Z L ü C ( N 2 1 )
Cr - D T I M L * P E K M Z ( N Z 1 ) / ( U D [ N S + 0 Z * D Z )
CT = 2 . * ( 1 . + r N ( N Z ) ) * ( 1 . - Z . * r R ( N Z ) )
I V L C  = 0
RU h 2  1 = 1 LII:1 , ILIÎ12 
IVLC = IVEC + 1 
CJ.,1 = C T / Y l l d , N 2 l )
CJ C T / Y I U  1 , N2 )
= cr/cJi:i
.>(IvLC) = : . * P * U ( I , N z 1 )  + ( 1 . - 2 . * P ) * U ( I , N Z )
I F ( I . u U . 1 )  D X1  = a L ü C ( 2 )  _ X L O C ( I )
IF d . N L . l )  DX 1 = X L u C d )  - X L ü C d - 1 )
IF d . R L . N X )  D X 2  = X L ü C ( I + 1 )  - X L U C ( I )  ' -
IF d - E U . N X )  D X 2  = X l ü C ( n X) - X l ü C ( n X I)
;;1 = 2 . * D X 2 / ( D X 1 + D X 2 )
,.2 = 2. - XI
= r L R u X ( R z ) + D T l R E / ( U D L N S * c j * ü x 1 + D x Z )  
r.CIVFC) = - K * X 1  
u d V u C )  = 1 . + 2.*(, 
c d V L C )  = -i:*x2
42 c o n t i n u e
iF (NIî c 2 . E q . 1 ) C C I )  = C d )  + A d )
I F ( N Ü C 3 . E Q . 1 )  A d v E C )  = A ( I v l C) + C C I j E C )  
u A L L  T R l D G ( ^ , D , C , D , X , l V E C , N ü G u , S T 1 , S T 2 , S T 3 )
I V E C  = 0
uU  43  1 = 1 LiFîl , ILII12 
I V E C  = I V E C  + 1
43  V C I , R Z)  = X ( I V L C )
4 4 C O N T I N U E
d . - N o ; ;  F O O T I N G S ;  A S S U M E  S U R F A C E  P E R M E A B L E  
IF ( N B P N Y ( 4 )  . C Q . O )  G O  T O  4 0  
D Z =; Z L ü C ( Z )  - Z L ü C d )
C*} = n T l M E  + P E N M Z ( 2 ) / ( W D E N S * D Z * D Z )
CT = 2 . * ( 1 , + P p ( 1 ) ) * ( 1 . - 2 . * p x ( 1 ) )
D U  4 7  l F O O T = 1 , N r ü O T  
I L I M 1  = I l ( i F ü Û T )  + 1 
I L I M 2  = I 2 ( I  F O U T )  - 1
IF ( I F O Ü T . G T . 1 . A N D . I 2 ( I F Ü O T » 1 ) . E U . I 1 ( I F Ü Ü T ) )  ILIÎ'-I = I L I M 1  - 1 
IF ( I F ü ü T . L t . N F o o t . a N B . 1 1 ( I F u U T  + 1 ) . t Q . I 2 d  F O Ü T )) I L I M 2 = I L I M 2 + 1 
IF ( I L I Ü 1  , C u - 2 . a ;,'D.Nü C 2 . e 0 . 1 )  I L I M 1  = 1 
I F CI L I m 2 . L u . iNX1 , a i ; D . N B C 3 . E Q . 1  ) I L I M 2  = N X
I V E C  = 0  . _
D U  I = l L I u 1 , l L I M 2  1 /
I V E C  = I V E C  + 1 
CJ = C T / Y M ( l d )
uJ P l  = C T / Y i l ( I , 2 )  
u = C U / C J P 1
D(IVlC) = 2 . * u * u ( l , 2 )  + ( 1 . " 2 . * u ) * U ( I , 1 )  
ir ( I . L u . l )  UX1 = X L 0 C ( 2 )  - X L U C ( I )  
i r  ( I . Ü E . 1 )  Dx1 = X L U C ( I )  -  X L O C ( I - I )  
i r  ( I . E U . NX)  DX2 = X L Ü C ( N X )  -  X L U C ( N X I )
IF (I.NL.NX) DX2 = XLüC(l+l) 3 XLüC(I)
Xl = 2 . * D X 2 / ( D X 1 + D X Z )
A 2 = 2, - X 1
N = P E K U X ( 1 ) * n T i U [ / ( N D E N s * C J * D X l * D X 2 )
nClVEC) = -R*X1
udVEC) = 1 . + 2.*i;
C ( i V E C )  = - p * X 2  
4 u  CUN'TIIUJL
IF ( U I l H . E ü . 1 )  C ( 1 )  = C ( 1 )  + A ( 1 )
IF ( I L I M 2 . 2 U . N X )  A d V E C )  = a C i V F C )  + C ( I V [ C )
C A L L  T R l D G ( ^ , U , C , D , X ,  I V E C » IjUGü » 3T1 » 3 T 2 » S T 3 ^
I V 2 C  = 0
.0  4 3  i = I Llill , I LII12 
43 V ( I d ) = X ( I V E C )
ir g o n t i n u l
't * / w U H T * I < U w
L
C  SFCuiiP L U ' N \ j U ) N
J L I Ü 2  = N 21  + N b C l  
,.BC = N J D N Y  (3)
IF ( I 1 ( 1 ) . L u . 1 )  N U C  = N'BDNY (4)
* F U J T  = 1
L/U 2.; I = 2 f H A l
c . , . c ! d C N  IF F o o t i n g  ui; g u r f a c f
IF ( I . E U . I 1 ( I F U U T ) + 1 )  N C C  = N ü D R Y ( 4 )
IF ( 1 . N u . I 2 ( I F U U T ) )  g o  t o  10 
IF (I. 2 0 - N X )  G O  T O  1 0  
Ni,C = N O D R Y  (3)
IF ( 1 F O O T .  L t . N f O O T )  I F O O T  = I F O O T  + 1
10 continue
V L I I 11 = C. *" liUC
3X1 = X L O C ( I )  - a L O C C I - 1 )
wX2 = X2UC(i+1) - XLOC(I)
CR = D T I M E / ( 1 ; D E N 3 * D X 1 * D X 2 )
X 1 = 2 . * o X k . /  ( D A l + D X 2 )
2 = 2 .— Xl 
wVL'C = 0
IF ( N B C . C O . v )  G O  T O  3 U  
C V 2 C  = 1
DZ ;= Z l o C (2) - Z L O C  d  )
CT = 2.*(1.+PR(1))*(1.-2.*PR(1))
CJ = C T / Y l l ( i , 1 )
C J P 1  = C T / V : i ( I , 2 )
P = P E N M Z ( 2 ) * D T l U E / ( U U E N S * C j P 1 * u Z * D z )
N = PEFNIX (1 ) ★ C R / C J  
0 ( 1 )  = 1. + 2 . * P
4.(1) " - 2 . * p
0 ( 1 )  = N + X 1 * V ( 1 - 1 , 1 )  + ( 1 , - 2 . * R ) * v ( I , 1 )  + n * x 2 * V ( 1 + 1 , 1 )  
u 0 u 0 13 J = 1-, N z 1 
J V E C  = J V E C  + 1
2 1 = 2 , + ( : L 0 C ( J + 1 ) - Z L 0 C ( J ) ) / ( 2 L 0 C ( J + 1 ) - Z L 0 C ( J - 1 ) )
22 = 2.-21 1 8  
CT = 2 . ★ (1 . + p K ( J ) ) + ( 1 . - 2 . * p R C j ) )
C J i U  = C T / Y . i ( I , J - 1 )
CJ = CT/Yil ( I,J)
CJI ' 1 = C T / Y M ( 1 , J  + 1)
T = CJu1*(ZLUC(j)-:LUC(j-1)) + CJP1*(ZL0C(J+1)-ZL0C(J))
i Z' i  = P u R l l Z C J )
PZ2 -  PZ1
IF ( I F m C E ( J )  . L U . Ü )  G O  T O  1 :  
r Z 1  « PERMZ(J-I) 
r z 2  = p c R n z ( j + i )
13 CONTI NUE
r  = : . * P Z 1 * U T I M L / ( N U E N S + ( Z L 0 C ( J ) " Z L 0 C ( J - 1 ) ) * T )
0 = : , * P Z 2 * b T l N [ / ( U D C N 3 * ( Z L 0 C ( J + 1 ) m Z L 0 C ( J ) ) * T )
,1 = N E r . i i x c j  ) * c ; ; / c J
,.(JVLC) = -p + zi 
u ( J VL ' C )  = 1 . + P + Ü 
c ( J v i : c )  = - u * z 2
C ( J V : C )  = R*X1+V(I-1,J) + (1, - 2 . + n ) * V ( I , J ) + R * X 2  + V(l+1,u)
13 v Ou T I NUC
I F  ( N M C I . EO.O) GO TO 33
wVwC = j v l c  + 1
CZ = Z L O C ( N Z )  -  Z L 0 C ( N Z 1 )
CT = 2 .  + (1. + f : : ( N Z ) ) * ( 1 . - 2 . * P K ( N Z ) )  
c j ; ; i  = c t / Y m ( I , , ; z i  )
CJ = C T / Y l l C l r N Z )
u = i'L.uiZ (N'z 1) *DTII:[/ ( U D [ N 5  + C j i ; i * U z * D z )
A = P E ! ; . i X ( N z ) * c n / c j  ,
o(JVLC) = -2.+0 
u(JV.C) = 1. + 2 . + U
r ( J V ^ C )  = N + x 1  *V ( i~1 I'^Z ) + ( 1 . - 2 . * K ) * v ( I , N z )  + K * x 2 * / ( I + 1 , N z )
33 wU. i TI NUV
u . d L  T N I  D G ( , ^ U , C , D , X , J V E C , N O G  j , 3 T 1 , S T 2 , S T 3 )
JVEC = 0
uO 21 J = J L I  1:1 , J L I Ü 2  
JVLC = JVEC + 1 
21 U ( I , J )  = X ( J V L C )
23 CONTI NUE
. SOLVE m Lo NG VE RT .  I M P ,  BDRJEG 
I F  ( N B C 2 . L O . 0 )  GO TO 64  
NUC = N U 0 R Y ( 3 )
IF ( I I ( l ) . E u . l )  NBC = NDDRY(4)
J L I M 1  = 2 "  NBC
OX = X L O C ( 2 )  -  X L O C ( 1 )
CR = P T I M E / ( U D C n s + D X + D X )
JVEC = U
IF ( i . B C . E O . v )  GO TO uO 
JVEC = 1
LZ ;; Z u O C ( 2 )  -  Z L Q C d )
C"F = 2 . * ( 1 . + p p ( 1 ) ) * ( 1 . - Z . * p p ( l ) )
CJ = CT/YMd , 1 )  .
CJ P i  = C T / Y M ( 1 r 2 )
1 = P E R M Z ( 2 ) * P T l M E / ( N P E N S * C J P l * 0 Z * D Z )
N = NENMXd ) * C R / C J
w ( 1 )  = 1 - + 2 . + P
C ( 1 )  = - 2 . * p
L ( d  = ( 1 . - 2 . * N ) * v ( 1 , 1 )  4 2 . * : * v ( 2 , 1 )
' ) L" L/ 0 u 1 J = 2 , H Z 1 
JVEC = JVEC 4. 1
uZ1 = Z L U C C j ) - Z L U C ( J - I )  i Q
N Z 2  = Z w O C ( J + 1 )  - Z L O C (J )
21 = 2 . * D Z 2 / ( P 2 1  + PZ2)
». 2 = 2. - 21
i,T = 2.*(1. + pp(j))*(1.-2.*p^(j))
cj::i = c T / Y i i d  , j - i )
4.J = C T / Y ( K 1  , J) 
c j P i  = c T / Y i ; d , j  + i)
T = CJÎ11*DZ1 + C J P 1 + D Z :
I = 2 . * P E R ; ] / ( J " 1 ) * D T I 1 1 E / ( U D C U S * U Z 1 * T )
U = : . * P C R M Z ( J + 1 ) * D T I M E / ( W D [ N S * D Z 2 * T )
N = PCKiiXCJ ) * C N / C J
m C j v u C) = ~ r * z i
U ( J V E C )  = 1. + P + u 
C ( J V E C )  = " U * z 2
D ( J V : C )  = ( 1 . - 2 . * R ) + V ( 1 , J )  + 2 . * P + V ( 2 , J )  
o1 CUNTIliUL.
I F . E U . v )  G Ü  T U  6 2
J V E C  = J V E C  ■*- 1
D Z = Z L J C ( N Z )  - Z L ü C ( N Z 1 )
CT = 2 . * ( 1 . + P R ( U Z ) ) * ( 1 . - 2 , * P R ( N Z ) )  
c j ! : i  = c T / Y i i d  , : z i  )
CJ = C T / Y U d  , N Z)
u = PENMZ ( i ; z i  ) + 1)t i i :l / c w p e n g  + c j M i * p z * r z )
N = PE::i:x (N'z) + C R / C J  
m ( J V E C )  = - 2 . * U  
u ( J V E C )  = 1. + 2 . * ü
D ( J V C C )  = ( 1 . - 2 . * R ) * V ( 1 , J Z )  4- 2 . * R  + V ( 2 , N Z )
('2 C O N T I N U E
C . I 4 . U .  T 2 * i D u ( ^ , l 3 r C » D # X , J ' » E C » l « O G u » 3 T 1 # o T 2 , 5 T 3 )  
v V E C  = G
D o  u3  J = J LII.1 , J L I M 2  
J V E C  = J V E C  4- 1 
63  0 ( 1 , J) = X ( J V E C )
c o n t i n u e
IF ( h' U C S . E O . g ) g o  t o  o V 
N U C  = N N P R Y (3)
if- ( 12 ( h’F O U t ) . LO ,  fJX) N E C  = N D D R Y  (4)
J Li ill = 2 - N U C
DX  = X L O C ( N X )  - X L O C ( N X 1 )
CR = D T I M E / ( U D E N G 4 r D X * D X )
J V E C  = 0
IF ( N B C . C Q . O )  G O  T O  6 5  
J V E C  = 1
DZ = Z E U C ( 2 )  - Z L O C d  )
CT = 2 . * ( 1 . + P R ( 1 ) ) * ( 1 . - 2 . * P R ( 1 ) )
CJ = CT/'Yll(NX,1 )
C J P I  = c T / Y ! . ( N X , 2 )
P = P E R M Z ( 2 ) * D T i n E / ( N D E N S * C j P 1 * D Z * D Z )  
is = PERilX (1 ) * C R / C J  
w ( 1 )  = 1. + 2 . * P  
C ( 1 ) = - 2 . * p
D ( 1 )  = ( 1 . - 2 . * R ) * V ( 1 , 1 )  4- 2 . * K * v ( 2 , 1 )
O J JO iJO J = C , I i Z1 
JVEC = JVEC 4- 1 
DZ1 = ZLUC(u) - ZLUC(J-1)
D Z 2  = Z L O C  ( J4- 1  ) - Z L O C  ( J )
Zl = 2 . * D Z 2 / ( D Z 1 + D Z 2 )
Z 2  = 2. - Zl
CT  = 2 . * ( 1 . + P R ( j ) ) * ( 1 . - 2 . * p N ( u ) )
CJllI = C T / Y N ( N X ,  j - 1  ) 2 0
CJ = C T / Y I 1 ( N X , J )
4.JP1 = C T / Y i l ( N X ,  J +1  )
T = CJi:i*DZ i + C J P 1 + D Z 2
i’ = 2dPLRMZ(J-1 )*DTIME/(WDEN3*D21*t) 
u = 2 . * p [ R M z ( J + 1 ) * D T ; M L / ( W D L N G * D Z 2 * T )
= p e r ü x ( j ) * c R / c j
m(JVEC) = -P*Z1 
u ( J V u C) = 1 . + ? + ü
C ( J V û C )  = " U * Z 2
D ( J V E C )  = (1.-2.*R)*V(NX,J) + 2.*R*v(NXl,J)
CU NT II IU L
IF ( N B C 1 . E ü . U )  C ü  T U  6 7
J V E C  = J V E C  ^ 1
DZ = Z l u C ( N Z )  - Z L U C ( N Z 1 )
CT = 2 . * ( 1 . + P R ( n z ) ) * ( 1 . - 2 , * P R ( N Z ) )
U u 1  = CT/Yl|(îJX,iiZ1 )
CJ = C T / Y I l C i X ,  N Z)
V = PEiUiZ C j z I ) * D T I i l E / ( w’U E N 3 * C  J i : 1 * D Z * D Z )
= pEpjix (N / )  4-cR/cj 
/.(JVEC) = - z . * u  
u ( J V E C )  = 1. + 2 . + Q
D ( J V E C )  = ( | . - 2 . * R ) * V ( N X , N Z )  + 2 . * R * V ( :;x 1 , N Z )
r: C O N T I N U E
C n E L  T R l D ü ( M , U , C , N , X , J V L C , N 0 G U , 3 T 1 , S T 2 , S T 3 )
v V E C  = V
4 0 ./u J = J  LIi:1 , J L I M E  
u V E C  = w V E C  + 1 
V./ «. / u ( 11, *, J ) = / \ ( 0 V E C ) •
c o n t i n u e  ' _
A U  t L/ I \ I 1
E N D
U N D R u N T I N E  r i L 0 N ( D 3 Z , D 3 X , D T X Z , X l , X 2 , u , x Z , N X , X L u C , Z L 0 C ,
1 i i z,  I T Y P E  . EPS , 1 1 , 1 2 )
I M P L I C I T  K E M L * a ( A - ; i , ü - Z )
. S T R E S S  D l S r n i u U T l O N . r u P  f i n i t e  l a y e r .
d i m e n s i o n  D s Z ( M Z , î:x ) , D 3 X ( M Z , M X ) , D T x Z ( M Z , M X ) . X L O C ( M X ) , Z L Ü c (M Z )
1 , F ( 3 ) , ü ( ü )
D A T A  F / 0 . 4 3 8 , 1 . 7 \ , 7 . 2 1 , 2 3 . 3 0 , 1 2 2 . 0 , 7 1 7 . 0 , 5 0 3 0 . 0 , 4 0 2 9 4 . 0 /
D A T A  G / ü . ^ 1 2 5 , 2 . 8 0 4 2 , 5 . 7 5 , 2 4 . 8 2 5 , 1 1 9 . , 7 2 3 . , 5 0 3 3 . , 4 0 3 4 4 . /
FO = 0 . 5 2 7
PI = 3 . 1 4 1 5 9 2 o 5 D ü
QEPS = 1 ,  -  1 . / ( ( 0 . ü 0 9 5 2 2 * E P S _ 0 . 0 1 6 ü 8 2 6 ) + E P S + 0 , 3 4 5 6 6 3 )
D = Z L U C ( N Z )  " Z L O C d )
P I D  = P I + D  
X11 = (/.I + X 2 ) / 2 .
D = XM  - XI
iF ( I T y p E . N L . 3 )  q O T U  3
IF (Xl . E Q . X L U C  d  ) ) X:' = X1
IF ( X 2 . E 0 . X l U C d )) X M  = X2
» .. f A *  ^  ^ \*0 Y # « \W r  * I n I \  f % I I f % I r a c , * ^ a i , /
3 C O N T I N U E  
. 11 /\ i\ E Dit w 11A L L C LG î P/n R E 0 N I T N M E S « i S I Z E
ID = 12 - Il + 2
D.l = ( X 2 - X 1 ) / D F L 0 A T ( 5 * I D )  
wll = O + O ü
0 1 2 J '/ = 2 , N Z f) 4
ZZ  = Z L O C  (J V) - Z L ü C  Cl ) (Si
.. = 1 . -  Z Z / D
L'ü 1J I V = 1 , N A
s 1 >j o = 0 •
u I u z “* V «
C I uT  = u •
X L ü C a  = X1 + DII/2.
5 C O N T I N U E
= X L ü C B  - X L O C ( I V )
IF ( D A U S ( X X ) . L T . I . O D - I Z )  X X = O . O D O  
= X X / J  
NB (Xil - XLüCl3)/ü 
u ü  = OU
I F ( I T Y P E . C u . 1 )  ü ü  = 0 Ü * ( 1 . - U D )
IF ( i T Y P C . L ü . Z )  U B = 0 B * ( 1 . + U U )
IF C I T Y r E . E O - 3) 0 B = 0 Ü * U E P S / ( ( 1 . - D A Ü S ( D C ) * * E r S ) + * ( 1 . / E P 5 ) )
= USORT(X*X + Z*Z)
IF (N.LT.Ü.5P0) üO TO 6 
N4 = (XX + XX 4- ZZ*ZZ)**2
= ZZ/K4 
CoEFF = 2.*uN/ri 
N u I u T = 0 * 0 D ‘J
r C T f )
L, u 4 U —  4' » r i_/
4/ 3 i V . ” ^Z*ZA*AU
I F (ZZ.vT,U.U5Dj*D) UO Tu U 
DSIuT = XX*ZZ*ZK
US l ux = XX*XX*ZR
«J O T 0 4j •
u C O N T I N U E  '
u d i v .  = FU - G ( 1 )
CGIüZ = FV + ü(1)
.UIUT = O.Opô
I N I = i ' i / 2 ■ ,
IF C Z . G T . 1 . Ô N - Ü )  Pii I = D A T A n 2 ( X , Z )
,,U = 1 
P P  = U . O P O  
C ü E F F  = 1 .0l)0 
C O U N T  = O . U u O  
D O  13 1 3 = 1 , 7
vP  = D C ü S ( P P )  
D P  = D u l N ( P i > )  
C O ’JNT = c o u n t + 1 . O D D
C O E F F  = C ü E f F * K / C ü U n T 
IF ( N S . P O . 1 ) Ü O  T O  14 
ZF  = C 0 Z F F * Z + F ( I S + 1 )
D 5 I U X  
u I vj
4> V> i O i
uü Tu 
D 5 I U X 
D 3 I o Z 
D S I U T
” U o I ü X 
= P S I u Z  
= D S l u T  
15
= DSIuX 
= D S I ü Z
Z F * C P
Z F * C P
C O E F F * C P * ( F ( I 3 ) - Ü ( I 3 + 1 ) )  
C 0 E F F * C P * ( F ( I 3 ) + G ( I 3 + 1 ))
= D 3 I U T  - C U E F F * S P * G ( I S + 1 )
15 C O N T I N U E
C O E F F  = 2 . + U Ü / P I D  
r; D J ü X  = 3 1 G X  + C O E F F  + D S I G X
D I G Z  = 3 I G Z  4- C O E F F * D S I U Z
W.IGT = ^ I G T  + C 0 E F F  + D 5 I G T
X L O C N  = X L O C D  + D!I
IF C X L 0 C D . L T . X 2 )  G Ü  T U  5 
u D X ( J V , 1 V ) = N '•> X ( J V , I V ) 4- 3 I G A 
D S Z C J V d V )  = D G Z ( J V , I V )  4 3 I G Z
22
D T X Z C J V , I V )  = D T X Z C J Vf IV) + 
I v y  L U t . T I I i U C  
12  C O N T I N U E
SIGT




















S E S  u N  S U R F A C E  
2 2  I V = 1 f N X  
X L O C ( I V )
( X . G T . X 2 )  R E T U R N  
( X . L T . X 1 ) G O  T Ü  2 0
= ij
= ( X . l- X )/ U 
FF = 1 . 0[)0
( I V . E O . 1 1 . U R . I V . E U . I
( I T Y P E . N E . 3 )  g o  T U  10 
( C ü E F F . E ü . 1 . O D O )  G U  T O  1 7  
C D B . G T . G . O U O )  X = (X + a L u C C I V4-1 ) ) /2.
( D H - E T - O . N d O) X = ( X L o C ( I V - 1 ) + X ) / 2 .
= (x;;-x)/N
= O u * O E p G / ( ( 1 " " D A U G ( D ü ) * * E p S ) + * ( i . / L P 5 ) )
t i n n l
( I T V P E . L U . I ) u N  = U 0 * ( 1 . ~ u u )






( I f  IV)
TINNE
U R N
i) 3 X ( 1 , I V ) +
3 3 2 ( 1 , IV) +
C U E  F r * 0 0





»,Oui,uNTINE t R I D ù ( / v , 1 < , C , i ) , « * , u » N Ü ' J ü » S T 1 * 3 T 2 * S t 3 )  ,
N E F ;  J . l i . B L o S S . - i l . S C . O l S G .
I ü P u I C I T  R E n E * 8 ( A - i i f  ü - Z )
D 111E ,4 S I J N n ( i I ) f 0 ( N ) f C ( N ) , 0 ( o )  , X ( | j )  » 3 t 1  ^N ) » ST ‘- ( i «)  » 3 T ^ ( N^
I F ( N u G U . E 0 . 1 ) G U  T U  2 0
T 2 = C ( 1 ) / Ü ( 1 )
ST2(1)=T2 
OU  1 0  1 = 2 , N 
T 1 = 3 ( I ) - n ( l ) * T 2  
S T 1 ( I ) = T 1  
T 2 = C ( I ) / T 1  
S T 2 ( I ) = T 2  
T : = N ( 1 ) / U ( 1 )  
S T 3 C 1 ) = T 3  
OU 3 0  1=2,1, 
T 3 = ( 0 ( I ) - A ( l ) * T 3 ) / S T 1 ( I )
S T 3 ( I ) = T 3  
a ( N ) = S T 3  ( î l )
:;=N'-1
Ou h 0 J 1 =1 , R 
I = I, —' J 1
X ( I ) = S T 3 ( 1 ) - S T 2 ( I ) * X (  1 + 1) 
R E T U R N  
E N 0
D U N R v U T i N E  PR I N C ( SX., SZ , T X Z  , 31 , S3 )
F I N N S  P R I N C I P A L  S T R E S S E S  
I M P L I C I T  RE/vL*3(/,-il,ü-Z)
T E M P  = OSO.RTC ( 3 X - 5 Z ) * ( S X - S Z )  + 4 . NQ + T X Z  + T X Z  )
23
= (SX + sz + TCIIP) /2.d0 









/DIMENSION SX (HZ , MX) r SZ (i;z I NX) , D I SPZ (MX , IIZ ) , 0 (MX.LIZ) , DI 5PF (MFOOT)
1 *NuTN^MlDPt ) »DISPL(MLDPt ) »u (MFOuT> ,T^7(MZ,I1X) , iCuLPTto)
c
’w'N I TE (u, oOO ) NT I MO , .11 TEN , N STEP 
uuO FuiNinT (1 No,/EuX , No (1 "'★)//‘ OUTPUT FoP NTIME = ',I5di,X,
1 'N I T E R  = ’ f I S f 1 CX  , ‘ N S T E P  = ’ , I S / 1 X , 2 4 ( 1  l U  )/)
L  . .uUyPU'T ^uuTlN't, DISPLtS, nN’D StNUCjUKi: DigPLtS ROTATIONS 
Dfi S 1=1 r NFuOT
u'NITE (u,60s) I,DISPF(I) ,0(1) 
uv5 FuXMAT(lN d displacement AT FjOTlNU',13,' = ',312.4,
1', pressure = ',012.4)
IF ( I N T E R . E u . O )  G O  T u  S
11 = 2*1 - j
WRITE ( u r O O u )  II ,DISPL(1 1 ) , RoTN(11 ) 
ulu F URN,,T(1 N ,uhX, 'displacement mT LO A D-P T ' , I 3 , ‘ ' ,
U11.H,', ROTATION = ',D11.4) " .
IF (I.EO-NFuOT) go to 5 
II = II + 1
WRITE (u,oOu) II,DISPL(I1),R0TN(I1)
5 CONTINU.
IF (ISMPN.Lt .0.AND.ICOLPt (1).lU.O) GO TO 12 
WRITE (u,6lu)
oij Format (iNo ,’mlsîupuin t: i J ',sx,'stresses: sx',i3X,
l'SZ',12X,'TXZ',ioX,'DISPLACEMENTS:',SX,'P0RE-PRES5Un[S;'/)
i.COLi^ T = 1 
DO IS 1=1,NX
IF (isupn.l t-O.a n d.i.n e.iCo lp t(ncolpt)) go to 15 
IF (NCOuPT.LT.7) NCOLPT = NCOLPT + 1 
Do 10 J=1fNZ
WRITE (u,61S) I , J ,SX(J,I),SZ(J,I),TxZ(J,I),DISPZ ( I , J ) , U (I , J ) 
ulS roRM.,T(iH ,9x ,2I5,14x ,012.4,2(3x ,D1Z.4) ,6x,D12.4,8x ,D12.4)





12 WRITE (v,62u) 




1 .,DtMiX,NDTIM. .ITMaG, NTFAC , NTeND , LmYeIM NTER, I SUPN , 11 , IM, 12, XLoC , 
rELoC, YMi n i t, PR'cc, Pill ,PerMX,PlRMZ,aP, BP, WDENS, GRAVY,WiDTH'DRMAX, 
3RFACT'EPS,NbDRY, LDt J M , QcX T , LMt Y P , E I , S X I N I T , SZ I I T ,
4 I TYPE,ICOLPt ,I FACE)
C 2 4
IMPLICIT nE/,L*N(A-ll,0-Z)
DIMENSluN 11 (MFUOT), 12(MFOOT) ,XLOC(MX),ZLOC(MZ) , YMINIT(MZ),
1 i R  C.iz) r c e  (iiz) » P H I  ( H Z )  , ' p e r M a (i;z) ,  p c p j i z ( ; ; z ) ,  n ü d r y  (  5 )  » l d t i h ( m l o a o )  ,
Z u e X T  ( M L d I’T» IILUAD) # L U T  Y P ( U Z  ) , 11 ( I ' F U U T  ^  » 3 X I N I T ( M Z  ) » 32  I ,N I T ( ü Z  ) #
3 CARD(a),KARU(8)»iM(MrOüT),ITY PL(MPOOT)» IC0LPT(S)' I PACE <MZ)
w ü  y 1 = 1 , M L D P T  
3 0  4 J = 1 # M L o A D
4 U E X T ( I , J )  = O . O D Ü
R E n D  ( 5 , 5 0 1 )  NX, i;Z, N F ü Û T ,  N L Ü A D ,  fiBTMX, L A Y E R ,  I N T E R ,  I 5 T R E , I S U P N ,  
I m D T ü m N T M A O ,  ; ; T r A C , N T E N D » Z 3 C M L
50 1 F O R M A T ( 1 2 1  S, 1 1 0 , 0 1 0 . 3 ?
I F (NFüüT.EU.O) RFüUT = 1
i F v N L ü <»D. u 0 . ü ) h L ü A u = 1
IF ( N P T M X . E ü . ü )  N O T M X  = 9 9 9 9 9
1 F (NTFnC.Eu.O) RTF/,C = 10
IF (i/Tjj/vü.Eij.O) NTM/' o “ 5
i F ( R N T I M . E O . U )  N D T I M  = 2
IF ( Z 5 C , » L . E u . O . O D Ü )  Z 3 C A L  = 1 . Ü D 0
" Fi I T E  ^u ' 6 V Lj ^ H'», N F u 0 T ' R L U D  , R D t M a ,  R D y I < ), N T ' ' A u , i, T F A C , i j T E N D ,
1 Z S C m L
i./üN i 0RM.4T( 1 No ,  ' NX  RZ  R F ü ü T  N L 0 A 0 N D t M X  R D t IM N T M A G  R t F A C
1 , : > A ,  ’ N T E N D ' / 1 X , 8 I 6 ,  1 1 0 / / '  Z S C a L  = ' , D 1 C . 3 )
W R I T E  ( u , o G o )  N D T I M , ü T F a C , R T M a O , N D T M a , R T E N D
wL") rOR.i:,»T(lU0, ' T I M E S T E P P I N Ü  S c H e m L: I N I T I A L  T l M E G T E P  OF  '
1 , 1 5 , '  I , ; C R E n G E 3  OY  f a c t o r  u F ' , I 5 , '  a F t l R [ V E R Y ' , 1 5 ,
2 ' S T E P S ,  ' / I X , 1 9 ( 1  H - ) , '  U P  T v  A M , i X l M U M  ü F ' , I v',
3 ' S T v P P l N G  w .Ie N U T I M e = ' , 11 0)
IF ( I N T E R . E O . O )  W R I T E  ( o , 6 2 3 )  I R T E R
I F ( I N T E R . N l - ü ) E’R I T E  ( u , u E 4 )  I N T E R
IF ( I S U P N . L t .O) W R I T E  ( Ô , v 2 v )  I S U P R
IF ( I S T R E . N L . O )  W R I T E  ( 6 , 6 2 7 )  I S T R E
I F ( L A Y E R . N E . O )  W R I T E < 6 , u 2 ^ )  L A Y E R  
,,23 FoR,W, T(l N o,  ' i n t e r  = ' , 1 6 , ' ,  S E P A R A T E D  F O O T I N G S ' )
..,24 r O l W i A T d  H O,  ' I N T E R  = ’ , I o , ' ,  L I N K E D  F O O T I N G S ' )
o2t, f u R- W,T( 1 HQ , ' ISUPi; = ' , I 6 * ’ , O N L Y  S T R U C T U R A L  V A R I A B L E S  o U t P U t ’ )
v 2 7  F o r m ,,T(1 HO , • I S T R E  = ' , l v d ,  N O  I N I T I A L  S T R E S S E S ' )
u 26 foRmat(iH o , ’Layer = ’,io.'stress distribution pUR finite layer*)
IF ( N X . G T . M X . U R . N Z . G T . M Z )  G O  T O  9 0  
M M A X  = M A X O ( M X , M Z )
R E A D  ( 5 , 5 1 o )  ( I C O L P T ( I ) , 1 = 1 , 0 )
5 1 6  F O R M A T ( 0 1 5 )
IF ( I S U P N . L T . O )  W R I T E  ( 6 , v 1 u )  ( I C 0 L p T ( I ) , I= 1 , 0 )
u l o  F O R M A T ( 1 H O ,  ' O U T P U T  F O R  C O L U M N S  W I T H  I = • , 0  ( I 5 , • ,  ' ) / 1 X , 2 8 ( 1 H - )/)
R E A D  ( 5 , 5  02 )  ( X L O C ( I ) , 1 = 1 , NX)
5 0 2  i u R M A T ( G D 1 0 . 3 )
D u  5 1 = 1 , N F u O T
5 i:EAD (5 , 5 0 3 )  1 1 ( l ) , I M ( I ) . I 2 ( i ) , i t Y PE ( I )
5 0 3  I 0 R M A T ( 4 I 5)
R I T E  ( v , 6 0 2 )
o U 2  FORM.vT ( 1 II J. 2X, ’ I • , 4X, ' X L u C  ( I ) '/)
I F O O T  = 1 
D O  10  1 = 1 , NX 
W R I T E  ( o , 6 0 3 )  I , X L 0 C ( I )  
u o 3  f o r m a t  ( 1 II ,1 3,  I X , F I  0 . 3 )
IF ( I . E O .  II ( I P O U T ) ) W R I T E  ( o , u C 4 )  I F O O T
w V 4  FORilAT ( 1 H + , 2 0 X ,  ' S T A R T  OF F O O T I N G ’ .I 3 )
IF ( I - E U - I M ( I F O O T ) ) W R I T E  ( O . o C S )  I F O O T , I T Y P L ( I F O U T )
w 0 5  F O R : : A T ( 1 I I + , 4 0 X ,  ' M I D - P O I N I  O F  F O O T I N G '  , I3, ' , T y P E ' , l 2 )  mg-
IF ( I . N E . 1 2 (I F O O T ) )  G O  T O  10 ^  ^
W R I T E  ( 0 , 6 C u )  I F O O T
6U 0 ruRllAT < 1 I I + , 2 0 X ,  'ENlJ ü T  F O O T I N G ' , 1 3 )
IF ( I F u u T . N l - N F ü Ü T )  I f o o t  = i F ü ü T + 1 
IF (I . E u . n  ( I F U O T ) ) W R I T E  ( o , o 1 9 )  I p O G T  
01"^ F U R u A T ( l N + , 4 0 X , ' S T A R T  OF  F O O T I N u ' , 1 3 )
10 c o n t i n u e
c
D O  11 J = 1 , N Z
i.Env (5 ,504) Z L O C  (J ), PLP.r.x( J ), p e R U z (J ), P R  (J ), I F a c e  (J )
IF ( J . E O . I )  C O  T O  11
IF (PER11X(J ) . E O . O . Ü D O )  P E R M X ( J )  = P E R M X ( J - I )
IF (PE.U1Z(J ) . E O . U . O D D )  P E R U Z ( J )  = P [ R M Z ( J - l )
IF ( P R ( J ) . E u . O . O o O )  P P ( J )  = P k ( J - 1 )
11 Z L u C ( J )  = Z l U C (J ) + Z S C A L  
5 0 4  f o ;n ;m T(.,d i o .3, I5)
D O  12 J = 1 , NZ
riEnU ( 5 , 5 1 4 )  LiiTYP( J ) , Y I ! I N I T (  J ) . CC ( J ) , Plil (J )
IF ( J . E O . I )  G O  T O  12
IF ( L M T Y P ( J ) . E O . G )  L M T Y P ( J )  = L M T Y p ( J - l )
IF (y m i h I t (J ) • e o . o . O d '-)) y m i n i t (J) = y m i :;i t (J-1 )
IF ( C C ( J ) . E u . o . o d O) c c ( j ) = c c ( J - i )
IF ( P N l ( J ) . c O . v . G D v )  Pili(J) = P. il ( j - I )
12 c o n t i n u e
5 1 4  i O P l i A T ( l 5 , 5 A , 3 D 1 0 . 3 )  
up I T E  ( u , u U 7 )
u » ( 1 J = 1 , 11Z *
IF ( L U T Y P  ( J ) - E 0 «  7) W R I T E  (u, 01 N) J . 1 r AC E ( J ) , Z l o C  ( J ) , PERIIX ( J ) , 
I P L . W l Z ( o )  , P N (  J) , L;;TyP(J ) . y M I N I T C j )
I F ( L U T Y P ( J )  . E 0 . 3 )  Wi:iTE ( 0 , u 1 w )  J , I F A C E ( J ) , Z LO C ( J ) , P E Hi IX ( J ) ,
1 PEPOlZ ( J ) , PR ( J ) , l u t y p  ( J ) , Yil: N I T ( », ) , C C ( J ) , Pll I ( J ) 
iF ( l U ”F y P ( J  ) . E Q , 4 )  W R I  T E  ( o , o l 3 )  J , i F A c E ( j ) , Z L o C ( J / , p F R M X ( J ) ,
1 e:oîz(j ), PP ( J ), L U T y P ( j ) , y M i n i t ( j  ), c c (j )
1,1 U F O ’.NRiT (1 N , I 3 , I 2 ' 2 X , 3 ( D 1 C . 4 ' 5 X ) , F 5 . 3 ' I 5 , 5 X , 2 ( D 1 U . 4 ' 5 X ) , F 1 3 . 4 )
13 C O N T I N U E
u07 F u R l i o T d  No, • L a y e r  D r P T N G  a P P u P e H T  I fS • /1 X , 25 C 1 i.-)//• l a y e r * , 4 X ,
1 ' Z L u C  (j 7x P e R M X  ( J )', 7X PERilZ (j )', o X  ,' P R  U  )', 1 X ,' LIITYP ’ ,
2 5X, ' Y M I N I T ( J ) ' , O X , ’ C C (J )’,1 OX  , ' PH I ( J ) ' / )
c
R E A D  ( 5 , 5 3 2 )  A P , D P , W D E N S , G r a V Y , W I D T H , D R M A X , R F A C T , E P S  
5 3 2  F ü R:1m T ( ü D 1 ü .3)
IF ( D P . E Q . O . O D O )  b p  = 1 . 0 0 0
IF C . ' O L N S . E ü . ü . Û O Û )  W O E N S  = 9 . 8 1  DO
IF ( G R A V Y . E U . O . O D O )  G R A V Y  = 9 . S I D - 3
If ( W i D T N . E u . O . O D O )  W I D T H  = 1 . 0 3 0
IF ( D R I m X . E U . O . O D O )  D R M A X  = 1 . 0 D - 4
IF ( R F A C T . E U . O . O D O )  R F A C T  = Û . S D O
I F ( E P S . E U . O . O D O )  Ef’S = 2.000
W R I T E  ( u , 6 3 2 )  A P , B P , W D E N S , G R A v Y , W I D T H , D R M A X , R F A C T , E P S
u 3 2  F ü F N W i T d i i O ,  ' M I S C .  C O N S T A N T S  ' /I X, 1 5 ( 1 H - ) / /
1' P u R E - P R E S s U R E  C O N S T A N T S  : A P  = ' , F j . 3 ,', D P  = ' , F 6 . 3 / 1 5 X ,
2 ' W A T E R  D E N S I T Y  = 'D I O . 3 / 1 5 X , ' G R A V I T Y  F O R C E  = ' , 0 1 0 . 3 /
3 1 5X, ' F O O T I N G  w i d t h  = ' , D 10 . 3 / 2 3 X , ’ D R M A  X = ' , D 1 J . 3 / 2 3 X ,
4 ’R F n C T  = ' , 0 1 0 . 3 / 2 5 % , ' E P S  = ' , D 1 0 . 3 / )
C
C . . , u E , d  IlilTiAL l F F e C t I V e S T R E S S E S ,  I F N e C e S S a RY 
IF ( I S T R E . N e .O) g o  t o  17  
W R I T E  ( u , o 3 v )
v 3 0  F O R M . , T ( 1 H Q ,  ' I N I T I A L  E F F E C T I V E  S T R E S 3 E S ’/ 1X ,2o (1H - )//
1 3 X , ' J ' , 1 1 X , ' S X ' , 1 3 X , ' S Z ' / )  2 6
D M  10 J = 1 ,Nz  
i.EnD ( 5 , 5 3 1 )  S X J , S Z J
531 FuRllnT(2D10,3)
IF (J.LÜ.1) GU TU 15
IF (3XJ.EU.O.ODO) 3XJ = SXINIT(J-I)
IF CSZJ.EU.O.ODO) 3ZJ = sZiNiyCJ-l)
15 CONTINUE
WRITE (u,63l) J,SXJ,SZJ 
u3l FORIiATClH , I5,2(5X,D10.4))
SXINlT(v) = CXJ 
SZINIT(J) = 3ZJ 
1u CONTINUE
17 CONTINUE -’i.- f
C
C...7VuNnUE TNe GuIL PARAMETERS AT INTERNAL LaYeR BOUNDARIES
NZ1 = NE -1 
DO 19 5=2,Nz1
IF ( I F h C E (J ) . E O . O )  G O  T O  19 
I E R M X (J ) = 0 . 5 * ( PERMX( J - 1 ) + PERMZ( J + 1 ) )
PENNE(J) = 0-5+(PERMZ( J - 1 ) + PERMZ(J + 1 ) )
;i;(j) = 0,5*(pR(j-1) + PR(j+1))
V M I u I T ( J )  = 0.5*(YMINIT(J"1) + Y M I N I T ( j + 1 ) )
CC(J) = 0 . 5 * ( C C ( j - 1 )  + C C ( j + 1 ) )
:'I!I ( J ) = 0 . 5 + ( P N I ( J - 1 )  + PHKJ + D )
DXINIT(J) = 0.5*(5XINIT(J-1) + 5XINIT(J+1))
OEI.ilT(j) = J.5*(SZINIT(J-1) + SZINIT(J + 1))
V' CONTINUE
G
NL.vD (5,508) (NDDRY (I),1 = 1,5)
5 v 8  F U R , W , T ( 5 U )
WRITE ( u , 6 1 2 )  ( N D D R Y (I),1 = 1 , 5 )
',12 FuiW.iiT (1 No, ’NuUndaR Y CONDITIONS : ( 0 = P E R M ,  , 1 = MR E.R M. ) ’ / 1 ^ ' 2 0 ( 1 N-) / /
1' D . d E ’ ,3X, ’ l e f t  s i d e '  ,3x,  'RlullT S I D E ' , 3 X , ' F O U T  I N G S ' , 3 X ,
2 ' S U R F A C u ' / l 4 , I I 0 , 1 1 3 , 1 1 1 , 1 1 0 )
Wl;iTE (u,ul3)
ul7 F0RMaT(iNq , ’ LOAD S L U'J E N C E i ' / 1 X , 1 4 ( 1 il-) / / ' TIMe ' ,5%, ' LOAD-PT' ,5%,
1'MAGNITUDE'/)
DO 20 L=1,NLUAD
2 4 R E A D  ( 5 , 5 1 0 )  ( C A R D ( I ) , 1=1,8)
510 FURMAT(8D10.3)
iiEoD (5 , 509) LCARD, LDTIM (L) , ( WARD ( I ) , I =1 , 3)
50'' ruRUATcn , 14,815)
DO 25 1=1,8
IF (XARO(I).EU.O) GU TO 26 
I WARD = KARD(I)
OEXT(IKARD,L) = CARD(I)
25 W R I T E  ( u , 6 1 * )  L D T I M ( L ) , IKARD,CARD(I) 
u 1 4  FURMnT(lN , I 4 , 7 X , I 3 , o X , D l 0 . 3 )
2 o  IF ( L C A R D . E U . O )  g o  t o  24  
WRITE (u,6l5) 
u15 FORMnTdll )
20  c o n t i n u e
IF (INTER.Eu.O) RETURN
M N m Y = iIF o O t - 1
R E A D  ( 5 , 5 1 0 )  ( L I ( I ) , I = 1 , M D m Y)
WRITE ( 6 , 6 1 1 )  ( I , E l ( I ) , 1 = 1 , MB AY)
Ul1 FORMnTd NO, ’ El FUR NAYS;'/IX,12 (IN-)//
1 2 0 ( • C l ( ' , 1 2 , ' )  = ' , 0 1 0 . 3 / ) )
RETURN
'd WRITE (6,690) 27




S'Ib R J U t i N l Y M I I Y P ( I l Z , J , Y I 1 , U r A C T , P l l I , C C , 3 1 , S 3 . D S )  '
L
IMPLICIT RL/a*3(A-il,U-Z)
D I M E N S I J N  Pill (M Z )  , CC ( M Z )
L
C . . , P I M ' 3  C M p R L N T  Y ü U f J G ' S  M o D  F U R  H Y P EP Ü U  L I C - L A W M C S N - P T  
C
IF ( U S . L E . O . G D Û )  G U  T O  5 /
PH I id = P H I (J ) / 5 7 . Z 9 5 3 D 0  
G I M P  = u S I . K P i i l R D )
C U S P  = D C U S ( P I : I P D )
F A C T  = 1- - P F A C T * ( S l - S 3 ) * ( 1 . - 3 I N P ) / ( 2 . * s 3 + 3 I N P + 2 . * C C ( J ) * C 0 S P )  
if- ( F A c T. l T . u . 1 D O)  p A c T z U . I j O  





SMBP. j MT I  M E  Y M L I N ( M Z , J , Y M , C C , D 3 )  
i m p l i c i t  H E A L * 3 ( A - H , 0 - Z )  
w I M E . d l u l i  CC (MZ)
C , «
C . . . F 1 , . D S  CU i. P E N T  Y i)U|jG * 3  M o D U l ’J g F ^ U  • B I L I N E A P - L m W* M C S i i - P T
C
I F ( D S . o T . O . P D O )  G O  T O  5 
Y M  = Y M * C C ( u )




S ' d R u l ' T l N E  S T R U C T  ( M p X T ,  9 , D I S P F ,  I L Ü A D , M F O U T  , ” L D P t  , N ^  U O T  , 
l M L O A D , 0 R N S , M S l Z [ , n u T N ' D l S P L , V L N S ' V R M S )
i m p l i c i t  R E n L + v  ( A " M , U - Z )
L l M E i l S l j N  Q E X T ( M L D P T , M L U A D )  ,U ( M F O O T )  ,
I D l S r ’F ( M F U O T )  , G N N S ( M S I z E , M 3 i z E ) , v L H S ( M S l z E )  , v R H S ( M S I z E )  , 
2 i \ 0 T N ( M L D P T )  , D I G P L  ( M L D P T )
C
C . . , F I R S T  P U T  K N O W N  O U a T I T I E G  I N T O  VRiiS.
N S I Z E  = 2 * ( P * N F 0 0 T - 1 )
I I = 1
L O  5 1 = 1 , N F u O T  
V R N S d l )  = D I S P F ( I )
V R N S ( 1 1 + 1) = O . O D O  
IF ( I . L O - N F J u T )  G O  T O  5 
V P N S ( I  1 + 2) = 0 E x T ( 2 * I , I L O A D )
V P N S ( I  1 + 3) = O . O D O
II = II + 4
5 c o n t i n u e
C . . .NO.; PP.e U U l T I P l Y VPIIS BY  CPJIG, P U T  R E S U L T  IN V L N S  
LO  20  1 = 1 , N 3 I Z E  
S U M  = O . O D O  
D U  IS J = 1 , N 3 I Z E  
15 S U M  = S U M  + G U l i S ( I , J ) * V R i : S ( J )
V L N u ( I )  = S O M  2 S
2 0  C O N T I N U E  . .
11 = 1
D o  25 1 = 1 , 14 F 0 U T 
u ( l )  = V L I I G C I I )
L I S P L ( 2 * I - 1 ) = P I S P F ( I )
R O T :  ( 2 * 1 - 1  ) = V L i l S ( I I * 1  )
IF ( I . E ü - N F ü ü T) G O  T U  25  
D I S P L ( 2 * I )  = V L I I S ( I I + 2 )
, . ü T N ( 2 * I )  = V i n s  (I 1+3)
1 1 = 1 1 * 4  
25 c o n t i n u :
• A N D  : N t . L L ü A ü S UN  F ü Ü T I N ü G T Ü  2 (% [ A C T I 0 N S T U  G ET 
w U  u 5 i = l , N r u u T  
3 5  u ( I )  = u E X T ( 2 * 1 - 1 , I L ü A D)  - O C i )  
n e t u :;n
u I i u
U U N u O j i i j E  3 T i r F ( M X , l ! r u o T , i l 3 l 2 E , N r o i ) T , L l  , 1 M , X L g  C , G P 11 S , G 3 T I F ) 
o:' • C l T  R E a L + U (A-li.U- Z)i  I I I u  i
N J M l' N S I u N E l  (llFijOT) , I îK M F U G T )  • X L O C  ( M X  ) , G S T I  F CiiS I 2 e  » M 5 J Z l ) ,
1 o N N S ( 11S I 7 E , i i S I 2 E )
. u C T S  Uf' B e ,NI S T I F F N E S S  p U N S  I . A I P î C e S, T N e N F ü FnM S  (A * + - 1 ) * G .  
: ' r = '* f '* rnuTZ 1 t.,SI:E = 2 *  ( 2 * w F 0 ü T -1  )
I F ( m S I Z E . G t . M S I Z e ) o u  t o  50 
5 0  5 1 = 1 r O S i Z E  
v U  5 J = 1 ,!)S;ZE 
C 5 T I F ( l , J )  = j.l)0 
G P N S ( I , J ) = O . D O  
5 C O N T I N U E
C
C  F I R S T  u n  Y.
I F u u T = 1
G S T i F d  , 1 ) = 1 . Ü  
G R N S ( 2 , 2 ) = - 1 .
v R N S ( 3 , u ) =  — 1 *
G R N S ( 4 , 4 ) = - 1 .
1111 = 111(1)
1112 = 111(2)
X L  = ( X L ü C ( i i ; 2 )  - X L ü C ( I I ; 1 ) ) / 2 .
C = - 2 * E I  ( D / X L
u S T I F ( 2 , 2 ) = U . * C
ü S T I F ( 2 , 4 )  = C
G S T I F ( 4 , 2 )  = C
G S T I F ( 4 , 4 )  = 4 . * C
GSTIF(4,6) = C
C = - 3 . *  C / X  L
G S T i F d  , 2 ) = - C
u S T I F ( 1 , 3 ) = 2 . + C / X L
u S T I F ( 1 ,4) = - C
o S T I F ( 2 , 3 ) = C
u 5 T I F ( 3 , 2 ) = c
o 5 T I F ( 3 , 3 ) = - 4 , *  c /  X L
u S T I F ( 3 , ù ) = - C
u R : I S ( 2 d  ) = c
u R N u ( 3 d  ) = - 2 . + C / X L
u R N S ( 3 , 5 ) = - 2 . + C / X L
u R N u ( 4 , 1 ) = C
u R : : s ( 4 , 5 ) = - C
uPnlS (1 , 1 ) = 2 . *  c /  X L
J J 
11
... I 'T:1 B n Y .
10  I F Ü U T  = I F U u T  + 1 
liiFTi = i m i r u u T - 1 )
IlIFT = I I I ( I F O O T )
I M F T 2  = I!l( I F U U T  + 1 )
IF ( I F u ü T . u ü . N F O ü T )  G O  T O  15 
G S T I F ( I I + 1 , J J + 3 )  = 1. 
G R N 3 ( I I + 2 , J j + 4 )  = - 1 .  
oR(!3(Il+v,Jj+5) = —1» 
uR|lG(II + 4 , J j + o )  = - 1 ,
X = X L u K l l i r T )
XL1 = (X - X L U C ( i n r T 1 ) ) / 2 .
X L  = ( X L 0 C ( i l : F T 2 )  - X ) / 2 .
C1 = - 2 . * [ I ( I F Ü Ü T - 1 ) / X L 1  
C = - 2 , * L I ( I  f o o t ) / X L
v S T i F ( I I + 2 . J J + 2 )  
u S T I F ( I I + 2 , j j + 4 )  
u 5 T I F ( l I + 2 , J J + u )  
u 5 T I F ( I I + 4 , J J + 4 )  
u S T I F ( l I + 4 , j J + u )  
u S T i r ( i i + 4 , j j + : )  
C1 = - 3 .  + C 1 / X L 1  
i = - 3  . * C / X L 
o S T I F ( I 1 + 1 , J J + 1 )  
u 5 T l F ( l I + 1 , J J + 2 )  
0 5 T I F ( I I + 1  , J J+'t) 
u S T I F ( I I + 1 , J J + 5 )
u S T I F C I  1 + 1 , o J * 6 )
u S T I F ( I 1 + 2 , V J + 1 )  
u 5 T l F ( i : + 2 , J J + 5 )  
g 3 T I F ( I I + 3 , j J + 4 )  
u 3 T I F ( I I + 3 , J J + 5 )  
u S T I F ( I 1 + 3 , J J + 0 )  
u P X 3 ( I I + 1 , J j + 3 )  
G R i l 3 ( U + 2 , J j + 3 )
G R 1 ! 3 ( 11 + 3 , J J + 3 ) 
u P X J ( I I + 3 , J j + 7 )  
o R:13( H  + 4, J j + 3 )  
oRti3( I I + 4 , J j  + 7)
Cl






; 2 . + C 1 / X L 1  
: C1 
: C 1 - C  
: 2 . + C / X L
—  u
; - Cl  
: C 
: C
: - 4 . * C / X L  
’ - C
2 . * ( C 1 / X L 1  
- C l  + C 
- 2 . + C / X L  
- 2 . * C / X L  
C
- C
C / X L )
II = II 
o J — J J
o O  T O  10
C  F I N A L  F u O T I i . G .
15 G S T I F ( I I + 1 , J J + 3 )  = 1. 
u S T I F ( I I + 2 , J J + 4 )  = - 1 .
XL 1 = ( X L O C ( I M F T )  - X L O C ( I ! 1F T D ) / 2 .  
Cl = - 2 . + L I ( I F O O T - 1 ) / X L 1
u S T I F (I I + 2 , J J + 2 )  
C 3 T I F ( I I + 2 , J J + 4 )  
Cl = - 3 . + C 1 / X L 1  
w 3 T I F ( I I  + 1 , JJ + 1 ) 
C S T I F ( I I + 1 , J J + 2 )  
u 3 T I F ( I  I + 1 , J J + 4 )  
o S T I F ( I I + 2 , j J + 1 ) 
uXil3 ( 11 +1 , J J + 3  )
Cl
2. + C1




2 . + C 1 / X L 1
>0
k P : d ( i i + 2 , j j + 3 )  = - C l  
1 1 = 1 1 + 2
C
c
c . . . N O W  U L d O C E  G S t IF T U  I D E N T I T Y  M A T R I X ,
C . . . D U I N Ü  S A M E  Ü P S  T U  C R U S ,  WiliC.i B C O M E S  R E Ü D  M A T R I X  
D O  4 0  1=1 , N S U E  
P = S S T I  F ( 1 , 1 )
IF ( d A ' j S ( P ) - L T . 1  , 0 d - 6 )  IJrITE ( 6 , 5 9 3 )  I , p  
D u  3 5  J = 1 , N S I Z E  
I ü S T I F d ,  J) = G S T i F d , J ) / P  
3 5  u R i i S d  , J ) = G U ! 1 S ( I , J ) / P  
t / 0  4  V W =  I , 14 S I Z L.
I F ( W . E U .  I) u U  T U  4 0  
u = u S T i F C ; .  I)
I F ( U . L O . O . u D ü )  G O  T U  4 0  
DO 45 L = 1 , N S I Z E
c S T l F ( W , L )  = G S T I F ( K , L )  - ü * G S T l F ( l , L )
4 5 GPiiS (K, L) - GR 1 Is ( K , L )  - 0  *G p H s ( I , L )
4 0 C O W T i l i W u
5'W: F u W M . d  (1 H , ' W A R N I N G :  P I V U T  I.i R ü W ' , 15,' uF G S T I F = ' , D 1 0 .3 ^
W E T W P N
5o W R I T E  ( u , 5 9 9 )  N S I Z E . M S I Z t  
S T O P




*  -i *  *
APPENDIX B - Program Specification; FINETIM
The program FINETIM is essentially an adaptation of the finite 
element package FINEPAK to model time-dependent consolidation. The 
intending user is therefore referred in the first instance to the User 
Instructions for FINEPAK, printed by the Centre for Numerical Methods 
in Engineering of th^ University College of Swansea, We here indicate 
the differences between the two programs, as they affect the user.
The theory used in FINETIM is given in Chapter 4 of this thesis.
Main Program
The main or master program, named FINTIM(F), is a little more complex 
than in FINEPAK; its basic structure is shown in the flow diagram 
in Fig.Bl.
There is one extra dimension which must be included in the DATA 
statement at the start, viz. MPFIX. This is used in subroutine 
SMOOTH, and it must exceed MFIXV plus the number of pore-pressure
d.o.f.s in the model.
There is one new main subroutine (SMOOTH) , and extra satellite sub­
routines YMHYP and YMLIN to evaluate the Young's modulus of a non­
linear elastic material. The FINEPAK subroutine MOD has been renamed 
MODI to avoid confusion with the Fortran standard function MOD, which 
may cause errors in 'some machines.
Subroutine INPUT
The input formats are now given, with asterisks marking the differences 
from FINEPAK. Real variables are in the DIO.3 format, which is more 
flexible than FINEPAK’s F10.3.
Type No. Format Variables read
Cl 1 1115,110 NPOIN,NELEM,NFIXV,MSTYP,NDIME, 
NDOFM,NGAUS,NSTRE,NDTIM*,NTMAG*, 
NTEND*.
C2 1 1115,110 NPROS,NPROP,NSSET,NDOFD*,NTFAC*, 
LDTYP,NINCS,NITER,NBSET,NPSET, 
NLOAD*, ISMOTH*.





Type No. Format Variables read
G1 as
reqd 11,14,1315 LCARD,NSIDE,tiNÜM(elt.nOkU , (LNODS ( 
LNUM,N),N=1,NN0DE).Note 6-noded 
quadrilaterals must have mid-side 






1.0 for 2D problems)
G3 as
reqd
11,19,1415 LCARD,KODE,list of nodes to which 
KODE applies(l=fixed,0=free d.o.f; 
for pore pressure d.o.f.s*, 
I=permeable,0=impermeable boundary)
LM as 11,14,1515 LCARD,LMTD,LMT,up to 14 elts to 
which LMT applies.
LMT=1 structural element* (no 
pore-pressures)
LMT=2 linear elastic soil elt 
LMT=3 hyperbolic law soil elt* 
LMT=4 'bilinear' law soil elt*
reqd
-
Ml as 11,14,3X, LCARD,NSET, up to 6 property com­
reqd 6I2,6D10.3 ponent nos., up to 6 property com- 
onent values. Property components 
are:
1. Young's modulus E
2. Poisson's ratio v
3. Cohesion*C for LMT=3,
^unload /^load "
4. Angle of friction*^' for LMT=3
5. Porosity*n
6.\ Relative permeabilities*
7./For 2D problems use only 6 & 7
8.)for k /y and k /y ^X w z w respectively.
M2 as 11,14,12,13, LCARD,NSETD,LN,NSET,up to 14 elements







II* as ? reqd T 1 1615
Omit if NSSET= 0
elements for which these initial 
stresses apply. Omit if NSSET=0
01 as
reqd 11,19,1415 LCARD,LORQL,list of up to 14 elts 
to which LORQL applies.
CONT'D 33
CONT'D





(INDPT(I),1=1,16)List of up to 16 
nodes at which load/dispit output 
is required. If output,j^ at all nodes 
required, leave card blank.
LCARD,LDTIM(I),NBSTV(I),NPSTV(I) 
Time of application,NBSET and NPSET 
for I'th load,1=1,NLOAD. If NLOAD 
=1,omit these cards and use NBSET 
& NPSET on Cl card,LDTIM assumed=0.
We now list the variables used in cards C1,C2 ,C3. Note that some 
varicibles from FINEPAK have new defaults. The number of degrees of 
freedom for nodes not listed in G2 cards defaults to a new variable 
NDOFD, rather than to NDOFM as in FINEPAK, This enables a’' problem 
to be solved using composite elements, then again using quadratic- 
elements-with-smoothing with only minor changes to the data cards.
NCONS Name Description Default Max
1 NPOIN No of nodes in mesh none MPOIN
2 NELEM No of elements in mesh none MELEM
3 NFIXV No of fixed d.o.f.s. none MFIXV




5 NDIME No of dimensions 2 3
6 NODEM No of nodes in largest element 
(ie max.NNODE)
8 MNODE
7 NDOFM Max. no. of d.o.f. per node 3* 6 .
8 NGAUS Order of Gaussian integration 
rule
2 2
9 NSTRE No of stress components (not 
input; assigned values 3,3,4, 
6 as MSTYPE=0,1,2,3 resp.)
6
10 NDTIM* Initial timestep 2






NCONS Name Description Default Max
12 NTEND* Time at which run ends (note 
input as 110)
0
13 NPROS No of material property sets none MSETS
14 NPROP Highest mat.prop, component 
no in a set
8* MCOMP
15 NSSET No of sets of initial stress 
data (only necessary to specify 
0 or > 0
0
16 NDOFD* Default no, for d.o.f.s if not 
given in G2 cards
3 6
17 NTFAC* Factor by which NDTIM is in­
creased every NTMAG Steps 10
18 LDTYP Not used in FINETIM O 2
19 NINCS No. of load increments (used 
to apply initial load only)
1 100
20 NITER Not used in FINETIM 1 100
21 NBSET No. of B cards in load 1 (not 
used if NLOAD > 1)
0
22 NPSET No. of P cards in load 1 (not 
used if NLOAD > 1) 0
23 NLOAD* No. of loads to be applied 1




1 PIVAL Min. allowable pivot in FRONT 10-^
2 PWBM* Pore water bulk modulus 1.8x10^
3 RFACT* Adjustment factor R^ for 
hyperbolic law elements
0.8
4 ZSCAL* Scaling factor by which all 
z-coords in G2 cards are mult- 
plied (used in studying one 
problem for different thich- 
nesses of soil layer)
1.0
5 SCONV Sign convention :-1= compression 
+ve, l=compression -ve.
^1.0
6 PSCAL* Scaling factor applied to pore- 
pressure to improve scaling of 
stiffness matrix(effect seen in 






NCONS Name Description Default Max.








The time stepping scheme is the same as that employed in FDTIM. The 
initial timestep NDTIM is increased by a factor of NTFAC after every 
NTMAG steps; when further loading occurs the timestep reverts to the 
initial NDTIM. For the initial solution a very small timestep should 
be used; this is specified as DTONE in the C3 cards. The^default 
of zero for the time discretization variable THETA is not jrecommended; 
the usual value to use is 0.5.
Pore-pressures
The pore-pressure at a node is taken as the final degree of freedom.
If the node lies on a permeable boundary, this d.o.f. should be 
fixed; if on an impervious boundary it is left free and the natural 
boundary conditions apply. A node on a soil— structure interface may 
have a pore-pressure d.o.f.; this will be ignored in compiling the 
stiffness matrix for the structural element.
Loading
The input of loads is unchanged from FINEPAK. (See FINEPAK manual 
under subroutine LOAD) . When more than one loading is required, the 
load data cards are simply placed in order at the end of the input 
data; the numbers of B and P cards for each load are specified in the 
arrays NBSTV and NPSTV. Note that after the first load, later loads 
must specify the total forces acting including previous loads, not 
just the new load being applied (as in FDTIM) . On the other hand, 




Variables in Variables out
NELEM, NPOIN, NSDIS,LSIDN, ASDIS, NBDIS, NBVAR, BSDIS.
COORD,NPNDF, SPDIS, SHAPE, ENCOD,
LNODS,LNODN,LMTYP,NFVAR
Smooths the initial pore-pressures for two-dimensional soil elements, 
returning them as specified displacements in BSDIS (which also includes 
the displacements specified in ASDIS) for resolution by FRONT.
Implementation
The program^ like FINEPAK^ uses three workfiles. These use devices 
17,18,and 19, as required by the System 4 DATAD module WORK 1. The 
main subroutines (including SMOOTH) are kept in the file SUBTIM(F), 
and the satellite subroutines which are common to FINETIM and FINEPAK 
are in the file SUBCOM(F) . A MULTIJOB task to run the program on any 
SWUCN machine except the SWURCC one, must therefore include the command;
**INCLUDE NETLIB:DATAD.WORKl




The SWURCC workfiles are limited to 2280 kilobytes, equivalent to
285,000 double precision numbers. This puts a limit on the size of 
problem which can be treated viz.
i
MELEM X MEVAB X MFRON < 285,000
restricting MELEM to about 200. Running of the program in single 
precision arithmetic has been found to cause errors in the last two 




F R O Ü T





b = b + Afc
STO P
I




This is the master segment of FINETIM
C i./wTcH r i U C T l i l
C . . .TlML'-Oül’uMUE.iT VLisSljIj UP FI,:LP„K - C A T , I , 1 S T  T t u  1 9 C .
s / i : %  i: s u c j T K D  s S a t c L l i j l  u c p s  iii s u u c o i K D  
c . . .si:,[:;sio;::D r u R  c o n  lLl-iîc.tts, o u o  poi.its 
c ' .
Illi’L l C i T  (A - i l , U - C )
s i.IuhSi jii :;Cu:;s (:4) ' Ciwuus (20J ,n ) , L;;jSu (203), LsIs,, ( ) , hPijSF (6: c )
1 , fjrVAl^ c js<j) , LllTYr (200) ' L P H u S  ( C C v  Ü) , L u n t o  ( C S v )  ,
C,IIm C V A ( / S )  r U Û C [ L ( 2 4 )  , N D L S T ( 2 4 )
S' C u U R D  ( v S O '  3 ) ' COCUi) , C) , A S L U O  ( | 9 S 0 )  ' A S D I  S ( 1 V 5 S  ) ' S P D  1 S (200) 
4,PKu2s(?, 12), :;;r::u( 1 u,2),srnup( 1 ()), siiAPc(o), DbAiV(3 ,3)
S , C,,2TD (3 , 3 ) , iil’.aTX (0 » 24) # 0 Si; AT ( 6. 24) , LNDIS(24) 
o » 2 S T I F ( 2 4 » 2 h )  » S 2 T , I F ( 2 9 û ü )  » V 2 C R V ( 7 S )  « S L Ü A D C 7 5 )  • L O L J A T C75) 
7»3T2SL(200»6)»i.BüPS(20GrG).SruPS(9,lG)»CMiGC(G/»TITL£(lô)
SlliCiiSlüll A S L Ü 1  ( 1 9 S U )  , A S L D 2 ( 1 9 5 0 )  , L D T i n d O )  . L P O K r X G )  , P[Ril(3)
1.UuATX(3 » 24)»üIîATX(3 »8),S ^ A T X (O'u),x n A T X ( 2 4 ' 2 4 ) ' Y U A T X ( 2 4 ' 2 4 )
2, i i S S T V d  0) , i.PSTY (1 0) , E S C D P ( 3 ,  8) , I H D P T  (1 o)
3 » S U i l S ( o S U r 2 )  » A S K Ü 3 ( o w ü )  » B 3 S I 3 ( 6 G 0 )  » T C V A R ( 6 Ü ü ) » A S D 3 1  ( 1 9 S 0 )  
4 , P 3 T 3 L ( 2 0 0 , 4 )
L')Ui V A L 2.TC2 (i:cu;rs (1 ) , N P O I N )  , (I^COUS (2> , ATLeI') » ( A C O N S  (3) » iU’IX V )
1 , ( X C 0 N S ( 4 ) ' A S T Y P ) , ( u C 0 X S ( 5 ) , K D I U E ) , ( N C u N S ( 3 ) ' N û D E H )
d i J C u H 3 (  7) » iiSuril) , ( I J C OA SC C)  » I^uAÜS) » ( A C u m S  (9) » fiSTi^E)
, ( A C u N S ( l O ) , A ü T i n ) , ( N C ù N 3 ( i l ) , U T ^ A ü ) , ( A C ü N 3 ( 12) ' A T L A S )
» ( j ; C J N S C l 3 )  . i,P,AuS) ' (:JCU!JS(i 4) ' APRiiP)
. ( A C u I J S d S )  . î.'SSe t ) ' O J C ü U S C I o ) ' A S U r D )  f (?. C0 li S( l7 ) ' A T F a O  
' ( A C u N S ( 1 ü ) , L D T Y P ) ,  ( A C u N S (19) , AI A C S ) ,  ( A C U A S ( : 0 ) , N I T E R )
, (ACUII3 ( 21 ) , i.SSET ) , ( A C ü A 3  ^2 2 ) , A P 3 E T )
7, ( A C u A s  (2 3)  , A'LUnD) , ( A c Oi,s ( 24 ) , 13IIÜTH )
E Q U I V A L E N C E  ( C ! 11 S C ( 1) , P I v A I  ) , ( Cl : I 5 C ( 2 ) , PUDII ) , ( C i il 3 C ( 3 ) , R F A C T )
1 , (C:il5C (,.) , Z S C A L )  , (CIlIGC (5) , SCÜA'V) , ( C n i  SC (6) , P S C A L )
2' U U I S C C 7) , a t ü a e )  , U i l l S C ( C )  'T.IETA)
C . . . T S e SE e U U i V a L ^ A C l G t A T l ’’e A t 3 i n c l u d e  a l l  T'Il C O N T R O L  P a K a U'ETER3 
C . . . N [ „ D  IN S U U R u U t I A e I A P U t . A O t A L L  A ^ C  F c R  L I N E A R  A P P L I C A T I O N S
C
39
u „ J , \  IITüTV# ilt’uIN , Ut LlU» Mr I AV. IlEVAÜ . ilNüDE . MSeTS » hCüHP, MFRûN , MSTI F
1 / 1 V S 0 ,  o S ü  , 2 0 U  , 2 5 0  , 2 4  , 8 , ? , 10 , 75 , 2 9 0 0 /
C...SnTA STATLUeNx MUst TALLY WlyH LlMENGlüN STATEMENT. CONFUSION IS 
C...nVuIStD IF DIFFERENT Va LUeS USED FüR MTüTV.MPu IN, ETC.
DnT,\ M P F I X  
1 / 6üü /
C
w K i T E ( 6 . Û Ü Û )
S N E n D  ( S , S O I ) L C A K D , T I T L E  
U K I T E ( u , ù 0 1 )  T I T L E  
IF ( t C , , p D . E u . O )  o u  T u  5 
U N I T E ( v / ü 0 2 )
L
I l o a d = 0
N T I M E = ü
N S T E P = 0
LO  1 S 1 = 1 , M e L E M
u 0 1 0 *J î- 1 ,
11.
P S T S L ( I , J )  = O . O D O  
l'ü iS J ^  1, o 
C T : S u ( l , J )  O . O D O  
C ü A ' T I N M E  
DJ  2 0 I = 1r Il T M T V  
,.Sl D 1 (I) = u . o D O
..SL DC Cl ) = v . O S o
r . S D I S d )  = v . O D O  
,.SDS1 (I) = O . O D O
C O N T I N U E
C n E L  I : , P U T ( M r u l N , M t L : M , ! : F I , . V , i ; N j D r  , ! : S t T S , M C u M P ,
1 .;CuND ' l n 'ü D s , l n ü D n ' LSI D;; » n P;;PF . ^ F V ^ N , l M t Y p , LPp.üS ',5t R s l , 
2 C ü u N D , i ' N ü P S .  L ü R E N , C M I S C ,
3 L P T I M , N S S T V , N P S T V , P S T S L , I N D P t )
. l S U P N - 1  T J  S T û P  C a L C s ü F S t R S L  - i’S i S L  IN U n'SM ü OT--'E D P q R e - P R E S S  C a S e
I F ^ ( Ï S M U T M . E U . Ü )  I S U P N  = G 
N T I N I T  = N D T I M
T N T  = T . 1 E T A / C 1  . D O  - T H E T A )
I R S ü L  = 0
Er.LL S TI  FF (ilPulN, M e L l M, M e V m D, M N ü D E ,  liSETS, M C ü M P ,  
1 N L L l M , N D I M E , N ü A U S , N S T R E , N P N ü P , M s T Y P ,
2 L N J D S , L N Ü D N . L S i D N , IM’N D F , L M T Y P , L P R ü S , C O O R D , E N C O D  , S C Ü N V ,  
3: R ù P S f  E i; P R ü . u P R ü P ,  SIM, P E , D E R  IV. C n R T D ,  B M A t X , D  DM  AT , E S T  IF 
4 , L P ü i M l , P E R M ,  N T I  M e , U M A T X  , IIMa t X , S M a T X  , X M a t X 
S, Y M m TX, l’S C A L ,  P W D M ,  E N C D P )
C . . . N E m D D A T A  F U R  N l X T  L ü AD 
25  C O N T I N U E
IF ( N L u m D . L u . I ) O U  T U  3 0  
NiiStT = N D S T V ( I L 0 A D  + 1)
N P S E T  " N P S T V ( I L U A D + 1 )
3 V c o n t i n u e
C
C,,LL L u m D ( . l T ü T V , M P o : N , i l t L E M ,  M F I X V . M l V a B.M:; q D e , M 3 E T S , M C ûîmP,
1 N P u I N , N E L E M , N F I X V , N S D I s , N D l M [ , N u A U S , M S T Y P , N ü D E M , N D S E T , N P S E T ,  
2 L N U D S ,  LNUD:;, LSin;:,N'PNDF, ;;FVa R , L ü ü PS  , D F q PS , S C ü NV  ,
3 C u u R D , E N C ü D . E N P R ü , S H A P E , DE id V . C a R T D ,A S L D 2 , S PS I S , N T  I M e , P S C A L ) 
C . . . N E N '  n ü D a l  F o r c e s  n o U i n  a g l d e
c ^  ü
i LOnD = I L U n D  + 1 . . .
vTIIIC = 'UTUI.Ü 
liiC 1 
L S T ü r  - 0 
:;uTi:i = U T i u i T  
L
3:^ 3i;;C3 = Dri.oAT(IîlC)/ D F L O A T ( h I N C o )
C . . . I R.II.Ü. VcCTUI Î F ü K  S T I F F N E S S  [ O N  
3U  j I = 1 ,!;t u T V
, , S H M  (%) = t I I T * A S L S i (I) + A S L U z ( l ) * n i N C S  
40  CUIITIIHJE 
c /
Call FnuUT(,:TUTV,npuiUfMLLE;:,iiFixv,n[VAB,iiNuOEX:Fi;oNfusiiF, 
i::i'ui:;'::ELL:,: :sDi G,LN uOs,  L [ ; u L N » : ; F N ? ^ r , : ; F V A i N A 3 L u C . a s l i s » s p d i s »
2 • t_ c i: *' » - S I I  F • L s II f » O L j A ^  » E ^  r» T * *J r, L V . L u C L * I j E 5 T » P I''” A L » 1 S  Ü L 
3»n3LL'l , X M A T X , Y : A T X ' T : E T A ' : T I ^ E ' L ^ T Y P ' ^ 3 T Y F ' N 0 A U 5 , S : A P E ' D [ R I  V
4' i n i ' ’E' LÎ’o A n » I’S t SL, ACnilS» LI’K g s » P R o P S ' M s E l S n i C o l . P »  R F a C j » LsiDfj)
L . . . F l : u U T  RLT UR l iS  R . O . S .  V e C j j R P L U -  R c A L t I ü NS IN A S L O I
c
L'lUTL ( u » o 0 3 )  îiTIÎlE» i r s u l »;;s t e p
unLL U U 7PIJT ( i . T U T V , ; ; P u l N , M E u E l M l L V A l > » i l . J u O E  .iiSElSf MCOI-P»
1 i.i’vjIA r N e L e H. NOIIlc . NO.A-'S , n S t P E  . t’S l Y P  , N D û F Î M l P n o F  ,
P L ' I ^  0 L , ^ A U j!l, n  I', A (A. E r , L'"'Y Y P , L 0 R E u , L Pj; 0 S , C O O r e , c A ^  , S ;| A p [ ,
3 P P u P S , E A r P U , 2 E P l V , L ^ X T U , U X A T x , A S L P l ,A 3 B I 5 , [ U 3 I 3 , A S S S 1 ,
4 0 C J., V » 0 . *^0 • G . A C » I ;; C , G * I 3 u Pu , r\, C ^  L » P 3 1 0 L » G m  S L # A I A CT I I A 0 PT )
I GAP,: - J .
L. . .,.1'rLY GlIuuTllIuO T u  I N 1 T I A L Pu P L - P A h S G Ü R  e G , I F 
1 F ( N G T l P . O t . 0) G Ü  T Ù  43  
IF ( i S n U T U . L Ü . O )  G U  T U  43
GiiuuTii^ATUT''^''lPul,:i{iFlAv »iiji'Y!’»!i£LEl'*'*AuPE*i:LLE'''
1 :,l'uI::':,GDlG, L u i P u ' A G ^ l S ' K v G l S ' C u U A D . N p N U F  , s P O l G ^  3^1*0 ' S A a P c » E A ^ u D  r 
P L A U P G f  L:;u 'A; . LllTYPr R T V a R » a D V a P , A C D I S . P P F I X )
C..LL F : : u f j T ( " T O T V x ; p u : N , , i E L E , ; , . ] P F i % , A r V A G , ( : ; ; u O E , ! : F n c A ' ' : : S T i F ,  
1 A P u i : : ' : i L L £ l : , i , U D i s , L N u U S ,  A P i. ^ F m ^ E V a Fw  aGLoL» aSLiSiGGGIS»
2 V E C p V , [ 5 T i r , G S T l F , G L u A P ' [ U U A T ' N A C V A ' L u G [ L , N G E S T ' P l V A L , I R S O L ,  
Yw .G Lu G i A i i A T ^ »  Y11 a t X » t H E T A  » N T  11 1e » L U y Y P  , ÎIs t YP » N G a U S  » SIIa P e » ^ e R I V »
4 L T ü N E ' L P u R A , P G T S L , h S P H S ' L P R U G ' F n o P 3 , M s r y g , M C ü H r , R F A C T , L s i D : )
A P I  TE  (or 6 0 h )
c a l l  o u t p u t  C.'ITUTV, i i P u I I K P E L E l M l E  v a c , flNODE ,i:SETS,;iCüliP» 
li.'pullif :;e L l î M : U I M e * A G , , U G , N G T n E » î l S T Y P , Î J ü ü F i W : ; P R û P .
2 L U U D G ,  L U U D U ,  LS IDfj, [jPA'D F , l M t Y P  , L j R E U  » L P P n S  , C O U R G  r E N  C ü D  » SIIa PE » 
3PPNÜPGf E A P R U . O E R I V ,  C A R T P ,  P>iO,TX. A G L O D  , A 5 G l S , E i : G I G ,  A S D G 1  , 
h G C uiN’V f u, Go» .J . U O  » 1 » 0 » w » P S C A L  » P S T G L  » S t R S L  I R F A C T »  I n D P t )
4 3  C O N T I N U E
C
G . . . P L , . C E  F o r c e  w  g i g p l t  V c C T o r s  F u u  t n i g  t U ' e s t e p  i„ a g l d i , a s d 5 i
G O  43  I = 1 , U T u T V
,.GL:)1 (I) = A S L D 2 C  I ) * D I N C S
,.G0G1 (I) = A G D I S ( I )
h 3 continue
c
c  ,PG NeXT I h I T I A L  L O A D  IN’CReMe;;!» I F NeCC
IF ( N T I U E . G T . O )  G O  T O  30 
I N C  = I N C  + 1
IF C I N C - L E . M N C S )  G u  T O  3 3  
I NC  - 1 
1 < I H C G ^ 1
30 C o N'TINUE
L
c . . . I N C R E A S E  T I M E S T E P  I F K E Q U i r E u - '
41
I r CUUui (IJST e P» NTilAG) . EG  . C . n N Ü N ST  L P . O T  . 0 ) N Ü T  I •-. = .>) DT  I l U  N T  F A C
N'JTEP = N S T e P + 1 
. . C M  EC:; I F t i n e  f o r  n e w  l u a u
IF C*^"F2|jE*»j T » Ü » A N [ ) , N i I!]E*E u , L l) Y i I](i e C)A[) + 1 ))  u U T O  *_ 3 
NTIllE = N T I M E  + NDTI1Î 
GTi:iE = D F L u A T ( N D T I I i )
IF (NTIilE. Lc.fiTnrjD) G U  T U  3 3
S T O P
3U1 FUN.IAT ( I 1 , 1 u n 4 )
o W O  F u r U l A T d  ilO,//l6il P R U u P . A n  F I N'E^ T I M , / / 1 X , R 5 ( 1 }!★ ) / 1 Xv1i: * # S 3  X , 1 M * ) 
u V 1 (' UI,, N , T ( 1 X # l N * f 2 x , 1 0 ^ 4 , 1 7 % , I N * )
U U 2  r UP.Î InT ( 1 X , 1 N * , : 3 X , 1 N * , / 1 X , C 3 ( 1 N * ) )
u U 3  r U l N l A T ( l N  »/31l T I M E  = , I 3 , 3 X , 9 N  I P G U L  ;= , I 1 , 3 X ,
1 V N  N 3 T E P  = , 1 3 / 1 X , 1 2 ( I N - ) )
:,U4 PUiUlAT (1 N o  » 2 3 X  f 1 0 Cl !!*) r 23N G H u U T H E U  P U R  E - P  R E G G W R  E G ,
1 1 0 ( 1 : ; * ) / )
M ,




This contains the main subroutines for FINETIM, 
viz.* INPUT, STIFF, LOAD, FRONT, OUTPUT & SMOOTH. 
A vertical line on the left-hand side indicates 
the principal additions & changes from FINEPAK.
c . . , : U u T i : : ( F )  s / u ' s  f u R r i i i i i u C F )
C . . . U S ^ 3  GmT E L L I T l G / K ' g I N SURC^ UCF)
C „ . . / a L . ! ' T E : >  FRU' I  r i R L i ’ AK !1; . rK 3 UY I I .  Ü,




. U w R u U T l U E  iRi'UT(::ruiR,iiELE:i, ! , F i % v , : i R o D [ , ! : S E T S ,
1 RCu.'iS' Lu'ODS , L R o P R  ' LSI ÜR, R'P|jDF , N F V A R  , L:)TYP' Lt'RoS ,'ST%3L, 
E L U J R j ' P R u P S , L u R [ U , C U l S C ,
: w P l l N »  u GGTV.  RTSt V,  P S T S L r  IliuPT)
c
r . i P L i c r r  r e a l * :  ( a - i u u - Z )
G I NCR'S I j R  NCOl l S ( 2 4 ) » LR-ÜÜS Ch EL c M.  NI I üOe ) . L R □ D R ( N l  L £ N ) 1 L S I D R ( M E L E ! Î ) 
1 » I j Pj j DF ( I I P u l  ♦ CouRG Cl I Po i  R »3 ) » S t R S  L ( He LeN • 6  ^ » STReS Cô^ ' PS t RS C-| 2 ^
2,RFVAR(NFlXV)r LMjYP( 11 £LeM),LPROS(NeLEIMIRODE^ »PROPS(MSETS»NConP) 
3 , LuREWC.iELEi.) » CI : i S L ( : )
4 , I 1 C ü R S ( 2 4 )  , n A R D ( 1 6 )  r CA.RDCZO)
3 , U C U R S ( 3 2 ) , N E A D 1 ( 3 ) , R E A D 2 ( 3 ) , F I X ( 6 )
u , L G T l M ( 1 0 ) , R G S T V ( 1 u ) , R P S T V ( 1 C ) , P S T S L ( U [ L E N , 4 ) , I u : P T ( 1 6 )
C
GATn B L n NK,  F I X E D ,  P I 2 / 5 I I  , 3 K F I X E D , 6 . 2 S 3 1 C 5 3 o 7 /
J n T n  D C S R A L / Ü . Ü 1 7 4 3 3 2 9 2 5 /
SAT, ,  I 3 R A C » J 3 R A C / 1 ! i ( , 1 l l ) /
SATA H E A D 1 / 5 R  (1 ) , 3 i !  ( 2 )  ,31!  ( 3 )  /
SnT. ,  i l L n D 2 / 3 i l  R' /A , 3 i l T : i I C R , 3 H  /
SATA M C ü N S / U , 0 , 0 , 3 ,  3 , 0 ,  2 , 6 , 9 9 9 9 9 , 9 9 9 9 9 , 9 9 9 9 9 ,
1 0 , 0 , 0 , 6 , 1  1 ) 0 , 2 , 1  00.1  0 0 , 0 ,  0 , 3 0 , 9 9 9 ^ 9 /
SATA WCURS/
I u l I R P ü I R  , 6 : I RELEI 1 , u l l i ; F l X V  , 6 R N 5 T Y P  , 6 HRDl : 1 E  , 6 RRüDCi l  ,
2 u ! ) I * S Ü F11 , 6 111, u , ^  U S , L, M S T R E , u R i < ^ 1 I ! ! , 6 N R T ! ! A 6 , 6 » N, T E !, 0 ,
3uNRPRUS , 6 : : uPRuP , oI 1R' SSct  , o ü R S j F U  , u H r t F a C  , 6 R L S t V P  ,
Ai / I R ' I RCS , 6 l l i ; I T L R  , u H R B S e t  , 6 : l RPSET , 6 NRLoa S , 6 A I S U g t H ,
3 u i i P l V A L  , 6 l !pR'Si l  , o Ü R F a C t  , 6 R 3 3 C A L  , 6 HSCuRV . o R P S C a L  ,
oc, i IS T 0 0 h , 6 11TI ' E T A /  ^  3
-i;CuJG P K u V I Ü L S  / . L T L R N A T I  V e T u  F u R M A T G
.T:I1S GUtM;uUTlliL R e a S S  A N D  Cll[Cl(S a L L  I N P U T  F o R  P . S T R A I N ,  P . S T R E S S ,  
. A X I - S Y I I I I e t R I C  , 3 D ,  q R  D e a U  P R U D  L e U S  . £ L e U e N T S  M a y  3 e  L I N E  ( F R A M E W O R K S
. A N D  S E N D I N G ) , t R I a r G U E a R, o R  4 S I D E D .  T H e Y M a V Ur L I N E A R  OR  P a R a D o L"
. ic. T h e  F i r s t  u n u m c e r s  m  a r g u i i E r t  li s t , i e  T u  u c o m p , m u s t  d e  a s s -
-iG;-CD V a l u e s  t o  F i x  i i a x a r r a y  s i z e s - i f  f i x e d  d i m e n s i o n s  a r c  a l t e r e d
.Tll^ v A T A  ;iCuNn S T A T E M E N T  M U S T  D e A L T E R E D  T O O .  
i i C U N S d  ) = IIPUIN .
: . c o : ; s ( E )  = ü e l c i i  
:: c oN s (3 ) = m f i x v
N E O N S ( w )  = M N U D E  
i . C U . w ( l 3 ) =  IlSETS 
M E U N S  (1 4) = IlCOMp 
i;CJ.iS(13)= iiSETS 
I, C U N  S ( 1 u )= O C O M P  
: i C u N S ( 2 1 )  = M S E T S  
N C u N S (2 2 )  - M S E T S
C
I S T O P  = 0
c
C . . . C d N T R u L P A R A M E T E R S  (2 C A R D S  - C 1 , C 2 )
N E . . D ( 5 , ^ 0 1 )  (l.CuNS ( I ) . 1=1 , 2 4 )
L ... I F N D I M E  = 3, M s t Y P  m u s t  A L S O  L E  _) ' . -
I F ( N C 0 N S ( 5 ) . E U . 3 )  N E O N S (4) = 3
[ . . . n S S I ^ . N  V..-MES 3 , 4  O R  (, T O  N S t R E  D E P E N S  I U N  iiGT^P 
M S T Y P  = NCUi.S (4) 
w C o N S ( V )  = 3
I F ( M S T Y P . G [ . 2) N C 0 f; S (9 ) = 2 * I 1 S T Y P
c . . . n S s i v N  d e f a u l t s
i F ( . , C O N S (  S) . L O . L )  N C O N S  ( S) = 2 
1 F ( N C O N S ( u ) . E O . 0 )  N C O N S ( u) = :
I F ( N C u N S  ( 7 ) . E U . 0 )  NCOijSC 7) = 3
I F ( N C O N S ( G ) . E O . 0 )  N C O N S ( O) = 2 
IF ( N C O N S  ( I j ) . E O . O )  N ' C O N S ( I C )  = 2
IF ( N C O N S ( 1 1 ) . E u . 0) N C Ü N S ( I I )  = 5
I F ( N C O N S  ( 1 3 ) . E U . V) N C ü N S d S )  = 1 
IF ( N C O N S ( 1 4 ) . E u . G )  N C ü N S ( 1 4 )  = 8
IF ( N C ü N S d o ) - E U . O )  N C ü N S d o )  = 3
I F ( N C O N S ( 1 7 ) . E u . 0) N C O N S ( 1 7 )  = 1 G
I F ( . . C Ü N S ( 1 9 )  . E O . O )  N C Ü N S ( 1 9 )  = 1
I F ( N C U N S ( 2 v ) . E U . G )  N C 0 N S ( 2 u )  = 1 
IF C l C u N S ( 2 3 ) - E U . O )  N C U N S ( 2 3 )  = 1
N R I T E ( u ,  w O l  ) (U 'CON SCI ) , N'cüNS (I ) , E'CUiN’S( I h-12) , N'cONS ( 1 * 1 2 )  , 1 = 1 , 12) 
C...CIIEC.; F U R  E R R O R S  
D O  lu 1 = 1 , 2 4
IF ( I . E U . 1 2 . O R . I . [ 0 . 2 4 )  G Ü  T O  lu
i F ( N C O u ^ ( l ) . G E , 0 . A N D . N C u N ^ ( l ) . L E . M C u N S ( l ) )  G q  T 0 lu 
I S T O P  = I S T u P  + 1 
u R I T E  (u, GU I  ) l.’C ü N S  ( I )
1 0  C O N T I N U E
II 0 I N = i<CüN*j( 1 )
N E L E M  = N C U u S ( 2)
,.Fi;;v = N C 0N S (  3)
M S T Y P  = N'CUuS ( 4)
i.DIME = NCüi;S( 5) 4 4
M O D E M  = N C O n S( u) ^
M P O F M  = N C O u S (  7)
1 ( G n u u = N C O N S ( 8)
N S T R E N C U N 3 (  9)
c NDTIil = N C O N S (10)
c :;t !N,g N C O N S d l  )
c N T E N D N C O N S (12)
N P R u S = N C O N S (13)
N P R J P N C U N S (14)
,.SSET = N C 0 n S ( 1 5 )
N D O F D N C O N S (16)
c N T  P N C N C 0 i i S ( 1 7 )
c u D T Y P N C O N S (18)
N I N C S N C O N S (19)
N D S E T = N C 0 N S ( 2 1 )
m P S E T N C O N S (22)
N L O A D = N C O N S (23)
u I T E R = i k o n s  (20)
IJüT U S l D IN TiîIS S U B R O U T I N E  
N O T  U S E D  IN T H I S  S U B R O U T I N E  
N O T  U S E D  IN Tills S U B R O U T I N E
N O T  U S E D  IN T i n s  S U B R O U T I N E S  
N O T  u s e d  i n  Tins S U D R O U t U - E
NE,,D(5,411 ) (CIlISCC I ) , 1=1 ,0)
1 r C C M i s c ( 1 ) . E O . O . O d O )  C M I S C ( I )  = 1 . C d - 6  
IF (Clll J C ( 2 )  . E u .  J . O D O )  c m  SC (2) = 0 . 1 S D  + 7
I F  ( C M I S C ( 3 ) . E O . Ü . Ü U G )  c m  S C (3) = O . G D O
IF ( C M i s C ( 4 ;  . E O . S . O N O )  c m s C ( 4 )  = 1 . 0 D C
IF ( C M l S C  (S) . E O . O . O D J )  C m s C ( S )  = - 1 . 0 D 0
IF ( C H l S C ( u ) . e O . O . O d O) C M I S C C o ) = I . O p C
U R I T E ( w , v 1 1 ) ( U C U N S ( 1 + 2 4 ) , C u I S c C I ) , 1 = 1 , 0 )  
Z S C n L  = CllIsC (4)
..,ELEMENT Connections (neleu CmRDs - oi)
W R I T E ( u , 6 2 0 ) ( l U R A C , N , JBRaC, N = 1 , N O D E M )
.3112 = NUDEii 
i F ( : i O D E l l - G T . 1 2 )  i;m 12 = 12
I. = V
1 3 . = 2 + 1
R E m u ( 5 , 4 2 1  ) LcARd, NOIpC, UNUil, ( LNOi)S( ENjii, N) ,N = 1 ,N|,;12) 
l F ( N u D E U . G T . 1 2 ) R E A D ( S ,  422)(LN0DS(LNUM,N) , N = 1 3 , NODEll)
I F ( N S I D E . E O . U )  N S I D E  = 4
i f ( n s i d e , g e . i . a n u . n s i d e . l e .6) g o  t o  
I S T U P  = I S T u P + 1  
W R I T E ( u , 0 2 0 )  N S I D E
20
2v  u S I O N ( L n U I ) )  = N S I D E  
C . . . F I N ' D  N N O D E  A N D  S T O R E  IN L N o D N ( )  
i.NUDE = 0 
DO 21 i, = 1 ,NoDEi;
l F ( L N U D D ( L N U l i , N )  . E U . O )  G O  T O  21 
N N O D E  = N N O D E  + 1
21 C O . W T I N U E
L N O D N  ( LNUI1) = N N O D E
W'RITE (u, o 2 1  ) uNUil, N S I  DE. ( L N O D S  ( L:,UM, N) . N = 1 , N N O D E )  
I F C E N ’UII.G t . O . A N D . L n UII.L e . N e L e H) g o  t o  2 2  
I S T O P  = I S T o P + 1  
W R I T E ( u , 0 2 1 )
2 2  C O  23 N = 1 , N u O D E
I F ( L N O D S  ( LNUii, N) . G T . O . n N D .  LN’o DS ( LNUil, N) . L e . N P O I N )  Go  T O  
I S T O P  = I S T u P + 1  
W R I T E ( u , 0 2 2 ) N ,  LNLNI
23 c o n t i n u e
C . . . C ! I l C:; f o r  r e p e t i t i o n  o f  n o d e  IN e l e m e n t
u U  25 N = 2 , N N U D L  
.J> = L . W D S ( L N U : 1 , N )
:.l = N"i
45
D U 2 y ii 4 j = 1 , î( 1
i F ( i ; i U D ‘JCLiiüll,îili) . N L . N P )  Ü U  T U  2 4 
I S T O P  = I S T u P + 1  
W R I T [ ( v , : 2 : )  N P,  LNUtj
24  C U N T I N U 2
25 C O N T I H U L  
I F ( L C A R D . E U . Ü )  G U  T O  15 
I F ( 2 . E U . NLLCI:) Ü U  T U  2 6
C. . .WRuiiu NIJMUER u F  G1 C A R D S  
I S T U P  = I S T u P + 1  
W i U T E ( v  W : 2 4 )  K, N E L E U  
C . - . C i K C . ;  IF ,,NY n u d e s  O M I T T E D  
2 o  D O  2 w  N P = 1 , N P 0 I N  
DO  27  L = 1 , N l L E M  
N N O D E  = L N O D N ( L )
D U  2 7  h = 1 i .Ju u UE  
l F ( L N O D S ( L , u ) . E U . N P )  G O  T O  2 0  
27  C i).;TIMUE
:;i;iTE(u,0 2S) N P  
U O N T I  I N K
L  . .NOu,\. C O O N  PS D . 0 F F. (pD Ü I D S I D E  N O D [ S  M A Y  D;_ O M I T T L D  A N P  D . C F  I
C . . , D E F , K u T S  T O  N n o FD) - (u 2)
D O  33  N = 1, i; p o l N  
N P N D F C , /  = N D O F D
D O  ^5  ii = 1,./
33  c u u :;d (.;,ii) = u . d o
W N I T L ( u , w 4 U )  ( N L n D l ( I ) , I = 1 , N D l M [ ) , ( N C A D 2 ( I ) , I = N D l M E , 3 )
4D N E  A D  (3, 4 4 1  ) L C, j;p , N D o FN , N ..( C O u H D  ( N , li ) , 0 = 1 , 3 )
I F ( N D O r  ,;.GT.O) N P N D F  (N ) = ,,DOFN
i f c n . g t . o . a n d . n . l c . n p o i n ) g o  t o  4 3  
i S T u P  = I S T u P + 1  
N N I T E ( 0 , 0 4 1 ) N  
<♦3 I F ( L C A N D . E U .  V) G O  T O  4 0  
C . . , i n t e r p o l a t e  M i D S I D e n o d e  V A L U E S  IF N E C .
C . . . U E  U S E  C n N D O  F U R  TElU' S T O R A G E  OF  C O - U R D S  
Lj  30  L — 1 , N E L E U 
N N O D E  = L N O D N ( L)
4,S I D E  = L S I d N ( L )
D u  11=1,
D O  4 7 N = 1 r N N 0 1) E 
N P  = L N u D S C l .N)
4 7 C A R D ( N )  = C u O R D ( N P , : i )
C n L L  U S u V A L ( N N O D E , N S I D E , L A N D )
D O  4 0  N = 1 , N u O D L  
N P  = L N u D 5 ( l ,N)
4 V-* C U U R D ( N P , U ) = C A R D ( N )
4'' c o n t i n u e
3v C O N T I N U E  
. . . U U u T .  Z - C U O R D s  l-Y Z S C A L  IF Z s C A L . N E . 1  
IF ( 2 S C , 4 L , E u .1 . O D O )  g o  T O  34  
' = 2
IF ( M S T Y P . E u . 3) NZ = 3
D o  33 ,N' = 1 , N p o I N
C U O R D ( N , N Z )  = C U 0 R D C ; , N Z )  * Z S C A L
33 C O N T I N U E
34 C O N T I N U E
...SOllE No RE I'e S s I N G  A R O U N D  U l T R  C u O R D  T O  E A S E  L I F e L A T E R  46
I F ( N D I M E . E U . 3 )  G O  T O  5 9  ■ •
I F ( M S T Y P . E U . 2) G O  T O  37
c. . .1% STRlG'o on s t r a i n ,  p u t  D c P A U L f  U N I T  T I I I C K N [ S S  IN C ü ü R D ( N , 3 )  
u U 3 u  i; = 1 , l i p U l N
I F ( C Ü Ü R D ( N , 3 )  . E U . Û . P Ü )  C 0 U N D ( N , 3 )  = 1 . D 0  
3u  C O N T I N U :
U Ü  T O  3 9
C . . . A X I - 3 Y M ,  P U T  2 * P I * R  IN C ü ü R Ü ( N , 3 )
37 u U  3 "  N — I f N p u i N  
14 — C Ü U N D ( 14 , I )
I F ( P . G L . U . D O )  G U  T U  3 :
I S T U P  = I S T u P + 1
W R I T [ ( u , 8 4 2 )  N f
3 3 C U U R D ( N , 3 )  = P I 2 * P  
c . . . i u : i N T  c u üP .n iN 'a TE S a n d  n o d a l  D . U F  F.
3 9 L U u V i< = 1 rtU^UlN
OU  U R I T [ ( u , u 4 1  ) N , N P r : D F ( N )  , (CuUPu(i;,!l) ,il = 1 ,3)
c
C. . . N U U I I D A R Y  C O N S T R A I N T S  (0 3 )
W R I T E  ( u , o 6 j )  ( I Ur.AC , 11, J ;jRAC , N = 1 , NDor-M)
.,FV = 0
C...RL..P CuNSTRAiNT CuD: FuLLuW[u b V LIST UF NuD[S TC WlllCji ij APPLIES 
<W: RL,.D(3,4u1 ) LCnRP,RUD[, (KARP ( I),1 = 1,14)
L/U 7 V 1=1 , 1 4
II = I, A R D ( I )
I F ( N . E ü . U )  i.u T U  70
i f (;;.o t . o . m w D.::. l l . n p ü i n ) u u  t o  6 3
I S T u P  = I S T u P + 1
;;r i t l  (u, 3 4 1  )N
c . . , s n , , T  u U t  R u i K  a n d  s t o R :  F i x e d  v a k i a b l l  n g , i n  n f v a R O
63  k U D = (.uPE
W D U F N  = N P N O F ( N )
D U  w 7  :; = 1 , N u u F N  
WD = K u D / l u  
R = Ru;) -  R D * 1 0 
R O D  = RD
I F ( R - E U . U )  i,u T O  6 7
n f v = n f v + i
ill = N u u FN + 1 - U
N F V . J d N F V )  :: N P u S N ( N , M 1  , N P N D F )
C . . . N P u S N  IS F U N C T I O N  S U B R O U T I N E
u 7  c o n t i n u :
7u c o n t i n u e
I F ( L C A R D . E U . C )  C O  T U  6 2  
C . . . C 1 K C R  N O .  O F  o3  C n R D S  C O R R E C T  
I F C I F V . E O . N T I X V )  G O  T U  72 
W R I T : ( u , 3 6 2 )  N F V  
R F I R V  = N F V  
I K O N S  (3) = N F V  
i F ( N F V - u E - i ) F l X V )  G O  T U  72 
I S T u P  = I S T o P + 1  
W R I T L ( u , 3 0 1 )  I K 0 N 5 ( 3 )
C O  T O  7 u
C . . . P R I N T  U Ü Ü N D A R Y  C u N S T R , \ I N T  D A T A  
72 i;il = G
D O  73 N = 1 , N P U I N  
H 0 N = G
N D O F N  = N P N o F ( N )
D O  74 11 = 1 , N O U F N
FI,.(U) = DL,.NR 4'7
Nii=;;ii+1 . .
1,0 73 J = 1 , Nr  I X V
IFdnl.îK.NrvnlUj ) ) UÜ Tü 73 
F IX Ci) = FIXED








C. . . E L E M E N T  ü n T E R l A L  T Y P [  ( L I N .  E L A S T I C ,  V I S C Q - P  L AS  T I C i... ET  C . ) ( L M )
WRITE(6,6:v)
Lü 79 L=1,NuLEM 
- 7" L!1TYP(L) = j
C-.-RE..P TYPE (LMi) rüLLüliED UY ulSj oF ELEMENTS TU WWlI C,l IT APPLIeS- 
C.-.LMTD IS default kept FROM L'*sT CArD Up SET. 
ù\j I. E <, L ( 3 , ^ tj 1 ) u C /\R D , L ! IT D , L M T  , ( i\,% | K  ( I ) ,1 = 1 , 1 4 )  
uO \^5 1 = 1,14 
U = RARD(I) 
ir(L.Lu.U) ÜU TO 85
IFCL.GT.O.ARR.L.LE.NELEM) GU TU :3 
ISTUP = lSTuP+1
W R I T E (0 , M ol  ) L 
u3 uMTYP(L) = lMT 
M5 C o n t i n u e
IF ( uCAuD.e u.u ) gu to :s '
C...ASSIuN DEFoULtS
IF (LMTD-EU.u ) lmtd=e 
iyU*'U E = I , I < L L L. 11 
IF(LMTYi’(L) .GT.Û) GO TU 90
ii.'(u) = l m t duMT
i r ( L M T D . G T . v )  G O  T U  9 0
i 1 f> y 'y f o  • ,  1 \  II, i 1 uVu,*JOu) L
" v  C o n t i n u e
C . . . P R I N T  D I S T R I B U T I O N  UF  E L E M E N T  T Y P E S  
D U  'K L = 1 , N E L E M  
W R I T E ( A , 6 : 1 )  L , L M T Y P ( L )
'n  c o n t i n u e
C
C . . . I N P U T  M A T .  p r o p e r t i e s  (Ml , U 2)
C A L L  S L T V A L ( M E L t I ! , M N Q D E , M S E T S , M C u M P , N P 6 IN , N E L e M , N O D e M ,  I S T Q P ,  
1 ; ; P R o C , N ) ’R 0 P ,  L N U D S ,  L N u D N ,  L P R u S  , P R u P S . O  ,
25!NN,T. ,5IMWR u P E , 5 H R T I E S . 5 N  (Ml ) , 5N ( M 2 )  )
IF ( N S S E T . E u . O )  GU  T O  I 0O 
N D S T R  = 2
IF ( M S T Y P . G t . 2) N D S T R  = 3 
C . . . P M t  I N I T I o L e f f e c t i v e  S T R E S S E S  I N T O  S t R S L  
C . . . A L S O  C A L C .  P R I N C ,  [ F F e C t I V e S T R E S S E S  A P U j  I N T U  P S t S L ,
W R I T E  ( u , 6 7 ü )  ( 1, 1= 1, N S T R E )
R E m D  (5,478) l c a r d ,  ( s t R e s  ( I ), 1 = 1, n s t R e )
W R I T E  ( u , o 7 l ) ( S T R E S ( I ) , I = 1 , N s T R E )
C n L L  P i . i N C d  , N S T R E ,  S T R E S . P S T R S )
F.EAD ( 5 , 4 7 1 )  ( W A R D  ( I ) , 1=1 , 1 6)
D O  9 7  1 = 1 , 1u
1 i N w. — i
liWMiD = K A R u  ( I ) , 2
IF ( l l W v R D . E u . O )  GO  T U  9 3
IF ( i R n R D . L T . O . U : .  I N A R D . G T . M E L E , ' , )  'NR I T E  ( 6 , 3 3 1 )  I k ARvD
D U J = 1, li 5 T i K  
'K  G T R C L d l ' . A n D .  J) = G T H l S ( J )  
i i 1 M U R = 2
1 F ( N S T R E . E u . 6) i;iNUR = 3 
r S T S L ( l i : A R U , 3 )  = r S T R 3 ( 1  )
P S T S K i R A R D K )  = P S T R S C l l l N u R )
97  C ü N T I N U L  
0 3  IIIAX = II1AX - 1
W R I T E  ( v , u 7 2 )  ( K A R D ( I ) , I = 1 , I M A X )
1 F ( L C a R D . E ü .O) g u  T U  9 ü
C
C
c. . . E L u IIENT U'JTPUy R C U U  I RRllEINTS (Ü1)  
l u u  W R I T E  ( u , 7 7 u )
DU  1 u 9  L = 1 , iKLEil
16'' w U i;E u ( l ) = u
L. . . L U R u E  IS j U t P U T  C u N T R u L  C j l C  ( S £ [  0 " t P U t ), L L [ : I [ N T S  T U  WiljCH IT 
C. . .nPi L l L S  R E A P  FROll R A R P  () . D[ F,,U LT IS N O  O U t P'JT.
1 7 u X E n D  (p , * 6 1  ) L c n l'D , L U R V L , ( K n R D ( I ) # 1=1 ,1 4 )
UÜ 1 7 5  1 = 1 , 14 
L. = R A R D ( I )
I F ( E . E u . G) o u  Tu 1 7 5  
i F ( E . G T . O . n N P . L . L E . N E L E M ) S u  Tu 1 7 7  
I STUP = I S T u P + 1  
W R I T [ ( w , C : 1 )  L
UÜ TU 1 7 5  '
1 7 3  u U R E u ( L )  = Lu;;uL ' .
1 7 5  C O N T I N U E
I F ( L C A R O . E U . u )  G U  T U  1 7 U  
C . . . P R I N T  E L E M E N T  u UTP'JT R e U W  l r e N e N T S  
LU  1 7 7  L = 1 , uELEII 
1 7 7  W R I T E ( ü , u 3 l )  L , L U R [ U ( L )
W R I T E ( u , 7 7 2 )
C . . . R C n N  I N P P T  - R U D E S  W N L R E  U U T P U T  R E u U I R E D .
R E m u  ( 5 , 4 6 5 )  L C a R L , ( I N D P t ( I ) , 1 = 1 , 1 o )
IF ( I N D P T ( 1 ) . E U . û )  G U  T U  1 : 9  
W R I T E  (u , 6 u 5)
LU  1 :5 1 = 1 , l u
IF ( I N D P T ( I ) . N E - 0 )  U n i T E ( u , 6 6 û )  I N D P T ( I )
1 : 5  C O N T I N U E  
1 : 9  C O N T I N U E
.REAP LOAD TIMES : NBSeTS : NPSetS I F MOR[ THAN ONE LOAD.
LDTiMd ) = 0 
NUSTV(I) = nLSET 
NPSTV(I) = WPSET 
IF (NLünD.Eud ) GU TU 2G5 
WRITE (0,793)
1 = 1
01 I,EmD ( 5 , 4 9 3 )  LCaRD , LLT I M ( I) , NüStV ( I ) , NPSTV ( I /
WRITE (u, 794) LDTIM(I),NrSt v( I ),NPSTV(I)
1 = 1 + 1
IF (LCARP.Eiv.O) G U  TU 201
05 IF (ISTUP.E u . 0) RETURN
WRITE(u, 1000) ISTOP 49
uTuP
c .  . . IlirilT FORMATS
401 FORMAT(11 I5, 110)
411 Fui. MnTCDIO. 3)
421 FORMAT (11 ,U ,13 15)
422 FORMATdOX , 615)
44 1 FORMAT (11 ,14 ,15 ,3010.3)
4u1 FORIIm T ( I 1  , 19,14 15)
.,u5 FORMAT (11 ,U ,15 15)
7 V FORMnTdl ,D9■ 3, 5010.3)
471 FURMATduI 5)
461 FURMATdl ,I4 ,15 15)
4'C FORMnTdl ,14 ,2l 5)
C
C . . . U M T P M T  F u R M n T S
UU 1  F u :Mu , T C / / 1 Vi. C ü N t R ü l  P A R A M E T E R S  , /1 X , 1 : (1 il-) ,
1/ M::,4ii(Cl) , 1 : X , 4 H ( C 2 ) , 1 l ( / 4 X , 2 ( A 6 , l U = , I 5 , 1 C X ) ) , / 4 X ,
?2(.,u,1,l=f n  ; . 5 X ) )  
w 11  i ü R M n T ( / / 2 9 i i  M i s e  Cui.'TRüL P,»R,MiETER: ( C 3 ) , / 1 X , E 3 ( 1 u - ) ,
1 'K/4Xi,,6r1,; = , D l 3 * 5 ) )  
u 2 V F u , 2 1 ,t T ( / / 2 j 11 L L EI ; E M T C û M m l C T I ü IK  ( G l ) » / d X » 2 4 ( 1 i t — ),
1/ 2X,7 :: EL EM £; :T , gii m ü , m F , n x , z o 'Mm j P c s  a i k u n d  e l e m e n t ,
2/  4::,7m:;;u. , ,  e u s i d e s , 4 x ,20( n i , i 2, ai , 1 x ) ) 
v2 1  r u R i , M T ( i o ,  I w , 4 X , 2 S I 5 )
w4'J ri)RM„T(//24:, M O D A L  C M - O R L I  R a T E S  ( G 2 ) , / 1 X , 2 3 ( 1 2 - ) ,
1/ 3;..4.i;ioDE,3X,5ii:iLUFN, 6 ( 3 x , n 5 ) )  
o 4 1  I U i M K T ( l X , l 5 , I 7 , 5 X , 3 D 1 3 . 5 )
.,02 ri;;Mi,,T(//23il IIUDa L C j N S t R A I N T S  ( Ü 3 ) , / 1 X , 2 2 ( 1 ' K ) ;  '
1/ 3X, A X M u L l  ,oX,rMID . O F  F . , /  4 X , 3 <Ml 0 , , 3 X , 6 ( A 1 , 11 , A 1 , 4 X ) ) 
oo i  Fui;;;.,T(ix, I5, e x , 6 ( A 5 ,  2 X )  )-
L,u5 ,uX.R,T(//3 1,i O U T P U T  j U L Y  A T  F u L L ü U h j G  X □ ü l S / ' X , 3 0 ( 1 11 - ) ) 
o u u  FUR; iATCI 1 , I5)
o 7 j  ; u 2 M n T ( / / 2 7 u  I N I T I A L  e F F e C t I V e S T P L S  S E S / 1 x , 2 u (1 H - )
1 / / ” X, o i l E L L M b N T S  , 1 4 X ,  u ( Ô X  , O i i S T R E S S  , 12) ) 
o 7 l  F ü R M n T d  .10,34X, U I S . 3  , 5 C,X,  L 1 0 . 3 )  ) 
v 7 2  F ü R M A T ( 1 N + , 5 ( 1 X, 5 1 5 / )  )
o M J  F U R M A T ( / / 2 7 i i  E L E M E N T  M A T E R I A L  T Y P E  ( LM ) , / 1 X , 2 6  (1 n - ) ,
1/ 3,,, lullELEilENT L M T Y P O )
6: 1  r u P M o T ( 2 l 8 )
u U 7  F u R : : A T ( 1 i i + , 3 2 a , 1 5 1 5 )
7 7  g F 0 R M A T ( / / 3 3 h  E L E M E N T  O U T P U T  R E Q U I R E M E N T S  ( 0 1 ) , /I % , 3 2 ( I N - ) ,
1 / 3 X,  l o i l E L E M E N T  L O R E Q (  ) )
7 7 2  FURI1AT( 3 x , u 3 i i L 0 R E c j ( L )  IS O U T P U T  C O N T R O L  C O D E .  IF Z E R O  NO  O U T P U T  I 
IN E L E M E N T  L)
7:8 F u N M n T ( / / ^ 5 N  I N C R E M E N T  O U T P U T  KeUUireMENTS (0^) , /1 a ,34(1r-) ,
1/4jii O U T P U T  o r d e r e d  F u R  F O L L O W I N G  I N C R E M E N T S )
7U1 F 0 R i l n T ( 2 U X ,  15)
7 ' ) U  F u R M A T ( / / 3 5 i *  I T E R A T I O N  O U T P U T  R e U M i r e M e N t S  (  0 3  )  ,  /  1 X ,  34 (  1 H - )  ,
1/4011 O U T P U T  O R D E R E D  F O R  F O L L O W I N G  I T E R A T I O N S )
7 ' K  F U R M A T ( / / 3 4 i i  L O A D S  n P P L l E D  A T  F O L L O W I N G  T I M E S ; , 5 X , 5 N N B S ET , 
3 5 X , 5 N N P S E T / 1 A , 3 3 ( 1 N - ) , 5 X , 5 ( 1 R - ) , 5 X , 5 ( 1 N - ) )
7'6'r F 0RM,, T( lN  , 2 1 % 'I 5,1 O X , 15] 5 X , I  5)
C
c . - k r n u r  m e s s a g e  F o r m a t s
GU I  rU;;MAT(l2,ll * * *  f a t a l  e r r o r , , A 6 , 2 4 i;û U T s i DE p e r m i t t e d  L I M I T S )
6 2 j F U R M A T ( 3 7 N  * ★ *  F A T A L  ERROR', C A N N O T  N A v E  N S I D E  = , I 3 )
62 1  Fi)RMnT(4'"B * * *  F A T n L  [ R R o R ,  E L E M E N T  N O .  N E G A T I V E  O R  T O O  B I G )
6 2 2  roiNlnTCSCll * * ★  F A T A L  E R R O R  j N o D l N O .  IN P O S I T I O N ,  13, J O
n i l !  IN E L E M E N T ,  1 4 , 2 3 2  IS N E G A T I V E  O R  T O O  D I G )
6 2 3  ; U R M A T ( 2 2 i !  * * *  F A T A L  e R R o R ,  N u D e , I 4 , 2 0 N  R E P E A T E D  IN E L E M E N T ,  I4)
6 2 4  F O R M A T d U I I  F A T n L  E R R O R ,  ,1 4,25 11 G1 C A R D S  R E A D .  S H O U L D  B E,  14)
*** WARNING, NULL NO. , 14,2011 OMlTTCD IN Gl CARDS)
F a t a l  e r r o r ,  , i5,2:ii 15 n o t  a p l k m i t t e d  n o d e  n o * )
★ ** FATAL ERROR, A/I-SYM NE51I HAS NLG. RADIUS AT NODE,
6 2 5  F i)R;;m T ( 22II 
:41 ruRilATCIUll 
6 4 2  F O R M A T ( 5 4 H
1 l 4 )
6(i2 F o R M F n ( : 9 H  * * *  W A R N I N G  « N u .  u F  F i x E D  V A L U E S  R E A D  O F F  C3 C A R D S  Dl F 
1 F E R S  F R u M  
UNI FuRilAT (1 (M 
1 )
6 6 2  F 0 R M A T ( u 3!I ♦ ★ *  F A T A L  E R R U N ,  N u  M A T E R I A L  T Y P E  llAs B E E N  A s s I G N E D  TO  
1 E L E M E N T ,  14)
92.1 F ü R M a T ( 16H
i r i X V ,  N F I X V  a l t e r e d  t o , 14)
'*'** F a t a l  e R R o R ,  » I 5 » 3 i h  is n o t  a P e r m i t t e d  e l e m e n t  n o .
lu2MN.T(i:il
u o o  I o ;;m a t ( / / / i
uND
★ * *  F A T A L  e r r o r ,  , 1 5 »  2911 IS 
* * *  f a t a l  e r r o r ,  , 15,2 9 H  IS 
5 » 4611 F a t a l  e r r o r s  in i n p u t
N O T  A P E R M I T T E D  I N C R E M E N T )  
N O T  n p e r m i t t e d  I T E R A T I O N )
B e t t e r  l u c k  n e X t t i m e *)
SMRRJUTINE STI FF(MP()IN,Mr.LEM,MEVAH,MNODE,MSLTS,MCjMP,
1NELeM,NDIME,NÙAUS,NSTRE,NPROP,MSTYP,
2 u N u L S K . i U D i K  L S I D n , N P m D F ,  l M t YP, L P R u S ,  C u o R D ' E N C o E » S C o NV ,
3 2R0î’S»LNPP.U, OPIdP, SHAPE, SERIV, CaRTD ,DMatX» DOMaT, ESTI F
4, LPuRN, PE RM, NT I Mb, UM/,TX,!!M,, TX,SMATX,XM ATX, YM AT À
5,PSCnL,PWUM.ENCDP)
..uNBoP to L^TIF INCL, internal Tj StIRR AND ijS SaieLLIieS 
..EVALUATES element STIFFNESSES AN'D WRITES TiibM UN FLL[ 1/ 
..ALSO PUTS OTHER ELcMeNT D,\TA Oi. FILE 3 '
implicit REnL*: (A-fl,0-2)
pi ME.; 5 I uN L'.UDS(MELEM,MNODE) , lNO[) N (,'1L L EM ) , L C I D .N ( M E L El 1 )
1 , NPNDF(MPUIN) , LMtYP(MeLeM) , LP.ROS (Me lQM, MnuDE) , LTVPS (7)
2, CüüRD(MP0lii,3) ,ENCüD(3,MNvD[) ,GPCü ü(3)»GPLüC(3,3) , GPWTS(S)
3 , PROPS (MSETS » MCoMiP) , ENPRO (MCOM.P , MNODE ) , GPRoP ('iCd *P )
4 , SHmPE(MNODe) ,D£RI V(3 ,MnuUe)» cartd(3 ,MnoDe)
5 , PN,R-.tX(o »MEVAU) , DMATX (6 ,0 ) . DP,MAT(u, MEVAB)
E S T I  F ( M E V A b  , MiuVAu) , v a l u e  (20)
7 ,LPuRN(MMODt) » Perm(3 ),UMaTX (MnüDE'MeVaS)
M,l|M„TX(MNüDb»MN0DÈ) , SMa t  ^(MNü D E » MNü De ) » XMa tX ( M£ Va R » Me Va B )
9, YMATX(MtVAB,MEVAB),CNCDP(3,MNODE)
D A T A  S M n L L / 1. Ü E - 1 2 /
DAT,, L T Y P S / 2 1  ,3 1 , 3 3 , 4 4 , u 3 , u 4 , 8 4 , 8 0 , 2 0 6 /
. . L T Y P S  e n c o d e s  9 E L E M E N T  T Y P E S . ( F I R S T  F I G .  IS N O . O F  N O D E S ,  S E C O N D  IS 
. . N U .  OF S I D E S ) .  I T  M U S T  T A L L Y  W I T H  C O M P U T E D  G Ü T O  I S F R .
..EWIh'D 1 7
, . F I N D  NO. o F  D i r e c t  s t r e s s  c o m p o n e n t s  n d s t r  
N D S T R  = 2
IF ( M S T Y P . G l . 2) N D S T R  = 3
D U  OS  L = 1 , N l L E M  
N N O D E  = L N U D N ( L )
N S I D E  = L S I u N ( L )
u U D S i D  = N N u D E  + 1 0 + N'SIDE
DU 5 L T Y P E = 1 , ^
i F(:;u d s i d . e o . l t y p s ( l t y p e ) ) g o  t o  i o
5 C U N T I N U L
. . I F  Do  5 L O O P  c o m p l e t e d  E L E M E N T  T Y P E  IS I M P E R M I S S I B L E  
GO TO 3 o O
10 c o n t i n u e
51
C. . . F I R 1 )  uSüivT; 0 = S T R U C T U K [ ,  1 = S ü I L  E L E M E N T  
L S ü R T  = L M T y P ( L )  - 1
C
C...FIND ;k V.,^.(It IB NOT nLW'AYS NUjFN*NNoD[ 5 1N C L Nu j FN C^N V&RY) 
N C V A B  = ü 
L U  15 N = 1 r N N ü D E  
N'I = L N u U S C L i U )
N D ü F N  = N P N j F C U N )
N E V / K  = N E V A ü + N D Ü F N  
C- .-Fü i; s t r u c t - E L T S ,  I G N U R E  P u R l " P R E S S U R e D . u - F - S
* F ( L S U p T .  E u . O . A u D . U D U F N . G T . N D S T R )  n EV Aü  = NEVAli-NÛ-UFîj + N D S T R  
L . . . W H I L E  IN T i n s  L U ü P  P U T  C O - U u ü S  IN LUC,,L A R R A Y S  
D u  1^  ^ !» = 1 , 3
14 u N C j D(::,:i) = c u u r d ( n n , m )
15 C O N T I N U E
IF (LSuiîT.EiJ.U) G Ü  T U  12 
. . . D I S C u U N T  P U R E ^ P R E S S .  D u  F %  F R ü M N e V a G 
. . . w E T  L P ü R N ( N )  = l I F N ü D e N Ii m S A P ü N E - P R E S S .  D U E .
r ' ' '   ' r ' ' ;
l , v > , ( i U  - •  M L .  * M  U
I I  P U  N M  =  ü
. J r N = 1 » N N u D E  
Nli = L m J D S C l ,N)
N D v F N  = N P N D F ( N N )
. P u R N ( u )  = -,
I F ( N D U F N . L ^ . N D S T R )  G ü  T u  7
N P j RN = N P O P N  + 1  - '
L P J P . N C n  =1 
Lu •, 11 = 1 ,3 
w t, N i. D i’ ( 11 » 1, P u i' N ) = E N C u D ( M , N )
N E V A u  = N E V m D - 1 
7 C O N T I N U E  
6 C o n t i n u e
. . . FI,,D E L T  type F uR  P ü R E - P P E S S  i K u E S :  L T Y P P 
u O D S D P  = N P ü R N * 1 0  + N S I  DE 
Du ? LTYPP=i,9
IF ( n O D v D P . [ 0 . L T Y P S ( L T Y P P ) )  G ü  T O  11
c o n t i n u e
G O  T U  4 0 0
11 C O N T I N U E
12 C U N T I N U E
C
Cc . . . E X T R A C T  M m T ,  P R U P S ,  I N T E R  P. N I D S I D E  N J P E  V A L U E  IF N E C .
DU 1 9  11=1 f N p R U P
soi; = O . D O  
D U  17  N = 1 , N . K D E  
N S E T  = L P R U S ( L , N )
I F C N S E T . G T .  G) G U  T U  16  
V A L U E ( N )  = U . D O  
G U  T U  1 7  
lu V A L U E  (N) = p N U r S ( N S E T , l î )
S U M  = S U M  4- d a d s  ( V a l u e  (N) )
17  c o n t i n u e
I F ( S U M . E U . O . D O )  C a l l  M S N V A L ( N N O D e » n s i  d e , v a l u e )
D O  1 U  N = 1 , N w U D E  
1 M  ENi‘Rü(M,ii) Z V A L U E  (N)
1 9  c o n t i n u e  _  _
c o 2
C . . . 2 E R U  S T I F F N E S S  M A T R I X  
L U  20  w ^ I i M e V m D
D U  21 i: = 1 , M c V A B  
L5Tir(ll#n) = U.ODÜ 
XilATX (II, li) = Ü . Ü D U  
Y M A T X d : , : )  = Ü.ODO
21 C O N T I N U E
D U  2 0  iisi fllNUDE 
U;iATX(!l,N) = O . O D O  
2 d C ü N T I N U E
D U  22  N = 1 ,I ÎN U DL  
D U  22 11 = 1 ,IlUüDE 
HIIATXCI , N) = & . U D Ü  
D I 1 A T X ( N , N )  = O . O D Ü
22  C ü N T I N U E
C/.LL G n U S S  ( n d a U s , L T Y P C  » N o T ü T  » UPliTS , D P L O C  )
C
C. . . E N T E R  D i N u L E  L u U P  T N N ü U G i l  L L G ^ U S S  P u I N T S  
D U  u5  i c =1,;. g t u t
D = N P L ü C ( 1 , 1 0 )
T = v P w u C ( 2 , I 0)
V = uPLJC(^,IJ)
c
c. . . E Y , , L U „ T E  D ü a P[ FU,.Ct I u N G  A îjD D b i U  V5, t N e N J A C ü D I A N  .AN D C a R t . D [ R ; V S  
C,,uE S F , : ( 5 , T ' V ,  L T Y l ' E ' M N u : ) E , S i l „ P [ ' P E N I  V)
D U  2 5 M = 1 ,3
S U M = 0. DU
D O  2 ‘t N = 1 , N M ü D L
2 a S U M SUM * E N C o u ( I I ,  : ; ) * G N a p e ( n )
25 u P C o D (M) = S U M
TllIC K = 1 .
I F CM W IM E • L E . 2) Tli I c R = GP C 0 D ( 3 )
C o EL J M L ü G ( I i N O D E , iMM j D e , l t Y P E , N D l M p ,
1 D 0 M C t ' )
D V ü L U  = D J A c D * G P U T G ( I 0 ) * T 1 I I C k
C
c.,.ev,k u „te d Ma t r ix, r ig radius needed for axi-gym case 
if ( L T Y P E . G T . 2 )  G ü  T U  3 ü
C A L E  Ü A N B ( i l L V A B , M N ü D E , E N C Ü D , S f i A P E » D E R l V ,  C a R T D » D J a C D , S C O N V ,
1 U N m TX )  
ü U  T U  3 2  
30  M = u P C ü D ( l )
I F ( R . e t . s m a l l ) R = SM/\LL
C / K L  N M n T ( M P U l N , M E L E M , M f i u D E » M E Y A B »  N N ü D e » M S T Y P ,  L, L N U D S , N P n DF 
1 , R , S N a PE » C A k T D  » S C ü u V , B M a t X)
C
c . . . e x t r a c t  Y q U N G S  m o d . A N D  P O I S S O N S  R A T I O ,  T H E N  F I L L  IN D M A T R I X
C . . . A L S U  F i n d  p e R m e a D i l i t i e s , p o r o s i t y  u  p u o M
C...FUR SiJiL, YM=^xPRQ(. , FqR STRUCT eLT YM=£N PRq (3 , N )
3 2  P E i M K I )  = O . O D O  
P E R M ( 2 )  = O . O D O  
D E R M ( 3 )  = O . O D O  
P U R  OS = O . O D O  
YM  = O . v O
PR = O . D O
u ü w» S N = 1 ,N|,uDL
Y M  = Y M  + E N P R U d  , N ) * S ! : A P E ( N )  ^  ^
Pi: = PR + E, ,P RU (2 , N ) * S ; : A p E ( N )
i D U  2 u  1 = 1 , N d s t r
2 u  I ) = Pl:RM(1) + l n p r o c  1 + 5, N ) * s i i a i k  cro
P u R j S  = P u R u C  * E N P P J ( 5 , ; 0 * 3 l i A P L ( I l )
35  CU NT lN 'J u
IF ( L S u R T . U l .2) Y M  = 1 . O D O
c
c a l l  M u o l  ( M s T Y P ,  U S T P C ,  YM, PR , Dll A T X )
C
C . - . C m LC D * B
D U  40  ;; = 1 » N c V A B  
0!) 4 0  1 = 1 r f K T R L
S U M  = Ü . D U  I
DU  3 9  0 = 1 , : K T R L  
3'’ S " M  = S U M  * D M A T X ( 0 , l ) * B M A T X ( 0 , U )
l u M m T ( i ,!1) = s u n  
4v c o n t i n u e
l . . , t N e C o n s u m m a t i o n  o f  t n e  c l é m e n t  s t i f f n e s s  c a l c u l a t i o n  
u 0 5 V i i = 1 f M L- vMMi 
k U 5 0 N = M , N t '* n 1’
w U M  = v . D O  
wO  1 = 1 , N S T R E  
4 "  S U M  = S U M  + ü M A T a ( I , M ) * P S M m T ( I , m )
5o  E S T I F C M , . ] )  = [ S T I  F (M, ,j) + S ’J M * D V u L U  
I F (lSvJNT.L'j.O) o u  T u  u ,>
C.,,No.. F ü N M  P 0 I : E - P N L S S .  S U B M A T K l C [ S .  F I R S T  E V A L U A T E  S H A P E  &
C . . , C a N t 8 F u n  P.j I'm - P N e SS ,  N o L e S» If N P ü N N . N e .NIk D e .
IF \ i ; P u N N , E U . N N u D [ )  u O  T O  5 2
C,,LL S F . ; ( S » T ' V ,  L t Y P I M M N u S'E, S iM,P E ' N E P I V )
C,M.L B . K o B C m n ü D e m J P u N N »  L t Y P P . . , D I M e .  L ^ t N C S P r S N n r E ' B E R l V ,  C a R t B »
U  J A C Li )
52 C O N T I N U .
C . . . F O N M  U MnTP I; ; (L M A T :  IN IN S T A N D A R D  N O T A T I O N )
LO  5 5 J = 1 , N i ’u K N  
50  55 I = 1 , N E V A 0  
S U M L  = O . O D O  
uO  5 4 N — l i i j L S T R
54 S U M L  = S U M L  + PMIATX (i( r I ) * SN A P E  d  )
55 'MM A T X  (J , I) = U M A T X ( 0 , I )  + S U M L  + D V O L U
C . . . F U N M  N 0 S m a t r i c e s
5 0  6 0  0 = 1 , N p O R N  
1/ 0 0 I = 1 , IJ, ’ u R N 
SUMhI = O . O D j  
u U M S = 0 • 0 D 0
5 0  59  ;-;=i,Nd s t r  
5 9  S U M N  = u U M N  * P e r m ( k ) * c a : t d ( k , i ) * c a r t d ( k ,J) 
s U M s  = s'UMs + S N A P [ ( l ) * S H A P E ( J ) * C M P R S  
N M A T X ( l ,  J) = l i M „ T X ( l , J )  + 5 U M l i * 5 V ü L U
S ! | n T X ( I , J )  = B; iA T x ( I , J )  + S u u S  + o V U L U
uO c o n t i n u e  
u5  c o n t i n u e
c
C . . . F I C L  IN LuN'E: T R I A N G L E  OF  S T I F F N E S S  M A T R I X  
Do 7 V 11 = 2 , 1i E V L  
M1 = M"1 
E J o 9 N = 1 , M 1 
o 9  E S T I F ( M , N )  = l S T I F ( N , M )
70 c o n t i n u e
c d 4
IF ( L S u R T . N e .O) G O  T o  1 0 0  ' '
K I T E  T u  D I S C  f i l e  F u H S T R U C T U R E  [ L T  
W R I T E  ( 1 7 )  E B T I F  
W R I T E  (1 7 )  YilATX 
G U  T U  CU
14l
1 0 0  C U i i T i n U E
. . F u i ’Jl X 8 Y M A T R I C E S  F R o M  E S T I F . U , ii, 3 , A R R A N G I N G  C O L U M N S  
, , S U  T H A T  IM.e B S U R e a t  N U D [  N Cyilb^ >,S L a S t D . o . F .  A T  N U 8 £  
J C Ü L = 0 '
HR  = 0
O U  1 0 5  w = 1 . w N U O E
w:i = l h u p s ( l , n )
N D ü F H  = i l R H u F C N w )  
u C L 1 — J C U l + 1 
J C H O  = J C U L  + N'DUFH - L R G R H ( H )
O U  1 4 0  J = J  C u L l  , J E H O  
J M H R = J - i i P 
O U  1 5 1=1 » , i E V 7\ t i 
,.MATX (I , J ) = E S T I F d  , J M N P )
13 5  C u . l T i H U E
H E V 0 1  = NEVW,u + 1 
u (J 1 4 U * = NL V W 1 , US JA W  
I M N V u  = I - H E V m O
YIW.TX ( I , J ) = - S C u N V * U M A T X  ( I M N V O ,  JMflin * r s C A L  - 
C O N T I N U E  ' ;
J C v L  = J E N D
IF ( L R v H N ( N ) . E U . O )  G ü  T ü  1 5 5  
HR  = N R  + 1 
J C u L  = J C u L  + 1 
0 Ü  1 ^ 5  * = 1 , u E V A a
nM,.TX( I , J C u L )  = - S C U H V * U M A T X (  HP ,  I ) * P S C A L
c o n t i n u e
O u  1 5 0  I=NEVL3l r N S V A Ü  
I M N V O  = I - N E V A c '
X M n T X  d  , J C U L )  = -ilMATX ( i M N v O ,  ii P ) ★ PS  C A L* P S C A L 
V M „ t X ( I , v' C u l ) = - S C ü N V * S M A T % (  I Î'N V B , P ) ★ P S C A L* P S C A L 
C O N T I N U E  
C U N T I N U L
C . . . N O W  S W A P  R U N S  A R O U N D  C O R R E S P O N D I N G L Y  
H P = 0 
I R O W  = U
O U  1 7 0  N = 1f N N O D E  
N N  = L N 0 D S ( l ,N)
N D u F W  = N P N u F ( N N )
I R u W  = I R O W  + N D u F N  
IF C L P u P. N( N)  . E Q . O )  G O  T O  1 7 0  




\V = NP 1
p O  1 w 5 w = 1,NSV,»L3 
N V B H P  = NE\W\u + HP  
TEMi'X = X M A t X ( N V D N P ,  J ) 
T E M P Y  = Y M „ T X ( N V B N P , J )
I = N E V A D  + N P  - 1 
1<»U C O N T I N U E
„MAT,. (I + 1 , J )  = X M A T X  ( I , J ) 
Y M A T X ( 1 + 1 , J) = Y M A T X ( I , J )
1 = 1 - 1
IF ( I . u E . I R u W + 1) G O  T O  1 u O
XllnTX(Iî;UU*i , J) = TEilPX 
Y I I A T X ( n ; u U  + i , J) = t l m p y  
1ü5 LUNTIIIUu
inu'.i = iKüw + 1 
1 7 0  c o n t i n u e
C ; . - W R I T E  T O  D I S C  F I L E  
W R I T E  (1 7 )  x M A T X  
W R I T E  (1 7 )  Y M A T X
30  c o n t i n u e
R E T U R N
C . . - E R R O R  MESSAGE
7(>v W R I T E  (u, 7 0 0 )  L, N N O D E ,  N S I D E  
S T u P
4 0 0  W R I T E  ( u , u v u )  L , N P O R N , N S I D E  
S T O P
7 v u  • u R . i n T ( / 3 o N  s t o p p e d  IN S i I I T .  C,,NT H A N D L E  E L E M E N T »  I4' U H .  IT H A S ,
1 K > , 1 0 n  H 0 D E S n N D , I 3 , 6 N S I D E S )
O v O  F u R M , \ T ( / 3 0 H  S T O P P E D  IN S T I F F .  C A N T  HA,IDLE E L E M E N T ,  I4,





S U u R j U T i N E  L O n D  '
1 ( M T ü t V »  liPOl . J ,  M e L e M ,  M r  I X V  , Me  V'AD , MI.ODe » M S E T S  » MCOi.P » '
ZiiPuiu» M. [£11, Nf iXv , N S D I S ,  NDl'iE , N O A U s , M S T Y P ,  NOvEi,, i\D.ET » R P S E T  » 
3 L N 0 D S »  L h O P N ,  L S I D N » N P N ' D F , a F V „ H ,  L D u P S , D F o P s , S C o n V,
4C()uRD , E N C o D , e N D o D , S M m P e , P E R  I V , C a R T D  , AS  L Q D  , S P D  I S , N T I  M e , P S C  A L)
C . . . R E m PG „(,)D,.L LunPS AND S P e C. D I S P La C e M e N'TS , BODY F q R C e S» AND S U R F a C e 
[ . . . P R E S S U R E S .  C o .iv'e R j c, a LL L u a DS TO N O D a L F y N C b S  W|l % CM R £ A S S [ M D L £ D  IN 
c.. n B -oD. SPEC. Disi\ ARE S T O R E D  IN S P Dl S  W:I%CH I N C w U D e S P R e V i q U s N F IX V
c . . , f i x e d  V a r i a b l e s ,  n s d i s  is tNe t o t a l  l e n g t h  qf t h i s  a R R a y .  
c
i m p l i c i t  r e a l * :  ( a - h , o - z )
d i m e n s i o n  L n o D S ( M e L e M , M n o D e ) » L N u D N ( M e L e M ) , LSI d r ( M e L e M)
1 , N P N D F  (MPOIij) » N F V a R  ( M F I X V )  , L B o P S  (Me L E M  , M n Q D e  ) , 5 Fc PS  ( M s  E T S » M C q M P  )
2,CooRD(MPolN, 3) , ENCOD(3,MNuDL),ENBOD(MCOMP,MNODE)
3, S::nPE(MNOD£) , D E R I v  (3, M N û D E )  , C A R T D ( 3 ,  M N O D E )  . g P L O C  (3, 3) , g P w T S ( 8 )
4, A S L O L M M T O T v ) , S P D I S ( M F I X V ) , P R E S 5 ( 3 . 3 ) , G P R E S ( 3 ) , a J A C M ( 2 , 3 ) , X J ( 3 )
5 , F C 0 M P ( 3 ) » R a R D ( 2 0 ) , c a r d ( 2 0 ) , L t Y P S ( 9 ) » N P A L S ( G ) , N A S E T ( 3 >
C
D A T A  I D R A C ,  j D R A C / 1 i ! ( , 1 l l ) /
D m T i» L T Y P S  / 2l » 31 , 3 3 » 4 4 » o 3 » o 4 » o 4 , o o , 2 0 u /
C . . . S E L  N O T E  IN S T I F F
L
N’T O T V  = N P O S N  ( N P o  IN, N P N D F  (N P o l  N) , N P N D F  )
- N P o S N  IS A F U N C T I O N  S M B R 0M 7I N E  W H i C N  F I N D S  V A R I A B L E  a D D R e S S  
I S T u P  = 0 
D O  3 I = 1» N T o T V  
5 n S L 0 1 ' ( I ) = v) « D 0
IF ( N T I M E . G t . O )  G O  T O  6 
D O  7 I = 1 » N F l X V  
7 S P D I S ( I )  = O . O D O  
W C O N T I N U E
..GDIS = N F I X V
.FI..P N D S T R ;  IF D O F . G T .  N D S T R  IT IS A P j R e - P R E S S U R e  D . O . F .  55
n r  V I I » — (.
; IF ( M S T Y P . ù L - 2 )  N D S T R  = 3
C
C. . . I N R U T  N U D m L F u R C E S  A N D  D I S P L A C E M E N T S  ( C A R D S  LD) 
V W R I T E  ( v , u 1 u )
1 W n E A D ( 5 , 5 1 O ) L C a R D , L D , N » ( K a R D ( ] ) , C a r d ( I ) , 1 = 1 , 7) 
i F ( L D . E U . I . u R . L D . E O . Z )  Ü U  T U  11 
I F ( N - C q . O )  Ü Ü  T U  21 
I S T U P  = I S T u P  + 1 
W R I T E ( o , 7 1 0 )  N
OU Tu 21
1/1 IF(N. GT. O . A nd .N.L E . NPUIN)
1STUP ISTuP + 1
WRITE(u, 7 1 1 ) N
uLi TJ 21
12 DU 2 0 1 = 1 ,7
1. = \AND (I)
IF(1 i. LE. 0) Gü TU 20
•Nil = Ni'ü SN (N ,M,NPNDF)
ou T u (1 5,1 ù ), LD
15 f ,,, u LüD (NM) = c:,RD ( I )
UU Tü u V
., ISP I S s i ’E C . I s IT n f i x e d
I0 DU 17 i:= 1 ,N ri XV
C . . D I   S P E  S F I X E D  D . u F  F .? I F Y p S  I ü N ü A E .
  i i W x v  
1 F (,:FV,u. ( R) -LU.Nil) O U  T U  19 
17 L Ü u T I N W E
,,SDIS = U S D  I S + 1 -
i F C i S D l S .  L E . M F I X V )  i,J T ü  1C 
I S T U P  = I S T u P  + 1 
W R I T E ( u , 7 1 2 )
U Ü  T U  21 
1 6  S P D I S ( N S D I S )  = C A R D ( î )
N F V m R ( N S D I S )  = NM  
C l  T U  2 J 
1 9  W R I T E ( w , 7 1 3 )  N, M 
2ü  C ü N T I N U E
21 I F ( E C A R D - E U . O )  G O  T U  10
d . . p r i n t  a p p l i e d  N ü D a L F O R C E S  A u D  S P E C I F I E D  D I S P L A C E M E N T S
N O N E  = 0 
i. M = 0
D ü 3 0  N = 1 i N P O I N  
N D U F N  = N P N D F ( N )
D U  2 9  M = 1 , N d ü FN 
INI = NM  + 1
F = n S L ü D ( N M )
I F ( N S D I S . E U . N F I X V )  G O  T ü  2^ 
i.FVI = h F I X v + 1 
D U  23 i; = N F V l  , n s d i s  
I F ( N F V n R ( K )  .EU,[NI) G ü  T ü  25 
2 3 C O N T I N U E  
U . . . N U  S P E C .  D I S P .  ( D = Ü )
2+  i F ( F - E U . O . D u )  G ü  T ü  2 9  
W R I T E ( 6 , u 1 2 )  N , M , F  
U Ü  T ü  2 7
C . . . T H E R E  IS „ S P E C .  U I S P .  A N D  M a Y A L S U  D e A F O R C E  
25 D = S P D I S ( K )
IF ( M . G T ' N D S T R )  S P D I S ( K )  = S P D I  S ( K ) / P S C A L
IF ( F . E U . O . S . )  G ü  T ü  2 o  57
W R I T E ( w , v l 3 )  N , II, F . D 
w U  T ü  2 7
2u l.RiTL(u,u11 ) 11,11, t)
') \ ' I • — -«





c,..iiir'iT body Force sets and tHeiR distribution cui,S2>
I F ( N B S E T . E U . g )  G O  T o  l u O  
NUCOi: = NDIllE
C A L L  S E T V A L ( M E L E l l , M N u D E , r i 5 ; _ T S , M C o n p ^ f j P O l N , N t L E M ,  N O D e M, I S T O P ,
1 NBGETrNUColl, LNODS, L^ iODN, lBuPS . BFQPG ,0»
25linPP.u, ShUdY F,5ilORCEs,5i: (G1),Sll (D2))
c
L""'ST,,RT sFCtIUN to CuNVEnj UuDY FuRCES yO NODaL LuaDS 
W R I T E ( 6 , ô 5 U )
UÜ 1 SU L = 1 , uELEI:
N N O D E  = L N U u N ( L)
C...C:iLC,. FOR Ex IsTmNCE of BODY FORCE 
N O N  = V
uU Ù5 11 = 1 , 0N0DL
55 w O N  = N j N + L U U P G ( L , N )  
i r ( w O N - E O . U )  G u  T O  1 5U 
C. . . E L E M E N T  IS LO,K'E D, C O M P U T E  M'I D G I D E v A E U e IF N E C .  
u S I D E  = EG ii)N (E)
c . . . p r i n t  e l . A n d  n o d e  p u .  d e f o r l  p r u .t i n u  b . f . v a l u u s  *
N o D  = N N O D E  '
1 F (NuD.uT.N) i;UD = 0
Ni>lTE<i,,u51 ) L, ( LIAJDG ( L, N) , N' = 1 , NuD)
: F(HNOaE.GT.w)WRITE(u,wS2)(LNuDG(L,N),N = 7,NNODE)
D u  75 M = 1 , N s C u M  
S U M  = O . D O  
;: u u5 N = 1 , N u O D E  
L N D O D ( M , N )  = O . D O  
u S E T  = E B O P o ( L , N )
I F (NGET.GT-0) go to UÜ 
CAiK(li) = O.DO 
GO TU o5 
AO CARD(N) = BF0PS(N5ET,M)
SUM = GUM + CARD(N) 
u5 CONTINUE
I F(SUM.EQ.O.DO) GO TO 75 
CnLL mg n val(NNo d e,:;si d e, cand)
DO 70 N=1,NNODE 
7v uNBuD(M,U) = C.,RD(N)
NOD = NNUDE 
IFCIOD.GT.C) N0D=8
WRITE(u,u53)M,(ENBuD(M,N),N=1,NOD)
I F(NNODe-GT.3) WRITE(6'A54)(ENBUD(M,N),N = 7,NNODE)
75 CUNTINUE 
C...TRmNSFeR CO-OivDG TO ELEMENT ARRnY
UÜ 65 i; = 1, NNODE 
nP = LN‘uDS(l,N)
DO Ov ii = 1,3 
Go LNCuD(M,N) = COURD(NP,M)
. G5 CONTINUE
C i..OBTnIN LTVPE 3 IT IS NEEDED IN unUSS AND SFR 
NOOGID = NNjDE*1C * NSIDE 
D O  70 L T Y P E = 1 , 7
iF(NoDSlD.EO.LTYPSCLTYPE)) Gu TO 75 ' , jg
7 j  CONTINUE . .
i S T u P  = l S T u P + 1  
W R I T E ( u , 7 3 5 )  L , N N U D E , N S I D E  
L U  T U  I S O  
C . . . A L L  S E T  r u R  G A U S S  L U U R
95  C A L L  ü n U S S ( N G A U s , L T Y P E , N G T U T , u P W T S , ü P L U C )
IF ( L T Y p E . L t . 2 )  ü ü  T ü  1 5 ü  
R U  1 2 0  I J = 1 , N ü T ü T 
S = ü P L ü C d  , IJ )
T = u P l ü C ( 2 ,  I J )
V = G P L U C ( 3 . I J )
Cn + L S F r (s » T » V , L t Y P e , M n q DE , SiinPE • O e RI V ) /
Till CE = 1 .
i f c ;d i :i e . e u .3) g u  t u  i o s  
c. . .EV,,LN/%TE t h i c k n e s s  A T  G a U S S  P O I N T S ,  2 D  A N D  a X I - S Y M  C A S E S  
THICi. = O . D j  
S u 1 u ü U = 1,i<nOl)C 
l U v  Till vK = T H I C K  + E N C U D  (3 , :j )*SIIa PE (N)
1'J5 LL J , K O D ( i ' N U D E ' N N u D E ' L T Y P E ' N D l M E ' L » E N C o D , S N A r E ' D E R l V , C A R T D ,
*1 '*
S V O L W  = D J A c D * G P W T s ( I J ) * T 1IICK 
c . , .nCLUi:W;,AT^ EUiilY. N O S  A L  F ü K  C ES I N A S  Loi)
Lu  1 15  m = 1 , , , N U D e 
,,P = Li.uDS ( L, N)
,,IK = N P U S N ( : , P , v , N P N D F )
u n 11 0 I ( = 1 , H P I ' i E «
,WI = N I K  + M '
1 1 o  A S L o D ( N M )  = A S L O D  (N'I:) + e ND ü D ( M , N ) * S 1! A P E ( N ) * D ‘K  CU'
1 1 5  L' JN TI Nü :
1 2v  C ü ü T I N I K  
15 y C O N T I N U E
C
L. . . Illi'NT s U r F a CE P R E S S U i ; r  S E T S  nllD S T O R E  T.icM IN D F u P S  (Pi )
1 o G  I F ( N P S E T - E U . O )  g u  T U  3 5 0  
N P C Ü M  = 2
i f ( n d i i i e . e u .3) n p c u i := i 
C . . . W E  LIilIT 5 0  C o u p .  T ü  N O R M A L  p R E S S U R E  ü N E y
c a l e  S e t V a L ( M e L e M,M|; o D e , M S e T 5 , M C o M P , N P ü I N , N e L e M » N O R e M» I S T O P ,
1 N P S E T f N P C o M , L N O D S , L N u O N , L U u P S , B F ü P S , 1 ,
2 5 H S U R F .  , 5H T R A C ,  S R T I ü N S ,  5H (Pi ) ,511 )
C . . . S P E C I F Y  D I S T R I B U T I O N  ü F  P R E S S U R E  S E T S  (P2)
C. . . (Ne C.WiT U S E  S l T V a L F u R  T'IIS S I N C e F û R M a t S D I F F E R E N T )
W R I T E ( u , ü 7 ü )
1 < ü i, E — G 
N E O G E  = 1
I F ( N D I Ü E . E 0 . 3 )  N E Ü G E = 4  
NJOII! = NDIllE - 1 
1 7 V i\EA0(S,- >71 ) L C A R 0 , N N A S ,  L , ( N P A L S ( N )  , N A S E T (N) , N — 1 ,3)
C . . . N U T E :  1 D n T A  c A R D  p U R  E A c H  L u a O e O S I D E  ( O R  p A c E  IN 3 0 )  
I F ( N O I M E . E 0 . 1 ) G O  T U  3 0 0 .
WP.IT l (u, 6 7 1  ) L, (IJPALS ( n ) , I B R a C , N m S E T ( n ) , J ü R a C , N = 1 » .NNAS)
N O N E  = 1
i F ( N N A S . G E . 2 . A N D . N N A S . L E . C )  G U  T ü  1 7 5  
I S T u P = I S T u P + 1  
w'RITE (w, 7 7 0 )  N N A S
o U  T U  3 0 0  ^
1 7 5  IF (L. L E . N E L E M )  G ü  T U  1 3 0  
I S T u P  = I S T u P + 1  
W R I T E ( o , 7 3 3 )  L
Gü  T ü  3 0 0  
I 0Ü IMIUÜE = Ll lü ui dL )
C . . . C H u C K  G P e C. N u D C S  A R E  IN S E Q U E N C E  A L ü N G  G I D E  
C . . . A H D  P U T  Ml D S I  ü: N U D [  ( lU MÜ b RG  IN N P a L g O  I F N E C .
C A L L  P C i i E C K C M b L b M r M N o D c »  N N u D e » N N A S ,  L» L N O D S »  N P a LS» I S T U P )
C . . . C H E C K  S E T  N U . S
DU  1 9 5  N A S = i , N N a S 
N S E T  = N A S E t ( N A S )
i F ( N S E T . G E . v . A N D . N S E T . L E . N P S E T )  G ü  T U  1 9 5  
I S T U P  = I S T ü P + 1
W R I T E  (6, 7 8 0 )  N S E T  ^
U Ü  T U  3 0 0  
r ’5 C O N T I N U E  
C . . . P Ü T  T R n C T I U N  V A L U b S  IN P R E S S ()
Dü 215 11 = 1 , nPCun 
S U M  = O . D O  
uU  2 ü 5 N = 1 , IU'n V 
PRESS (il, N) = O.DO 
..SET = NASET(N)
I F ( N S E T . G T . u ) G ü T U  2 0 0  
C i» R D ( N ) — u . S 0 
V ü t ü u J 
2 0 0  CAP.D(îl) = D F U P S ( N S E T , M )
. U M  = S U M  + C m R D ( N )
2 0 5  c o n t i n u e
I F C S U M . ^ u . O . U Ü )  ü U  T U  2 1 5  
C A L L  USilVAU ( N N n S ,  N E D G E ,  CnPD)
L ü  2 1 0  ,. = 1 , :.N,\S 
2 1 ü , R L S S ( U , N )  = C A R ü (N)
W R I T E  ( w , o 7 2 )  il, ( P R E S S  ( M , N )  ,N = 1 , N N A S )
2 1 5  C ü h T I N U u  
C ...LXTRnCT N u D A L  C U - U R D S  
DO 2 2 5  N = 1 , N N A S  
NP  = N P n L S ( N )
DU 2 2 0  11 = 1 ,3 
2 2 0  [.NCüDdl , N) = C ü ü R D ( N P , M )
2 2 5  C U N T I N U E
C . . . T H E  V / K I U U S  C H e C r S  O v E R  W'e C a N  NüW' E N T E R  G A U S S  L O ü P  A L ü N G  SI De 
C . . . N U T E  SI DE IS a L I N E  E L.  IN 2 D  A N D  A P L A N E  E L .  IN 3 D  
C . . . U H T A I N  S I D E  T Y P E  ( L S T Y P ) .  DY C O I N C I D E N C E  L S T Y P  = N N A S - 1  E X C E P T  
C . . . F O R  3 N O D E  BRjCi;
L S T Y P  = N N A S  - 1 
1 F ( N N A S . E Q . 4 )  L S T Y P = 4
C „ L L  G a U S S  ( i K A U S ,  L S T Y P  , ilGTüT » G P W T S  , GP  L U C  )
DU  2 ^ 0  I J = 1 , N G T O T  
S = G P L ü C C l , IJ)
T = GPLuC(2,IJ)
C „ L L  S F R ( S , T ' O . D O , L S T Y P , M N O D E , S H A P E , D C R I V )
C . . . C O M P U T E  n P P R ü P R I n T E  J a C U D I a N C u M P S .
DO  2 + 5 J =1 , i,D I M e  
D u  2 + 5 1 = 1 » I.JDIM 
S N ! ; = ü . D 0 
l'u 2 + 0 n = 1 , u I < A S 
2 4 0  S U M  ;; S U M  * D E R IV C I , i. ) * E N C U D ( J » N )
X J A C M ( I , J )  = S U M  
2 4 5  C O N T I N U E  
C . . . P U T  P R E S S U R E  c ü M P .  IN L U C A L  A R R A Y
D U 2 5 5  M = 1 , N P C Ü M  g  A
uUM = O.DO






SIX: = SUM + p n u S s ( M . : ; ) * s i i A P E ( i j >
G P R L S ( M )  = s U M  
U Ü  T ü  ( 2 6 0 , 2 7 0 ) , U J ü l M  
D C n S E  ( L O A D  A P P L I E D  T U  E D ü [ )
T H I C K  = O . D u  
D U  2 6 5  6 = 1 , K N A S
T H I C K  = T H I C K  + C H C ü D ( 3 , : i ) * 5 H A P E ( H )
D L u K u  = T H I C n * 0 P U T 5 ( I J ) * S C u NV
r C u M p C I ) = - ( A J A C M ( 1 , 1 ) * u P R L S ( 2 )  - X J a C M ( d 2 ) * G P R C S ( d ) * D L O N G
FC6::I'(2) = - ( X J A c î l d  , 1 ) * G P r L 8 ( 1 )  + X J A c i K I  , 2 ) * g p r E S ( 2 ) ) * d l û N g
U Ü  T ü  2 6 0  
D C A S E  ( u O A D  n P P L I E P  T U  F a C e )
X J ( l )  = X J n C M ( l , 2 ) * X J A C M ( 2 ' 3 )
XJ (2) = X J , K M d  , 3 ) * X J n C M ( 2 , 1  )
AJ (3) = XJ n C M  d , 1 ) * X J  A c m ( 2 , 2 )
D P n  = G P W T S ( I J ) * G P R E S ( 1 ) * S C Ü N V  
D u  2 ( 5  M = 1 , 3 
r C ü M P  (ii) = XJ (M) * D P n
C C U M ’J L A T E  E q U I v . N ü D/,L F ü R C e S  IH 
u U  2 6 5  .1 = 1 , H A A S  
,.P = i;P(.LS(,.)
,.i,: = ;.PüS:i(..p,o,i;piiDF)
D U  2 6 2  il = 1 , i.DIME 
..i: = î!i.: + u 
(,SLüD(:A:) = A S L ü D ( i i M )  +
C U A T I H U E  
C O A T I H U E
X J a C M C i , 3 ) * X J A C N C 2 » 2 >  
X J A C M ( 1 ,1 ) *  X J A C i 1 (  *■ * 3 ) 
XJ A C M ( 1 , 2 ) * X J A c M (2 , 1)
L ü D
F C ü M P ( M ) ■s h a P e C a )
U O  i F ( u C A R D . E U . C ’) G ü  T U  1 7 0
3 50 I F ( I S T u P . E ù . ü )  R E T U R A  
W R I T E ( ü , 6 0 0 )  I S T U P  
6T-:'U |
. . l A P U T  F U R M A T S
5 1 0  Füi;MAT( Il , 1 4 , 1 5 , 7 ( 1 1 , 0 9 . 3 ) )
5 2 w I ü R M n T ( i 1  , U » 3 X , 6 1 2 , 6 0 1 0 . 3 )  
571 FURM,.T ( 1 1 , 1 4 , 1 5 , 6 ( 1 3 , 1 2 ) )
. O U T P U T  F o r m a t s
u i o  r u R M A T ( / / 4 5 i l  a p p l i e d  A U O a L F ü R C t S  A A D  S P E C .  D I S P L A C E M E N T S ,
1 / 1 X , 4 4 ( l H - ) . / 3 X ,  4 H N U D E , 3 X , 6 H D  U F  F , 3 X ,5 H F U R C E , 6 X , 11 H S P E C  . D I S P . )  
6 11  F ü R M n T d u ,  lu, 1 + X , 0 1 3 . 5 )  
u 1 c  F ü F. 11 n T (1 6 ,  lu, 1 X , D 1 u . 5 )  
w l 3  F U R M m T ( I o , 16, 1 x ' , 2 0 l 3 . 5 )
6 5 0  F ü R M A T ( / 2 4 ! I  D ü D Y  F O R C E  A O O A L  V A L U E S )
u 5 l  F ü R M . i T ( 6 X , 7 n E L E M E ' ; T , I 4 , l 7 X , 2 3 i . A  D D E  N U M D E K S,
1 / 4 X , 5 H C u M P . , 1 1 0 , 7 1 1 3 )  
u 5 2  r O R ! I A T ( u X , 6 i 1 3 )  
o 5 3  F ü R M n T ( l 7 , 4 . , 6 0 l 3 . 5 )  
u 5 4  F U R M A T ( 1 1 X , 6 D 1 3 . 5 )
u 7 v  F u R M n T ( / / 5 3 i '  S U R F a C e T R A C T I O A  S|_T A U .  C o N A E C T I U R S  
1 / I X ,  5 2 ( 1  il-))
u 71 F u IMI T ( 4 11 e L . , I 3 , 1 1 H ,  A ü O E ( S i _ T )  , 6 ( 3 n ,  1 3 , /\1 , 1 2 , Al , 3 X ) )
X , 6 0 1 3 . 5 )
AND Values (Pz ),
o 7 2  F ü R M ( . T ( 5 X ,  V A C g M P .  iJü. ,1 2, 1
. E R R ü R  M E S S A G E  F O R M A T S 6 1
71 ü F ü RM (.T( h 5 H w * *  F m T A L  e r r o r , LD N E I T H E R  1 A ü R  2 F O R  A O D e , I h )
71 1 f o ;;Ma t ( 2 4 H  * * *  F a t a l  l R R c>R, a ü D e = , i 4 , 2 4 H  q U t s i d e  P e r m i t t e o  l j m i t )
7 1 2  r U R M A T ( 3 6 I I  * * *  F A T A L  E R R O R ,  S P D I S  A R R A Y  E X C E E D E D )
7 1 3  FUR::nT(4ull * * *  W A R N I N G ,  A T T E P . p T  T O  S p E c i F Y  D l S p .  A T  N O p E
1 , 1 4 /  : ; i  D . u r  F . , 1 2 , 3 0 1 1 ,  TtilS D . ü F  F.  HAS DEEN F I x E D . )
7 3 :  Ful:l:nT(24H * * *  f a t a l  E R R O R ,  E L .  N O ,  I S , 1 4 H  I M P E R M I S S I B L E )
7 3 5  F u R M m T ( 3 7 ' 1  F a t a L  c R R o R ,  C a H t  HA.jDLe e L c M e N T  » 1 4  » 1 0 ^  W H I C H  H a S ,
1 l 3 , 1 G H  N U D E S  A N D , i 2 , u II S I D E S )
7 7 0  r U R ; : A T ( 2 4 H  ★ * *  f a t a l  E R R O R ,  N N A S  = , I 5 , 1 4 | |  I M P E R M I S S I B L E )
7 7 5  F u R M a T ( 2 6 H  * * ★  F A T A L  E R R o R ,  S P E C .  N u D b ^  15,36:1 C U E S  N O T  M A T C H  N O D E S
1 A R O U N D  E L E t l E N T ,  14)
7 6 J F u R M a t ^ j a H ★ ★ ★  F a t a l  [ R R o R , n s e t  = » I 4 » z 3 H  i s  o U t s i D e r a n g c  q f  p  ^ d
I n T n )
6 0 V F u R M A T ( / / / I s »4 5 H  F A T A L  E R R O R S  IN L U n D .  B E T T E R  L U C K  N E % T  T l M c . )  
uND ^
siiSHuiJxiiiE f r o n t ( M t u t V , m p u i n , m e l e m , m f i x v , m e V a d , m n u u e » m f r o n » m s t i  f ,
1 N P 0 i : j , N E L E M . i . S D i s , L N U D S ,  L N o D N  , N P N  D F , N F V a R , A S  L u D r A S  D I S , S P D  I S , 
2 V e L R V , L ' S T I F , 0 S T I  F , ü L ü A D, F W U A T , : * n C  V a , L û  C £  L, N D e S T ,  P i V „ L ,  I R S O L , a S L D t , 
3 X M m T X , Y M A T X , T H E T A , N T I M E , L M T Y P , M S T Y P , N O A U S , S H A P E  , D E R I V ,
4 DTI  M e , l p u r n . P S T S L , a s r h s , l P r o s , p r q P s ,M s E T S ,M C q M P , R F A C T , L S I D N )
L
C . . . S O L V E S  F u R  L u a S  V b C T O P  A S L o D  A N D  . K T U R N S  W I t H  D I S P L A C E M E N T S  IN A S D I S  
C . . . L o , , P S  U N A L T E R E D  IN A S L u D E X C E P T  F u R  A D D I T I O N  j F  R E A C T I O N S ,
C
I M P L I C I T  R E A L * :  ( A - H , U - Z )
d i m e n s i o n  L n u D S ( M e L e M , M n u D l ) , LNODN(MELLM) , N P.N D F ( MPq I R )
1 , i ; F V n R ( " F  I X V )  , ASLüD (MtOTV) , ASDIS (MTUTV) , S P D 1 SX M F I X V )
2, VL-CRV(tiFP.Uu) , L S T I F C M e V ; , B , M l V a D) , O s t  I F ( M S t I F ) , C L o A  D ( M F R O N  )
3 , E W U n T ( M F R u N ) , N a C V a ( M F R o N ) , L O C L L ( M £ V A H ) , N D e S T ( M E V a 6 )
4, A S L D 1  C M T U T V )  , A . I A T X ( M E V A b ,  ;iEV,.u) , YilATX ( M E V A S ,  M e V A u ) , L M T Y P ( M e L E h )
5 , L P u R N ( M I I ü D l )  , P S T S L C M e L E M ,  4) , n S R H S  ( M F  I X V )  , L P R  O S  ( M  E L E M  , M N u D  E ) 
u , P R O P S ( M S E T S , M C U M P ) , L T Y P S (9 ) , O P L O C ( 3 , 8 ) , S H A P E ( M N O D E )
7 , D E R I  V (3 , M N u D e )  , GP'w'TS ( 6 )  d S I  D n  ( u E L E U . )
C . . , V E C R V .  . . N D E S T  I N T E R I . n L  U S E  O N L Y  
C
D A T A  L T Y P S / 2 1 , 3 1 , 33 , h 4 , 0 3 , 6 4 , 6 4 , 6 6 , 2 0 6 /
C
c . . . F U N C T I O N  s t a t e m e n t
m F U N C ( I , J )  =  ( J * J  2 j ) / 2  + I 
l F ( i i F U N c C M F R O W , M F n O N ) . G T . M s T l F )  G O  T O  5 0 0
C
c
T H T  = T N E T A / ( 1 . D O  -  T H E T A )
C . . . F I N D  N U .  ü F  D I S P L A C E M E N T  D . Ü . F . S ,  M P I S P  
M D I S P  = 2
I F  ( M S T Y P , G E . 2) M D I S P  = 3
C . . . C H I j G E S j, 6 N U F  L n S T 7 \ P P E A R A u C  E u F E A C H  N 0 D £
L () 4 0 N P  = 1 , fiPUl N
r.LnST = 0 
Dl) 3 0  L = 1 , N E L E M  
N N U D E  = L N U D N ( L )
D u  E 0 N = 1 , N i , U D L  
I F ( L N U D O ( L , n ) . N E - N P )  g o  T O  2 0  
In L n w> T — L
I • L « » S T — ' *
2 0  C O N T I N U E  
3 u  C U N T I N U E
I F ( N L A S T . N E . O )  L N O D S ( K L A S T , N L A S T ) =  - N P  o Z
4 0  C O N T I N U E
C . . . Z E N U  u R R n Y S
D U  50  1 = 1,1:571 r 
50 u S T l F ( I )  = U . D O  
u U i, 0 1 — 1 ,11 F R u + 
o L U n u ( i )  = O.DO 
LQUAT(I) = U.DO 
V E C R V ( I )  = O.Dü 
O u  l . n C V n d )  = u
o u  ui 1= 1 ,;:Fixv
o1 A S R i l G d )  = U . U D O
i;FiN,X = 0 /
ù
C .. . P I i T  A 5 L D 1  K I T u  A S L O D  
D U  6 5  ;;V = 1 , ! 1 T U T V  
n S u ü O C i V )  = A S L D 1  (N V)  
v5  C O N T I N U E
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c
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N F R v N  = 1
1 > u u V 1 \ = ü •
1 0 u  DU 3 6 0  u = 1 , N E L E M  ' '
N N u D E  = LNuNN(L)
. . S E T  M P  LuCe L T ü  ReLmTe eLeMei;t variable Positions tü
NEVmD = 0
u ü  1 7 0  N = 1, wNüDE
n P  = L1.u D 3 ( l ,N)
13 = 1
IF(nP.ÜT.O) Üü TU 100 
IS = -1 
N P  = - N P  
11)0 N D u F N  = N P N O F ( N P )
N I N  = N P U S N ( N P , 0 , N P N D F )
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DU 190 1=1 lilFRUIJ 
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KEVnD = KEVaU+1 
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r n  CONTINUE 
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2 1 V C O N T I N U E
L
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IF (L:1TYP(L) . EU.1 ) GU Tu 90
IF ( L M T Y P ( E ) . E U . 2 )  G U  T U  U O  
. . . F I N D  Y u U N G ’ S lluD F u R  C U R R E N T  N O  N L I N E A R - L  A W E L E M E N T  
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NUDSID = N N ' u D E * 1 G  + N S I D E  
D U  6 2  L T Y P E  = 1 ,
IF ( N O o S I D . E U . L T Y P S ( L T Y P E ) )  G U  T U  7 2  
6 2  C U N T I N U E  
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72 call G,,USS(nGAUs ,LTYPE,NGTüT,GPWTS,GPEüC)
D O  7 7  1 2 = 1 , N G T O T  
S = G P L U C ( 1 , 1 2 )
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Yii = Yil*A
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ÜU wü 69  1 = 1 , N D U F  
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7u C O N T I N U E  
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Gc.l) üGTIFdUSi!)
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S T I F  
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CU i i T i n UE 
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C
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u U  2 7 0  i E = 1 , U E V A u  
= - L 0 C 2 L (  12)
I F ( u l K U u . L E . v )  G ü  T U  3 7 u  
. . . Vni.l,,0b2G T U  oi [ L l l i l U A T C O  U u W  I D [ N T I F I E Ü  _ F lü U j'^ tlVs P o O i l I U N S  
2 J 2 : 0  1 = 1 , U F I ’.üfl 
I F C . I m C V A ( I )  . U E . U I K I U i )  G ü  T u  3 : 0
I F (I0S(JL-1<E.0) G ü T U  2 u 0
. . . u A T R m CT C u E F G  U F  ÎJE'J EUÎJ F u H  b b i l l I U A T I ü U  ( F l R G l  S U L U j I u N  Ü A L Y  )
D u  2 : 0  J = 1 , U F R U N
I F ( l . L T . J )  u L  = !;FU2C ( I , j ) '
i F ( i . G E . J )  ::L = :;f u !jc ( J , i )
^ U U m T C J )  = u S T l F C U L )
G G T I F ( G L )  = U . D U  
2 : cf):;Tiinj2
. . . O Î U  T.iE C j R H E ü P U G D n i u  K.ll.S,
2 Ù U  uuai.G = g l ü a o ( i )
G LU., D ( I ) = u•n0
,.2l.Vo = K E L v n  + 1
I F ( I R S Q L . n E . O )  G ü  T U  2 7 0
II = 1
G O U T E  ( 1 8 )  E ü U A T ,  E ü P Ü S .  II , Î U K U O  
e u  T U  2 8 0  
2 7 »  G O U T E  ( I V )  E U R O S
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IF ( N I R N U - E ü - 1  ) PVÎlÂA = D A ü S  (PI V O T )
1 F ( N l R N U . E u . l )  p VI î 1 N = D A G S ( p l V O T )
iF ( D a n s  ( P i V ü T )  . l t . p v i u n ) p v î u n  = d a O S ( P i v o t )
IF ( D a B S ( P I V O T )  . G t .PVIIa X) P V M a X = D A D S  ( P I V O T )
IF ( D A S J ( P I V U T ) . L T . P I V A L )  G U  T U  501  
E U u ;.T(II) = 0,1)0
. . . E N O A j l R E  IF V a R I A u L e NI R:;o F R c E  ü R  P R e s C R I Ü e D 
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u u T U  j u 0 
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3 3 v  c o n t i n u e
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IF ( N F R U u . O T  . u )  u 0 T 0 3 G 
3 7 u  c o n t i n u e  
3 8 0  CONTINUE
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C . . . ( I F  :iüRE t h a n  3 D . ü F  F. P E R  N O D [  A L T E R  F O R M A T S  6 1 0  - 6 1 5 )  
;;r i t l (u , 6 i 0) 
i;r i t e (u , 6 i i  )
W R I T E  (u. 61 2) C I C R A C  . I . J D R m C  , 1 = 1 , liDüFM) ... I
W R I T E ( u , u l 3 ) ( l D R A C , I , J U R A C , 1 = 1 , N D U F M )
NIW = 0
» U  15 i,r = 1 , Nl'UlN 
N U ü F N  = fJPi;uF(NP)
1 F ( u U u S U P . H U . O )  G ü  T ü  1C
u iJ / 1=1 , 1 u
IF ( I N L P T ( I ) . t U . N P )  G ü  T ü  10  
7 C O N T I N U E  
V u T ü 14 
l u  C O N T I N U E
. ü  12 N = 1 , N u U F N
n I i » i 1 “  N 1 F H- I * *
F U R  Cu(i!) = ,iSLUü (NI Kl))
LISrL(U) = ASDIS(NIKM)
I IF ( N . G T - N D s T R )  D I S P L ( M )  = O I S P L ( M ) * P S C A L
12  C O N T I N U E
W R I T E ( o , u 1 5 )  N P, ( F O R C E  ( I I )  ,!1 = 1 , N D U F N )
W R I T : ( u , 6 l u )  ( D I S P L ( ! 1 )  ,11 = 1 , N O u F N )
1 h  w U .  = i U K  + u'DUF N 
15 C O N T I N U E
W R I T E ( w , 6 1 7 )  R M A X f R M S R
C
C
C . . . S E T  N S T P D  F o r  3 D  P R I N C  D I R E C T I O N  O U T P U T  
17  N S T P u  = N O T R E
I F ( i i S T Y P - E 0 . 3 )  N S T P D  = 12 
C . . . E L E M E N T  o U t P U t  A C C O R D I N G  T ü  I N S T R U C T I O N S  IN L O R E S () 
u O  U O  w = 1 f N E L E M  
E ü R O w  = L U R e O ( L )I IF ( L O R O L . E u . 0 . m N D , L M T Y P ( L ) . L E . 2 )  G O  T O  U O
INIüDE = L N ü D N ( L )
N S I  DE  - L S I D N ( L )
M A T Y P  = L M T Y P ( L )
,;0DSID = N N u D E * 1  0 + N S I  DE 
D O  2 0  L T Y P E = 1 , 9
I F C l u D S I  D. E Q .  L T Y P S  ( L T Y P E )  ) G O  T u  21
2 0  c o n t i n u e
C . . . I F  P U  2 0  c o m p l e t e d  E L E M E N T  T Y P E  IS I M P E R M I S S I B L E  
u O  T O  3 0 0  
C . . . S C T  U P  N E m D I N u
21 IF C L O R O L . N l .Ü) W R I T E ( 0 , 6 2 0 )  L , N N Ü D E , N S  I D E , M A T Y P  
C . . . S E p E P > n T E  L O R E u O  I N T O  4 1 p l u .  I N T E G E R S
LüP.Ul = L ü R u L / I O û O
L 0 R U 2  = L o R u L / I j O 3 L 0 R 0 1 * 1 ü
L 0 R W 3  = L O R u L / 1 0  - ( L O R Ü L / 1 0 0 ) * 1 0  ^ n
L O R u h  = L ü R u L  - ( L O R J L / K ) * 1 0  
IF ( L O , . O L . E u . O )  G O  T ü  23
c . . i l E A ü l N ü s
WRIT[(u,u21) 
wRIT:(u,u22)
WRITE (u,623) ( lÜRAC , I , JüRAC I 1 = 1 ,NDi:iE) 
WRITE(u,624) (IÜRAC,I,JDRAC,I=1,NSTR[) 
WRITL(u,625)
C . . . S E T  U R  EL . M ü ü E  C j - O R D  A N D  u l 5 P .  A R R A Y S  
23 Cü WT III UL
2 5
NE VAu = 0
UÜ 30 i, = 1 , N N ü D E
,;p = L N O D S ( L , N )
D U 2 5 M =  1 #0
u N C ü DC 3 , N) = C O O R D ( N P , M
N := LP R O S ( L . N )
Do 2 u M = 1 iNi’K O P
L N PRo( M , N )  = P R u P S ( K , M )
ni;1 ^ N P O S N ( N P , 0 , N P N D F )
N U ü F N = N P N u F ( N i > )
Du 1t. J M = 1 , N D S T R
uE'V M U = N E V A u + 1
ni,1% 1 , *” N I N 4* M-r L!1PIS(;;e V a 3) = A S P I S ( N I k M) - m S U S I ( N I îcM)
3 v  CONTINUE
C
[ . . . Z E R O  m R R A Y S  T u  C O N T A I N  O a U s S P u I N t A V l R a G e S
c o  3:  ::=1 # n d i i ;e '
35 ,,vcv:(,:) = j.po
3 0  3 7  1 = 1 , N S T R L
m V S T . ( I )  = v . D v
3 7  ,.YSTN( I ) = j . U O  
3 0  3 3  1 = 1 , N S T P D  
. . Y P GS( l) = S . D J  
3 3  A V P S N ( I )  = O . P O  
I AYEYl! = O . O ü O
C A L L  G , , J S S ( n G a U s , L t Y P E  , N G T O T  , u P W T G  , G P  L ü C )
C - - . E N T E R  C a U S S  L O O P
DO 120 iJ=1,NGTüT 
S = üPLüC(1.13)
T = oPLOC(2. 13)
V = G P L U C ( 3 , I 3 )
call SFR(S, t , V, LTyPE. MNü dL, siiAPE, üEi’I V)
D ü 4 5 11 = 1 f N D 111E 
SUii = G . D O  
DO 4 3 N = 1 , N n ü D E  
4 3  sui: = SUil + £ N C ü D ( M , N ) * S N A P E ( t j )
GPCüDd:) = SUM 
45  m Y C u D ( M )  = m V C U D ( M )  4- S U ; i* ô P W t 5 ( 1 J )
C
[...OBTAIN B nND tHEN U MatRICeG
C,,uL J AC0D(MN0D[, NNOD[, L t  Y P £ . N D I M e . L , E N C Qü , S ii AP E » D e R I V , C AR T D ,
1 D J A C N )
IF ( L T Y P E . G t . 2) G O  T ü  4 7
CAlL U,^ü(M[VAG,MNûDE,NNoDE,ENCoD,SNAPE,uERlV,CARTD,DJACu,
1 u C ü N V , E M A T R )  
uO TO 49 
4 7  i; == G P C J D ( I )
I F (R. lt. s m a l l )  R = S M A L L  70
C A u L  BilAT (Mi’U l N  , M E L E M ,  M N ü D l , M e V a U, Nî^OüE f M S T Y P ,  L, L N U D S  , NP.NDF
1 ,fU s h a p e , c a r t  D» s C U N  V, DÎIATX)
4 9  YIl = O . j U  
Pi; = O . j O  
D u  DV N = 1 , N N u U L  
YllH = E N P R U d  ,N)
ir ( L f l T Y P ( L )  . E O . 3 )  c a l l  Y M H  YP ( M L  L C M  , M N O D  E , M S E T S  # M C u M P  i L , N # 
1 P S T S L r  L P R U S ,  P R O P S ,  R F A C T i  YMiN')
IF ( L M T Y P ( L ) . E U . 4 )  [ A L L  YM L I N C M E  L d i , M N O d E . M S  L T S  , M CUIIP , L » R , 
1 P S T S L , L P R U S , P R O P S , Y M N )
YIÎ = Yi: + Y i ; N * S I I A P E ( N )
PR  = P R  + E N P R 0 ( 2 , N ) * 3 I 1 A P E ( N )  ...
:v C U N T I f l U E
c a l l  H u D I  ( D S T Y P ,  N S T R E  , Yil, P,\, UIIATX)
. C A L C  s t r e s s e s  A N D  S T R A I N S
I
DO u5 1=1rNsTRE
STRSI = 0 . D J
» T » '» H i = 0.0 j
u 0 yj\J ^  i r ,• 14 ^ 1 9 Hu
SUM = O.Du
»o 56 3=1,NsTRE
58 SUM = SUM + DMnTX ( J , I ) *BMATX ( 3 . I )
STRuI = STRSI + sUIUeNDIS Ch)
oO » T ini I = STRia + DMATXCI,N)*ENDIS(N)
S T R E S(I) = STRSI
DTP IN(I) = STP.NI
nVSTS (I) = nVSTS(l) + STRSI*GPWtS(IJ)
u5 ..vstn (I) = nVSTN(l) + STRNi*GrWTS(IJ)
..VEYll = AVEyM + YIUgPUTS(Ij)
C
L . . . O U T P U T  G . P .  N c . r  C u - U R D S  - A L L  C A S E S  U N L E S S  L 0 RDl 
I F C L u R o l . E O . O )  G O  T O  8 0  
W R I T E  (6, u 3 0 )  I J , ( G P C O P  (M) , 11 = 1 , ND I M E )  
i F ( w O R o E . E o . O )  G O  T O  8 0  
C. . .uUTPU'T s t r e s s e s  F o L L o U e D ÜY S T R A I N S  I F R E N D .  
W R I T E ( u , o 3 1 ) ( S T R E S ( l ) , I = 1 , N S T R E )
W R I T L ( u , u 2 5 )
I F C L O R O W . N E . E )  G O  T O  8 0  
W i U T C C u ,  6 3 2 )  C S T R I N  (I ) , 1 = 1 , N S T R E )
W R I T E ( v , 6 2 5 )
C
C . . . C O M P U T E  A N D  O U T P U T  P R I N C .  S T R E S S E S  ( L o R Q 3  = 1 O R  2 )  
v v  I F ( L U R 0 3 . E O . O )  G O  T O  1 0 0
C a l l  p r i n c ( i , n s t r e , s t r e s , p s t r s )
D O  6 5  1 = 1 , N S T P D  
8 5 A V P S S ( I )  = a V P S S ( I )  + P S T R S ( I ) * G P W t S ( U )
I F C L J R u I - E U . Ü )  G O  T O  9 0  
W l U T E  ( v , 6 6 j )  YIl
W R I T E  ( u , 6 3 3 )  ( P S T R S  ( I ) , 1 = 1 , i; S T P D )
W R I T E ( u , u 2 5 )
C
C . . . CnIlPUTE A N D  O U T P U T  P R I N C ,  S T R A I N S  ( L 0 R U 3  = 2 )
'>0 l F ( L u R 0 3 . N E . 2 )  G o  T O  1 0 0
L „ L L  P R I N C ( z , N S T R r » S T R l N . P S T R n )
D O  ' U  1 = 1 r N S T P D
n V P S N d )  = A V P S N ( I )  + P S T R N ( I ) * G P W T S ( I J )
I F C l o R O I . E O . O )  G o  T O  1 0 0  7 |
W R I T E ( u , 6 3 4 )  ( P S T R N ( I ) , 1 = 1 . N S T P D )  * ^
W R I T E ( v , 6 2 5 )
C
c. . . C O M P U T E  n N D  O U T P U T  I N V A R I A N T S  - [ X C [ P T  T H A T  w'e L L o V e T H I S  T O  Y o U ;
1 vu irCluRuA JIE.Ü) U'RITt (6,635)
C
1 2 6  C ü U T I N U u  
C . . . E I I I  u r  G a u s s  l ü u p  
c 
c
C . - . ü ' l T P U T  O . P .  A V E R A G E S  '
„ÜP = (1 + nSIDE)/2 
A A = l ) r L U A T ( N Ü A U S * * î ; ü D )
n = 1 * / n M
l F ( N S I u E . E Q . 3 )  J = 2 .
1 2 3  il = 1,i.üIIiE 
1 2 3  n V C u D ( . i )  = n V C U D  (I1)*„
D U  1 2 5  1 = 1 , R S T R E  
n V S T S ( l )  = A V S T S ( I ) * A  
mVSTh(I) = nVSTlJ(I)*A 
n V P S S ( l )  = A V P S S ( I ) * A  
n V P S N d )  = „ V P S R ( I ) * A  
, 1 2 5  C o N T i î l U u
I nVEYM = A V E y ’1*A
u . . .,,P6 STRESS IRLKLMtiJTS TU StR»L.
DU 126 :=i,nstiu.
. . V S T S ( I )  = n V S T S ( l )  + S T R S L ( L , I )
1 2 u  STilSL ( L ,  1 ) = A V S T S  ( I )
ir ( L U R U L . 5 U . U )  G O  T U  1 2 8
W R I T E ( u , 6 4 0 )  ( n V C U D ( 8 ) , M = 1 , W ü l M E )  ' ,
C . . . G . ; . ^ V  S T R E S S E S ,  A N D  S T R A I N S  IF R L Ü P .
IF ( L U R U 2 . E V . U )  G O  T Ü  1 2 8
W R I T E  ( u , 6 3 l )  (A V S T S ( I ) , 1 = 1 , N S T R E )
[ . . . W R I T E  n V £ .  P R i N C .  e f f e c t i v e  S T R E S S E S  T U  P S t SL.
1 2 8  C O N T I N U E
CnLL P R I N C ( T , N S T R E , n V 3 T S . A V P S S )
• • T ' I > >1 __ T  ,n 1 11 u i\ — t-
IF ( N S T R E . E U . ^ )  m i n o r  = 3 
P S T S L ( L , 1 )  = P S T S L ( L , 3 )
P S T S L ( L , 2 )  = P S T S L ( L , 4 )
P S T S L ( L , 3 )  = A V P S S ( I )
P S T S L ( L , 4 )  = A V P S S ( M I N O R )
I F  ( L UR ü L . U ü . O )  go TU 1 35  
W H I T l ( u , o 2 5 )
I F ( E Ü R U 2 . N E . 2 )  G O  T U  1 3 0  _
W R I T E ( 6 , 6 3 2 )  ( A V S T N ( I ) , 1 = 1 , N S T R E )
W R I T E ( u , 6 2 5 )
C . . . G . P .  A V  P R I N C .  S T R E S S E S ,  A N D  S T R A I N S  IF R e Q D ,
1 3 6  I F ( L J R U 3 . E U . ü )  G ü  TU 1 35
C
18UTE (u,66j) AVEYM
W R I T E ( u , 6 3 3 )  ( A V P S S ( I ) , 1 = 1 , N S t R e )
WRITE(0,625)
l F ( 2 u R ü 3 . N E . 2 )  uü Tü 135  
W R I T E ( o , 6 3 3 )  ( A V P S N ( I ) , 1 = 1 , NSTRE)
WRITE(u,625)
C...v.i'.,2/ l u V A R l n N T G  - TlilS S [ C T l ü N  T ü  l-E A D D ^ O  
1 3 5  C O N T I N U E
C
1 4 6  C O N T I N U E  
C - . - E N D  u F E L E M E N T  L O U P S
C
1 5 6  ,W H I T E  ( Û , ü 5 j )  I N C , I T  
i.ETUHN
C
C . . . L H H U H  M E S S A G E  
3 0 0  W H I T E ( u , 7 0 0 )  L 
S T O P
C
c . . - O U T P U T  F o r m a t s
u O j  F O H M A T ( / / 1 X , 4 0 ( 1 : * ) , 2 1 :  q U t P U t  f o r  I N C R E M E N T , 1 4 , I C R  I T E R A T I O N ,
1 1 4 , 1H , 4 0 ( 1 M * ) / )  
v i s  F u H M A T ( / 2 x , 4 H N 0 D E , 3 x . 2 2 I I L 0 n D  ( I N C L .  R E A C T I O N S ) )
Al l F o H I W U d  H-f, 53 a , 13110 I SP l a  ÇEM.ENTS) 
w12 F 0 HMAT ( 3 X , 4 i l NU.  , 3 ( 5X , A1 , 11 , A 1 , SX ) ) 
n i  3 ru; ; i W,TCl  il + , 4 8 X , 3 ( S X , n 1 , I 1 , A l , S X ) )
6 1 5  r u R M A T ( l 5 , : x , 3 0 1 3 . 5 )  
n 1 u for, M m T  (1i1 + , 4 8 ) ; , 3 d 1 3 , 5 )
. ,17 F 0 RMn T ( / 2 4 : l  FORCE RESI DUALS,  RMa x = , d  3 . 5 , /
1 1 W , 15(111-) ,611 R M S R  = , P 1 3 . 5 / / )  
n W C  F o R M n T  ( IL’W . I I N l L e M e M T  N O.  , l4,2il ( , I Z » 7 H  N O D e S , , i p , 2 4  H S I D E S )  M A T  
l u R I n L  T Y P E  =, 1 4 , / 1 2 X ,  56(111 -) ) 
nW 1 F o l J l A T C d i  G a U S S ,  7 a , 1 2 H G . P .  C u - O R D S )  
u 2 6  F O R M A T  ( 1 N + , 5i/X , 2 4 l l S T P [ S S / S T R n  I N C O M P O N E N T S  )
(,23 F O R . M A T C u N P o i n t , 1 X , 3  ( 4 X ,  a 1 , n  ,A1 , 3 x ))
- 2 4  f O R , ^ T ( l N + , 4 2 x , 6 ( 5 x , 6 1 , I I , „ 1 , 5 % ) )
.,25 ro;;i,AT(1il ) 
n 3 » lOR6nT(iN+,i3,2X,3Fl0.3)
w 3 l  F 0 R M A T ( 1 N + , 3 6 X , 4 N S T R S , 6 D 1 3 . 5 )  ' I
- 3 2  r0RM..T(l ii+,3 6 X , 4 ! ! S T R N , 6 D l 3 . 5 )
w 3 3  r o R 6 M T ( l N  + , 3 8 X , 4 h P S T S , 3 D l 3 - 5 ,  / 3 4 x , 9 i i D i R -  C C S . , 3 ( 1 X , 3 r o ' 3 , 1 X ) )
634 F0RMAT(1.U,30X,4HPSTN,3D13.5, /3 4x,9.IDIR, COS . , 3 (1 x , 3 F8 . 3 ,1 x ) ) 
u 3 5  F o R M m T C i O ^ ' h O H I N V a N I A N T S  R L U D _  „ Y o J  H A V E  T O  C ^ D e T H I S )
,,4v F O R M n T ( l  II + , 5 N  G . A V , 3 1 1 0 . 3 )
.,5,0 F 0 R M , , T ( / 1 X , , J  (111*) ,2^11 rjjD O F  O U T P U T  F O R  I N C  = , 1 4 , 5 1 1  IT = , I 4 , 1 R  ,
1 41(111*) )
-'>6 ruRiinT (1 H + , 3 3 x ,2I;y m , d 1 3 . 5 )




S U B R O U T I N E  S M O O T  H ( I’-TOT V , M P o  I N , M F I X V , M S T  Y P , M e LE M i M N O D  E » 
i n e L e W » n P ü i n * n s d i s , l s i d n » a s d i s , b s d i s , C q o r d , n P n d f » s p d i s »
Z S U M s *  S,1,,PE* E N C O D  * L N O D S  * L N O D N  * L M t YP * r F V a R * i d  V a R * n G D  I 3 * M P F  I X )
I M P L I C I T  R E a L * 6 ( A - 1 I , 0 - Z )
D I M E N S I O N  A S D I S ( M t o t V ) * C o O R D ( i I P o I N * 3 ) , N F V a R C M F I  X V ) ,
1 N P N D F ( M P O I N ) ' S P D I S ( M F l X V ) , L S I  O N ( M E L c M ) , D s D I s ( M p F l X ) ,
2 L N 0 D S ( M c L E M , r . N 0 D E )  * L N O D n ( M e L E M )  , L M t Y P ( M e L e M) * L T Y P S ( 9 )  » 
3 N D V a R ( M P F i X) * S U M S ( M , P 0 I N * 2 )  * S H A PE ( MN  0 D E ) * E N C j D  ( 3 » * mN U  D E )
D A T n  L T Y P S / 2 1 , 3 1 , 3 3 , 4 4 , 6 3 , 6 4 , 3 4 , o u , 2 0 6 /
E. . . S M O O T H S  Pw'PS BY  L E T S *  P U T T I N G  S U R F A C E S  T H R O '  G . P .  a V e S,
C
»
N D S T R  = 2
IF ( M S T Y P . G e . 2 )  N D S T R = 3  
D O  5 1 = 1 , N S d I S  
D S D I S ( I )  = S P D I S ( I )
w D V n R ( l )  = i i F V A R ( I )  l i
DU ID 1 = 1 f N p U I N  
S U i U  ( I , 1 ) = D , D D u
VI V. ' V  > ' 7 r u  • « u n i ' »  /
1 V S U M S ( 1 , 2 )  = Ü . O U U  
C.,,LüUP üVER ALL LLLMCMTS 
u ü  8 6  L = 1 ,NfcLEi)
C . . . I F  E L T  IS S T R U C T U R A L ,  S K I P  IT.
IP ( L l l T Y P ( L )  . E U . l  ) ü ü  T U  G ü  
N d ü U u  K L N U U N C L )  
a s i d e  = L S I U 1 ; ( L )
NüDSlD = IINüDE*10 + IJ3IDE 
SU 15 LTYPC=1,9
ir (NUDSID.EÜ.LTYPS(LTYPE)) üü Tü 2)
1 5  C U N T I N U :  nw- f
u U  T U  9 1 U
,..PUT CüüRDS G P.W.P.S INTO tNCüD G SHAPE .
20 SU 25 ,1=1 ,NsüUE 
,;N = LNü DS(l ,N)
N D U F N  = N P N s r ( N N )  
n I K N u  = NPUSN(NU,NDüPN,NPNDF)
S1I,,Pe (N) = ASPIS(NIKNU)
S u  28 J=1,3 
23 E!ICi)u(J , II) = C ü ü R D ( î l N , J )
25 c o n t i n u e
o u  T u  (91u,viu,2T,27,55,65,5o,9lü,9lO), L T Y P E  
. . . f l N P  n N E A  P ü N  L I N E A R  t P I A N ü L e  U P  u U a D  id L A T E P A L  
2 /  S n  = n s u N T ( ( E N C u S ( 1 , 2 ) - E N C u D ( 1 , 1 ) ) * + 2 + ( E N C 0 D ( 2 , 2 ) - E N C 0 D ( 2 , 1 ) ) * * 2 )  
S;; = D S ^ P T ( ( E N c U S ( 1 , : ) - E N c U D ( 1 , 2 ) ) * * 2 + ( E N c U S ( 2 , 3 ) r E N E Ü D ( 2 , 2 ) ) * * 2 )  
u C  = D S u P T ( ( L N C ü S ( 1 , 1 ) - E N C u O ( 1 , 3 ) ) + * 2 + ( E N C ü D ( 2 , 1 ) - E N C O D ( 2 , 3 ) ) * * 2 )  
S E M I P  = ( S A  +  S B  + S C ) / 2 .
,,CEn = P S ü N T ( S E U l P + ( S [ U l P - S A ) * ( S E U l P - S S ) * ( S E U l P - S C )  )
IF (LTYPE.EU.3) ùU TU 30 - 
,..F<>R uU,\URI LATERnL, A S D ON A R E A UF SEcUNd TRIANuLE .
SA = DS^PT((ENCuD(1,4)-ENCüD(1,3))**2+(ENC0D(2,4)-ENCuD(2,3))**2)
SD  = D S U n T ( ( E N C 0 ü ( 1 , 1 ) - E u C u D ( 1 , 4 ) ) * * 2 + ( E N C ü D ( Z , 1 ) - E N C ü D ( 2 , 4 ) ) * * Z )
SEMiP = (SA 4- SB * SC)/2.
,,PLA = nUEn 4- D3üPT(SEUlP*(SEUIP-SA)*(SEUiP-SÜ) + (SEMlP-SC))
3v continue 
...NON AVePAou P.W.P.S AND STORc IN SHAPE 
nVEPWP = O.uDO 
DU 35 N = 1 fN.iüDE 
nVEPWP = AVePWP + SHAPE(N)
3 5  C U . I T I N U L
n V E P W P  = a v e p w p / d f l ü a t c n n o d e )
u u 4 V i« = 1 , Ni;UDE 
SllnPE(N) = AVEPWP
40 continue
Ü Ü  T U  u U
, . . s i x - n u d e d  p e c t a n g l e  
4 5  c o n t i n u e
n P E n  = ( C N C u D ( 1 , 6 ) - E N C 0 D ( 1 , 1 ) ) * * 2  +  ( E N C O D ( 2 , 6 ) - E N C ü D  ( 2 , 1 )  ) * * 2  
APeA^AReA*( ( E N C u D ( i , 3 ) - E N C C D ( i , i ) ) * * 2 + ( E N C ü D ( 2 , 3 ) ^ E N C u D ( z , l ) ) * * 2 )
n N L n  = D S Q R T ( n N E n )
P U P I  = ( S H A P E ( 1 ) + S N A P [ ( u ) + S H A P E ( 2 ) + S N A P E ( 5 ) ) / 3 .  - 
1 ( S H A P E ( 3 ) + s H A P E ( 4 ) ) / 6 .
P W P 3  = ( S H A p E ( 3 ) + S n A p E ( 4 ) 4 - 3 i l A | . E ( 2 ) + S H A p E ( 5 ) ) / 3 .  - 
1 ( S I I A P C ( 1 ) + s H A P E ( 6 ) ) / 6 ,
SIlnPEd ) P W i’ 1
SllnPE(2) = (PWPl •f PWP3)/2.
S!lnPE(3) 3 PWP3
SNnPE(4) 3 PWP3
SilnPE (5 ) = (PWP1 + PWP3)/2.
SllAPE(u) 3 PWPl
74
u U  T u  - 0  
. C I u H T - N ü D l D Q U A D R I L A T E R A L  
56 C ü N T I N U L
, ,RLA = ( [ N C j D ( 1 , 3 ) - E N C U D ( 1 , 1 ) ) * * 2  + ( E N C U D ( 2 , 3 ) - E N C u D ( 2 , 1 ) ) * * 2
n R L A = A R L A + ( E N C ü D ( i , 5 ) _ [ N C ü D ( l , 3 ) ) * * 2 + ( E N C 0 D ( 2 ' 5 ) - E N C ü D ( 2 , 3 ) ) * * 2
n R L A  = D S Q R t C A R E A )
PMID = 6MAXi((SHAPE(2)+SHAPE(6))/2.,(SHAPE(4)+5HAPE(8))/2.) 
pUpI = (4.*(3HAPE(1)+SHAPE(2)+SHAP[(G))-2'*(3HAPL(3)+SHAP[(7) 
1 + S H n P L ( 4 ) + G H A p E ( 6 ) ) + S W A p E ( 5 ) + 4 . * P M l 6 ) / 9 .
p u r :  = ( 4 . *  ( S H A P E  C 3 ) + S I I A P E  ( 2 ) 4 . S H A P E  (4) ) - 2 . *  ( S H A P E  Cl )-f S H A P E  (5) 
1 + S H A P E ( v ) + S P A P E ( G ) ) + S H A P E ( 7 ) + 4 . * P M l D ) / 9 .  '
rup5 = C 4 , ★ ( S;|ApE ( 5 ) 4-Sji A p E  ( 4 ) + Sjj A p  E (6) ) - 2 • * ( s, A^ p E  (3 ) + S,j A p E  ( 7 ) 
1 + S . i n P E ( 2 ) * S l i n P E ( G )  ) + S H A P E ( 1 ) + ^ . * P U I 6 ) / 9 .
P W P 7  = ( 4 . * ( S H A P E ( 7 ) + S H A P E ( û ) + S u A P E ( G ) ) - 2 . * ( S H A P E ( l ) + S H A P E ( 5 )  
1 + S H n P E ( 2 ) + S U A P E ( 4 ) ) + S H A P E ( 3 ) + 4 . * P M i ü ) / 9 ,
S I l n P E d )  =  l ' W p l
S !| n PE ( 2)  = (Pl/Pl + p;,'p3)/2.
u i I n P E C )  = P W P 3
S ,l nPE(4) = (Pi;P5 4. P i ; P 3 ) / 2 .
Silni’S ( 5 )  = P W P 5
uilni'E (6) = ( P W P 7  + P ; ; P 5 ) / 2 .
Silni'4(7) = P W P 7
SlIn PuC ü) = ( P U P I  + P U P 7 ) / 2 .
uij T u  uV
. S I n - N u S E D  E Q U i L A T E R n L  T R I A N G L E
55 CUi t TI UUE '
Sn = D S u R T ( ( L N C u D ( l , : ) ~ E U C u S ( l , l ) ) * * 2 + ( E N C G D ( 2 , 3 ) - E N C U D ( 2 , 1 ) ) * * 2 )
wil = D S U R T ( ( E n c Q . ( i , 5 ) - E ^ [ ^ 2 ( i , 3 ) ) * * 2 + ( E u C ü j ( Z , 5 ) - L A C u ü ( 2 , 3 ) ) * * 2 )  
uC = n S u R T ( ( E U C ü Ü ( 1 , 1 ) - E N 6 u S ( 1 , 5 ) ) * * 2 + ( E N C U D ( 2 , 1 ) - E N C U D ( 2 , 5 ) ) * * 2 )  
S L M I P  = ( S n + 5 S + S C ) / 2 .
n  R E A =  ü v U i » T  ( S L i l I  P *  ( S E l i I P  — SP\ )  *  ( S E ' l I P  — S S ) *  ( S E M l P  — SC ) )
.’UP 1  = S H A P e (2) - S H A P E  (4) + S H A P E  (u)
r U P u = u H A P L ( 2 ) 4- S i i #, P E ( 4 ) - S H n P C ( u )
P U P 5  = - S H A P c ( 2 )  + 5 l l n P E ( 4 )  4- S l i n P E ( o )
S I l n P E d  ) = P U P I
S M A P E ( 2 )  = (Pl/Pl + p; ; p3) /2.
S H A P E ( 3 )  = P'./P3
S H A p E ( 4 )  =  ( P i ; p 5  +  p w p 3 ) / 2 .
S H A P E ( 5 )  = P W P 5
Slin PE( u) = ( P U P 5  + P U P D / 2 .
.;,uU A D D  SÎIü U T H E D  P W P S * a R E A  A N D  a R L A S  T ü  S U M S  
06  C ü H T l H U L
L U u 5 H = 1 fiMiOpE 
Nil = L N U U S (  L, N)
SUi:S(tlN,1) = S U M S  (N N,  1 ) + SH  A P E  ( N ) ★ A R E  A 
S U ; ; S ( N N , 2 )  = S U M S  (NU, 2) 4. A R E A  
-5  L ü N T I H U E  
Nu  C U n T i n U L
i .
[ . . . d i v i d e  S U ; 1 S * A R E A S  b y  /iR e A S  T u R f i n a l  S M u g T H l D P U P S  
N ü D I S  = N S D i S  
D U  85  N = 1 r N P 8 I N  
N D Ü F N  = N P N d F C N )  
iF ( N D u F N . L b . N D S T R )  Ü O  Tü  85  
n i R N ü  = N P U s : : ( N r N D u F N r N P î , D F )
D U  82  1 = 1 , N S D I S  
82  Ip ( N l i . N U . u v j . N r v A R  ( I ) ) Uü T U  85
N D D I S  = N U D I S  4- 1 7 5
iF ( N B D I S . G t . M P F I X )  uU  Tü  9 3 0  
D S D I S  ( N S D I S )  = S U M s C N d  ) / S ’j : i S ( N , 2 )
uU Vn P. Ci iu Dl S)  = U I K N U  
85 C U 8 T I N U L
return
''VO W H I T E  ( u , 5 9 ? )
5 9 ?  r a R l l n T ( ' i H O » 3 4 H 5 T O P P E D  IN S U U U T H .  U p r i X  E X C E E D E D . /
1 1 X, 58HI iP Fl  X illJST e x c e e d  U F l  X V  •*- oF P Q R E - P R E S S U R E  N O D E S . )
S T O P  
" 1 V W H I T E  ( u , 5 ? 8 )  L
5 9 8  FuRldjC*] U J ' Z o H S t o P P e L IN D iIo u t H. E L e ^ e N T  » I 5 » 1 5 ü I 5 W R q NG  T Y P E . )  
i T O P  "'4"
E N D




This contains the satellite subroutines which are 
common to FINEPAK and FINETIM. The only additions 
are subroutines to evaluate the Young's modulus 
in a non-linear element ; the other subroutines 
have been omitted.
Y M H Y P ( M [ L [ M , n L u D L ' M 3 £ T S , M C ü M P , L , N , P G T 5 L , L P R ü 3 ,
11 H n P S , R ( A C T , Y U )  
i.'iPuI C I T  H L n L * 8 ( n - : : , ü - Z )
» ; M l ü S I u î 1 LPHu3(MELEM,MNûDc)'PRuPS(U3[TG,MCuMP),P3T3L(M[LEM,A)
L . . FI.IDS Y u ü n G ’S l.'uD f u R  I.UDc R u F  R V P l H B U L I C  [ L T  L
R = L P R U 3 ( L , R )
Y d  = t’R u l ' S C u r l )
C C = I’R 0}’ 3 ( I', )
PHI = PRUP5(K,4)/57.295UPC 
u1 = P 3 T 3 L ( L , 3 )  
sr. = P S T S L ( L , 4 )
S E V U L D  = P S T S L ( L , 1 )  - P S T S L ( L , 2 )
S E V u u l /  =  Si - S3
IF ( D C V R ’E U .  l L . D O V O L D )  R E T U R N
S I R P  = D S I N ( P l i l )
C U S P  = D C U S ( P I I I )
F A C T  = 1. - R F A C T * ( S 1 " S 3 ) * ( 1 . - S I N P ) / ( 2 . * S 3 * S I N P + 2 . * C C * C U S P )
IF ( F A C T . L E _ U . 1 D 0 )  F A C T  = 0 . 1  D O
YI: = Y M * F A C T * F A C T




S U u i . u U T l N E  Y M L I N  ( M [ L E M , M N U D [  ,I:SETS,IIC0I:P, L , N , P S T S  L , L P R û S  
1 P R u P S f  Yii)
I M P L I C I T  K E A L * 8 ( A - N , U - Z )
L i M L i W l u l ,  L p R ü S  (linLEtii M N C jD e ) , P R u PS  ( M S e T S , M C q M  P ) , P S T3 L ( M £ L r M , 4 ) 
C . . . L V . , L U , , t E3 Y ü U n G ’ S M U D  F U P  NUt>E N U F  hi L I N E A R  L'LT L
n = L P R U S ( L , N )
Y M  = P R O P S ( K , 1 )
C U L F F  = P R U p S ( K , 3 )  7 J
L u V ü LD = P S t 5 L ( L , 1 )  -  P S T S L ( L , 2)
u L V N L W  = P S T S L ( L , 3 )  - P S T S L ( L , 4 )
IF ( D L V N C W . ü L . D E V O L U )  R E T U R N
YII = Y I U C ü E f F
R E T U R N
W.ND
76
